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Over the last decade researchers and practitioners have developed a wide range of

knowledge related to e-learning. This book provides state-of-the-art e-learning net-

worked environments and architectures carried out over the last few years from a

knowledge management perspective.

The book is organized into four parts: After an introductory chapter which attempts 

to characterize the e-learning environments, Part I exposes the problems of building

knowledge scenarios followed by Part II which analyzes the process of building know-

ledge environments. Part III summarizes the principles, methods and issues related 

to the design of knowledge networks and finally Part IV addresses the problem of

retrieving resources and knowledge from networked environments.

Presenting a wide-ranging survey of methods and applications from contributors 

from around the world, this book will be a valuable resource for researchers,

practitioners and graduates.
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Information systems and intelligent knowledge processing are playing an increasing

role in business, science and technology. Recently, advanced information systems

have evolved to facilitate the co-evolution of human and information networks

within communities. These advanced information systems use various paradigms

including artificial intelligence, knowledge management, and neural science as well

as conventional information processing paradigms.
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1
E-Learning Networked Environments:
Concepts and Issues

SAMUEL PIERRE AND GILBERT PAQUETTE

Abstract. This chapter presents the basic concepts and main issues that charac-
terize the e-learning network environments from a knowledge management stand-
point. Knowledge management is essentially focused on the concept of knowledge,
and specifically concerns the competencies of those working for organizations. It
involves two important processes: knowledge extraction and knowledge assimila-
tion. The main issues of e-learning network environments include the design of
knowledge scenarios that can be integrated into knowledge environments yet to be
built, as well as the design of knowledge networks dedicated to supporting these
environments and enabling the retrieval of learning resources. In this chapter, the
problematic of building knowledge scenarios and knowledge environments is first
presented. Then, the principles, methods, and tools required to build knowledge
networks are summarized, and the problems associated with retrieving resources
and knowledge in networked environments are addressed.

1.1 Introduction

Over the last decade, researchers and practitioners have developed a wide range
of knowledge related to electronic learning or e-learning. This movement has af-
fected different elements and components: infrastructures, tools, content-oriented
applications, human–computer interactions, pedagogical issues, methodologies
and models, case studies, and projects. This phenomenal development is par-
ticularly inspired by the opportunities generated by the Internet, a sophisticated
computer network. As computer networks evolve, the variety and quantity of ma-
chines available and the quantity of links used is increasing. In fact, each type of
network has its own specific logical setting, switching mode, data format, and level
of quality of service (QoS). This explains, in part, the existence of heterogeneous
environments for public and private networks of boundless dimensions giving rise
to many problems of incompatibility [30]. E-learning environments must address
such problems.

Over the last few years, an increasing number of organizations have recog-
nized the importance of learning technologies and knowledge management [31].

1
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The knowledge-based economy entails a movement toward Web-based distance
education, which benefits from the enormous possibilities offered by the Internet
[34]. Hence, tremendous investments in e-learning and telecommunication infras-
tructures are being made all over the world, yielding a proliferation of knowledge
elements and learning components. As a result, it became necessary to identify,
formalize, organize, and sustain the use of knowledge and learning components [4].

Despite this enthusiasm and growing interest, many problems remain to be
solved before e-learning is widely adopted and deployed by organizations. Initial
training in the public education sector, professional training, and personal training
at home are merging. Any useful, computer-based training solution must provide
flexible learning systems, outside and inside the education system, before, during,
and after office hours. In all sectors, simplistic or inefficient use of the Web has
yet to be overcome in order to offer an interesting alternative to the eyes of the
client organizations. Currently, most e-learning material is focused on transmit-
ting information. While this is undoubtedly useful, a shift to knowledge-intensive
learning/training environments has yet to be made in order to address knowledge
and skill shortages in a rapidly changing economy.

To unleash the power of new learning technologies, new research-based
solutions are needed to ensure accessible, reusable, and high-quality Web-based
learning materials and activities. For this purpose, it is necessary to go beyond the
simple reusability of material in repositories of learning objects and find solutions
in order to build significant learning scenarios or programs that enable learners to
achieve real competency gains while reinvesting small learning objects [33]. Many
enthusiastic predictions are also based on the use of broadband networks for
full multimedia delivery of high-level three-dimensional/virtual-reality simula-
tions and real-time telepresence interactions. Such services are now available only
through a small number of communication link types, but they will generalize
rapidly through cable modems, DSL telephone lines, satellites, or non-wired ter-
restrial communication, and their full potential for education has yet to be reached.

One of the most critical issues related to e-learning technologies remains the
knowledge management paradigm, which constitutes an important concern for
many major organizations. Knowledge management incorporates and extends
traditional document or data management in many ways. It embeds concepts
such as intellectual capital, learning organization, business intelligence, process
re-engineering, decision support, competency management, and so on. It is a mul-
tidisciplinary field that uses methods and technologies from cognitive science,
expert systems and knowledge engineering, data and text mining, library and
information sciences, document management, computer supported collaborative
work (CSCW), communities of practice, and organizational science. Its goal is
to promote the systematic identification, production, formalization, availability,
and sharing of knowledge within an organization, and it also aims to increase
the competencies of its personnel, rather than simply offering them information
consultation support. Knowledge management integrates the processing of higher-
level knowledge, beyond raw data or factual information. It underlines the impor-
tance of principles, models, theories, processes, and methods, and helps uncover
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the tacit knowledge of experts to make it available for learning, working, and
decision-making processes.

From a knowledge management standpoint, the main issues pertaining to
e-learning networked environments include the design of knowledge scenarios that
can be integrated into knowledge environments, the building of knowledge net-
works dedicated to supporting these environments, and the mechanisms enabling
the retrieval of learning resources or useful knowledge. This introductory chapter
characterizes the e-learning environments and analyzes these issues. Section 1.2
presents the basic concepts and background information concerning these envi-
ronments. Section 1.3 exposes the problematic of building knowledge scenarios
(discussed in Part I). Section 1.4 analyzes the process of building knowledge en-
vironments (Part II). Section 1.5 summarizes the principles, methods, and issues
related to the design of knowledge networks (Part III). Section 1.6 addresses the
problem of retrieving resources and knowledge from networked environments
(Part IV). Section 1.7 concludes the chapter.

1.2 Basic Concepts and Background

A learning object can be defined as any entity, digital or not, that can be used,
reused, or referenced during technology-supported learning activities. From an
object-oriented programming standpoint, learning resources can be understood
as objects in an object-oriented model, having methods and properties. These
properties are generally described using metadata, i.e., structured data about data.
Due to various methods, the learning objects can become interactive or adaptive
[26]. Even though the term knowledge object takes precedence as it refers to uses
other than formal learning, the terms learning object and learning resource are
used as synonyms in this chapter.

Learning objects or resources can be distributed over different servers. They
can be of any size and type: text, audiovisual material, educational software, mul-
timedia presentations, or simulations. They also carry information to be explicitly
used by persons in order to acquire knowledge and competencies. They can be
described and gathered in such a way that facilitates their storage, publication, and
retrieval. Such an organization is called a learning object repository (LOR).

A networked virtual environment can be defined as a software system within
which multiple users, possibly located worldwide, interact with one another in real
time [30]. Such an environment can be used for education and training, engineering
and design, and, commerce and entertainment. When hardware, software, and
communication tools, as well as the teaching, coaching, and assistance services
offered to the users of the computer network are integrated together in a coherent
way, they constitute an e-learning networked environment. Figure 1.1 shows the
three main components of such an environment: the access infrastructure, the
network infrastructure, and the content infrastructure.

In large networked environments, learning takes place under a variety of tech-
nical constraints. It is important that each learning object be adapted to these
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FIGURE 1.1. A typical e-learning networked environment.

constraints. Thus, the various computations carried out by a learning object must
have an “anytime” flavor [13]. For this reason, among others, learner modeling
remains active, considering only the information available and computing only as
deeply as time and space constraints permit. Instructional planning must also be
sensitive to these time and resource limitations.

One of the advantages of a LOR is that it allows any instructional designers or
any person acting as an editor to track down interesting learning objects created
in a learning context in order to reuse them or adapt them for use in another
environment. For this purpose, interoperability and metadata protocols are needed.

One of the main purposes of interoperable learning objects is that they can
be aggregated and integrated into a knowledge management or learning envi-
ronment. Such an environment sometimes emerges from peer-to-peer interac-
tion and can be designed by a team of instructional engineers by creating and
implementing a delivery model that depicts interactions between users and the
learning system components, activity descriptions, and learning objects [19,20].
The main challenge for the interoperability of learning objects consists of their
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design rather than the platform interoperability issues that initially motivated their
development.

From a knowledge management standpoint, learning objects need to be encapsu-
lated into abstract resources in order to provide designers with a scripting language
to produce aggregations and launch resources in all different technical situations.
Tools also need to be defined in order to associate knowledge models to resources,
operations, and actors’ competencies, which would facilitate the integrated search
for useful resources and ensure the design consistency of a learning management
system.

Interoperability involves several degrees of focus:

� digital packaging of the learning object itself, using the emerging metadata
standards to catalogue it for local and global identification;

� providing different organizations with search tools;
� finding and interchanging information with one another;
� transporting objects for use in different contexts.

Learning objects can embody both educational content and learning activities
and the traditional approaches to labeling and transporting containers of digital con-
tent are being challenged by emerging abilities to express content, processes, and
metadata as semantically rich ontologies [32]. This leads to the concept of seman-
tic Web services. In the same vein, the emergence of autonomous agents allows
for the creation of learning environments where learners interact with or deploy
multiple agents to help define and navigate individualized learning paths that are
dynamically created and interactively shaped.

Learning objects can be active or adaptive. In fact, they generally consist of raw
material that ideally can be used in different ways, for different purposes, and in
different contexts. For these purposes, it is necessary for designers to be able to
adapt original learning objects in order to reuse them properly in new contexts.
However, it is difficult to make learning objects actively able to adapt to the context
of their use, to the pedagogical goals of the learner or learning environment, to
the nature and needs of the learners involved, to the level of detail needed to reach
the pedagogical objectives, and to the technical constraints. This time-consuming
task constitutes a serious bottleneck in the development of e-learning materials. In
fact, making learning objects readily adaptable to various contexts, various learner
capabilities, and various pedagogical needs would be a useful extension of their
current capacities.

Learning object repositories are distributed and highly dynamic, in that new
learning objects are being created all the time, while others may be withdrawn
or modified. For this reason, it would be impossible to ensure the consistency of
any central registry. Other challenges consist of providing learning objects with
sufficient autonomy to enable them to discover other learning objects and perhaps
self-organize, as well as with the capability to seek out complementary learning
objects in order to automatically aggregate or adapt to each other. Methods al-
ready developed in the areas of autonomous agents, multiagent systems, planning,
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machine learning, and knowledge representation could be extended and adapted
to solve these problems.

Learning objects can also be of an advanced multimedia type including three-
dimensional (3D) or virtual-reality components. Multimedia refers to objects that
contain a combination of “media” such as audio, video, text, graphics, and anima-
tion. In recent years, and with the advent of the MPEG-4 standard, virtual reality
(VR) has become a new “medium” of advanced multimedia [17].
Virtual reality is a term defined as a computer-generated, interactive, three-

dimensional environment in which a person is immersed [1]. This definition in-
cludes three key elements:

� the virtual environment is a computer-generated three-dimensional scene, which
requires high-performance computer graphics to provide an adequate level of
realism;

� the virtual world is interactive, i.e., both the user and the system provide each
other with real-time responses in order to be able to interact with it in an effective
manner;

� the user is immersed in this virtual environment.

One of the unique characteristics of a virtual-reality system is the head-mounted
display worn by users. These displays block out the entire external world and show
the user a scene that is entirely under the control of the computer. As a result, the
user is completely immersed in an artificial world and becomes disconnected from
the real environment. To ensure that this immersion appears realistic, the VR
system must accurately monitor the user’s movements and determine the result to
be rendered on the screen of the head-mounted display.
Augmented reality (AR) is a growing area of virtual-reality research [27]. An

augmented-reality system generates a composite view for the user. It combines
and projects an authentic scene to the user with a computer-generated virtual scene
thereby enhancing the real scene with additional information. In all applications,
the improved reality presented to users enhances their performance and perception
of the world. The ultimate goal is to create a system so that the user cannot tell the
difference between the real world and the virtually enhanced version. Advanced
multimedia includes VR and AR simulations that are used to provide advanced
computer-based instruction and training.

Another relevant concept pertains to a Virtualized RealityTM Environment
(VRE): a generalization of the essentially synthetic virtual environment concept.
While still being a computer-generated multimedia world model, VRE is based on
information about the real/physical world objects and phenomena as captured by
a variety of sensors.

Creating, searching, and delivering enhanced multimedia learning objects con-
stitute important challenges since these objects are composed of a spatial and/or
temporal synthesis of time-dependent (audio, video, animation, virtual reality) and
time-independent media (text, image, data). Simulations, such as virtual reality,
undoubtedly create a very rich learning environment [8,9]. The creation of these
objects requires advanced authoring tools, particularly when such objects must
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be stored in different versions or be appropriately coded to accommodate users’
preferences, contexts, situations, and network quality of service (QoS) conditions.

1.3 Building Knowledge Scenarios

At the heart of any knowledge-based learning system is the knowledge scenario
component that provides many possible work plans for the user/learner. The learn-
ing scenario is the common point of reference and the workflow of interaction
between the different actors in a typical e-learning environment, i.e., learners,
trainers, content experts, designers, managers, etc.

Knowledge scenarios are basically networks of learning events (curriculum,
courses, units, activities) with learning objects, material, and resources used or
produced within the context of these events. Each actor follows, supports, coaches,
manages, and/or designs a certain learning scenario. All users have their own view
of the learning scenario and the learning objects they need to use or produce accord-
ing to their role. Thus, each learning object document or tool can be configured
differently for each user. Furthermore, each tool and document can accumulate
data pertaining to its users.
Process-based learning scenarios are the main focus of instructional engineer-

ing. The approach proposed by Paquette et al [25] is based on the fact that specific
knowledge of a subject matter and generic skills are constructed at the same time.
A learning unit without an associated skill is analogous to a set of data without
any process acting on it. Consider, for example, a training unit for electronic tech-
nicians. These learners must acquire knowledge pertaining to electronic devices.
They must also be able to identify various kinds of electronic components and they
need the competencies required to diagnose a defective electronic device. The first
goal corresponds to a generic classification task, a generic skill that can be applied
to any knowledge domain. The second goal corresponds to another generic skill,
diagnosis, also applicable to any knowledge domain. Of course, a training unit in
electronics will be very different if the course designer only wants learners to clas-
sify components, compared to a designer who wishes to train learners to diagnose
malfunctions.

A learning scenario for a unit should be based, whenever possible, on a generic
process corresponding to a generic skill. In other words, if instructional material
designers want to develop knowledge in any subject matter along with skills like
classification, diagnosis, induction, or modeling, they should propose classifica-
tion, diagnosis, induction, and modeling problems or projects to the learner. Then,
the collaborative activities, as well as the information, production, and assistance
resources, will be chosen accordingly. For example, in a classification task, sorting
tools in a spreadsheet and collaborative classification activities could be embedded
in the scenario, coupled with guidance taking the form of methodological advice
to support the classification process.

Building a learning scenario can be described as a three-step process. For exam-
ple, the generic task of collaborative writing, corresponding to a synthesis generic
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FIGURE 1.2. Building a knowledge scenario (step 1).

skill, can be part of a virtual conference scenario that can be used in most knowl-
edge domains.

� For the first step, the activities and the learner’s productions are described in
a graph, for example using the MOT knowledge representation technique [20]
leading to Figure 1.2. The activities in the scenario are linked to the learner’s
production (rectangles) by input-output (I/P) links. Typically, the learners search
for information and consult writing methods and norms. Then, a plan of the
document is sketched and a work plan to distribute tasks among learners is
built. Finally, the sections are written. The integration of these sections yields a
preliminary text that will be revised and evaluated.

� For the second step, the actors and their roles are described, in relation to each
activity, as shown in Figure 1.3. In this example, these actors belong to a team of
writers, composed of a leader and other learners. The tutor or trainer is also an
actor and plays the role of an evaluation expert or a client who will validate the
text at the end. All of these actors are linked as ruling (R) agents to the activities
in the scenario. In this case, the team controls the search for information and the
distribution of writing assignments, while the project leader dictates the sketch
of the plan for the document, and the tutor validates the final text before sending
an evaluation to the learners.

� For the third step, tools, resources, or learning objects are assigned to the activi-
ties in the scenario, taking into account the productions in progress, the learning
resources serving as input for the activity, and the actors involved, as shown
in Figure 1.4. In this example, a Web search engine and an annotation tool are
used to search for input information and to consult writing methods and norms.
Access to a human content expert can be provided to advise users about writing
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methods and norms for these kinds of documents. Teleconferencing could be
added to sketch the plan and distribute the writing assignments. A collaborative
text editor is used for the activities where the sections are integrated and, later
on, when the text is revised in its final form. Finally, the tutor acting as the client
annotates the text and sends an evaluation through Web email.
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An intensive knowledge scenario, such as the one presented above, is in itself
a learning object that can easily be adapted in many ways to generate new learn-
ing/working scenarios by rearranging the activity network, redefining the learner’s
productions, changing the actor’s roles for a new cooperative approach or a com-
pletely individual scenario, and, adding or deleting learning objects, resources, or
tools to adapt it to particular situations.

Note also that this scenario is generic, based on a generic collaborative writing
task and an information synthesis generic skill. To be used in a specific knowledge
domain, it must be instantiated within the domain. To do this, activity assignments
are described according to the domain under study, for example “find information
about atomic physics” or “find information about Impressionist paintings.” Also,
learning objects specific to the domain can be inserted into the scenario graph as
inputs for certain activities, for example, a document pertaining to the norms used
to write acceptable documents in physics or an adequate document in art history.
Finally, different tools, human experts, or other resources can also be chosen from
various fields while preserving the scenario structure.

1.4 Building Knowledge Environments

As indicated above, modeling learning scenarios is a central issue when it comes
to designing and delivering e-learning or knowledge environments. From the sce-
nario, the Web site can be designed and the resources selected and integrated into
the interaction spaces that will constitute a knowledge environment for the learners
or for other actors.

There are many possible knowledge environment models: “high-tech” class-
rooms, distributed classrooms, hypermedia self-training, asynchronous “on-line”
training, communities of practice, and performance support systems.
“High-tech” classrooms gather students and trainers at a single location that

provides sophisticated multimedia and network equipment. Studying in a class-
room for a certain period of time does not mean learners are isolated from the
outside world. Networked computers can provide access to Web sites and Inter-
net multimedia presentations. Videoconferencing can also bring new expertise into
the classroom. Many universities and organizations have built electronic campuses
from this model to help manage the various possible transitions from a predomi-
nant classroom presentation model to more interactive and flexible ways to learn
and teach.
Distributed classrooms are quite similar to high-tech classrooms except for the

fact that learners and trainers are physically located in two or more distant locations.
Learning events use specialized and sometimes costly real-time videoconferencing
systems. Alternatively, desktop videoconferencing software can be used for real-
time communication. This model and the previous one bear a resemblance to the
traditional classroom, although some specialists claim that they offer much hype
without delivering significant pedagogical gains.
Hypermedia self-training refers to the use of learning materials accessible

through the Web or CD-ROMs to support an individualized learning approach to
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education. In the “pure” model, neither trainer support nor collaboration among
learners in the system is provided. A training manager supplies the learning re-
sources: self-training units, interactive or passive Web sites, and multimedia ma-
terial on CD-ROMs or DVDs. The main benefit of this model is that it enables
learners to progress at their own pace according to the time and place of their choice.
Asynchronous “on-line” training departs from this individualistic view. It is

organized and led by a trainer or a teacher, allowing for interaction with the trainer
or among learners during teamwork and discussion groups [14,15]. Unlike those
occurring in the aforementioned classroom-like models, these interactions are
asynchronous, retaining some of the flexibility of self-training, with the exception
that the pace between modules is decided on by the teacher/trainer. The main tools
and activities are forums, emails, and file transfers, together with less frequent audio
or videoconferencing, on-line presentations, and real-time collaborative activities.
Communities of practice put the main emphasis on professional tasks [28].

The learners are basically content experts who wish to extend their knowledge
through asynchronous exchanges of information via forums, emails, or document
transfers. They progress through collaborative problem solving and shared project
know-how. Contrary to the previous model, communities of practices are devoid
of trainers acting as content experts or pedagogical coaches. Group leaders are
provided; however, they possess less knowledge of the subject matter than the
learners, although they are more knowledgeable when it comes to the methods
used to support group interactions.
Performance support systems integrate training even more closely with the

actual work processes and tasks in an organization [11]. Extensive use of the
organization’s databases and support software occur both ways: training material
is used to enhance on-the-job performance, and authentic problems and tools are
used to support training at the workplace and outside of it. On-line help, advisory
systems, and human supervisors support these training/work activities. This model
promotes just-in-time information to help users focus on real-life problems whether
individually or in teams.

Wouldn’t it be interesting to create an environment that supports any combina-
tion of these different knowledge environment models? Paquette [23,24] describes
how an object-oriented model was designed to create a Virtual Learning Center
built for such a purpose. This system integrates the best features of the four models
presented above.

The Virtual Learning Center architecture supports five types of actors, an ap-
proach now embedded in other delivery systems. Each actor is personified through
different characters or media agents playing a variety of roles and relying on a
variety of resources, documents, communication tools, and interaction services.

� The learner’smain function is to transform information into personal knowledge.
The learner achieves knowledge acquisition and construction by managing a
learning environment planned by another actor, the designer, in collaboration
with other learner agents and with assistance from other actors.

� The informer or content expert makes information available to the learner. The
corresponding content agents may provide information, but also books, videos,
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TABLE 1.1. Actors’ roles in typical delivery models

Learner Informer Trainer Manager Designer

High-tech or
distributed
classroom

Attending
presentations,
completing
exercises

Teacher
presenting
information

Teacher
responding to
learners’
questions

Teacher
preparing
tech
environment

Teacher
designing plan
and materials

Web/multimedia
(MM)
self-training

Navigating
through MM
content

Sites and MM
material

Help
components,
FAQs

Manager
organizing
events and
support

Team designing
Web sites or
MM

On-line training Getting
information,
interacting in a
forum

Teacher
referring to
learning
material

Teacher
leading
forums

Manager
organizing
events and
support

Teacher
designing
activities

Community of
practice

Exchanging
expertise and
know-how

Learners
themselves
and various
documents

Group leader Manager
organizing
events and
support

Designing
process- based
scenarios

Performance
support

Solving situated
real-life
problems

Organization’s
documents
and databases

Intelligent
help systems

Manager
supervises
learners

Designing
process- based
scenarios

courseware, etc. Learners can also make information available to others as a
result of their production activities, thus becoming an informer agent.

� The designer is the actor who plans, adapts, and sustains a telelearning system
that integrates information sources (human informers or learning materials) and
self-management, assistance, and collaboration tools for other actors.

� The trainer provides pedagogical assistance or coaching by advising learners
about their individual processes and the interactions that may be useful to them,
based on the learning scenarios defined by the designer.

� Finally, the manager provides organizational assistance to the learner (and other
actors) by managing actors and events, creating groups and making teleservices
available in order to ensure successful learning processes based on the scenarios
defined by the designer.

At the time of delivery, all of these actors interact within their own computer-
based environment. The Explor@ implementation1 [12,22] is a Web-based system
built on this conceptual framework that helps with the construction of a learning
environment for each actor. This environment gathers resources that enable the
actors to play their roles within a course Web site.

Table 1.1 underlines only the main roles of each actor for all of the deliv-
ery models previously presented. It is possible to support a combination of the

1 Note that this first architecture is being extended in the TELOS system being built by the
LORNET project. The extended architecture designed to create knowledge environments
is presented in Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 1.5. Three-level architecture.

components of these models through a Web-based Virtual Learning Center [23].
Within the same program, course, or learning event, certain units could be based
on autonomous training, others on a community of practice, and even others on
some form of distributed or high-tech classroom.

For this to happen, an open, flexible, extensible, and interoperable architecture is
needed (see Fig. 1.5). This conceptual architecture is based on three levels. At the
bottom, learning material (knowledge resources) are selected, adapted, digitized,
or constructed to support content delivery of a subject matter.

Then the material is integrated into a Web site that gives access to a network of
activities, resources, and productions to be realized. It is at this second level that
the pedagogical strategy embedded in a knowledge scenario will be implemented.

For example, a business process simulation integrated into a management course
could also be used to analyze learning material in a course offered to trainers.
The learning scenarios implemented into the Web site determine how a learning
tool such as this one will be used for learning in various situations or different
application domains.

Finally, at the upper level, the designer adds one or more e-learning environments
to the course Web site—one for each actor in the training delivery process. Each
environment will group resources for self-management of activities, information
search and consultation, production of new content (homework), collaboration
between learners or trainers, and assistance in the form of users’ guides, FAQs,
resource persons, or intelligent agents.

Figure 1.6 shows a concrete view of what happens at delivery time.2 From an
organization portal, users move to the VLC home page and provide their user

2 Parts of this course within the Explor@ environment can be viewed at http://www.licef.
teluq.uquebec.ca/explorademo.
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FIGURE 1.6. A course Web site and the resources available in an actor’s environment.

names and passwords. The system then displays a list of the VLC learning events
they can access, along with the roles they are authorized to play. Once they choose
the event and a role, a window display composed of the learning event Web site
and an Explor@ tool bar allows access to an actor’s environment.

This environment gathers a set of knowledge resources according to the actor’s
role within the Web site. The resources are distributed over interaction spaces.
Although this chapter presents a distribution over five spaces, other distribution
patterns can be used. Each space is concerned with certain types of interactions:
self-management of the e-learning system, interaction with information sources
and production tools, collaboration with other learners or similar actors, and, fi-
nally, assistance from other types of actors such as trainers, informers, managers,
or designers.

As shown in Figure 1.6, a resource can be any tool, multimedia document,
or support service provided to the users according to their roles in the learning
event. In this example, learners can access a calendar and a progress report for
the management of their activities, view a video-streamed information source,
collaborate with teammates through desktop videoconferencing, and produce a
knowledge model to fulfill a course assignment.

To create such an environment, designers must clearly and thoroughly define
the actors’ roles, and the resources must be chosen accordingly. The previous
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example shows a hybrid delivery model that combines hypermedia self-training,
on-line training, and community of practice activities. The resources were chosen
for a typical learner from a description of the learning scenario, its activities and
input resources, and the productions the learner must accomplish according to the
assignments associated with the activities. The designer would carry out similar
analyses for the trainer and the other actors in order to plan out their environments.

1.5 Designing Knowledge Networks

A networked environment is composed of the five following features [30]: a shared
sense of space, a shared sense of presence, a shared sense of time, means of com-
munication, and ways to share. A shared sense of space refers to the fact that
all participants have the impression that they are located at the same place, real
or fictional, such as in the same room, building, or vehicle. In this context, the
same characteristics must be presented to all participants. A shared sense of pres-
ence refers to the fact that when they enter the shared place, each participant
takes on a virtual persona, called an avatar, which includes a graphical represen-
tation, a body structure model (like the presence of arms, legs, antennae, tenta-
cles, joints, etc.), a motion model, a physical model (height, weight, etc.), and
other characteristics. A shared sense of time enables the participants to see each
other’s behavior in real time. Communicating in a networked environment con-
sists of using gestures, typed text, or voice in order to enable some interaction
among the participants. According to a fundamental component of engineering
or training systems, ideally all communication mechanisms must seem authentic
within a virtual environment. In a networked environment, sharing requires spe-
cific devices to provide users with a high-quality video conferencing system and
the ability to interact realistically with each other but also with the environment
itself.

A networked environment essentially consists of four basic components that
work together to provide the sense of immersion among users located at different
sites: graphic engines and displays, communication and control devices, processing
systems, and communication networks.

Graphic engines and displays constitute a key component of the user interface in
a networked environment. The display provides the user with a 3D window into the
environment and the engine generates the images on display. This component can
be enhanced by adding more sophisticated devices to improve the quality of the
imagery and extend the user’s experience. For these purposes, a CAVE can be used
as a more immersive graphical display. This is a cube in which the participants
stand in the middle in order to see images that are projected onto the walls in
front, above, below, and on both sides of them. As the users move through the
virtual environment, updated images are projected onto the CAVE’s walls to give
the sensation of smooth, continual motion.

The control and communication devices are necessary to allow users to
communicate with other participants in the networked or virtual environment.
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The processing system includes processor units that receive events from the users’
input devices and compute how such input impacts the users’ position within the
environment and the location of other objects found in the same environment. The
communication network is needed to allow users to exchange information (text,
audio, and video communication) among themselves.

Typically, knowledge networks are environments that can be used for learning
and training purposes. The design and development of such networks are complex
due to the multiple aspects that must be taken into account: the network bandwidth,
the heterogeneity of the components, the distributed nature of the interactions, the
real-time system design, the resource management, the failure management, the
scalability, and the configuration.

Network capacity constitutes a limited resource in a networked environment.
For this reason, the network designer must carefully determine how to assign
this capacity in order to avoid congestion, which would result in a decrease of
network quality of service. The designer must also take into account the net-
work heterogeneity, which refers to the fact that different users may be connect-
ing to the networked environment using different communication networks with
different capacities. This issue is particularly relevant in interactive learning or
training applications where a lack of equality can lead to unrealistic training.
Heterogeneity issues also arise with regard to the graphical display and com-
putational and audio capabilities. The network designer’s challenge consists of
deciding whether to use minimal resources to ensure equality among participants
or whether to attempt to expose these differences and address the resulting fairness
issue.

To fully use the capacities of broadband networks in e-learning networked en-
vironments, content-based and context-based search and delivery methods for
advanced multimedia learning objects are required [10]. These objects can be de-
scribed using MPEG-7 (Moving Picture Expert Group 7) descriptors, an emerging
standard for the specification of descriptors for a variety of multimedia informa-
tion. MPEG-7 and XML can provide multimedia content capacities similar to
those offered by IMS/CANCORE for textual content. The MPEG-4 standard can
be used to deliver, render, and interact with multimedia learning objects, using
their metadata description in MPEG-7. MPEG-4 has been developed to provide
solutions for the new multimedia applications through characteristics like compo-
sition of presentation of structured and related objects, streaming, error resilience,
powerful compression, and synchronization. The MPEG-4 streams are decoded in
a way that allows object separation and reconstitution, making it possible for users
to interact with the objects in the scene.

Another issue that must be taken into account by the network designer pertains
to the distributed interactions. To be effective, the networked environment must
provide users with the impression that the entire environment is located on their
local machine and that their actions have an immediate impact on the environment.

Other design issues, like real-time system design and failure management, are
related to the capability of the networked environment to perform many tasks con-
currently, in a reasonable time frame, while ensuring that it remains operational
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in spite of component failures. Scalability is measured by the number of enti-
ties that may be processed simultaneously by the environment. It can also be a
measure of the number of hosts that may be simultaneously connected to the envi-
ronment. It depends on a variety of factors, including network capacity, processor
capabilities, rendering speeds, the speed, and the throughput of shared servers.
Finally, deployment and configuration issues are related to the fact that the soft-
ware used in a networked environment may be dynamically downloaded to suit
the changing needs of the executing environment. As a result, there is an impact
on the software design, the choice of implementation language, and the set of
supported execution platforms. The complexity of deployment issues increases
if the networked environment must be executed within Web browsers over the
Internet. More than software distribution, deployment also involves the partici-
pants’ need to access configuration information, including network addresses to
send data, the location of servers, security encryption keys and access codes,
graphic images, computational models for different types of participants, and
so on.

1.6 Retrieving Resources and Knowledge

Retrieving knowledge resources is a central process for any knowledge environ-
ment. It is used by learners to carry out tasks, solve problems or manage projects,
by trainers looking for resources to facilitate learning, and by designers seeking
resources to build knowledge environments.

The increased need to reuse learning objects or knowledge resources and the
increasing necessity to integrate e-learning systems have led to a vast movement
toward international standards for learning objects (LOs). Duval and Robson [5]
present a review of the evolution of standards and specifications starting with the
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative in 1995. The IEEE Learning Technology Stan-
dards Committee (LTSC) and its joint work with organizations like ARIADNE
and IMS finally produced, in June 2002, a metadata standard for Learning Ob-
ject Metadata (IEEE LOM) which is now being widely used by most e-learning
systems.

Figure 1.7 presents a very high-level view of a learning system architecture
that supports interactions among four types of entities: actors, learning objects (or
knowledge resources), knowledge description referentials (metadata or ontolo-
gies), and knowledge scenarios (for courses or learning events). Actors operate
scenarios composed of operations (or activities) where knowledge resources (LOs)
are used or produced. Knowledge referentials (metadata or ontologies) describe
the information owned or processed by actors, processed through operations, or
contained in LOs: the properties of the knowledge resource. Four correspond-
ing managers store and retrieve information in a database, construct information
structures, and present information to users.

The knowledge resource manager is used to retrieve knowledge resources, ref-
erence new ones, or build aggregated resources for the actors’ environments.
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FIGURE 1.7. High-level architecture for knowledge environments.

Figure 1.8 presents the main components3 of a knowledge resource manager and
the relationships between them. The two upper components, the LO aggregator
and the LO launcher, operate knowledge resources (LOs) that were previously
retrieved from one or more learning object repositories located somewhere on the
Web.

The six other components relate to a central metadata repository, and a set of
files in a relational/XML database that respect a LOM (learning object metadata)
model such as the IEEE LOM used to describe the properties of the knowledge
resources or LOs. A central component is the metadata editor that enables users
to associate a LOM file to any knowledge resource and store it in the system’s
permanent relational/XML database.

The five other components are specific user services for a metadata repository:

� The metadata repository builder helps find the location of interesting LOs on the
Web or in a local area network and creates a LOM entry in a metadata repository

3 Implemented in the Explor@-2 e-learning delivery system, this architecture is described
in more details in [19].
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FIGURE 1.8. Main components of a knowledge resource manager.

for the resource that can be filed later using the metadata editor. Sometimes,
in order to make an LO more widely accessible, this component transports the
resource to a predefined location on a server.

� The repository structure manager selects a folder or grouping that contains a
LOM record. It can move a metadata record from one folder to another, copy an
alias onto another folder, delete a record or a folder, and duplicate a record to
speed up the meta-referencing of a similar LO.

� The repository search agents apply user-defined constraints involving metadata
attributes to find and display a set of corresponding metadata records from which
resources can be viewed or launched.

� The access manager helps define a user’s profile, access rights to folders, meta-
data files, and resources described by the metadata file. Rights include viewing,
adding, modifying, deleting, and granting rights to other users.
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� The collaborative annotator manages a local user group forum where users can
exchange messages about a resource. It is integrated into the LO repository.
These messages can also be stored in the metadata repository database.

Based on an extensive work developed by the instructional design team for
the MISA–Learning Systems Engineering Method [21], a knowledge resource
taxonomy was developed to distinguish four major classes: material/document,
tool/application, service provider, and course/events.

� The material/document class has further subcategories that categorize resources
according to the type of information, the type of media elements it contains, the
type of media support, its usage context, or its aggregation mode.

� The tool/application class includes the resources used to navigate, communicate,
produce/design, assist, search, and manage tools and applications.

� The service provider category aims to classify human resources that provide
service to other actors or other types of resources. Subclasses are based on
whether the actor provides technological, informational, organizational, student
support, public relations, or training location support in a classroom, a laboratory,
a virtual library, or an external location.

� The course/events class is subdivided according to the type of instructional struc-
ture (course, activity, workshop, etc.), the type of the delivery model (technologi-
cal class, Web self-learning, community of practice, etc.), the type of instructional
method (presentation and exercise, case study, problem-based instruction, etc.),
and the type of knowledge scenario structure.

The actual IEEE LOM standard seems more adapted to describe materials and
documents than other LO categories. An improvement should not consist of ex-
tending the official standard with more metadata entries until it becomes imprac-
ticable. A possible solution involves distinguishing metadata attributes by taking
into account the LO granularity. Hodgins [16] proposes a five-level content hi-
erarchy to classify LOs, where each level is characterized by its own metadata.
The lowest level includes raw data and media elements, qualified as the “most”
reusable, and the upper level is composed of courses and collections, which are
the least reusable. The taxonomy presented in this chapter also proposes different
LO levels, the course/events class being aggregates of the other three categories.

Instead of extending the number of LOM attributes, a more effective approach
would rely on ontologies to provide new metadata elements and classification
schemes that are widely accepted in certain fields, ontologies specifying a resource
context, content, and structure [29]. Metadata records in LO repositories should
make some semantic description available to computer search agents. According
to the W3C Semantic Web proposal [2], such semantics are expressed using XML
files structured within the resource description framework (RDF) in the form of
subject-attribute-value triples or using the Ontology Web Language (OWL), which
is now a Web standard.

Another important international problem, especially prominent in Canada and
Europe, concerns bilingual and multilingual metadata editing. Due to the global
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distribution of LOs over the Internet, it is indispensable to provide translation pos-
sibilities by providing multilingual equivalents for all vocabulary-based metadata.
There should be an effective control of the indexing language, covering selected
concepts and interlanguage equivalency among descriptors. Controlled multilin-
gual vocabulary increases discoverability and interoperability by enabling terms
that are “interpreted” in the same way. Many initiatives in Europe (European
SchoolNet4, CEN/ISS5) and Canada (CanCore) are working on standardizing the
translations of IMS vocabulary. However, standards have yet to be made readily
available, and further collaboration is needed between groups and developers.

The main challenge for LO interoperability lies more in the advances of instruc-
tional engineering [18] than in the metadata standardization initiatives that actually
triggered their initial development. It is believed that instructional engineering is
the key to sound and practical solutions to LO aggregation and interoperability.

1.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented some basic concepts and background related to e-learning
networked environments from a knowledge management standpoint. After ex-
posing the problematic of building knowledge scenarios and knowledge envi-
ronments, the principles, methods, and issues related to the design of knowledge
networks were summarized. Finally, the problem pertaining to retrieving resources
and knowledge in networked environments was addressed.

Knowledge plays a central role in e-learning networked environments. Knowl-
edge management, which promotes structured and higher-level knowledge, puts
significant emphasis on the knowledge and the competencies of persons working
for the organization. It uses two important processes: knowledge extraction and
knowledge assimilation. Knowledge extraction transforms the experts’ knowledge
of a given domain into organized information or knowledge that can be made avail-
able to the entire organization. Knowledge assimilation by those who belong to
the organization is the reverse process: transforming organizational information
and knowledge into new competencies to be internalized by individual staff mem-
bers through learning. This is where knowledge engineering meets instructional
engineering and learning object production and management. Knowledge models
are produced through knowledge engineering and are used as inputs to knowledge
and competency acquisition by persons involved in formal or informal training
activities. Knowledge modeling also helps represent use cases of a computerized
learning or knowledge management system by describing the actors, the operations
they perform, and the resources or learning objects they use or produce while pro-
cessing knowledge of a domain. Conversely, actors involved in these use cases help
test, validate, or identify improvements and extensions to the knowledge model or
the ontology of a domain.

In the process of designing knowledge networks, considerable effort is spent
on critical tasks including the modeling, aggregation, and coordination of learn-
ing objects. From the standpoint of a design team or a learning services provider
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who wants to build a network-based multiactor learning or knowledge manage-
ment application in a certain context, actors or types of users need to attain some
level of competency as defined in reference to a knowledge model. To do this,
they must find, obtain, adapt, and launch resources (i.e., documents, applications,
services, courses, or learning events), obtained from a network of learning object
repositories. The resources can be compounded and integrated into the repository
of the application. For this to happen, a design team needs to perform a num-
ber of activities including combining aggregation types and methods, controlling
and integrating resources in the actors’ environments, integrating operations with
the resources that are used or produced into executable and visible processes to
provide contextual operational interfaces to the actors, among others. Since the
components of an e-learning networked environment interact in complex ways, the
designer must consider this environment as a unified system dedicated to global
learning or knowledge management.

Since current technologies do not support the automation of this task, the need for
computer-based systems that support learning object adaptation and repurposing
constitutes a real challenge [26]. To make learning objects active and adaptive, one
approach consists of imbuing them with some degree of autonomy, i.e., to promote
the idea that these objects can become software agents capable of interacting and
adapting to meet the knowledge needs of learners.

To efficiently use or reuse learning objects stored in LOR, effective tools need to
be developed to discover, extract, and share them. These tools help facilitate inter-
actions, efficient organization, delivery, navigation, and retrieval. In this context,
some key problems to tackle are related to the learning object content represen-
tation [32], the classification and clustering techniques to learn the categorization
of a collection of learning objects, and the extraction of common knowledge.

To fully exploit the potential of images as a source of information, one would
have to examine images based on their lower level features and look for hidden
characteristics that would explain the behavior of domain level experts as they
come into contact with these images. Unlike traditional data mining, considerable
complexity is associated with image data mining mainly due to the difficulty of
having a proper representation of information about the image [3]. In this context,
research on shape-based retrieval [6], image data mining and content based retrieval
[7] must be conducted to adapt these technologies to learning object repositories.
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Modeling and Delivery Through the
Transformation of Learnflows
into Workflows
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Abstract. E-learning pedagogical models are described in terms of educational
modeling languages (EMLs). IMS-LD is accepted as the standard EML. It allows
for the description of multiactor adaptable learning processes. Although some
IMS-LD–compatible editing tools are being developed, no delivery platform is
yet available. This chapter proposes to bridge this gap by looking at business
process modeling languages and execution engines, in particular the Workflow
Management Coalition Standard, XPDL. The first two sections of the chapter give
the introduction and the context of the work. Section 3 describes IMS-LD as well
as existing editing and delivery tools. Section 4 describes XPDL and some editing
tools and execution engines. Section 5 proposes a transformation from IMS-LD
to XPDL, and Section 6 describes the application developed to implement this
transformation. The chapter ends with some conclusions on the work done and on
the possibilities it opens to further research and applications.

2.1 Introduction

A unit of learning in a virtual learning environment relates various different models:
the actors’ model, the resources or learning objects (resources and services) model,
the knowledge and competency model, and the learning process model. The last
one, also called pedagogical model or learnflow model, is the integrating model,
the one that orchestrates all the others. It is through this model that the learning
strategy is described in the system. In a structured learning situation, learners
follow the process described by this learnflow. Other actors, as well as resources
and services, are coordinated by this workflow as well.

To describe those models in a platform-independent language, some educational
modeling languages (EML) have been proposed. In 2003, the IMS Global Learn-
ing Consortium released the IMS Learning Design specification [15]. IMS-LD is
becoming an accepted EML standard specification. This specification allows for
the description of the pedagogical process or learnflow of a unit of learning in an
educational multiactors workflow called the method. Using a theatrical metaphor,
a method can be realized by different plays. Each play is composed of sequential

27
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acts; each act includes parallel role-parts, which are associations between roles
and activity. Roles are played by one person or a group of persons. Initial role
classification distinguishes between learner and staff. The activity is the core of
the model. It can be simple or complex (activity structure). It uses an environment
composed of learning objects and services and may produce outcomes (products)
that enrich the environment. Levels B and C of the specification add variables
(properties) and rules to allow for personalization and annotation.

IMS-LD tends to bridge the gap between the design of a course, mainly an on-
line course, and its delivery, and opens the way to reuse not only learning objects
but also learning scenarios and strategies.

In spite of those promises, IMS-LD raises new challenges, both for the e-learning
design and for the e-learning delivery. Although some delivery platforms like COW
[44], LAMS [22], and Explor@ [38] are being modified to be level A compatible,
no system is yet fully IMS-LD compatible. The IMS-LD community is working
on the definition of a standard IMS-LD delivery platform architecture [20,45].

Looking at an apparently different context, business processes are also composed
of activities played by actors using resources. Workflow management systems
improve business processes by automating tasks, getting the right information
to the right place for a specific job function, and integrating information in the
enterprise [11]. The integrating component of a workflow management system is
the workflow model. A workflow model is an abstraction of a business process.
It is a structured organization of individual steps called tasks or activities. An
agent or actor is a human being or a machine that can perform a task (enact an
activity). Roles are a logical abstraction of one or more actors, usually in terms
of functionality. Dependencies determine the execution sequence of activities and
the data flow between them [6,23].

Workflow management systems and learning management systems both deal
with common issues such as multiactor process modeling and execution, activities
synchronization, services and objects integration, role instantiation, etc. Further-
more, both research communities are addressing new challenges such as the pro-
cess life cycle management, the process evolution, and flexible and open process
definition.

In this chapter, we make a comparison of workflow management systems and
learning management systems. We focus our discussion on the process (workflow
and learnflow) and on the existing tools to support both editing and enacting the
process. Section 2 gives the context and the goals of this work. In section 3, we look
closer at the learning design standard IMS-LD, both in terms of the language and
in terms of the existing tools, while in section 4 we describe this same state of the
art for workflow standard, XPDL. We have established a correspondence between
IMSLD and XPDL elements, we have developed a transformation from IMSLD to
XPDL based on this correspondence, and we have implemented this transformation
in an application called LDX. The fifth part describes the transformation and the
sixth the LDX set of tools. The chapter ends with a broader view on how this trans-
formation allows us to support automatically the e-learning process, and with some
conclusions at the model and language level as well as at the practical tool level.
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2.2 Context

This section gives the context and a broad description of the work presented in the
chapter. We start by describing and comparing the two problems we are dealing
with: e-learning support and business process support. Although different in nature
and domain, these problems establish some common requirements to supporting
tools, while still having particular specific requirements. Section 2.2 sketches the
main differences between e-learning and workflow management tools. The third
section states the goal of our research, while in the fourth section we present the
approach we took to develop this work. We end by summarizing the main results
of our work, which will be detailed in the rest of the chapter.

2.2.1 Looking at the Problem

Both e-learning system and workflow system tend to solve the same very general
problem of having an (or many) actor(s) executing an activity or graph of activities
and producing something (Fig. 2.1). Therefore, the three main components of such
a system in both cases are actor, activity, and product.

The goal of an e-learning system is the “learning.” The main actor, the learner,
is expected to learn, to acquire new knowledge and competencies, through the exe-
cution of different structured learning activities. E-learning systems’ main compo-
nent is the actor-learner. This emphasis on the actor-learner establishes particular
requirements on e-learning systems: the process should be defined taking into ac-
count the learner’s profile; the system should allow for run-time process adaptation
based on conditions of the learner; the learner model must be rich and known to
the process. Even resources proposed to the actor to execute an activity should
take into account the actor profile.

In the business process context, on the other hand, what matters most is the
product, the final outcome of the process. The main aspects of a workflow system
are the product and the efficiency of the process regarding this production. Actors
are secondary components; they are seen as resources whose importance lies in
helping produce the final product. Particular requirements in this context include
finding an assignment function from people to roles, decomposing the process in
an efficient way, and optimizing the actor’s participation. There are also particular
requirements concerning the product: version management, satisfaction of a set of
required properties, the possibility to be used and consulted outside the workflow
system, etc.

actor

productactivity

FIGURE 2.1. E-learning and workflow conceptualization.
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In terms of the process or main activity, there are also some common issues.
Both processes can be described by a graph of activities. Each activity is done
by a particular type of actor, called a role. Normally, more than one role (ac-
tor) is involved in a process. Multiactor coordination and synchronization is thus
required. Time events as well as other external events may affect the process ex-
ecution.

However, there are also some differences. E-learning processes represent ped-
agogical models. While an e-learning pedagogical model might be inspired in
an existing face-to-face training, new models can exist without a correspond-
ing face-to-face model. In addition, when taking into account personal differ-
ences, the model of a same unit of learning is instantiated in different ways
for different students. In the business world, on the other hand, workflows
do normally represent existing documented enterprise processes. Different in-
stances of the same workflow are identical copies except for the actors’ assign-
ment to roles and timing information, and they should produce quite identical
products.

2.2.2 Looking at the Solution

The requirements identified in the preceding section are translated in some prop-
erties of the corresponding support systems. Both e-learning and workflow man-
agement systems have a formal way to describe multiactor processes. Activities in
these processes may be organized with different patterns (sequence, choice, paral-
lelism, and synchronization points). Responsibility for the execution of activities
in the processes is defined in terms of actor types, also called roles. In an instantia-
tion of the process, those roles are associated with actual actors. To do an activity,
the actor has available services and resources that are partially or completely de-
termined in the process model. To execute (enact/deliver) the multiactor process,
both e-learning and workflow systems have to have control and synchronization
mechanisms.

Having the actor as the heart of the process imposes particular requirements
for e-learning systems. The model of the learner is normally part of the system,
or at least there are ways to pass learner information into the system. Learner
information must include knowledge and competencies. The whole process and
possibly each activity should also have a reference on prerequisites and objec-
tives. Thus, e-learning system should have some kind of knowledge modeling
component.

Having the product and its production inside a business context, as the heart
of the process, imposes particular requirements for the workflow management
systems. To satisfy those requirements, workflow management systems normally
include product management as well as different services and tools to manipulate
the process (evaluation, measurement, audit, etc.). To support a broad variety of
business processes, workflow management systems and workflow models offer a
large span of control and synchronization patterns. Finally, they offer well-defined
interfaces to communicate with other business applications.
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From a practical point of view, the workflow management community has well-
established process languages and various open-source enactment tools. On the
other hand, the e-learning community is actively working on the development
of pedagogical model editing tools that help produce IMS-LD models, but no
e-learning platform is yet fully compatible with the standard e-learning modeling
language, IMS-LD.

2.2.3 The Goal: Bridging the Gap Between E-Learning
Editing and Delivery

The goal of our research is to benefit e-learning systems from advances made by
the workflow management systems community, and at the same time to explore
personalization and knowledge management integration in workflow management
systems.

The work presented in this chapter addresses the first goal: more precisely, to
bridge the currently existing gap between learnflow editing and learnflow execution
by allowing a learnflow expressed in a standard educational modeling language to
be executed by a workflow engine, capable of executing the process described in
a standard process description language. To reach this goal we have defined three
subgoals:

–To study e-learning and workflow models so as to identify common issues and
differences and to establish a common vocabulary to describe them

–To define a translation schema, allowing us to express the control aspects of e-
learning models in terms of the richer set of control elements of process models.

–To build a tool to implement this translation and to validate the results

2.2.4 Methodological Approach

Our starting hypothesis is twofold: we propose that pedagogical models can be
described and delivered using the standard educational modeling language IMS-
LD, and that workflow processes can be described and executed using the standard
business process definition language, XPDL.

Based on this hypothesis, we have defined the following project steps:

–To express both languages (IMS-LD and XPDL) in a common language to facil-
itate their comparison and translation from one to the other

–To abstract all components that are not part of the control model, and to propose
a translation schema from IMS-LD to XPDL. This translation is guided by IMS-
LD syntactical structures; it takes into account every important aspect of the
source language (IMS-LD).

–To identify IMS-LD elements that do not have a direct and natural translation
into XPDL, and to propose a way of using XPDL extended attributes to describe
them so that an XPDL compatible tool may handle the document.
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2.2.5 Main Results

The main results of our project, which will be detailed in sections 5 and 6 of this
chapter, include:

–A translation schema to translate IMS-LD into XPDL
–A clear identification of the principal difficulties of this translation
–The implementation of a set of tools to support the learning design lifecycle

2.3 IMS-Learning Design as an Educational
Modeling Language

This section presents the educational modeling languages that allow for the de-
scription of e-learning processes and more specifically the IMS-LD specification.
We start by giving a generic reference model for e-learning systems, one of whose
components is the learnflow or pedagogical model. The pedagogical model is de-
scribed by an educational modeling language (EML). The second section describes
the main elements of an EML. In section 3.3, we present the particular case of the
educational modeling language standard IMS-LD. Section 3.4 presents some of
the tools to support course design using IMS-LD and its delivery.

2.3.1 E-Learning System Reference Model

There is no widely accepted e-learning reference model. In spite of that, most e-
learning systems include the following components, not always well differentiated:
A kernel, is the e-learning operating system, the learnflow execution engine. This
engine executes a process described by a pedagogical modeling component. Actors
are described elsewhere and actors’ profiles are taken into account by the engine
too. Resources, tools, and services are managed by one or more components in
charge of finding, installing, launching them when needed. Finally, some systems
also include a more or less elaborated knowledge component to describe at a
knowledge level the activities, the resources, and the actors. Figure 2.2 shows this
conceptual reference architecture model.

2.3.2 Educational Modeling Languages

A learnflow or pedagogical model is described using an EML, which includes a
vocabulary or set of words to describe a process like activity, activity structure, role,
and outcome, as well as pedagogical concepts like objectives, learner, and support
activity. It also includes a grammar, a set of relations between these concepts, as
well as consistency rules. An EML normally has an XML representation. The XML
representation is used by the delivery system or learning management systems to
run the described e-learning process. Thus, the XML file is the interface between
the modeling of a learning process and its execution.
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actor model

knowledge model

pedagogical model

services and resources
model

learnflow execution
engine

FIGURE 2.2. E-learning conceptual architecture model.

The main elements of an EML are the concepts of process, also called method,
activity graph, or unit of learning, and the activity.

–The process is the structure describing the learnflow, the way in which activities
are organized. It reflects a pedagogical strategy and is the backbone that connects
the other elements of the model. Most EMLs allow the modeling of sequences
of activities, of choice and decomposition structures, and of distribution and
synchronization of parallel activities.

–The activity is the building element of the process. It describes the actual peda-
gogical action. An activity is related to other elements such as the type of actor
who must execute the activity and the resources and services proposed to him to
do it. The activity information includes pedagogical objectives and prerequisites,
proposed time and eventually outcome information, and evaluation criteria and
weight.

The EMLs are expected to have the expressive power required to describe any
pedagogical model and to be neutral regarding pedagogical theories. Although it
is true that any model can be described in terms of activities, relations between
activities, roles and actors, resources and services, and objectives [14], EMLs’
focus on process and activities makes them more suitable to represent pedagogical
models centered on the activity than, for instance, those centered on collaboration
and actors’ interaction [27].

Languages such as MISA-MOT [36], COWL [43], and EML [21] are educa-
tional modeling languages in the sense that they offer a vocabulary to describe
pedagogical models, a grammar to relate this vocabulary, and an XML binding.
Nevertheless, their scope is local: their XML binding is understandable only by
their own delivery platforms.

In the next section, we describe the educational modeling language IMS-
Learning Design (IMS-LD) [15], which is a specification proposed as an EML
standard by the IMS Global Consortium in 2003 [15]. As the IMS Global Consor-
tium groups the main players in the e-learning community, one might expect that
IMS-LD will be widely accepted and that model editing tools as well as e-learning
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delivery platforms will be developed or transformed to be compatible with this
new standard.

2.3.3 Conceptual Elements of IMS-LD

IMS-LD is the standard educational modeling language approved by the IMS
Learning Consortium in 2003 [15]. It is inspired by the educational modeling
language EML [21], developed by the Open University of the Netherlands. Its goal
is to provide a framework for the formal description of any education and learning
process. It helps relate other specifications such as LOM [12] for the learning
objects, RDCEO [13] for competency modeling, and LIP [17] and e-Portfolio [16]
for the learner model.

To ease the implementation of these tools, the standard defines three levels.
Level A ensures a basic behavior, level B adds properties and conditions, and level
C adds notifications. The basic concepts of IMS-LD are shown in Figure 2.3.
Process (or the method): The process or learnflow is built into IMS-LD on a

theatrical metaphor. A learning situation called a method in IMS-LD corresponds
in the metaphor to a theatrical piece. As such, a piece can be played in different
ways (the plays). A play is composed of sequential acts. In an act, the different roles
or characters of the piece execute in parallel their script. In IMS-LD, the script to be
executed can be an activity or a group of structured activities (activity-structure).
Activity: IMS-LD distinguishes between two types of activity: learning activity

and support activity. The people involved in a learning situation may thus be
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assigned the role of a learner or a supporting role as staff member. Each activity
is executed by a role (role-part association) using an environment composed of
learning objects and services. The product of an activity, its outcome, may be
integrated into the environments of other activities. A set of prerequisites and
learning objectives may be tied both to the method and to the activities.
Role: The role learner can be modeled in a more explicit and rich way using

other standards such as the portfolio, the LIP, or the competency model. IMS-
LD allows for the description of learner information through the elements called
properties. As explained in the next section, properties may be local or global and
thus they help describe, among other data, learner information that is passed to or
from the process and learner information that is generated and used only inside
the process, possibly to personalize the training. During execution, the group of
data that correspond to the learner properties is called the dossier.
Local Properties, Global Properties, and Conditions: Properties and condi-

tions are part of the level B specification. Local properties allow for the manage-
ment of information of persons, of roles, and of the learning process during the
delivery of a learning situation (the execution of an LD run), while global prop-
erties act as parameters to interface the execution of the process with its context
(institutional norms and conditions, learner portfolios, academic program data,
etc.). Property values may be changed when an act or an activity is finished or
when a rule is activated—its condition is satisfied. The modification of a property
value may activate further changes, such as the ending of an activity, the hiding
or showing of an activity, the generation of a notification, or the modification of
other properties. In this way, by combining rules (called conditions in IMSLD) and
properties, one can personalize the e-learning process and synchronize activities
inside an act [27].
Notifications: Level C of the specification adds the concept of notification. A

notification is a message sent automatically to a role when a condition is satisfied.
This condition may be the ending of an activity, an act, a play or the whole method,
the modification of the value of a property, or having an expression evaluated as
true in the if part of a condition.

2.3.4 Tools for Learnflows

Many initiatives are being developed around the IMS-LD specification since its
release in 2003. Research and development teams are working on the development
or adjustment of editing, visualization, and delivery tools. Yet no full set of tools
exists to support the whole process, and much of the work is still in a prototyp-
ing phase. In this section, we present some already-available tools for creating,
manipulating, and delivering LD.
EditingTools:Editing tools are applications that produce an IMS-LD document,

that is, an XML document that is IMS-LD compliant. This document describes
a learning design in terms of its different components: its global or pedagogical
structure, which includes the method, the plays, the acts, the activities, and the
activity structures; its learning environments with the associated learning objects
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and services; and its properties, prerequisites, learning objectives, expressions,
notifications, and roles.

Editors may also produce partial IMS-LD documents. It may produce a “content
independent” pedagogical structure, that is, an XML document still compliant
with IMS-LD but with only the pedagogical structure and possibly the roles, the
services, and the properties defined; neither the prerequisites nor the objectives
or the learning objects are specified. We call this content-independent LD an LD
template. Its main interest concerns the possibility of having a repository of frame-
works of pedagogical strategies from which to create a learning unit. Actually,
there is no editing tool supporting the management of LD templates. The LAMS
system [22] use templates, but the system is not yet fully compliant with IMS-LD.

MOT+ Editor

At the Laboratoire en Informatique Cognitive et Environnements de Formation
(LICEF) research center, development efforts have been placed on authoring meth-
ods editors and tools to facilitate delivery. The Méthode d’Ingénierie pédagogique
de formations à distance (MISA) method is a mature instructional design method
produced and refined in the last 10 years [37]. It uses a graphic educational graphi-
cal modeling tool, MOT, and it is supported by a Web-based design system, Atelier
distribué d’ingénierie de systèmes d’apprentissage (ADISA).

In the context of the Lornet project [26], the IMS-LD learning level A specifica-
tion has been transposed using the MOT+ [4] graphical modeling tool to develop
an IMS-LD editor (Fig. 2.4). All IMS-LD objects [method, play, act, activities
(three types), roles (two types), environment with services and learning objects]
have been specified. Parallel to this work, a built-in parser to the MOT+ tool is
being completed to produce an IMS-LD–compliant XML output.

FIGURE 2.4. An LD in MOT+ editor.
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Besides that, work will be undertaken, on the one hand, to adapt the MISA
method to help designers produce compliant IMS-LD designs and, on the other
hand, to extend the Explor@2 delivery system to support the production of run-
time design instances. Currently, this delivery platform is not fully compliant with
IMS-LD, although it does already take into account some multiactor issues. The
goal is to enable Explora@2 to import IMS-LD–compliant courses.

Mot+ allows exporting LD in the XML format-compliant IMS-LD but not in a
content package compliant with IMS Content package specification. In addition,
the user cannot describe resources with LOMspecification or plug a learning object
stored in a learning object repository (LOR). However, the LICEF research center
developed a learning object repository within the eduSource project [8] and a LOM
editor (LomPad [24]). In the future, these three systems will be linked.

The validation process happens during the exportation in XML format compliant
with IMS-LD schema. In addition, a manual is available that presents the graphical
language and a light methodology to develop an LD.

RELOAD Editor

RELOAD [19] is a project funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee
(JISC) of Great Britain. RELOAD is also the name of the project tools. RELOAD
is initially dedicated to the development of learning object management tools and
to research on learning object management in collaborative online environments.
During 2003, plans to develop a LD editor based on their SCORM [39] editor were
put forth. Now, this editor supports all the three levels (A, B, and C) of IMS-LD.

RELOAD allows describing resources with LOM metadata, using these re-
sources to elaborate an instructional model. This model can be compliant with
SCORM 1.2 or IMS-LD. Besides, it makes it possible to generate the package in
according to IMS content package specification.

FIGURE 2.5. An LD in RELOAD editor.
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As opposed to MOT+, RELOAD is a frame-based editor, not a graphical
one. Different tabs allow defining the different components of the LD (Fig. 2.5).
The editing process is constraint with frame-based solution. There is no validation
functionality because syntax mistakes are inhibited. For help, a manual is available
in which users can find a light process1 to build an LD.

Alfanet Editor

Alfanet Editor [41] is being developed by UNED (Madrid, Spain) within the
European Alfanet project. Alfanet aims to create methods and tools for active
and adaptable learning. Alfanet Editor is a module of the Alfanet LMS prototype.
The user can create courses compliant with e-learning standards. Like RELOAD,
this editor is frame-based (Fig. 2.6); users can produce a content package, and local
resources are managed with LOM specification. The first difference is that there is
a connection with a learning object repository. During the editing process, the user
can retrieve resources within this repository. The second difference is that Alfanet
editor is only compliant with the level A of the IMS LD specification. A user
manual explains the editor functionalities; no methodological design approach is
proposed in the manual.

Whereas MOT+ and RELOAD installations are easy and without specific pre-
liminary setup, the user must install the Groove Workspace application to launch
Alfanet Editor. On the other hand, once installed, this system proposes communi-
cation tools and allows collaborative work.

FIGURE 2.6. An LD in Alfanet editor.

1 Light process is a process to construct main IMSLD components and elements.
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Execution tools: A valid IMS-LD document may be used to actually produce a
learning environment. The same IMS-LD document can be used to produce many
particular learning environments in the same way as the same face-to-face course
may be offered in different sessions at different times, for different groups of
students with different teachers. As for those courses, a process of describing the
particular session is needed. In terms of IMS-LD, this production process makes the
association between an LD document and a session or run: starting time, learning
community, etc. Such a session is called an IMS-LD instance or an IMS-LD run.
This production stage can be supported by a specific tool or by the execution tool
itself.

An IMS-LD run is executed or delivered to the different members of the learning
community (learners, teachers, tutors, experts, etc.) through a delivery platform.
Each one of these actors has his/her own view of the run, which includes his/her
personal properties, activity trace, etc. Each of these views is called an IMS-LD
personalized run or IMS-LD personalized instance.

Finally, all those states may be applied to IMS-LD in all three levels, A, B, and
C, thus having, for instance, IMS-LD instantiations of IMS-LD documents that
are level A compliant.

Efforts were concentrated on edition tools since 2003. In the last years, some
companies and research centers start adapting their delivery system in order to
import LD documents and execute them. For example, Blackboard Inc. is adapting
EduBox Player [7] and integrating it in its popular e-learning platform. EduBox
Player is an execution environment for EML-compliant pedagogical model. IMS-
LD was inspired in EML, so adapting EduBox Player to be IMS-LD compliant
should be straightforward.

In Canada, the e-learning delivery system Explor@2 of LICEF research center
is being modified to import the LD documents produced by the MOT+ Editor.

Probably the most advanced effort in this direction is CopperCore [32].
CopperCore application is a sequel to research and tool development carried out by
OUNL (Open University of the Netherlands) researchers in the EduBox project,
sponsored by the EU AlFanet project, and launched in February 2004. Copper-
Core is an open-source project, consisting of a set of Application Program Interface
(APIs) allowing the production and delivery of an IMS-LD unit of learning. These
APIs cover publication, administration, and a run-time engine for all levels of
IMS-LD. With the collaboration of SLED Project [40], CopperCore can be used
like a Web service simple object access protocol (SOAP). For the time being, no
available e-learning delivery system embeds CopperCore engine.

2.4 XPDL as a Business Process Language

There exist many languages and models for representing business processes. Some
of the most widely known are BPMN [3], BPEL4WS [1], WSBPEL [31], and
XPDL [46]. These languages have different notations to describe data flows, tran-
sitions, and control of the process being modeled. Some of these notations describe
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these elements with graphical languages. Most of them propose an XML binding
to facilitate the export of the process to different enactment engines.

Various groups and associations are actively working on the definition of stan-
dard models and languages that allow for the description of both the business
process and of its instantiation and execution. OASIS [31] is refining the language
WSBPEL, WfMC [11] has proposed XPDL, and BPMI [2] is responsible of a
notational model for process description called BPMN [3].

As for e-learning systems, the main interest of workflow or business process
modeling languages is to provide a vocabulary and a grammar sufficiently rich as
to express any business model in a way that can be understood and implemented
by a workflow management system.

In this section, we study in detail the process modeling language XPDL, XML
Process Description Language. XPDL is the language proposed by the Workflow
Management Coalition and it is part of a broader architecture proposed as the
reference model for the definition, implementation, and interrelation of application
intended to support the modeling and execution of business process workflows.
Section 2.4.1 presents the WfMC reference model. Section 2.4.2 presents the
XPDL language, and in section 2.4.3, we describe various existing support tools.

2.4.1 Workflow Reference Model

The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) [11] defines a workflow as being
the total or partial automatization of an industrial process. The workflow helps
automatically support processes that include the circulation of information, docu-
ments, or tasks between participants based on a set of rules. A workflow manage-
ment system defines, manages, and executes workflows. Workflow execution, also
called enactment, consists of the execution of its composing activities as well as of
the applications and environments associated with these activities. The workflow
control model determines the execution order of those elements.

The workflow reference model proposed by the WfMC is described in terms of
a central component, the system engine or workflow enactment service, and of five
interfaces between this engine and the other components of the system (Fig. 2.7).
Interface 1 makes the link between the engine and process definition tools. It is
through this interface that a process description—an XPDL document—is passed
to the engine to be executed. Interface 2 makes the link with the client applications.
Interface 3 helps connect and launch the tools that are used in the different activities
of the workflow. Interface 4 allows for the interaction between different enactment
engines. Finally, interface 5 describes the process audit and management services.

2.4.2 Process Description Languages or Workflow Models

Interface 1 of the workflow reference model gives the enactment engine the defini-
tion of a process it has to execute. The definition of a process is “the representation
of a business process in a form that support automated manipulation, such as mod-
eling, or enactment by a workflow management system” [46]. This definition or
model includes a structured organization of individual steps called tasks or activ-
ities; the definition of agents or human actors who can execute a particular task;
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FIGURE 2.7. Workflow reference model [11].

the roles or actor types and the dependencies or transitions that describe the ac-
tivities’ execution order and conditions, and finally the resources; and the external
applications that are available to the actor of an activity [6,23].

The main component of the workflow model is the workflow itself. This flow
includes all the activities of the process as well as the transition rules between these
activities and the data flow between them. The concept of transition and control
pattern is central to the model. Definition process languages propose different
kinds of transitions and control pattern (sequence, parallel paths, synchronization,
multiple choice, single choice, etc.).

2.4.3 The Conceptual Elements of XPDL

The XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) was produced by the Workflow
Management Coalition (WfMC) in 2002 [46]. Version 2.0 of the language is being
defined and a draft was published in February 2005. This new version is fully
compatible with version 1.0 and its main modification is its intended compatibility
with the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) defined by BPMi [2].

The goals of XPDL are (1) to provide a business process representation lan-
guage in a way that allows for automated manipulation: modeling, instantiation,
simulation, visualization, audit, documentation, etc., and (2) to clearly distinguish
between the process definition and the process execution and to provide an inter-
face between the process modeling and the process execution so as to be able to
link different modeling tools with different execution engines.

XPDL describes the high-level entities that appear in a process definition
(Fig. 2.8).

The rest of this section presents the main elements of the XPDL language, in
its version 1.0. First, we present the elements that have a scope global to various
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process definitions, then the ones that are local, whose scope is only one process
definition.
The Package Structure: In a XPDL definition, the element with the broader

scope is the package. It contains elements shared by all the processes inside it
as well as the definition of each of these processes. Table 2.1 describes the most
relevant elements of a package.
The Structure of a Process: The building piece of a process is the activity.

A workflow process activity represents a task to be made. An activity is executed
by a participant or by a resource (link with the workflow participant specification
or with the workflow relevant data) eventually using an application (link with the
workflow application declaration).

An activity may be a whole subprocess having its own activities and related to the
main process by the subprocess definition elements. An activity may be a structured

TABLE 2.1. Elements of a XPDL package. The graphic icons are the graphical representation
of these elements in the graphical editor, JaWE [9]

Element Name  Description /Use  

 

Workflow Participant 
Specification

Participants are part of the organization model.  

 

Workflow Application 
Declaration 

XPDL allows the declaration of tools or appli-
cations that will be invoked by the workflow 
process.  

 

Workflow Relevant Data Represents the variables in a package defini-
tion, used by activities, processes, and subproc-
esses. 

 

External Packages Definitions in other  XPDL packages that could 
be  referenced in this package. 
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TABLE 2.2. Elements of an XPDL process. The graphic icons are the graphical representation
of these elements in the graphical editor, JaWE [9]

Element
 

Name  Description /Use  

 

Workflow Process This element represents a workflow 
process definition. 

 
Generic Activity Represents indivisible steps in a 

workflow process.

Route Activity This kind of activity is used for 
control flow and synchronization of 
other activities.

 
Block Activity Set of activities and transitions en-

closed in a single activity.

 
Subflow This kind of activity represents a 

new process definition.  This proc-
ess could be invoked in a synchro-
nous or asynchronous way.

 
Transition Information A transition represents the link be-

tween two activities. It contains a 
condition to determine if it will be 
activated or not.

block of activities, the activity block, composed of a set of more basic activities, the
activity set. Finally, an activity can be an atomic task, the atomic activity. Activities
can be generic, if they make part of the process, or route activities, used for control
purposes. One particular route activity is the empty activity (Table 2.2).
Participants and Roles: Workflow participant specification contains informa-

tion on the potential actors of the different activities. These participants may be
human or machine agents. The specification includes the possibility of linking this
element with a bank of participants or resources. Another concept, the workflow
application declaration establishes the interface between the workflow and the
applications and services it needs to call to support a particular task.
Relevant Data: XPDL specifies two types of data: the workflow relevant data,

which are data generated during the enactment of the process, and the system and
environment data, which help describe the execution context. Both types of data
can be used in the activities and in the transition condition as well as interface
parameters to pass data to other system components.
Extended Attributes: These elements represent information that can be inter-

preted and used by the tools, allowing for the particularization of the process to
some tool properties.

2.4.4 Tools for Workflows

In this section, we analyze some existing tools that help define and execute process
described in XPDL. Each tool is described in terms of its functionality. For each
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one, we present the main extended attributes used to implement particular aspects
not specified in the standard.
JaWE: A Process Editing Tool: XPDL representation of processes may be

complex and difficult to visualize and trace in a textual way. Graphical editing
tools should be used. The new version (version 2.0) of XPDL includes information
that helps manipulate the display of the process main elements by any design tool.
Each application will be able to create a special element called nodegraphinfo to
store information on the presentation of the elements. Information generated by
one application could be reused by another one.

However, existing process editors still work with version 1.0 of XPDL. In this
version, the only way to deal with the presentation of elements is the use of extended
attributes.

Enhydra JaWE [9] is a tool to design workflows compatible with XPDL version
1.0. JaWE is a graphical workflow editor. With JaWEi+ is possible to design a
process in a graphical way and generate its XPDL representation. It is also possible
to import XPDL process description and to visualize them graphically.

Being built on Java 1.4, JaWE installation requirements are minimal. It runs
on UNIX and Windows. Additional required libraries are distributed with the
application.

A process in JaWE is contained into a project. The definition of a process
in JaWE is made top-down in two steps. Entities at the package level, such as
workflow application declaration, workflow relevant data, workflow participant
specification, extended attributes, external packages, and data types, are defined
in the first step. In the second step, one can create workflow processes inside this
package. Inside a workflow process, one can define the following entities: process
definition, application declaration, relevant data, transitions, and process activities.

JaWE offers the possibility of validating the process defined, according to XPDL
version 1.0 specification. Thus, while building the package and the composing
process flows, the designer may validate it and identify the wrong parts.

JaWE uses extended attributes for the activities, the transitions, and the workflow
process. These attributes are explained in Table 2.3.

TABLE 2.3 XPDL extended attributes in JaWE

Extended attributes in the activities Use

Participant ID Role in charge of the activity
X Offset Offset in the x axis of the activity
Y Offset Offset in the y axis of the activity

Extended attributes in transitions Use

Routing Type Transition type

Extended attributes in the process Use

Start of workflow Initial activity of the workflow
End of workflow Final activity of the workflow
Participant visual order Order of presentation of the participants in the editor
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Process Execution Tools: A second group of workflow tools concern work-
flow execution engines. These engines can import business process definitions,
described in XPDL, and launch and execute an instance of the process described.

There are quite a few workflow-editing tools, and various execution engines have
been developed, many of which are GPL licensed, and many others are commercial
products. In this section, we describe two of these execution models: WFMOpen [5]
and Enhydra Shark [10]. Both are widely used; they are GPL and LGPL licensed,
respectively, and both use J2EE technology in their implementation.

WFMOpen

WFMOpen is a tool developed on J2EE that offers a component for process exe-
cution based on a set of Java interfaces. This component is based on the WfMC
specifications as well as on the specification Workflow Management Facility V 1.2
of OMG [34].

From a functional perspective, WFMOpen offers services to import process
definitions defined in XPDL, to instantiate them, to manage the created instances,
to assign participants to the instances, to assign products to the activities, to call
external tools, and to control the workflow of these instances. In addition, it of-
fers workflow monitoring and management services as well as some services for
the construction of client applications. The workflow components may manage
an unlimited number of instances of the original process. These instances, once
launched, are independent of the original process definition.

From a logical perspective, the tool has a central component called Danet’s
Workflow Component that offers the basic functionalities of the execution engine
in charge of the execution of the process instances. This component has three
sub-components: Workflow Core, Workflow Engine, and Resource Assignment
Facility.

The Workflow Core facilitates process creation and instantiation and controls
the execution of the created instances. The Workflow Engine subcomponent is in
charge of the activation of the activities, and the subcomponent Resource Assign-
ment Facility is in charge of the resource assignments.

The main component, as well as its subcomponents, is implemented through
five packages that compose the API of the Workflow Engine. Those APIs are the
component workflow API, the workflow management system API, an API for the
invocation of application control agents, an API to use the resource assignment
service, and an API to use the resource management system.

The workflow component uses a set of extended attributes inside the imported
XPDL process definitions. The list of extended attributes used by this component
is presented in the Table 2.4.

Enhydra Shark

Enhydra Shark is a workflow engine based on WfMC and object management group
(OMG) specification; thus, it used XPDL 1.0 as the process description language.
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TABLE 2.4 XPDL Extended attributes used by the WFMOpen workflow
component

Attribute Use

Implementation Extension used inside the declaration of applications.
This attribute is used to specify the behavior of the
tool to be used.

Remove Closed Process Establishes how the engines will discard the ended
processes.

Debug Indicates if the processes are started in a debugging
mode or not.

Audit Event Selection Indicates which events will be audited during the
process execution.

Store Audit Events Indicates if the selected events will persist in an event
log or not.

Deferred Choice Indicates if a transition AND-Split must be executed
following the pattern Deferred Choice.

Shark may be used as an embedded library in different types of applications, either
in Web environments or in more traditional client/server applications.

The most important feature of Shark is the fact that it does not use extended
attributes for the process definitions. The process definitions handled by Shark are
easily transferred to other editing or execution tools.

Moreover, thanks to its common object request broker architecture (CORBA)
[33] interface, Shark may be used by different clients. It offers also a mechanism
to make the integration with LDAP [25] for the use of information on established
organizational structures.

2.5 Translation Scheme

The scope of the translation scheme is the model of control from IMS-LD to XPDL.
Only level A is considered.

This section presents a common vocabulary in order to describe, in the same
terms, the subjacent models of control of IMS-LD and XPDL. The reason to
introduce this vocabulary is to avoid the ambiguities raised because of the use of
the same terms with different meanings in the models.

The first subsection presents the elements of the static model; the second sub-
section presents the elements of the dynamic model; the third subsection describes
the model of control of IMS-LD; the fourth subsection describes the model of
control of XPDL; and, finally, the fifth subsection shows the proposed translation.

2.5.1 Static Aspects of the Common Model

This subsection introduces some static elements of a process model. They are an
abstraction of the main characteristics of the e-flows and the w-flows:
Role: A role defines a type of actor by characterizing its responsibilities and/or

abilities, and by associating a name. An actor can play various roles and many
actors can play the same role.
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Datatype: A datatype defines the structural characteristics (syntactical) that
represent the possible elements in the domain of application. There are (predefined)
simple datatypes and complex datatypes defined by the use. A simple datatype has
a name and a set of values. A complex datatype has a name and a description of
its composition.
Activity: An activity is a discrete task with a start, an end, and a well-defined

objective. The activity has associated a role, which describes the responsible actor
of the task, and, it can have a set of services and tools to be used by the actor, if
required. Moreover, an activity is characterized by a set of input data (to be used
by the actor) and a set of output data (to be produced by the actor). An activity can
be instantiated only once or multiple times simultaneously.
Transition: A transition defines an order relationship between two activities.
Process: A process is a structured set of activities that share a defined common

objective.Structuredmeans that the activities are executed following an established
order defined by some rules in the model of control and based on transitions. A
process has an execution context consisting of a set of data (name and type). This
context allows the manipulation of information shared by all the activities in the
process; the data in the context are used to make decisions at run time.
Services and Tools: Services and tools are elements not controlled by the exe-

cution engine; nevertheless, an actor can use them, based on his own decisions, to
achieve the objective of the activity. The tools are used by the actor to transform
data, whereas the services are used by the actor to acquire knowledge, communi-
cate something, participate in a discussion, etc.

2.5.2 Dynamic Aspects of the Common Model

This subsection introduces some concepts that appear at run time.
Actor: The actor is responsible for transforming or creating data to accomplish

the objective of an activity by means of services and tools to perform the associated
task. The execution model should include a policy to assign actors to instances of
activities.
Data: Data are the values that elements in the application domain can assume.

These elements are typed and have a name.
Process Instance: A process can have several instances at run time, and

each one serves to accomplish the defined objective in the process definition.
Each instance has its own execution to be used by the activity instances of the
process.
Activity Instance: When a process is instantiated, at the same time all its

activities are instantiated too. An activity instance can be in one of the three states:
inactive, active, or finished. Each activity instance has its own execution context
consisting of the received input data and the global data of the process instance to
which the activity belongs.

The execution engine follows the order defined by the transitions and uses the
process and activity context to determine if a transition can take place or not. The
set of transitions arriving at an activity determines if the activity can be initiated
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FIGURE 2.9. Conceptual structure of the model of control in IMS-LD.

or not. Furthermore, it should be defined if the activity instance will be executed
in sequential or parallel mode.
Model of Control: The model of control includes the elements whose life

cycle is administrated by the execution engine. It means that the elements whose
execution is controlled by the actor are not part of the model of control.

2.5.3 Model of Control of IMS-LD

IMS-LD uses a theatrical metaphor to define pedagogical processes in a stan-
dard way. Furthermore, the metaphor predefines some control structures assuming
similar to every pedagogical model.

In the theatrical metaphor, the notion of transition is not explicit, although the
metaphor establishes an organization among the activities, given as a result a
predefined topology of control. Figure 2.9 shows the conceptual structure of the
model of control in IMS-LD.

The execution engine interprets the structure shown in Figure 2.10 as follows:
the plays, in a method, are executed simultaneously. The acts in a play are executed
in a sequential way following the order in which they were defined, i.e., an act
is not initialized until its predecessor was finished. The role-parts are executed in
parallel. The activity-structure, in a role-part, can have sequential or selection type.
If the type is sequential, the set of activities associated with the activity-structure is

FIGURE 2.10. Execution of a method.
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FIGURE 2.11. Execution of a learning activity.

executed in a sequential way. If, on the contrary, the type is selection, the role-part
finishes when a number of activities, greater or equal to a predefined minimum,
finishes. Finally, if any of the activities in the role-part is a support activity and
this has associated a group of actors, the execution engine has to create an instance
for each actor in the group, and the support activity finishes when all the instances
finish.

Figure 2.11 illustrates a learning activity being performed by a learner. In a
structure called the environment, the actor has available services, tools, and learning
objects. The use of the elements in the environment is decided on and controlled by
the learner and not by the execution engine. The input data to the activity are values
of properties and they are in a set called a dossier. The actor performing the activity
can modify the data in the dossier. The actor decides when the activity is finished.

Levels B and C of IMS-LD imply an extension to the model of control. In
that case, the execution engine should take into account that some elements, in
particular, the activities can become visible or invisible inside a process instance.
It means that the graph of control is changed at runtime.

2.5.4 Model of Control of XPDL

The XPDL model does not have a common metaphor because there are a vast
number of application contexts for the workflow process. It can range from a
process to fulfill a request for a credit in a financial company, to a process to develop
software. For this reason, the language has to provide the necessary structures to
describe different control flows.

In XPDL a process is defined as a set of activities and a set of transitions, where
the transitions define a partial order among the activities. There are four types of ba-
sic activities: (1) simple, which represents a punctual activity or a routing activity;
(2) a block activity, which is a group of activities perceived as a unit, (3) a subflow,
which represents a synchronic or asynchronic execution of an independent process;
and (4) an application, which encapsulates the execution of an external application.

A transition relates two activities and has a condition associated with it. At run
time, if the evaluation of the condition is true, the transition can be done.
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FIGURE 2.12. Model of control of XPDL.

The model of control of XPDL is described inside the activities by means of pre-
conditions and postconditions (Fig. 2.12). A precondition determines if an activity
can be initiated, taking into account the set of transitions arriving to it. There are
two possible cases: (1) the activity is initiated when, for all the transitions arriving
to it, the condition is true (Join-AND); or (2), when for at least one transition, its
condition is true (Join-OR).

A postcondition determines the set if activities to be executed after the current
activity. There are two possibilities: (1) all activities reached by a transition from
the current activity are executed (Split- AND); or (2) only the activities reached
by a transition from the current activity, whose condition is true, are executed
(Split-OR).

2.5.5 The Proposed Translation Scheme

Our translation scheme is centered on the model of control. This subsection de-
scribes the translation of the theatrical used by IMS-LD to the XPDL language
constructors and the limitations of a direct translation.
Translation of the Theatrical Metaphor: This subsection presents the trans-

lation scheme in a top-down approach. Furthermore, we use the workflow patterns
proposed in [42] to help explain the translation.

Method

A method is translated to a Block Activities in XPDL; each activity represents one
of the plays defined in the method. Block Activities are executed in parallel and
do not need to be synchronized. Figure 2.13 illustrates the translation. This is an

FIGURE 2.13. Translation of a method to XPDL.
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FIGURE 2.14. Translation of a play to XPDL.

example of a method with two plays executed in parallel. This type of execution
corresponds to the parallel split pattern, and to the implicit termination pattern
[42].

Play

A play is translated to a Block Activities in XPDL; each activity represents one
of the acts defined in the play. The activities are executed in a sequential order,
using the sequence pattern [42]. Figure 2.14 presents a play composed by three
acts; they are executed in sequence. The conditions of the transitions are all true,
the pre-condition is a Join-OR and the postcondition a Split Join-OR.

Act

An act is translated to a set of Block Activities in XPDL; one for each role-part.
They are executed in parallel and synchronized when all are finished. Figure 2.15
shows an act composed of two role-parts and synchronized using two routing
activities. This translation follows the parallel split and synchronization merge
patterns [42].

The first routing activity has as its postcondition a Split-AND on the role-parts
included in the act. The second routing activity synchronizes the termination of
the role–parts executed in parallel, and its precondition is a Join-AND.

Role-Part

A role-part is translated as a Block Activity that contains the activities of its activity
structure. There are two cases to be considered according to the activity-structure
type (sequence or selection).

FIGURE 2.15. Translation of an act in XPDL.
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FIGURE 2.16. Translation of an activity structure (selection type) in XPDL.

In the sequence case, the activities in the Block Activity are executed according
to the sequence pattern [42]. In the selection case, the translation uses the arbitrary
cycle’s pattern [42], as shown in the example of Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.16 shows a role-part composed of three activities: two learning-
activities (LActivity1, LActivity3) and, one support activity (SActivity2). The flow
of control starts with a routing activity (Route 1) followed by a second routing ac-
tivity (Route 2). Route 2 uses a Split-Or postcondition (with exclude conditions)
to choose during an iteration, with only one possible transition. Once the selected
activity is finished, Route 3 is initiated. Route 3 decides if a new iteration has to
be executed or not, by verifying if all the selected activities have been executed.

In the case of multiple and simultaneous instances at run time, it is possible
to make the translation but with a restriction: a predefined maximum number of
instances to be created at run time has to be known. This scheme follows the
multiple-instances run-time pattern [42].
Limitations of the Direct Translation: There are at least two characteristics

of the model of control of IMS-LD that cannot be translated directly to XPDL:
the possibility to create at run time an arbitrary number of instances of the same
activity, and the possibility to modify the visibility of the activities at run time.

To solve the first problem, we have defined the restriction on the maximum
number of instances to create. The second problem appears in levels B and C of
IMS-LD, which are out of the scope of our work.

2.6 LDX-Flow Tools

This section describes LDX-Flow. This is a set of tools to support the life cycle of
a learning design. The strategy used to define the tools was the transformation of
learnflows into workflows. The tools were developed as a part of a collaborative
project between the University of Los Andes and the Téléuniversité du Québec
(TELUQ).

The section has four subsections: the first three describe the functional, logical,
and physical architectures, and the fourth presents some of the results achieved
during the experimentation.
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FIGURE 2.17. Learning design life cycle.

2.6.1 Functional Architecture

Figure 2.17 presents the life cycle of a learning design.
LDX-Flow allows the creation, editing, translation, and execution of a unit of

learning defined using IMS-LD. LDX-Flow is a set of five tools that support the life
cycle presented in Figure 2.17. In Table 2.5, we summarize their main functionality.
Currently, our tools are limited to manage learning design descriptions compatible
with level A of IMS-LD. Levels B and C are not yet supported.
Functionality of the LDX-Editor: By means of the LDX-Editor (Fig. 2.18), it

is possible to create and edit learning designs using the IMS-LD standard. A user
(for example, the instructor) can manipulate, in an interactive way, concepts like
method, play, component, activity structure, learning activity, support activity,
etc. LDX-Editor facilitates the visualization of the course through a graphical

TABLE 2.5 The set of tools of LDX-Flow and their relationship with the process in the life
cycle of a learning design

Process Tool Description

Authoring LDX-Editor Allows the editing of learning designs using the IMS-LD
elements. Once the information is edited, this could be
stored in an XML file following the standard specification.

Production LDX-Translator Partially supports the production of a learning design. It
corresponds to the translation of the control model defined
in IMS-LD and to the control model of the XPDL language.

Delivery LDX-Enactor Executes instances of XPDL processes, which were generated
using the LDX-translator tool.

LDX-Client Allows the diverse actors of a learning unit to interact with
their execution instances.

LDX-Admin Offers services of administering and monitoring the elements
involved in the execution.

LDX-Resource Offers services of assigning resources to the activities.
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FIGURE 2.18. LDX-Editor.

presentation based on a tree that shows the composition of the different elements.
Furthermore, the tool guarantees that the course built are structurally correct with
respect to the standard.
Functionality of the LDX-Translator: LDX-Translator performs the transla-

tion from IMS-LD to XPDL. The translations are done according to the schema
presented in section 2.5. Moreover, the tool can add to the output XPDL file the set
of extended attributes required for the JaWe editor to visualize the XPDL process.
Functionality of the LDX-Enactor: This tool allows the instantiation and ex-

ecution of the processes created in the LDX-Editor and translated by the LDX-
Translator. The tool is responsible for the management of the enactment of the
processes. This offers services to import XPDL process definitions. Once the tool
imports the processes, they can be instantiated and executed.
Functionality of the LDX-Resource: This tool offers services to manage re-

sources. These resources are the participants (human actors) in the activities.
Functionality of the LDX-Client: This tool offers services to allow actors

to interact with an instance of a process being executed by the LDX-Enactor.
Using this tool, users can know the instance of the process in which they are
participating, the assigned activities already finished, and the assigned activities
pending initialization.

The tool has a specialized interface according to the type of role. For instance,
if the user is an instructor (staff role), he can consult the state of advancement of
every learner in his course.
Functionality of the LDX-Admin: This tool offers services for the administra-

tion and monitoring of the LDX-Enactor using JMX technology [30]. For example,
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FIGURE 2.19. Logical architecture of LDX-Flow.

by using this tool, it is possible to consult how many instances are in execution,
to review the log of the system, and to monitor the communication between the
connected clients.

2.6.2 Logical Architecture

Figure 2.19 shows the logical architecture of the suite of tools of LDX-Flow.
The goal of the design of the architecture was to allow each tool to support

a process in the life cycle of a learning design. The editor allows the edition of
learning units in IMS-LD and the connection to the translator to produce XPDL
files. The translator receives learning designs and applies the transformation needed
to produce correct XPDL documents. The enactor imports these documents and
allows the instantiation and execution of processes defined there.

The LDX-Enactor tools serves as a bridge between the other tools composing
the architecture. First, the enactor offers services to the client components (LDX-
Client). Users through a browser access the client components. Second, the LDX-
Enactor offers services to the administration and resource tools.

2.6.3 Physical Architecture

The logical architecture, presented in the preceding section, has been implemented
using the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform [28], specifically on
the JBoss Application Server (JBoss) container [18].

We used session and entity Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) components to im-
plement the tools: LDX-Translator, LDX-Enactor, and LDX-Resources. Oracle
database [35] is in charge of the management of the persistence data. The LDX-
Client was implemented as a set of Web components (JSPs and Servlets). The
LDX-Admin was implemented using JXM technology [30]. Finally, we used Java
[29] and the swing framework to implement the LDX-Editor.
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2.6.4 Evaluation of the Tools

The master’s program of the systems and computing engineering department of
the University of Los Andes offers a seminar whose purpose is for the students to
describe the state of the art of their research topic. The process defined, to achieve
the goal, consists of a series of activities performed by instructors, students, and
teaching assistants. The mechanics are based on the sequential assignment of a set
of readings, preparation of reviews, discussion of the reviews in small groups, and
publication, for the whole class, of a synthesis. The instructors have as task, the
assignment of the readings, the participation in the discussion sessions, and the
validation of the results. The teaching assistants have the administrative support
to everybody in the class as their task.

During the first semester of 2005, we defined, using IMS-LD, a learning design
to model the process described above. The process was executed with a group of
15 students, two teaching assistants, and four instructors. We followed a completed
process of production and delivery using the LDX-Flow tools. This exercise al-
lowed us to validate the translation scheme and to test the implementation of the
tools in a real context.

From the gained experience until now, we have defined three lines for our future
work on this project. In the first place, we know that it is necessary to perform
a validation on a larger scale, to consolidate the tools, and to validate, in other
contexts, the translation scheme proposed. In the second place, we would like to
evolve the translation scheme to use the version 2.0 of XPDL. Finally, we would
like to study some ways to use the extended attributes of XPDL to support levels
B and C of IMS-LD.

2.7 Conclusion

Current educational modeling languages, in particular the standard IMS-LD, offer
a rich framework for the description of multiactors and adaptable pedagogical
models. These properties create new requirements for e-learning delivery engines.
While some IMS-LD editing tools are being released, no delivery engine is yet
fully IMS-LD compatible.

On the other hand, workflow management systems also manipulate workflow
modeling languages to describe business processes. One broadly accepted process
description language is XPDL, the language proposed by the Workflow Manage-
ment Coalition. XPDL is supported by various commercial and shareware editing
and execution tools.

This chapter has explored the differences and similarities between e-learning and
workflow systems. The establishment of a common vocabulary between IMS-LD
and XPDL has helped identify translation possibilities, has shown the expressive
power of workflow control pattern, and has clearly identified particular elements
of the e-learning world that might be difficult to translate into workflow modeling
languages and to execute by workflow enactment engines.
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The translation schema proposed as well as the LDX-Flow set of tools that
have been developed, although reduced to level A IMS-LD components, are a first
attempt to implement the support of the whole life cycle of an IMS-LD–compatible
learning design: design, production, and delivery are automatically supported by
LDX-Flow. The evaluation made has proven the validity of the process and the
compatibility with the standards involved.

It is worth noting that the translation step opens broad possibilities for both
e-learning and workflow management communities. In fact, one can imagine var-
ious life cycle paths such as editing an LD with the graphical editor MOT+,
publishing it with LDX-Flow, and delivering on a workflow process engine.

The new process engine will take advantage of the analysis we have done to
understand the subjacent models of IMS-LD and XPDL. The classification of
concepts as the static ones and as those that only appear at run time has allowed
us to better understand the requirements a process engine should meet to fully
support the execution of an LD expressed on IMS-LD.

More conceptual research concerns the analysis of the differences encountered
and of the possibilities of enriching both models with features included in the other
model.
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3
A Toolkit for Building Geo-Referenced
Lessons: Design, Implementation,
and Praxis

SYLVAIN GIROUX

Abstract. We coined the term mobile lessons for lessons held outside traditional
classrooms. During these lessons, all actors are mobile and must move to perform
the required tasks. Themes tackled in such lessons may be as varied as geography,
history, ecology, dialects in linguistics . . . Mobile lessons are not a new teaching
strategy, but mobile devices may render them more efficient and more attractive.
The aim is to put students in conditions germane to the ones in which experts work.
We implemented in Java a toolkit for creating and using mobile lessons and for
monitoring students on the field. Contents and questions are described in XML.
Using this software, teachers of a high school in Sardinia (Italy) developed and
experienced a mobile lesson on the archaeological site of Nora. In light of this
experiment, a wireless, distributed, and more sophisticated version of the software
was implemented.

3.1 Introduction

The real world is a marvelous teacher. Why not use it as a complement to lessons
in classrooms? Students would acquire better knowledge by going into the field,
looking for information, and observing the real phenomenon. They would feel
more involved and autonomous. Long ago, field lessons were generally presented
on sheets of paper. A predetermined sequence of questions and actions was planned
in advance and the questions were the same for all students. Recent advances in
technology in wireless communication, mobile devices, location-based services,
geo-referenced information, and pervasive computing enable to envision the world
as an interactive environment. In this chapter we show how technology, pedagogy,
and learning can meet to transform the field into an interactive personalized play-
ground for students. They can use such a playground to learn and deepen their
knowledge. We call this approach “mobile lessons.”

Field lessons are not a new teaching strategy, but mobile devices and information
systems may render them more efficient and more attractive. Moreover, since
device prices drop regularly, schools can afford the required material. However, the
implementation, the configuration, and the management of distributed applications

60
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over mobile devices are too complex for teachers. So we designed and implemented
MobileLessons, a toolkit that basically offers:

� tools to help teachers create lessons capitalizing on mobile devices and geo-
referenced information;

� tools enabling students to perform mobile lessons in the field; these tools are
available through laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and cellular phones;

� tools allowing teachers to monitor students in real time in the field.

The toolkit is implemented in Java. Lesson content and questions are described
in XML. The whole implementation relies on e-mate [5]. E-mate is a frame-
work for the delivery of mobile personalized geo-referenced services over many
channels (PCs, PDAs, cellular phones . . . ) and using multimodality (text, im-
age, sound . . . ). The platform provides distributed services over the Internet.
E-mate made these services accessible from a computer, a PDA, or a cellular
phone. A very interesting feature of e-mate is the generation on the fly of a user
interface for any device. Multiple releases of MobileLessons were implemented.
They were used to experiment in classrooms and with students, or to test and
prove concepts. We believe that this toolkit is easy and intuitive to use for teach-
ers and students, easy to maintain and deploy, and should not burden a school
budget.

In this chapter, we first describe an experiment in 2001 of a mobile lesson with
the first release of MobileLessons. In this experiment students used laptops con-
nected to GPS to explore a Roman archaeological site in Sardinia, Italy (§3.2).
This experiment is then analyzed from different perspectives: pedagogy (§3.3),
content (§3.4), system administration (§3.5), and technology (§3.6). In light of this
experiment, new tools were added and the distributed infrastructure was set. A mo-
bile lesson became then a set of distributed components called services, accessible
through the Internet. These services can be reached from different devices.

3.2 Experimentation

Thanks to MobileLessons, teachers at a high school in Sardinia, Italy, developed
and experienced a mobile lesson for the archaeological site of Nora.1 This site
is very interesting from an historical perspective because it contains both Punic
and Roman ruins. The lesson was performed in June 2001 with a class of 12- to
13-year-old students.

History courses are usually done using textbooks and sometimes videos. If
lucky, students may visit a museum as a “field lesson”. Seldom the study of history
becomes a practical lesson by going onto the field. In many cities there are many
artifacts still visible and tangible as testimonies of national history. Archaeologists
use these artifacts to rebuild and interpret history.

1 http://www.nora.it/.
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In Italy, part of the history curriculum of the first year of high school addresses
Roman civilization. So we decided to prepare a mobile lesson on the structure of
ancient Roman cities. This lesson has to be integrated into the general curriculum;
therefore, courses on Roman civilization were given before the mobile lesson to
prepare students for the field they were about to explore. Courses were also given
after the mobile lesson to help them reflect on their field observations and to deepen
their knowledge, as it would be the case in any science laboratory.

Sardinia is incredibly rich in archaeological and historical sites. With respect
to the content under study, Nora was the perfect site. It has a rich history and the
structure of the city is well apparent:

In 238 B.C., Sardinia was conquered by the Romans, therefore also Nora passed under the
Roman domain. It started off as the main town of the island and the governorship’s site, but
soon Karalis took its place. Anyhow also later on Nora remained an important town: it was
“Caput Viae” (town cape of a road, from which distances were calculated). The importance
of the town was testified by the presence of four (not one) Thermal Buildings, of a theatre
and an amphitheatre (not yet excavated) and of some elegant villas situated at a certain
distance from the urban centre of the town. The common people’s houses were quite small
and usually consisted in a single room at the bottom with a wooden intermediate floor on
top used as bedroom. The archaeological findings preserved in Pula Museum give a good
idea of the daily routine of the town: there are common use objects built in Nora or imported
from the various Mediterranean coasts. The slow decline of Nora began in the IV century
A.C., with the falter of the Roman Empire and when the seas became unsafe. The Vandals
(455 A.D.) the town ended its vital cycle and was gradually abandoned by the people who
chose safer inland areas. [6]

Once the content and the site were chosen, teachers started to prepare the mobile
lesson. They first identified zones of interest (agora, common people’s quarter, rich
quarter, hospital . . . ), and then “hot spots” for each zone were selected (Fig. 3.1).
A hot spot corresponds to a precise location to which significant information can
be attached. The objective was to bring students to discover these points in the
field and to infer the global structure of the city. Knowing the exact position of a
student will enable the system to ask precise questions, helping him to reflect on
what he sees. Questions may focus on

� specific artifacts visible from his position. For instance, when standing in front
of the theater, a student can see huge urns. A question asks if their purpose was
to amplify voices and sounds, to keep the wine fresh for the actors, or to store
and preserve oil and grains.

� how the place was used by people. For instance, in front of the forum the student
is asked if the forum was a place where citizens talked about politics, a place
where to take refreshing walk in the summer, or a place where one could watch
the sea to check for the arrival of vessels.

� where the place is located with respect to another one. For instance, in front of a
small thermal building, the student is asked if the drainage was in the direction
of the street and the gutter toward the sea, or toward the hills.
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FIGURE 3.1. Hot spots chosen by teachers for the Nora mobile lesson.2

So teachers first went to the chosen site with a GPS system and recorded the
coordinates of each hot spot. The information given by the GPS is a 2-tuple
(longitude, latitude),3 for instance East, 38◦ 59’ 3,80”; North, 09◦ 00’ 59,72”. Each
hot spot was then associated with other information to produce geo-referenced in-
formation. Basically the information is stored in the XML files and contains a
label, a description, the GPS coordinates, questions (multiple choices, true or
false, etc.), and sometimes hints that may help to find a location or answer a
question.

Students have to find a significant place, for example the theater, and not a GPS
position. But this is not enough, because the theater is indeed a squared area whose
side is more than 40 meters long. The students must find the right position picked up
by the teacher, near the theater. So the search is more than being around the theater,
but what are the relevant locations related to a theater? When some difficulties occur
in finding the right place, explanations, help, or hints are supplied progressively.

2 The map is adapted from http://www.isolasarda.com/nora-itinerario.htm.
3 Latitude and longitude were used to represent a GPS position. For convenience, it might
be possible to transform them into UTM coordinates expressed in meters using a specific
algorithm, but for our purpose it was not necessary. We made many tests about the precision
of GPS data and we accepted a position as right with an 8- to 10-meter uncertainty.
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FIGURE 3.2. The first release of MobileLesson runs on a laptop connected to a GPS. In
the background there is a view of the Nora site.

They may be as wide-ranging as the teacher’s imagination can sustain: charade,
riddle, description, etc.

As stated previously, the theme of the lesson—the structure of cities of Ancient
Rome—was introduced to the students in the classroom to prepare them for the
mobile lesson. But no indication was given on the exact format the lesson would
take, neither on the software nor on the devices that will be used. Only once on
the field, the structure of the lesson, devices, and software were presented. Teams
of two or three students were given laptops connected to a Garmin GPS system
(Fig. 3.2). We wanted to motivate students and give them the feeling of a game.
Hence the mobile lesson structure was akin to a “treasure hunt.” Students had to
discover as many as possible of the significant hot spots in a limited amount of
time (45 minutes4). When they found a hot spot, they could also answer questions
related to it. A score was associated with each hot spot found and each correct
answer to questions. Each trial decreases the value of a hot spot or a question.
If students asked for hints, a question was worth less. Students could wander
wherever they want. Since the site is surrounded by fences and by the sea, letting
them roam freely was not an issue.

4 The software reads the time allowed in a property file, so duration can be easily changed
and even personalized.
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FIGURE 3.3. Start-up window gives access to login instructions.

The start-up window gives access to the login panel, the instruction panel (Fig.
3.3), and the map panel (Fig. 3.4). To login, a user has to provide a login name
and a password. According to his roles, different tab panels are then shown. Three
roles were defined: teacher, student, and administrator. A user may fill more than
one role (Fig. 3.5). Students have access to the “Corsa al tesoro” panel (Fig. 3.6).
Teachers have access to the “Locations Editor” panel (Fig. 3.7) and the “Tests
Editor” panel. Administrators have access to the “Applications Properties” panel
(Fig. 3.9), the “Users Properties” panel, and the “All Users” panel.

Once students are logged on, a list of hot spots appears (Fig. 3.6). They can
search them in random order. When students believe they are at the right location,
that is the one identified by teachers, they ask the MobileLesson for confirmation
by clicking on the “Eureka” button. The current GPS position is then compared to
the GPS position taken by the teacher. If the current GPS position is close enough,
students get access to questions related to this hot spot. They may be general
questions about the place, but often they are questions about what the students
can see from this precise location. Students have only to turn or move slightly to
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FIGURE 3.4. Start-up window gives access to a map.

observe the place and discover or infer the correct answers. If the position was
wrong, more information about the place is supplied. Students have to search again
and ask the software again if they are at the right place or not.

As exemplified by the experimentation at the Nora site, mobile lessons are based
on geo-referenced data. Geo-referenced data link information to a location. Not
surprisingly, mobile lesson are designed and organized along three dimensions:
pedagogy, content, and technology. The next sections further describe these axes.

3.3 Pedagogical Strategies

A mobile lesson should not be an isolated element but rather a part of a pedagogical
sequence. One of our objectives is to integrate in a lesson factors that might help
learners to build their knowledge in a constructivist spirit [3]. We believe that,
to foster the effective construction of their knowledge, students should go into
the field, look for information, and, above all, observe the real phenomenon, and
therefore act in a more personal and autonomous way. Mobile personalised and
geo-referenced systems [5] seem to be a very appropriate means to implement
approaches based on experimentation [8].

To prepare a mobile lesson, a teacher selects a zone and identifies a set of
hot spots. Students will have to discover these points when they will be in the
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FIGURE 3.5. A user may fill many roles. When a user is a student, a timer is displayed.
Since this user fills all the available roles, this snapshot shows all the tab panels available
in the system.

FIGURE 3.6. The panel that students use to participate in a mobile lesson.
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FIGURE 3.7. Hot spots editor.

field (Fig. 3.1). Once having found a hot spot, students have to answer questions
about the place where they stand. Students have to observe all kinds of details
around them to give correct answers. Mixing general questions with observation
questions leads students to deduce the behavior of people of an ancient civilization,
their scientific level, their arts, etc.

In our experimentation at Nora, a decisive means to motivate students [1] was
by giving the lesson the look and feel of a game. Time constraints (Fig. 3.5, top
right) and scores (Fig. 3.6, right) are associated with the discovery of hot spots and
with answers to questions. The fewer attempts made to find a hot spot, the higher
the score is.

3.4 Content in a Mobile Lesson

Our approach is not a purely constructivist one. A mobile lesson is part of a
pedagogical sequence where traditional courses occur before and after the lesson.
Students do not have to discover all the content by themselves. Yet content remains
always at the center of the activities. Accordingly, the four steps of a mobile
lesson life cycle of are (1) identification of relevant content by teachers (§3.4.1),
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(2) introduction of content to students (§0), (3) acquisition of content by students
(§3.4.2), and (4) reflection on content in the classroom (§3.4.3).

3.4.1 Design of the Lesson: Identifying Content

As a first step in mobile lesson life cycle, teachers design the lesson and prepare
pedagogical material. A synopsis is made defining the theme—the structure of an
ancient Roman city—and the objectives—to discover the main buildings (Forum,
theater, temple . . . ), their use (politics, religion . . . ), and their relative location
in a Roman city (poor quarter, rich quarter, marketplace . . . ). An appropriate site
is identified—Nora was chosen. Two teachers went to the Nora site to get a better
idea of the archaeological elements that were present and to discuss the lesson
organization and structure. Later teachers went to the site to gather geo-referenced
data. They bring a laptop equipped with a GPS. Using the “Locations Editor”
panel of MobileLessons (Fig. 3.7), they named and collected GPS coordinates
of relevant spots. This information was saved in XML files. Back at school, they
prepared location-based questions using the “Tests Editor” panel (Fig. 3.8). Finally,
the teachers prepared helpful hints that students might receive, and completed the
lesson description. During this step, a scenario describing tasks to perform was
also elaborated. A free-wandering approach was selected: no order was imposed
on the hot spots to discover.

3.4.2 Presentation to Students: Introducing Content

Once the lesson was ready, teachers introduced basic related content to the class.
They informed students of the forthcoming mobile lesson without giving too many
details. They also presented to students a map of Nora.

3.4.3 Lesson on the Field: Acquiring Content

Then students went onto the field. Once on site, the tasks to do, rules of the game,
device manipulation, and software were explained. The lesson was carried out in
teams of two or three students. As explained before, they had to find the places
spotted by teachers (Fig. 3.6). We noted that, while teachers were reluctant to use
devices and software, being afraid of breaking them, students had no problems
with the technology and were rather eager to use it.

Learning in the field is not restricted to history. Themes addressed by mobile
lessons may be of great variety: geography, linguistics, botany . . . For instance, to
study the evolution of a language, students can track traces of a dialect in everyday-
artifacts, for instance by identifying the Sardinian origin of shop names, products,
streets . . . To study botany, they can go to a park searching for specific trees,
collecting samples of leaves, taking photos or notes on tree shapes, and analyzing
them back in class. Thus, depending on the lesson theme, they may have to observe
monuments or site details, take notes, answer questions, and take photos.
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FIGURE 3.8. Questions editor.

3.4.4 Back in the Classroom: Reflecting on Content

Once back in the classroom, the lesson is not yet finished. It is time to analyze the
collected data. For instance, based on their answers and observations, students can
reflect on the structure of Nora, and the location of the rich quarter, the poor quarter,
the marketplace, the hospital, the sea . . . They can write reports. Research on the
Web can deepen their knowledge. Teachers may also provide further explanations
and do a general synthesis.

3.5 Administrative Tools

Since this software has to be used by nonexperts, specific panels were provided to
enter and modify basic information used by the program. The “Application Prop-
erties” panel enables specifying the location files related to users, the site name,
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FIGURE 3.9. The “Application Properties” panel allows consulting and modifying infor-
mation on user management, site geo-referenced data, and accepted discrepancy between
hot-spot GPS positions recorded by teachers and student GPS locations.

the number of hot spots, the folders containing the XML files describing hot spots
and questions, and the error range accepted with respect to the recorded GPS po-
sition (Fig. 3.9). Since GPS is sensitive to many factors, the last parameter enables
adjusting to current conditions. For instance, precision may vary according to
weather conditions. The “Users Properties” panel allows choosing authentication
mechanisms and the class of instances used by the application and other related
parameters, for instance the location of the users’ data (Fig. 3.10). This informa-
tion is particularly useful when the abstract factory design pattern is used [4]. The
“User Management” panel enables managing users and editing their login name
and password (Fig. 3.11).

3.6 Technology: Devices and Software

This section addresses issues related to devices and software. The experimentation
in Nora described in this chapter was the starting point of the MobileLessons

application (§3.6.1). This first release provided many interesting hints that led
to the implementation of a version designed for PDA-like devices (§3.6.2), and,
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FIGURE 3.10. Management of authentication and other implementation choices is done
through the “Users Properties” panel (a) and saved in a property file (b).

FIGURE 3.11. Information on users is accessed and modified through the “User Manage-
ment” panel.
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finally exploiting wireless networking and location awareness, new services were
designed to make learning more interactive and collaborative (§3.6.3).

3.6.1 Mobile Lessons, Release 1.0

Release 1.0 of MobileLessons experimented in Nora (§3.2) is a stand-alone ap-
plication. Each laptop runs a single lesson. Lesson data were also stored locally.
No network connection was available. A Garmin GPS was connected to the laptop
through a serial port. The implementation was in Java. The javax.comm Extension
Package was used to read data provided by the GPS on the serial port. Data were
encoded according to National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) standards.

Inconveniences experienced by students were related to walking on a sunny site
with a device that is a bit heavy, that requires caution, and on which it may be
difficult to read due to the glare of the sun. Since all data were manipulated locally,
one has to be careful when gathering user data coming from different laptops.
Finally it was clear that a network was a necessity to implement some interesting
features. For instance, the game would preferably be played simultaneously by
many students to increase their emulation, which was not possible with the current
setting.

3.6.2 Mobile Lessons, as Location-Based Services

The next natural step was then to transform the stand-alone version of Mobile-
Lesson into a location-based service [7]. The aim was to provide wireless access to
the network and to run the application on PDAs, cellular phones, or other similar
devices. So the next release used the infrastructure provided by e-mate to deliver
on-line services [2,5]. As a result, the software and devices used on the field
changed while lesson content remained the same.

A mobile lesson is then defined as an e-learning distributed service that delivers
adapted geo-referenced information on request. Figure 3.12 shows the architecture
of the system. Only a part of the service is loaded on the terminal tier. As several
PDAs are simultaneously connected, an HTTP server manages for each device
the service remote tier. This server finds resources required by the service on an
application server. The services portal is used for service discovery. PDAs exchange
data with the HTTP server through XML documents [9,10].

3.6.3 Mobile Lessons, Toward New Services

The last release of MobileLessons integrates the comments of people involved in
the process. We improved the data presentation, and new modules were added.
Teachers can then use a laptop to monitor either all the students in the field, or just
one by selecting him from the list of students (Fig. 3.13). Teachers may also chat
with the students, broadcast messages, or send messages to a specific students.
On their part, students may chat with or send messages to teachers and to other
students.
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FIGURE 3.12. The architecture for the delivery of a distributed mobile lesson on a PDA.

FIGURE 3.13. The teacher can monitor and interact at distance with her class on the field.
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3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we described how technology can improve field lessons by exploit-
ing geo-referenced information and mobile devices. Such mobile lessons are built
on three complementary axes: pedagogy, content, and technology. The concept of
a mobile lesson was first experimented at the Nora archaeological site for teach-
ing the infrastructure of ancient Roman cities. Generic academic content proved
quite easy to map to a geo-referenced instance. Involvement of teachers in the
preparation of this lesson was decisive. The satisfaction of all students involved,
their desire to repeat the experience, and the feedback of teachers indicate that
the experience was a great success. In light of this experiment, it is also clear that
a lesson should result from a multidisciplinary effort. Teachers are in charge of
lesson structure and content. Computer scientists are responsible for software and
the devices needed to support the lesson on the field.

Then we improved the structure, the features, and the implementation of
MobileLessons. In particular, it was transformed into a location-based service.
As a result, we got an implementation of a specialized toolkit for building and
using “on the field” lessons based on geo-referenced information. This toolkit pro-
vides services to teachers to design a mobile lesson and to monitor and interact
with their class while on the field. E-mate enables deploying such a wireless mobile
lesson on the field to any devices.

As our main conclusion, we claim that a playful and motivating context that
allows students to integrate various types of information, to attempt in a real setting
to search for clues and information, and to try to understand why they succeeded
or failed, is surely among the most enjoyable ways to acquire knowledge.
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Abstract. This chapter presents the basic orientations, the main use cases, and the
conceptual framework of a TeleLearning Operating System. TELOS is a system un-
der development within the LORNET research network (www.lornet.org) aiming
to integrate components and services, and research results, produced by the differ-
ent LORNET teams. TELOS research is at the convergence of three main trends:
learning object repositories that facilitate the access to knowledge resources; learn-
ing and knowledge management support systems that use these referentials as
building blocks; and the integration of these referentials and these systems in the
context of the semantic Web.

4.1 Introduction

There are many specialized tools and hundreds of distance or e-learning platforms
(WebCT, TopClass, LearningSpace, Ingénium, Docent, etc.), also called Learning
Management Systems (LMS) or Learning Content Management Systems (LCMS),
available through a Web browser. There are also a number of comparative studies
of their features, and even a decision system to select an e-learning platform.1

Recent reviews of e-learning platforms show that there are not great differ-
ences between them. The current platforms are mostly designed for predefined
actors (author, trainer, learner). They are focused on predetermined delivery mod-
els for self-training and on-line asynchronous conferencing. Most e-learning plat-
forms look more like an extension of the former authoring tools. Their efficiency
as quick authoring tools for the Web is often achieved by reducing drastically
the variety of instructional strategies, every course having similar structures and
components.

The advent of learning portals and Web services presents an interesting evolution
toward more flexibility, presenting another vision of learning than just giving access
to a predefined, preformatted and predigested content. Even though learning portals

1 For this, consult www.brandon-hall.com.
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also require delivery platforms, more important are the services around which the
portal is organized: access learning resources, navigation in a path of learning
events, training support by individuals or organizations, peer-to-peer collaboration
services, access to a range of content experts, and so on. The true potential of
learning portals needs to be fully exploited based on new research and development
activities.

Compared to the evolution of generic software (text editors, spreadsheets, etc.),
e-learning systems are now in a similar position as the integrated software of the
last decade, where text, spreadsheets, and database editors could transfer data only
within the integrated suite. These have been replaced by integration mechanisms at
the operating system level, enabling data communication between any compliant
tools through desktop operations.

The TeleLearning Operating System (TELOS) will provide similar flexibility for
e-learning environments. It will allow the implementation of interactions between
actors using resources dynamically related to the operations they perform in the
system. Hence, within TELOS, by aggregating resources and functions differently,
it is possible to build quite different distributed learning environments such as
electronic performance support systems (EPSSs) integrated in a workplace activity,
communities of practice, or, at the other end of the continuum, formal on-line
training and technology-based classroom activities, as well as different forms of
blended learning or knowledge management workflows.

A new generation of Web-based learning delivery systems is needed to integrate
advanced solutions for interoperability problems, aggregation of flexible designs,
adaptive agents, knowledge extraction from documents, and advanced multimedia
objects processing. The actual LCMSs and portals do not provide many of these
functionalities, and we are far from integrating them in a coherent integrative (in-
stead of integrated) system. The integration of the structures or the processes can
be made more flexible by sharing knowledge and ontologies referentials, by the
coordination of the communication between the actors, by interoperable technical
infrastructures, by standards of representation of the aggregation formulas, and
by the use of aggregation editors. The TELOS system will integrate these strate-
gies in an organic vision based on educational phenomena and on models of the
aggregation process used as facilitating multi-actor interfaces.

In the last 5 years, an increasing number of organizations have recognized the
importance of learning technologies and knowledge management. This has re-
sulted in attempts to identify, formalize, organize, and sustain the use of their
knowledge, through the reengineering of work and training processes and the
ubiquitous use of Web-based technology [4, 15]. Knowledge management is now
strongly influenced by the building of communities of practices [16] based on re-
search in Computer Supported Collaborative Work and Learning (CSCW/CSCL).
In the same time frame, an important international movement, headed by IEEE
and IMS, is elaborating standards enabling users in different parts of the world
to interoperate and reuse computerized resources, “learning objects”, or “infor-
mation resources” made available in “learning object repositories” distributed on
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the World Wide Web [17]. These major trends converge and integrate in another
ambitious effort to construct the next Web generation, the “semantic Web” [1]. The
semantic Web aims to associate knowledge with documents, and more generally
to learning objects, distributed on the Web.

These major international trends form the basis of the LORNET research pro-
gram and underline the need for a Web-based system like TELOS to support
learning and knowledge management. Although many initiatives are blooming in
this area, the TELOS is unique in its goal to integrate the major approaches and
technologies that can contribute to support learning and knowledge management
on the framework of the semantic Web.

This research can be situated in the context of the growing field of service-
oriented conceptual frameworks.2 A framework creates a broad vocabulary (an
ontology) that is used to model recurring concepts and integration environments
and is equivalent to the concept of a pattern in the software community. A frame-
work supports the development by organizations of their own implementation
infrastructures, using a flexible service-oriented approach.

Service-oriented frameworks [2, 18] are rapidly gaining popularity with the wide
adoption of Web services and because of the lower costs of integration coupled
with flexibility and simplification of software configurations. In a service-oriented
approach, the application logic contained in the various systems across the orga-
nization, such as student record systems, library management systems, Learning
Management Systems (LMSs), and so on, are exposed as services. Each service
can then be utilized by other applications. For example, a student record system
may expose services defining student enrollment and registration processes and
related information, which can then be used by a learning management or library
system.

The ultimate aim of a framework is for each identified service to be able to
reference one or more open specifications or standards that can be used in the im-
plementation of the service. A framework can support a number of organizational
infrastructures that are still coherent and consistent with respect to one another.
A framework does not aim to build a generic learning or knowledge management
system. One of the primary goals of a framework such as the one presented here
is to encourage “coherent diversity,” by providing alternate service definitions that
can then be used to meet the diverse goals of the organization.

In this chapter, we first define the basic orientations of TELOS as they were
set at the begining in 2004. Then, we present the main use cases that have served
later on to identify the services composing the system. The last section synthe-
sizes these components in a service-oriented conceptual framework describing the
organization of the system, before we conclude.

The ideas presented here are the result of work that started at the LICEF-CIRTA
research center in the early 1990s based on the concept of virtual campuses [8],

2 For examples of e-learning frameworks, consult [3, 6, 7].
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on the Explor@ system seen as a learning portal generator [9], on the construction
of a Web-based support system for instructional designers called ADISA [12],
on resource aggregation [11], and on learning resource management [10]. This
chapter is mainly based on recent results achieved within the LORNET3 network
by the authors [13,14].

4.2 TELOS Orientation and Vision

We first present 10 orientation principles that have guided the development of the
TELOS system, a general four-level description of the system and the interaction
among its main actors.

4.2.1 Orientation Principles

Here we present the main orientation principles that led to the development of the
architecture and of the TELOS system.
Solving Real Learning and Knowledge Management Problems. The TELOS

system aims at facilitating learning and knowledge management activities. This
entails the need to examine real educational and knowledge management problems,
to analyze them thoroughly, to observe future users of the system very early in the
project, and to provide solutions to real user problems, not only in terms of system’s
tools, but also in terms of processes to use them effectively in real contexts. We
must avoid being technologically driven instead of solution-driven, so the driving
force is the careful definition of use cases that guides the design of the architecture
and the development of the system.
Reusing and Integrating Existing and New Tools. LORNET is an oriented re-

search project aiming to integrate technologies from different fields and to develop
new ones when they are educationally significant. We reuse, as much as we can,
existing editors, communication tools, interoperability protocols, and specifica-
tion from norms and standards of international bodies, guided by use cases that
underline the need for new tools or new ways to assemble or extend them. In these
activities, we focus on specific TELOS core components that facilitate the reuse
of existing tools by their users.
Concentrate on Essential Developments—Reduce Risks. The goal of the archi-

tecture is to reduce the risks by shifting the accent from tool development to careful
analysis, evaluation, and well-planned specification. This will enable the TELOS
team to focus on essential developments, and leave more costly development or
adaptation to industrial, university or public partners in the network.

3 LORNET (www.lornet.org) is a Canadian research network led by the first author and
financed by the Canadian government and private companies for 5 years until 2008. The
network groups six research centers and laboratories and over a hundred researchers, re-
search professionals, and graduate students.
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Flexible and Pragmatic Aggregation. Pragmatic aggregation means a conver-
gence of technological means and human interventions or interactions to achieve
certain goals. The system should have enough flexibility to be used in a variety
of situations, from formal well-planned instruction, to more or less structured
self-training, emerging communities of practice, or performance support systems
integrated with work environments. The success of TELOS will come from its
demonstrated utility in a diversity of situations.
A Society of Human and Computer Agents. Software engineering sometimes

sees the “system” to be solely composed of software components separated from
their users. In contrast, we adopt a multiagent view where human and computer
agents are interacting components of the system, providing services to each other.
Extending the “human-in-the-loop” approach we recognize that sometimes organi-
zational adaptations, advising, documentation support, or human communication
activities can be more appropriate (and less costly) than building new tools. This
approach also favors maximal results with realistic efforts.
Build Technology-Independent Models. The important work involved in the TE-

LOS system should survive the rapid updating pace of technologies in general. At
the start, it enables TELOS to operate on different network, hardware, and op-
erating system configurations, and to integrate with other learning or knowledge
management systems. The architecture is built to protect the conceptual mod-
els from technological instability. The conceptual specifications are kept separate
from any implementation. The TELOS system should then be able to reuse such
“conceptual programs” despite different previous technology environments, and
adapt to new technological implementations. Thus the conceptual models are not
just prerequisite to building the TELOS system; they are part of the system, as one
of its most fundamental layers.
Learning Ecosystem Models for Planning, Support, and Evaluation. Most dis-

tributed learning systems today do not have a model of the processes, the users, the
operations, and the resources that they intend to support. Besides direct support
for learning and knowledge management tasks, we aim to introduce tools to model
the complex processes involved in a distributed learning system, before its use (to
design it), during its use (to support users and observe their behavior), and after its
use (to evaluate and maintain the system). These modeling components and tools
are built-in features of the TELOS system. They aim to enable users to interact
efficiently in preplanned as well as emerging and user-controlled events where
the initial environment is transformed, thus implementing a “learning ecosystem”
approach.
Modularization and Layer Independence. The very flexible system envisioned

here will amount to a very small kernel at a very high level of abstraction, capable of
assembling services that generally form the core of a system, for example, functions
like learning object aggregations, component coordination and control, ontology-
based indexation and search, function modeling, and so on. The architecture will
promote modularity: horizontally between components and vertically from an
abstract representation, to a concrete implementation, to a run-time version of
TELOS applications.
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Construct Reusable and Interchangeable Models and Components. Because
TELOS is model-oriented, it then becomes possible to implement the model com-
ponents in various forms and alternative tools, classified by their functionalities
and grouped in interoperable classes. TELOS then appears as a flexible assembly
system enabling the integration of tools, already existing or to be produced, by var-
ious groups, to support a variety of learning and knowledge management models.
Even at the kernel level, the general functions could be covered by one or more
alternative “kernel” modules, accessible on a service bus for selection by system
configurators and designers.
An Assembly and Coordination System. TELOS will not be another huge dis-

tributed learning platform or a system to generate rigid platforms, even though it
can assemble components specific to some intended set of applications. The term
TEleLearning Operating System should be seen as a metaphor. TELOS is planned
essentially as a set of coordination and synchronization services supporting the
interactions of persons and computerized resources that compose a learning or
knowledge management system.

4.2.2 System’s Levels and Main Actors

Figure 4.1 shows a cascade of more and more specific system levels and their cor-
responding actors. The TELOS core is managed, adapted, and extended by system
engineers. With it, technologists in different organizations produce one or more
TELOS Learning and Knowledge Management System (LKMS), each generaliz-
ing the idea of an “on-line platform” adapted to an organization’s particular needs.
Unlike the present situation, each platform is extensible, and its components are
reusable in other platforms.

With any TELOS LKMS, designers can create, produce, deliver, and maintain
a number of Learning and Knowledge Management Applications (LKMAs), that
is, courses, learning events, knowledge management portals, etc. The LKMS is a
platform for the aggregation of resources, activities, and actors. Each LKMA, com-
posed using a LKMS, groups one or more actor-specific aggregates called Learning
and Knowledge Management Environments (LKMEs) intended for certain types of
participants: learners, content experts, coaches, tutors, evaluators, managers, etc.
An LKME is an aggregate of documents, tools, services, operations (activities),
and actor agents.

Before delivery, an LKMA and its different LKMEs are instantiated by an
actor called an application administrator to start a new session involving a group
of participants. Using these instances, the participants produce results that are
resources and outcomes called Learning and Knowledge Management Products
(LKMP), which are stored in a database for reuse or adaptive support.

Figure 4.2 presents the five main actors on Figure 4.1 and the communication
pattern between them. Learners and facilitators normally use a learning and knowl-
edge management application (LKMA) that provides them with communication
channels. This LKMA can be a structured environment built by a designer using a
learning and knowledge management system (LKMS), or simply a set of general
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FIGURE 4.1. Four-level cascade of systems or products.

FIGURE 4.2. Interactions between the main actors.
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TELOS services for emergent exploration. A LKMS is a generalization of the
actual LMS, LKMS, CMS, or platforms assembled by a technologist using the
TELOS system core and the libraries developed by a TELOS engineer.

Note that the roles played by a person are interchangeable. Some persons acting
as learners or facilitators can also be their own designers, and their own technol-
ogists or even engineers. Conversely, persons building environment can also be
their own facilitators or designers. The interchange of roles can be implemented
by software role agents providing an interface between a human or system actor
and the functionalities and data needed to achieve that role. Also some of the roles
can be played by software agents, for example an intelligent advisor agent or a
resource finder acting as a facilitator.

4.3 User Operations and Main Service Components

TELOS is a specialized operating system on top of a computer network designed to
support learning and acquiring knowledge at a distance. In this section, we present
the main TELOS use cases and an overview of the TELOS components needed to
support these use cases.

4.3.1 Three Operational Levels

Figure 4.3 presents a conceptual view of the system by presenting its main use
cases.

A TELOS user (or a team of users) possibly helped by a facilitator takes the
responsibility to perform a TELOS operation. In this operation, users and facilita-
tors use or modify resources in the TELOS core and produce new resources that
sometimes are put back (embedded or referenced) in the TELOS core.

Every time a user performs an operation, his/her previous knowledge and com-
petencies are changed to new ones. This fact is the essence of learning by doing
and doing by learning. In the TELOS system, it is possible to represent explicitly
knowledge and evolving competencies related to the resources (persons, opera-
tions, documents, and tools) using one or more semantic referentials. Semantic
referentials can take the form of standard or specific metadata, classifications and
taxonomies, thesauri, or ontologies.

In TELOS all the operations are driven (or at least initiated) by humans, always
through some user interfaces and mediated by computer programs. There are three
basic sorts of operations, depending on their level of granularity:

� Basic operations on a resource consist of asking for or delivering a service
using a resource either directly or indirectly, mediated through a TELOS agent
provided by the system or mediated by another resource.

� Resource life-cycle operations consist of a series of four sub-operations (phases)
where a resource is composed, managed (prepared) for use, used in some activity,
and analyzed, providing feedback to start, if necessary, a new resource life cycle.
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FIGURE 4.3. User levels of operations.

These operations are generally performed in sequence by a team of different
actors.

� System generation cascade operations are even more global. They consist of
extending the TELOS core with new resources, using it to produce a Learning
and Knowledge Management System (a platform), designing with it one or more
Learning and Knowledge Management Applications (courses, learning events,
knowledge management environments), and finally, using these applications to
learn and to produce results grouped in a LKMP (Learning and Knowledge
Management Product). These operations are generally performed by different
actors as presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

The relation between the three levels of operation is represented on Figure 4.3
by “use” links. A system generation cascade is generally composed of many re-
source life-cycle operations. Also, a resource life-cycle is composed of many basic
operations.
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We can use different metaphors to describe these general processes. In a man-
ufacturing metaphor, the resource life cycle corresponds to a process where a
product passes through different productions operations. In the system generation
cascade, the TELOS core is like a factory that produces machine components or
complete machines; the products of this first factory are used to build machines
that will be used in other factories (LKMSs); those machines are used to build
cars, aircrafts, etc. (LKMAs), which are used by end users to produce an outcome.
Using a biological metaphor, a simple operation corresponds to a life moment of
an organism; a resource life cycle is an ontogenesis, the process of an individual
organism growing from a simple to a more complex level. Finally, a system gen-
eration cascade is a phylogenesis, a process that generates new organisms from
parents, similar to the evolution of life.

These images are important to understand the role of the TELOS core within an
evolving TELOS system. It is similar to the genome, the code of life that composes
an organic system at a moment we could call its birth, when it starts to evolve in
the hands of its users toward a more and more complete and useful system. Also,
as a manufacturer, the TELOS core itself starts with a complete set of components
to produce LKMS factories, but it will also be open to improvement, adding new
processes and operations, to produce more versatile machines.

The role of this TELOS framework is thus to identify clearly what basic compo-
nents are needed in the TELOS core for this evolution process to start. To achieve
this, we will represent conceptually the system at a fully operating stage, at a
certain time core (t) after the system has evolved from its core (0) position.

4.3.2 Basic Operations on a Resource

We start identifying components of the TELOS core by first looking more closely
at basic operations. Whatever his/her role in the system, a user needs to ask for or
to deliver services by performing one or many basic operations. The simplest case
is when the user interacts directly with a resource through its user interface (UI),
if it has one. This resource, for example an email client or a simulation software,
is referenced in a resource library within the TELOS core or obtainable from a
search in external resource repositories. The user obtains the resource interface
that enables him or her to interact with the service. When a separation between
a resource’s UI and its internal logic exists, possibly with a network distance in
between, the user must obtain this resource’s UI, thus enabling him or her to interact
with the services it offers. For this, we need a resource distributor provided by the
central part of the TELOS core called the kernel.

Two other situations are displayed in Figure 4.4 that require also an agent dis-
tributor component within the kernel. In these cases the user does not act directly
on the resource but through an agent (mediator) provided by the central part of the
TELOS core called the kernel. In one case, a user agent can represent the user in
the system to mediate his or her interaction with the resource. For example, the
user agent can provide filtering of the operations with the resource, or trace the
user/resource interaction to prepare adapted advices. In the other case, the user
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FIGURE 4.4. Basic operations involving the TELOS core.

will interact with an intermediary resource that will use a system agent (SA) to
obtain the services of the resource. This is done through the TELOS communica-
tion hub, and a communication coordinator within the kernel will take care of the
communication operations.

4.3.3 Resource Life-Cycle Operations

As shown on Figure 4.5, a resource life cycle is composed of four basic operations
(or phases): compose, manage, use, and analyze. These operations form a sequence
with feedback loops. They are performed by corresponding actors: composers,
managers, explorers, and analysts that use corresponding tools or services.

The resource life cycle begins with the composition process in which a composer
creates, edits, or composes a model or template for a class of reusable resources,
using an authoring or composition tool. Depending on the type of resources, dif-
ferent authoring editors can be used, such as a simple text editor, a more complex
learning design editor, or an LKMS aggregator. For example, with a learning de-
sign editor, a user will produce a learning scenario or a process structure that may
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FIGURE 4.5. Resource life-cycle operation and related components.

be concretized at the next phase by associating precise documents, services, or
participants with objects in the scenario model.

In the next resource life-cycle phase, a manager (a person or a team) may
reference the resource model in a TELOS repository, compose a metadata descrip-
tion, produce a certain number of “concretizations” of the resource (versions of
the resource model) obtained by parameterization, concretization, and adaptation,
and finally activate the concrete resources for the use phase. For example, in this
phase, a course manager will assign students and tutors to a version (instance) of a
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course for a certain session and prepare their communication within a forum and
a videoconferencing system.

In the third phase, an explorer finds and uses an instance of the resource, produc-
ing exploration traces: annotations, logs, and other products, for example, messages
exchanged in a forum, an exam, or an essay.

Finally, in the last phase, an analyst observes the exploration products (during
or after the use of the resource instance) and analyzes these data to offer some
useful feedback to the other resource life-cycle actors. This feedback can be made
available in a simple Web page to all participants, or take the form of an ad-
vice specifically addressed to the resource explorer, manager, or composer (or to
improve itself). For example, data from a forum-based learning activity can be
analyzed and recommendations can be issued to the composer to modify the as-
signment, or to the manager to add participants or to separate the group in smaller
teams, or to the explorer to interact more regularly.

All the users and the tools implied in the cycle may be equipped with agents
(interfaces) connecting them to the services hub. Located within the TELOS core
there are system tools that provide communication between users, resource Han-
dlers, and resource libraries or repositories. Handlers are services provided by
TELOS at different levels of the system.

The resource life cycle can be applied to all sorts of primary resources: docu-
ments that provide information to users, tools that help users to process information,
persons acting as information resources, or operations descriptions that provide
ways to process information. The life cycle of a primary resource may apply even to
an application’s (tool) software development process, where, for example, we have
the developers in the role of “composers.” The primary resources are referenced in
the primary resource libraries, integrated in the TELOS core. Particularly for small
primary resources, the distinction between “Resource Model” and “Resource Con-
cretization” may be thin or noinexistent. For example, a primary resource like a
notepad is created by a developer “as is,” and is already ready to run, as an instance,
not a model.

This life cycle can also be applied to secondary resources. A secondary re-
source is either atomic, resulting from a primary resource through a simple phase of
preparation, or an aggregation from other atomic or secondary resources. Prepared
resources are obtained by wrapping, filtering, scripting, or extracting parts of a pri-
mary resource for facilitating direct (possibly remote) use, or potential aggregation.
Aggregates are obtained by grouping, integrating, or orchestrating some prepared
resources. An aggregate may recursively contain other aggregates. Resources ob-
tained in this way are referenced in the secondary resource libraries, also integrated
in the TELOS core.

In all four basic operations of the resource life cycle, semantic referentials,
integrated in the TELOS core, can be used to describe (index, reference) the knowl-
edge, the technical properties, or the administrative context of use of any resource.
Semantic referentials can take the form of standard or specific metadata, classi-
fications and taxonomies, thesauri or ontologies. This functionality will enable
TELOS to operate on the semantic Web.
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4.3.4 System Generation Cascade Operations

The TELOS system is extended by a four-level cascade from the TELOS core:
grandparent tools producing parent tools, which are used to compose children
tools that, in turn, are used to produce results. The cascade involves four sets of
operations: TELOS core extension, core use for LKMS composition, LKMS use
for LKMA composition, and LKMA use for LKMP production (Fig. 4.6).

In the first step of the cascade, an engineer may extend the TELOS core, using
the core modifier, a handler within the core, to add new resources or resource
handlers, for example. He can also add components in any library, for example a
system module to interact with a new non-TELOS system, a new prepared interface
for an existing primary resource (application, document, operation, or resource–
person), or an extension of a semantic referential. Eventually, this process may be
organized as a resource aggregation life cycle as presented in the previous section.
Here, the composition phase of the life cycle is the core extension by the engineer,
and the use phase is the use of the core by a technologist

The second generation step is the construction, by a technologist, of a LKMS
using the LKMS Manager, another handler tool within the core. This operation
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FIGURE 4.6. System generation cascade operations and corresponding components.
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may be viewed as a composition part in the LKMS life cycle. The LKMS use by
a designer is the use phase of the LKMS aggregation life cycle.

In the third generation step, a designer may use a LKMS instance to produce a
LKMA model, for example a course scenario or community of practice environ-
ment, using an LKMA Manager, another handler tool within the core. The use of
the LKMA by learners is the use phase for the LKMA aggregation life cycle.

The final generation step is the use of an LKMA instance to allow knowledge
acquisition by a learner. Using anLKMPManager, another handler within the core,
the learner may produce some traceable results (activity logs, annotations, learner-
produced resources, test evaluations, etc.) usable in the analysis phase. If these
learner products are used for other purposes, for example to support a personal
portfolio, their creation can become the composition phase for an LKMP life cycle.
Any other data that an LKMA may produce internally during its execution (i.e., to
preserve its internal states as a system) are private and not meaningful for external
use. They do not belong to an LKMP.

At any of the four system generation steps, facilitators can provide different
forms of assistance to engineers, technologists, designers, and learners, and also
to other facilitators.

Each of the four steps involved in the system generation cascade may assume
internally its own resource life cycle, that is, may have standard subphases. For ex-
ample, an LKMA might be in the phase of composition, management (preparation
for use), use (exploration), or analysis.

A shown in Table 4.1, at any of the system generation steps, except the first
one where core administrators manage the core composed by engineers to pro-
duce a core instance for the technologists, administrators play two sets of roles.
For example, LKMS administrators manage LKMS to produce instances for the
designers, but they also analyze the core to end an LKMS life cycle, providing
feedback to the engineer. Table 4.1 reconciles the resource life-cycle roles with
the system generation cascade roles.

TABLE 4.1. Relation between resource life cycle roles and system generation roles
Cascade Roles: Core LKMS LKMA LKMP
Life-Cyle Roles: Engineer Administrator Technologist Administrator Designer Administrator Learner Administrator

Composer Core LKMS LKMA LKMP
Manager Core LKMS LKMA LKMP
Explorer Core LKMS LKMA
Analyzer Core LKMS LKMA

The LKMS, LKMA, and LKMP models (classes) and activated instances re-
sulting from the generation cascade process are tertiary resources that can be
referenced and embedded in corresponding tertiary resource libraries within the
TELOS core.

4.3.5 Semantic Referencing of a Resource

The semantic referencing of resources can be involved in any basic, resource
life cycle or system cascade operation. Semantic referentials can be built into
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FIGURE 4.7. Semantic operations and corresponding components.

the TELOS system to represent knowledge and competencies that can be as-
sociated with a resource (Fig. 4.7). Competencies are “degrees” of knowledge,
for example skills and performance that a user can perform with respect to a
given unit of knowledge. They can take many forms: standardized metadata (e.g.,
IEEE LOM), taxonomies, thesauri, or ontology documents written using the On-
tology Web Language (OWL), Resource Description Frameworks (RDF), or topic
maps, [5].

Three basic handler categories are provided to process semantic referentials:
editors, viewers, and indexers. Editors help a user construct a semantic referential.
Viewers provide access to semantic referentials to help browse the knowledge and
competency classes and properties. Referencers provide functionalities to associate
semantic descriptors to any kind of resource. Semantic descriptors can be selected
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in predefined semantic referentials by a person using the indexer or by a specialized
TELOS resource tool (software agent) extracting the descriptors from the resource
using data mining or other forms of knowledge extraction.

TELOS-referenced resources generalize the concept of “content packages used
by SCORM, content packages (CPs) group together one or more resources, their
relationships and metadata describing their properties.” To be shareable, CPs must
be published by a handler called a publisher. The publisher places the referenced
resource in one or more Internet-accessible resource repositories.

Another handler, a finder, provides one or more search methods to find a re-
source, displaying a list of resource names corresponding to a find request, together
with their descriptors.

Then, selecting one of the resources, a retriever uses the resource location to
perform the necessary operations to provide access to a person or a software
agent, display a document or launch the resource. If needed, a special handler in
the kernel, the controller, can be called by a retriever to facilitate the interaction
with the resource.

4.4 TELOS Framework Organization

In this section we present the organization of the TELOS framework and the general
services it provides to engineers, technologists, designers, learners, administrators
and facilitators involved in the systems generation cascade.

4.4.1 TELOS Core and Kernel Structure and Extension

Figure 4.8 displays the general structure of the TELOS Core presented in previous
sections. In this section, we will identify the main services used by the engineer
and by the core administrator, and their facilitators to extend the TELOS core. The
TELOS core comprises a kernel, a core manager that enables the evolution of the
core, seven core libraries of resources, and their corresponding handlers.

The kernel contains service registries and servers, application client and agents
distributor, a communication coordinator, a general resource controller, and trans-
lators between protocols and standards. The knowledge (K) library contains se-
mantic referentials to describe application domains as well as technical and ad-
ministrative metadata needed for resource management. The other libraries group
resources according to their aggregation level: primary resources (documents and
tools, persons or operations), secondary resources (interfaced or aggregated), and
tertiary resources (LKMS, LKMA, or LKMP).

Engineering Services

The TELOS core engineers may use the services of a special handler, the core
manager, to modify the core structure, the core handlers, or the structure and
composition of the core libraries. With it, the engineers can do the following:
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FIGURE 4.8. TELOS core and kernel main components.

� Modify semantic handlers and semantic referential structures. Add, suppress, or
modify core knowledge handlers and library structure: ontology editors, viewers
and indexers, conceptual maps editors, viewers and indexers, librarian cataloging
and indexing tools, etc.

� Add, suppress, or modify primary, secondary or tertiary resource handlers and
resource library structures. Of particular importance are the addition of modifi-
cation of assistance or support tools: helpers, advisers, peer matchers, etc. may
be added, respecting the conformity with their context of operation; and also the
addition or modification of control tools: new floor control managers, resource
sharers, security watchers, privacy verifiers.

� Modify core structure. These operations are delicate, involving backward com-
patibility problems, but add flexibility to TELOS. They include adding a new
interfaced resource type to the existent ones; adding a new aggregation type to
the existent ones (collection, function, fusion, project, etc.); adding a cascade
fabrication type to the existent ones for LKMS, LKMA, LKMP; updating a core
handler. When a new version of the TELOS core is produced, with some addi-
tional core services, it is possible that the TELOS clients have to be also modified
accordingly.

� Modify global core support and control. The global support and control offered
by the core manager can be modified. This might also involve eventual kernel
modifications.
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� Note, trace, and receive support in their engineering operations. As for any
composition activity, these services can eventually be operated in a collaborative
way.

� Save, suspend, and resume core modification. Performs these operations in-
volved in any composition activity, operated in multiple sessions, determining
the evolution of the TELOS system.

Core Administrator Services

A core administrator manages the content of some primary, secondary, or tertiary
library. He may act on the request of another actor (technologist, designer, or
learner), or interact with this actor to perform or delegate to him the right to add,
update, or eliminate a semantic or a primary, secondary, or tertiary resource.

Core Facilitators’ Services

A core facilitator supports the engineer or the core administrator in his or her task.
Here, most of the time, facilitation services will be provided by the on-line TELOS
technical documentation or by another senior engineer or administrator.

4.4.2 Core Use for LKMS Construction

Figure 4.8 presents the general structure of an LKMS embedded in the TELOS
core or external to it. In this section, we identify the main services used by the
technologist (LKMS composer), by the LKMS administrator, and by the LKMS
facilitators to both of them.

The technologist constructs an LKMS model by extracting resources from the
core libraries and handlers to be included in the LKMS. To achieve this, he will
use a LKMS handler (editor) provided in the core. Such a handler may use a
combination of aggregation principles (collections, integration, and orchestration).
This variable geometry is the main purpose of constructing LKMSs instead of
having only one platform or LCMS. Initially, the TELOS core may be equipped
with a unique LKMS handler and therefore produce LKMS with similar structures.
More diversity can be added by an engineer, adding new LKMS handlers in the
TELOS core.

When the construction process is considered finished, the LKMS model is
handed to the LKMS administrator to start the LKMS instance preparation phase.
The administrator may begin the adaptation to the context of LKMS use. This phase
may consist of a chain of sessions producing finally an LKMS active instance like
the ones shown in Figure 4.9. The administrator can place the LKMS to work in
the core LKMS library (embedded LKMS) or enable it to function external to the
core, in an interfaced, linked, and even autonomous way. In the last case, all the
necessary handlers and parts of the kernel will have to be included in the external
LKMS.
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FIGURE 4.9. LKMS general aggregation structure and positions.

Technologist Services

The LKMS composition by the technologist is an aggregate composition. There-
fore, he can access composition services such as finding components, making
notes, producing traces, receiving help, etc. Here we concentrate on the more
specific aspects. With an LKMS editor, the technologist can do the following:

� Compose the LKMS knowledge referential. If the global core referentials are not
available or pertinent, a LKMS-specific K referential may be necessary using a
knowledge editor.

� Organize the LKMS structure using an aggregation principle that will be selected,
and choose the LKMS future destination (embedded or external: interfaced,
linked, or autonomous).

� Organize LKMS parts (adding resources libraries and handlers to the LKMS
model): knowledge handlers and documents (ontologies, metadata, etc.);
primary resources (documents, tools, persons and operations) and their
handlers; interfaced or aggregated resources and their handlers (editors, publish-
ers, interpreters, structure editors, resource binders, support and control editors
explorers, generators, data viewers, etc.; LKMA and LKMP parts, libraries, and
handlers, or a component placed in the LKMA library.

� Prepare the LKMS modifier for later adaptation.
� Organize support and control parts of the global, depending on the destination

(embedded, linked, autonomous).
� Note, produce traces, and receive support in his construction activity.
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� Save, leave, suspend, and resume LKMS construction. An LKMS in construction
may be saved in the LKMS core library. As for any other aggregate composi-
tion, the LKMS construction may be done in several sessions, the technologist
suspending or resuming the composition cascade. If the composition is cooper-
ative, we may speak about leaving a session and have it continued by another
technologist.

LKMS Administrator Services

The composition and the exploration of an LKMS vary depending on the com-
plexity of its structure. A “thin” LKMS has a simpler structure, but its execution
involves remote invocation of handlers and resources. A fat LKMS has its own li-
braries but still needs to communicate with some core handlers. The heavy LKMS
may be a cumbersome entity (with resource replication problems), but it functions
autonomously. These are the main choices a LKMS administrator must make when
preparing an LKMS instance for publication. We now present the main services
available to him:

� Choose a saved LKMS model and create an instance. The LKMS mod-
els are reusable structural templates with a certain degree of flexibility in
the template instantiation. The LKMS administrator begins by choosing a
LKMS model, usable as an instance generation support (from the first core
library).

� Prepare the LKMS instance (extend edition). The administrator may adapt pa-
rameterize, concretize, or extend the LKMS for insertion in the core or for ex-
ternal activation, deciding on the thin-fat-heavy alternative and the deployment
context, and finally installing the instance in its use. This can be done in one or
many LKMS instance preparation sessions.

� Note and produce traces and receive support. As any other meta-managed ac-
tivity.

� Save, leave, suspend, and resume. The technologist’s work may be saved in the
second LKMS core library that contains LKMS instances in preparation.

� Activate the LKMS. The LKMS instance is activated to work in the chosen
contexts: embedded in the core or published for external linked or autonomous
use. It then passes to the third LKMS core library that contains LKMS active
instances.

� Core use analysis and feedback. The LKMS administrator is, at the same time,
a core analyst of the core life-cycle process. He may analyze the core use to
provide some feedback propositions to engineers.

LKMS Facilitator Services

LKMS construction may involve technologists and facilitators, working syn-
chronously or asynchronously to observe, guide, evaluate, and replace the LKMS
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FIGURE 4.10. LKMA general aggregation structure and positions.

administrator in some of his operations, eventually by supporting also the LKMS
instantiation workflow. If the LKMS composition uses an LKMS composition
workflow aggregate (for example, a meta-function), the support can be treated as
an execution phase of that workflow.

4.4.3 LKMS Use and LKMA Construction

Figure 4.10 presents the general structure and four positions of an LKMA, embed-
ded in the TELOS core LKMS or LKMA library, embedded in an external LKMS,
or totally external to any LKMS.

These LKMAs are composed by designers (for example an educational au-
thor) using LKMA handlers (editors) and some “raw material” (secondary re-
sources) placed in an embedded or external LKMS. They may also use directly
a LKMA handler and resources placed in the TELOS core. Designers compose
a LKMA model that can be placed (and modified) in the first section of the core
LKMA library, or within the LKMA library of the constructing LKMS (embedded
or external).

The LKMA model is a template that may be reproduced, with some adaptations
and concretizations by a LKMA administrator to produce LKMA instances. After
a certain number of operations, in a single or a chain of preparation session,
this administrator produces a final LKMA instance that can be activated in the
core LKMA library, in the LKMA library of an embedded or external constructor
LKMS, or as an autonomous LKMA.
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Designer Services

� Organize the K referential layer. Generally, the semantic referential used in an
LKMA already exists in a LKMS or in the core and can be retrieved from there.
However, sometimes the designer will need to build a local semantic referential in
the form of a domain ontology, conceptual maps, thesaurus, catalogues, indexing
keys, etc. or a local “add-on” document, completing (adapting) a knowledge
document. The most interesting case is when the LKMA is used by learners and
their facilitators for an emergent modification of a semantic model.

� Define structure. The central part of any LKMA is its aggregate internal organi-
zation structure (in the thin case, it may be the only part). It may consist of only
one aggregation layer (conforming to the collection, fusion, project, function, or
other aggregation types), or in a recursive cascade of aggregate definitions. This
process is also called “scenario building” or “learning design.”

� Organize an LKMA content package. Add, suppress, or update the aggregated
resources, sometimes with their handlers, and their semantic descriptors.

� Organize actor support and the control layer, depending on his activation type
and its position.

� Note and produce traces. The LKMA designer may annotate his activity. These
data are not included in the final aggregate, but are observable in the same way as
other composition sessions. The LKMA editor used in the composition process
may also intercept and save some composition activity traces.

� Cooperate and receive support. The LKMA composition activity (observed di-
rectly or by traces) may be collaborative and may be supported by the system (for
example, using design metafunctions) or by specialized facilitators (for example,
by technologists having produced the producing LKMS).

� Save, leave, suspend, and resume. As for any other aggregate composition, the
LKMA construction may be done in several sessions, the designer suspending
or resuming the composition cascade. If the composition is collaborative, the
designer may leave a session and the composition can be continued by another
designer.

� Publish template. When the construction process is finished the LKMA is pub-
lished in the second section of a LKMA library, either within the core, or in the
embedded or external producing LKMS used by the designer.

LKMA Administrator Services

When the LKMA model has been published for instantiation, it can move to the
second section of a LKMA library, for an administrator to start the instantiation
process. This can be done in one or many preparation sessions. As with other
processes, collaborative LKMA instance preparation is possible, eventually driven
by a LKMA workflow composed previously.

� Choose a published LKMA model to create a new instance. The LKMA admin-
istrator begins by choosing an LKMA model usable as an instance generation
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support. He declares a new LKMA instance, based on the chosen model to the
second section of the LKMA library where it may be edited.

� Prepare the LKMA instance (extended edition). The administrator adapts the
LKMA for core or external activation (parameterization, concretization, and
eventually a composition extension), and decides on the deployment context: em-
bedded thin/fat/heavy or external interfaced/linked/autonomous are the available
possibilities. He then installs the instance in its future use context in the third
section of the LKMA library. This concretization process may be distributed
among the composing, managings, and using phases of the LKMA, applying
various organization strategies or “life-cycle modes.”

� Note and produce traces and receive support. As in any other meta-managed
activity.

� Save, leave, suspend, and resume. As in any other management activity.
� Activate the LKMA. When an instantiation process is finished, the manager

“closes” the instance editing chain and activates the instance for execution.
The LKMA instance is integrated in the third section of the LKMA library
(core, LKMS embedded, or LKMS external) or placed in an external context for
LKMS-free use. In that last case, and for some types of LKMA aggregates, this
step may imply a LKMA “compilation,” producing an executable LKMA.

� Analyze LKMS uses and provides feedback. The LKMA administrator is, at the
same time, a LKMS use analyst. He may analyze the LKMS used by designers
for producing and managing LKMA and provide feedback to technologists.

Designer and LKMA Facilitators Services

The designer or the LKMA administrator may need synchronous or asynchronous
support from technologists having composed the LKMS they use. Another pos-
sibility is to embed the LKMA life-cycle process in a design workflow or meta-
functions. In that case, the meta-function acts as a system facilitator, observing,
guiding, evaluating, and doing some operations for the LKMA designer or admin-
istrator, eventually supporting collaboration between teams. An example of this is
given by the ADISA learning design support system [12].

4.4.4 LKMA Use and LKMP Construction

Figure 4.11 presents the general structure and eight positions of an LKMP com-
posed using an LKMA. The learners and the facilitators who participate in LKMA
instance “sessions” are the end users who will produce results to be included in
these LKMPs. Some LKMA results such as annotations, learner documents, eval-
uations, etc., may be edited directly by the participants, while others, for example
traces, may be obtained by TELOS agents placed in an autonomous LKMA, in
the sustaining LKMS, in the sustaining core, or in the kernel. These results are
normally placed in the data layer of the executing LKMA instance. They can be
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selected later for inclusion in LKMP libraries as learning or knowledge manage-
ment products. They can also help compose user or group ePortfolios.

Learner Services

� Find and access an LKMA instance. The learner begins a session by accessing
an active LKMA instance, placed in the core LKMA library, in the LKMA
library of a core LKMS, in the LKMA library of an external LKMS, or in an
external autonomous position. If he resumes the use of an interrupted instance
exploration, he will obtain the corresponding LKMA saved data. A LKMA
participant can be added to a collaborative session already opened by another
participant.

� Explore an LKMA instance. The LKMA exploration depends on its aggrega-
tion structure and the collaborative facilities provided by LKMA handlers. In
collection aggregates, it may consist of choosing and using resources grouped
in a collection. In fusion aggregates, the structural relations will constrain the
learner’s freedom in using the components but will also reduce the “lost in space”
effect. In project aggregates, every learner may dispose of special interfaces or
environments, conforming to his roles in the project. In function aggregates,
the learner will be guided by the model of the operational flow, for example a
learning design structure.

FIGURE 4.11. LKMP general aggregation structure and positions.
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� Collaborate with session partners. If the LKMA provides synchronous and/or
asynchronous collaboration, every participant may be helped in coordinating
his activities with his partners, whether they act in the same, previous, or later
instance sessions. Sometimes the partners are working on different operations
(cooperation), sometimes they make a parallel approach to the same operation
(collaboration), and sometimes they are cooperating or collaborating as proposed
by the activity structure of the aggregate.

� Receive support. The learner may use the support integrated in the LKMA or
delivered by a facilitator accessing the same instance.

� Concretize some resources. For example, the learning design may provide place
holders for run-time learner productions. These “delivery time concretizations”
may also involve a mechanism for the transmission of produced objects between
instance participants.

� Use component resources and produce new resources (documents, tools, ag-
gregates, etc.). The main purpose of the LKMA is to facilitate the access to
its component resources. The facilitation may consist only of the organization
of a selective interface allowing the opening of the resource (tool, document,
service, user communication). The TELOS resource controllers may also offer
resource use services: access negotiations, downloads, installation, decoding,
on-the-fly dependence solving, action interception and logging, scripted events
injection, inter-resources parameter propagation, concurrent use solving, qual-
ity of service (QoS) adaptations, etc. Some LKMA resources (acting as editors)
may help the learner to produce results (documents, tools, etc.) usable later in
another operation, or by an analyst observing the resulting data or by a LKMP
administrator.

� Produce intercepted traces. Some LKMS sustaining a LKMA session may in-
tercept the user actions (depending on the declared ethics policy for this LKMA
instance). These “interceptions” may be used by the user observing his own
advancement in the same or previous sessions, by a session or instance part-
ner (connected simultaneously or later), by a LKMA data analyst or a LKMP
administrator.

� Mark advancement and annotate. The learner may declare explicitly his ad-
vancement and make related annotations. These “notes” will complete the “in-
terceptions” and the “evaluations” forming the LKMA instance “data.”

� Assess learning. Learning is the main goal of using an LKMA. Because of
its internal intellectual nature, it can only be observed and managed indirectly.
The LKMA may provide some tools for the evaluation of the learning results or
may make some deductions about the knowledge evolution using “the learning
by doing presumption.” If the learner makes some production with success, he
can be assumed as possessing the associated knowledge or having attained the
associated skills or competencies.

� Add results to a LKMP. The learner may add some of his personal results to a
LKMP, a learning and knowledge management product repository that can be
placed in one of eight places (as shown on Fig. 4.4): the core LKMP library,
the LKMP library of an embedded LKMS, the LKMP library of an embedded
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LKMA, the LKMP library of a LKMA embedded in a core LKMS, the LKMP
library of an external LKMS, the LKMP library of a LKMA embedded in an
external LKMS, the LKMP library of a external autonomous LKMA, or in a
completely autonomous position.

� Manage the LKMP and ePortfolios. Whatever the LKMP’s position, the learner
manages its content, which can form his personal ePortfolio.

Learner Facilitator’s Services

� Observe LKMA use. Any support activity, predefined or launched by a service
request from the learner, may begin with the observation of the learner’s opera-
tions. The observation can cover previous or planned activities by the learner, in
the current open sessions or closed sessions of the same instance, or even in other
instances of the same LKMA model. This observation depends on the awareness
of the possibilities offered by the LKMA collaborative explorer: perceive the
partner presence and actions, see the notes and the traces, access the resources
produced by learners, and access the learner group data.

� Guide LKMA use. The facilitators use the communication possibilities of the
LKMA explorer to guide the learner in his activities, using synchronous and
asynchronous written, oral, or video messages.

� Execute some support operations. Some support from the facilitator may consist
in actions: executing some operations, adapting some parameters, preparing
some conditions, etc.

� Make annotations and evaluations. The facilitator may add annotations to the
LKMS exploration data about the learner (and eventually his own) activities. He
also may evaluate the learner competence or modify some data about the learner’s
knowledge and competencies, according to his mandate. He may compose some
evaluation result documents. These elements may be placed in the LKMA data
layer and added later to some LKMP.

LKMP Administrator Services

� Manage LKMP. The LKMP administrator may change the content of a LKMP,
depending on the privacy policy.

� Correlate LKMP and resources libraries. Some products may be promoted from
an LKMP to a TELOS resource library by the LKMP administrator. In this case,
the LKMP products may be placed in the shared library of the producing LKMA,
wherever its deployment position is; they can also be replaced in the LKMP
library with pointers to these actual resources.

� Correlate LKMP and user accounts. Some LKMP products, for example LKMA
instance exploration data, new knowledge references to the user, or new docu-
ments produced by the user, sustain an update of the user accounts.

� Analyze LKMA data. The data (traces, annotations, documents, products) result-
ing from an LKMA instance exploration (closed or not) may be accessed for
analysis by a LKMP administrator. It is possible that the data analyst uses the
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data view facilities of the LKMA explorer, working on a closed instance. Some
other data analysis tools may be used.

� Produce observations and propositions. The LKMP administrator, acting as
an analyst, may produce documents reflecting his recommendations to LKMA
designers or users: reports, statistics, LKMA or LKMS change requests, etc.

4.4.5 Summary of TELOS Services

Figure 4.12 presents a summary of the TELOS services that we have de-
scribed in the previous sections as TELOS handlers. They are grouped into five
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categories of services: kernel communication services, semantic services, and three
groups of resource management services: secondary resource interfacing services,
secondary resource aggregation services, and tertiary resource management
services.

To this TELOS system services layer, we can add the infrastructure or common
services mentioned in the previous sections. These will in general be provided by
the operating system but might require some adaptation for their different levels
of use within the higher level handler services.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter discussed what constitutes the strength and the originality of the
proposed framework, together with some questions that need to be answered.

TELOS is based on aggregation models that fully integrate users with the re-
sources they use, especially in the central pedagogical process from model compo-
sition, to instantiation, to exploration, and to analysis/feedback. TELOS manages
this resource life cycle at all levels and in all its phases in an integrated way. But
to repeat resource life cycles recursively is not enough to define the global pro-
cess, so TELOS adds another level for resource generation where “grandparent”
systems give birth to parents, which themselves give birth to children systems or
environments. Again, TELOS manages this system generation cascade in a full
integrated way.

In this global process, workflow (or function) generation is of particular impor-
tance and difficulty. Functions are workflows that are inspectable, interactive, and
collaborative multiactor interfaces. The users of an instance of a function model
can use the function as an interface to inform themselves, to declare or be eval-
uated on their progress, to obtain assistance, to access operation and coordinate
with others, and to find and use material and human resources.

The knowledge/action cycle is at the center of our preoccupations. This is why
TELOS combines emergent modes of operation where users organize and define
their own operations (of function components) and orchestrated modes where they
use predefined functions. A cybernetic loop closes when the action in a process
execution is captured to produce a workflow model that can be reused. For example,
a designer can use this feature to register a possible workflow in a course, and then
offer it as a learning design.

With regard to knowledge representations, we have taken a pragmatic approach,
looking for flexible and usable solutions. We reject one extreme of not including
any representation because such a resource management system would support
learning poorly. We also reject the other extreme where complex representations,
theoretically more satisfactory, would exceed the capacity of most persons to
use them. In many applications, simple metadata or lightweight ontologies can
be used with immediate benefit, for example pairing peer users or users with
appropriate resources, while at the same time supporting a facilitator to guide
its interventions toward other users. We are looking for such benefits that will
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repay the effort made to integrate knowledge representation into the environment’s
design.

Our work on TELOS is continuing on two levels: the further definition of the
technical architecture of the system, and the reconstruction of our actual Explor@-
2 system [9,10] to bring it closer to the technical architecture proposed here. Both
streams of research will be synchronized periodically as the research process un-
folds. Meanwhile, other LORNET research teams work on the development of
a variety of components that are taken into account in the TELOS architecture,
such as new resource interoperability services, learning design and function man-
agement editors and players, adaptive learning objects editing and integration,
knowledge extraction from resources, and advanced multimedia components.
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5
Cognitive Modeling of Personalized
Software Design Styles: A Case Study
in E-Learning

MAURO MARINILLI

Abstract. This chapter discusses an approach to knowledge representation and
processing based on representing information at a metamodel level and adapting
it to the current user at various levels of abstraction. In this way both run-time
data and program code are adapted to the user. Thanks to this approach, it is
possible to model sophisticated concepts in a direct and natural way, avoiding
technological details. We employed this technique for developing a user-adapted
system for teaching object-oriented design patterns (OODP) by leveraging on
existing technologies (software generation facilities, modeling languages, specific
and general standard metamodels). The design of the prototype was drawn from
an ad-hoc student cognitive model. The prototype is empirically evaluated and the
findings discussed.

5.1 Introduction

While a great deal of work has been devoted to conceptual frameworks and ap-
proaches to knowledge representation and processing, very little was done on
the software implementation side. Nowadays most software still represents vari-
able information using run-time data. This is somewhat surprising. Theoretically
well-crafted, rich knowledge representations always boil down to run-time data
structures when it comes to their implementation. The richer and more complex
these representations are, the wider is the gap from the devised abstract concepts
to the implementation and the run-time processes. This approach creates a number
of practical and cognitive shortcomings.

The assumption of this work is that explicitly representing and processing knowl-
edge at a metamodel level [technically by means of adopting a model-driven en-
gineering (MDE) approach] can provide an effective approach to represent and
process knowledge-intensive domains (such as, for example, those needed in rich
educational environments). In order to test this assumption, a prototype e-learning
system was developed.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the problem out-
lined above, presenting a general solution that draws from various state-of-the-art
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software engineering (SE) approaches. Section 5.3 discusses a prototype devel-
oped with the proposed approach. Section 5.4 reports its empirical evaluation.
Section 5.5 discusses some related work. Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.

5.2 The Limits of Current Modeling Approaches

Current knowledge representation techniques typically represent dynamic infor-
mation with run-time data. Also complex information handling (such as adaptation
and knowledge processing) is mostly performed on run-time data. This approach
is limiting for a number of reasons:

� Data structures are implemented at a low level of abstraction, and often the
chosen technology dictates unnatural characteristics to the information being
represented. See, for instance, a common scenario where complex knowledge
representation is built with couples of string values, representing attribute-value
pairs.

� Behavior is represented differently than data. When there is a need to repre-
sent and manipulate explicitly behavior knowledge, such a behavior is often
unnaturally treated as a different form of run-time data.

� The overall domain representation is tightly bounded with the underlying com-
puting run-time environment. Ephemeral or overly abstract concepts need to be
bounded to the life cycle of a software application or even within the horizon of
a single application session.

� Domain experts seldom can interact naturally with rich knowledge representation
systems. They need skilled personnel or some sort of advanced computer skills
(such as programming or knowledge of an application’s implementation details).

These are all well-known shortcomings of current software engineering meth-
ods for representing knowledge effectively in software environments. Despite the
wealth of approaches that have been proposed in the literature over the last decades,
the way knowledge is engineered in software artifacts (i.e., relying on software as
run-time data plus some form of behavior) did not substantially change since the
early days of computing.

Despite the introduction of interesting approaches such as MDE or domain-
specific languages that (re)introduce the concept of an abstract model as a cor-
nerstone of software design and development, this has not substantially changed
the way knowledge is engineered. The main reason is that power of MDE ap-
proaches has been so far applied to software design and construction only. Models
at various levels of abstraction can indeed play an important and innovative role
in knowledge representation when applied consistently to the whole software life
cycle.

The next subsection discusses the foundational approach to knowledge repre-
sentation that is suited for overcoming the problems discussed above.
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FIGURE 5.1. Levels of abstraction for some example technologies.1

5.2.1 Representing Knowledge with Abstraction Layers

Following MDE approaches [6, 12, 13, 19], our generic models are organized in
abstraction layers placed on top of each other. One level (except the lowest level)
can be seen as a model, and some of the elements in the level below are instances
of this model. Figure 5.1 shows how the proposed representation applies to some
example technologies.

The abstraction levels in Figure 5.1 are as follows:

� Level 0 represents the instance level, i.e., the execution of a give program in
a given time in a given context (user, underlying hardware and OS, etc.). For
uniformity we call (inexactly) models also the items in level 0, which are not
models but rather real-world “runs,” particular executions of a given program in
a given real-world context.

� Level 1 represents the abstraction model common to most programming lan-
guages. We will make the assumption that object-oriented (OO) code and UML
diagrams are equivalent and represented at this level of abstraction. A source
code (or an equivalent level 1 model M1) can be thought of as an abstraction
over a set of executions (i.e., M0 instances).

1 From Jèzèquel, J.-M. Model-Driven Engineering: Core Principles and Challenges (2004).
Available at: http://www.irisa.fr/triskell/publis/2003/Jezequel03e.pdf.
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� Level 2 represents a model for expressing level-1 models, i.e., a metamodel. The
UML modeling language can be thought of as a general metamodel representing
a vast set of models (OO models). More specific metamodels can be defined for
specific domains. For example, the JCP26 specification could be seen as a partial
metamodel that describes the technical details of Enterprise Java Beans (EJB)
technology [15]. Also metamodels not explicitly designed for code generation
can be ascribed to this layer, such as EML and its successor IMS Learning
Design2 [16].

� Level 3 is yet another level of abstraction upon level 2 and it is a model rep-
resenting metamodels (or, alternatively, a meta-metamodel). An example is the
Meta Object Facility (MOF) for Model Driven Architectures (MDA) [10].

� Theoretically, more abstraction layers can be thought on top of M3 [19]. Even
though, for simplicity, we will deal at most with only level-2 models.

The layering structure discussed above applies to current software approaches as
well. In object-oriented programming a class describes a set of objects; in a meta-
modeling context the objects constitutes the lowest level and the classes the next
lowest level. Traditionally EBNF notation has been used to describe a programming
language; this would be the next level. The top level would be a definition of
EBNF done with EBNF. These levels correspond to the four levels of the four-
layer metamodel architecture of object management group (OMG), but here visual
UML models are used instead of EBNF. This architecture is based on strict meta-
modeling, which means that all elements on one level are instantiated from the level
directly above. The instantiation logic is typically operating with three levels and
instantiation over two of them; as an example: we have a description of what a class
is (M2), then we have a class (e.g., class Person), and finally we have an object (M0).

As of Figure 5.1, MOF and UML both offer support for object-oriented concepts
(the core of MOF and UML are structurally equivalent). Since MOF is an instance
of itself, the level above MOF (M4) can be seen as MOF once more. One can
imagine an infinite number of MOF levels, having a form of infinite regression
(the same applies to EBNF).

5.2.2 A Class of Adaptive Systems

This subsection introduces a class of adaptive systems that adopts the knowledge
representation structure introduced in the previous subsection. Such a class of
systems is proposed in order to solve some of the problems discussed in Section 5.2.

User-adapted recombining systems (UARS) are defined in terms of models at
various abstraction layers where some of these models are modified following
the user’s domain-specific needs. Recombination is defined as a particular model
transformation that preserves run-time session consistency even though it alters

2 Such metamodels describe the design of learning units from a pedagogical perspective.
IMS LD is available at http://www.imsglobal.org/learningdesign/ldv1p0/imsld infov1p0.
html.
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(recombines) the system from a generic level i to level 0 (from Mi down to M0).
Run-time session consistency is defined as the ability to maintain a substantial part
of the run-time application’s state from one transformation to the next.

The UARS recombine themselves based upon particular representations of the
user called recombining user models (RUM). These models drive the transforma-
tions from higher level models down to executable code. Other forms of domain-
dependent user models (statically defined at level 1) are called system user models
(SUM).

Note that traditional MDE transformations occur only at software build time.
The UARS instead perform run-time, user-adapted (and model-driven) transforma-
tions. This requires additional run-time support, as we will see in subsection 5.3.4.1.

Recombination can be thought of in several ways. For instance, RUM could be
thought of as models of the user as a software designer. When manufacturing tradi-
tional software, designers and developers go through cycles of application, tuning
and testing before releasing the product to end users. By distilling this knowledge
in very specialized models (both for technology and domain logic), it is possible to
automate part of this process for some limited domains and technologies. Through
recombination cycles UARS evolve accordingly to (system-perceived) user needs.

From a software life-cycle point of view, UARS can be seen as systems where the
design and execution phase (habitually two distinct phases in traditional software
manufacturing) collapse into a unique augmented run-time phase, where the system
converges on the (model-represented) user’s needs through recombination cycles.
Of course, in order to enable this architecture a number of complex models and
model transformations need to be built up front. Figure 5.2 shows the basic run-time
cycle of this class of interactive systems.

FIGURE 5.2. Basic recombination cycle (taken from [17]). MDE techniques are applied in a
user-centered way during run-time interaction with end users. Usually only small portions
of the system are generated.
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The next section introduces a prototype tutoring system that employs the ap-
proaches introduced here. In particular, we will show how this approach pro-
vides a high-level, natural, and technology-independent framework to model and
process highly user-dependent knowledge. In fact, the software will be designed
directly from some high-level cognitive modeling assumptions in a technology-
independent manner.

5.3 A Tutoring System for OODP

To validate the assumptions discussed in the previous section, a prototype system
was developed. The prototype implemented a user-adapted, computer-based learn-
ing system for training students on OO design patterns (OODPs). Several factors
influenced the application domain choice:

� Computer-based learning and the related fields are domains with an already rel-
atively large number of standard metamodel initiatives and specifications that
speeded up the design of the metamodel and also provided a perfect test bed for
practical metamodel reuse (and its related expensive-to-gather domain knowl-
edge).

� User adaptation has been studied and applied extensively in this and related fields
providing an important research background for the work.

� Finally, knowledge of the domain by the author helped the design and develop-
ment.

The proposed computer-based tutoring (CBT) prototype supports students in
learning OODP. The tool is embedded in a well-known software development
platform, IBM’s Eclipse.3 While drawing their OO class diagrams (OOCDs), stu-
dents can ask the proposed prototype for suggestions on how to use OODP. The
system provides learners with the structural class diagrams that most closely match
the current learner’s software design style for a selected portion of OOCD. Sug-
gestions are retrieved from a predefined library of recurring designs drawn from
standard software design patterns.4

The tool was designed to be nonintrusive and seamlessly integrated with a visual
OO class diagram editor, promoting self-paced learning (the user activates the tool
for requesting design suggestions by means of invoking a pop-up menu). The
tutoring support provides the closest OO design available in a solution library for
the current user’s design. The system was instantiated for the OODP domain (the
system was implemented as a CBR engine, it represented 33 OO design patterns
variants, and the library stored 49 real cases taken from the Java APIs and other
OO designs). A screenshot of the prototype is provided in Figure 5.3.

3 http://www.eclipse.org/.
4 A list of the OODP used can be found at: http://home.earthlink.net/∼huston2/dp/patterns.
html.
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FIGURE 5.3. A screenshot of the prototype. The user interacts with a graphical UML editor
and can invoke the support tool by selecting portions of the edited class diagram and invoking
the contextual menu item.

The graphical editor of choice for drawing OOCD was Omondo 1.2.1,5 freely
available for Eclipse 2.1.1. Other editors could be used interchangeably as long as
they are available as Eclipse plug-ins and they support in-memory exporting to an
EMF representation.

Our objective was to assess the benefits of the user-adapted support provided by
the OODP classifier module. Consequently, we avoided any spurious support for
the tutoring process (such as additional teaching heuristics, classic ITS pedagogical
support, and the like).

5.3.1 An Example Session

The session starts with the user logging in. For first-time users the system proposes
a Wizard dialogue where all relevant data can be inserted. The user is not able to
proceed before all mandatory fields are correctly filled in, as shown in Figure 5.4.

5 http://www.omondo.com/.
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FIGURE 5.4. The first login Wizard. The figure on the left shows the first page of the Wizard
(personal data), and the figure on the right shows optional feedback on some randomly
extracted cases from the library.

After the preliminary login dialogue has been closed and startup data collected for
an initial startup of the user model, the user can start editing class diagrams with
the editor. Users will request system suggestion by means of selecting a portion of
the OOCD and invoking the contextual menu commands, as shown in Figure 5.5.

FIGURE 5.5. A prototype screenshot showing the user while requesting suggestions for an
OOCD.
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The prototype then suggests to the user the OOPD variants that most closely
resemble user’s design style, as extracted from the current design6 and the overall
user model. The user is left free to adopt the proposed suggestions or ignore them.
The user can also provide feedback to the system in order to refine the model of
the design style. The user assesses the (user-perceived) similarity of some designs
extracted from the case library.

In the next subsection we introduce the design of the proposed prototype, derived
from a high-level cognitive model.

5.3.2 Perceived Affordances and Software Design

We present here a concept derived from psychology that will be the base of the
conceptual cognitive modeling approach in the proposed prototype. We introduce
the concept of learner’s perceived affordance for a given design. As we will see, the
application of the UARS approach to perceived affordances will provide a highly
flexible, user-adapted, software representation of students’ software design styles.

5.3.2.1 Perceived Affordances

The term affordance was originally introduced by the perceptual psychologist J.J.
Gibson [13] to refer to the actionable properties (often implicit) between the world
and an actor (a person or animal). Norman [18] introduced the term perceived
affordance (related to product design) where affordances are actionable properties
of some objects as perceived from the product user. These are the properties that
determine how the product could possibly be used. For example, certain doors
afford pulling, while buttons in a graphical user interface afford pushing, etc. For
more details on the concept of perceived affordances, see, for example, [14].

In our prototype the concept of perceived affordance was applied to the design of
OOP software, rather than to general product artifacts. This focus shift is reasonable
for a number of reasons, the main ones being:

� Programming (and OOP programming in particular) can be seen as an instance
of the more generic task of product design.

� OOP classes, designs, and object interactions allow for perceived affordances,
not from the software end users but from developers who use them. This applies
also to the same developers that build these artifacts.

The assumption that developers (or more exactly anybody who has to deal with
source code and its more abstract structures) interact with code representations in
a way very similar to how users interact with product designs seems reasonable.

In the following subsection we apply the concepts introduced here to the cog-
nitive modeling of the practice of software design.

6 Clearly, no suggestion would be given if the user didn’t attempt to apply any form of
OODP in her/his design.
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5.3.2.2 A Simple Cognitive Model for Software Design

On a wider perspective, the modeling of the learner’s cognitive processes has been
extensively studied in the past decades and a number of theories have emerged,
such as ACT [4].7 We are not interested in a low-level, generic theory like classic
cognitive psychology’s theories (see [3]). Instead, we focus on a practical, even
if approximate, model of learning that can represent a satisfying mix between
automatic tractability and representation power for the domain at hand.

On a more particular, domain-specific perspective one could see the learning of
software design skills as the iterative refinement of a (possibly contradictory) set of
perceived affordances upon the various entities involved in software development
(general programming and OOP concepts, software tools, and reusable assets like
existing libraries) as perceived by developers.

Although this approach could be applied to software development in general,
we focus here for brevity on OOP only. Given this (apparently) simple viewpoint,
perceived affordances gain the status of primary actors in the modeling of high-
level cognitive processes involved in learning and mastering OOP.

Recapping, learning software design skills can be seen as an iterative refine-
ment process of a designer’s implicit set of perceived affordances. This set of
(constantly evolving) perceived affordances form an approximate and simplified,
but still rich and useful, representation of the cumulative design experience of a
software designer. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this approach lies in its
trade-off between representation complexity and expressive power, as we will see
in the following and we will evaluate empirically in Section 5.4.

Having introduced the well-grounded concept of perceived affordances for a
given design, we now focus on representing them explicitly for automatic repre-
sentation and manipulation. This is not a trivial task, given the abstractness of the
concept itself.

5.3.3 Representing Perceived Affordances for OOP Design

The UARS modeling approach introduced in subsection 5.2.1 seems a perfect
candidate for representing designer’s perceived affordances in that:

� It allows for high-level, platform- and technology-independent representations
of complex information.

� It provides simple, high-level manipulations of the represented information, sup-
plying a simple yet powerful knowledge processing means.

� User personalization is automatically built into the approach.

A model suited to be used in our prototype is depicted in Figure 5.6. The model
is represented using the UML OOCD formalism.

Existing metamodels will be indicated with UML profiles, as in Figure 5.6. In
such a figure a UML class diagram shows the main properties occurring in our
model:

7 ACT is a theory of cognition developed by O. Anderson and others
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FIGURE 5.6. The SUM2 used in the prototype. Stereotypes indicate concepts drawn from
external metamodels.7 (hence the “from IMS LD” stereotype in Learner indicates that this
is taken from the IMS LD specification).

� A learner mental model is composed of a design style that in turn is represented
by a number of perceived affordance instances.

� Learners implicitly have a learning objective that drives their interaction with
the CBT tool. Such a learning objective has been modeled from IMS LD.

� Each learner has a particular learner model and a given learning objective.

Our cognitive hypothesis is that designers maintain an (often implicit) concep-
tual representation of the possible (perceived) uses of a given software design
while crafting or employing it.

The role of subjectivity in OOP design-perceived affordances is twofold. Clearly,
software design is a subjective process that draws from a designer’s skills and
past experience. Apart from the designer, then, the software design activity itself
allows for many viable solutions to the same problem. These representations are
subjective. Design in general (and OO software design in particular) is a rather
subjective process, and there may not exist the right design for a given situation.
There could be instead a set of equally valid alternatives for the adoption of a
given OODP. We assumed that learners develop their own subjective design style
by evolving an implicit set of affordances for designs.

One could alternatively see this knowledge representation approach as an at-
tempt to model a designer’s perceived affordances through models at various levels
of abstraction. The resulting representation of a given perceived affordance is a
somewhat blurred entity shared between a given set of run-time instances and
their level 1 code (i.e., software design). This provides a powerful and expressive

8 The SUM2 metamodel was designed as a test bed of complex modeling situations for
testing the UARS approach rather than as a reusable asset.
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paradigm both for knowledge representation and processing, as we will see in the
following sections.

5.3.4 Recombination Aspects

We call relevance function (RF) the software implementation of a perceived af-
fordance in our prototype. Following standard GP techniques,9 RF is created by
composing families of algorithms (which will be discussed in subsection 5.3.7)
using a generative approach. This subsection discusses the main details of techno-
logical aspects related to code generation in the proposed prototype.

We explicitly represented OOP design styles in our system by means of user-
perceived relevance functions between different designs. Given a user u, we indi-
cate with ru the related RF. The function ru(d1, d2) →[0,1] represents the distance
between two designs d1, d2 as perceived by the user u. Two designs that afford
similar uses have a small distance ru .

As for the suggestion phase, given the user design du the system provides another
design dR with

dR | ru(du,dR) ≤ ru(du,dX) ∀ dX ∈ Library.

Our prototype’s user model contains a set of software implementations of relevance
functions {Ri

u} evolved by means of user feedback fu . These {Ri
u} are algorithms

(represented as executable Java classes) generated through the UARS cycle ex-
posed before, returning a value ∈[0, 1] and a confidence measure ciu ∈ [0, 1].

We assumed that during their learning process learners continuously refine ru
adapting it to new scenarios and solutions. The final value Ru (prototype’s sup-
posedly best representation of ru) is obtained as

Ru|max(ciu) ∀Riu∈ {Ru}
If no RF has a confidence value higher than a minimum, then a new recombination
phase is launched, and the result value obtained from the new RF is provided to the
learner. Recombination comes into play in those situations where no {Ri

u} returns
a confidence value higher than a minimum ciu > minThreshold.10 In these cases
our prototype resorts to obtain a new R j

u that will be inserted in {Ru} as discussed
in subsection 5.3.4.2.

As already mentioned, the UML stereotype <<from IMS LD2>> represents the
IMS learning design metamodel (in order to allow for metamodel reuse, a number
of decompositions have been performed on the metamodels that are not reported
here for brevity). For brevity we also don’t show other parts of the external meta-
models related to the imported concepts. Figure 5.7 shows the structure of the
RUM1.

9 Generative programming is an approach to software engineering aiming at designing and
implementing software modules which can be combined to generate complex systems.
10 It has been set empirically minThreshold = 0.35.
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FIGURE 5.7. RUM1 represented as class diagram. This model (the sequence of user feed-
backs) drives the recombination process in the prototype.

From Figure 5.7 we can see that the recombination process is adapted to the
current user by means of learner feedback information. In the next subsection we
focus in the details of the prototype implementation.

5.3.4.1 Target Platform for the Prototype

Within generative and model-driven approaches, programs are generated against a
so-called target software platform by combining together reusable parts of a family
of programs. Such a platform for the proposed prototype is shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 shows the target platform as decomposed in a number of functional
layers. Recombined code substitutes are added on the generated application code
base. Note that the application can have a small portion of its code base that is
subject to recombination (the grayed area are represented as the product of the
recombination transformations).

FIGURE 5.8. The rich target platform for the proposed prototype.
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The target platform built for the prototype is composed of standard facilities
(such as persistence, user authentication, and the like) provided by the various
layers underneath our application (i.e., the Eclipse framework, the Java platform,
and the underlying operating system). The so-called domain platform is composed
of all UARS-specific code such as basic facilities for achieving recombination (i.e.,
code generation and compilation, run-time loading of newly generated classes, and
state switch from one generation to the next).

By providing a rich target platform (with complex high-level services), the code
generation phase can be greatly simplified. Obtaining a simple and fast recombi-
nation phase is essential in UARS implementation because recombination takes
place at run time during user interaction.

In the case of the proposed prototype, memory and run-time constraints were
not trivial. A generic session of the application running in experimentation mode
(i.e., with many machine learning (ML) algorithms in execution at the same time)
consisted of a memory allocation of few hundreds megabytes (a single run-time
session comprised the JVM, the Eclipse IDE, various accessory plug-ins such
as the OOCD editor and the experimenter plug-in, the various machine learning
algorithms, and the OOCD classifier with its case library).

Special attention was devoted to the implementation of the target platform,
which needed to be built using rather low-level code generation facilities (such as
the JET library11) given the need of high customization and user adaptability not
provided by other third-party code generators.

5.3.4.2 Recombination Cycle for the Prototype

Having discussed the technological aspects of the UARS architecture for the pro-
posed prototype, we now focus on the conceptual phases involved in recombination
cycle as realized in our system. Figure 5.9 details the general recombination cycle in
Figure 5.2 for our prototype. Such a sequence occurs at every recombination cycle.

As already said, the first time the user registers with the prototype, an optional,
preliminary cold-start setup takes place. The user is proposed a dialogue with 10
feedbacks in order to tune a default startup RF with the initial student’s skills. This
phase can be skipped by dismissing the dialogue (even if this will possibly provide
a poorer initial performance).

After the startup phase (which occurs only once at user model (UM) creation)
the following transformations occur at every recombination cycle:

1. The user provides feedback to the system. The feedback is added to the run-time
instance recombining user model (RUM0) and to the system user model (SUM0).

2. RUM0 is used for seeding the adaptation of the level 1 model generation (see
discussion above).

3. After the level 1 models have been generated, they are assembled together
to provide executable code. In our prototype we generate only a new class
representing a new Ri

u .

11 JET is a Java library for generating source code.
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FIGURE 5.9. The recombination cycle in the proposed prototype.

4. The newly generated executable code is deployed and dynamically loaded into
the previous running session, in a seamless fashion (from the end user’s point
of view). In the proposed prototype a new RF class is added to SUM0.

The same user feedback thus performs a twofold purpose: as a part of SUM0 it
is provided to past generated RF for fine parameter tuning, while as part of RUM0

it is used to drive the recombination process and create a new RF.
In our prototype the recombination cycle is performed locally on the client ma-

chine. In order to curb complexity and boost performance, a special “focused”
generation technique was adopted. Such a generation technique concentrates re-
combination and adaptation on only some model (and then code) areas.

Run-time deployment of the newly generated code is performed using custom
Java class loaders. Run-time context (i.e., level 0 data) is passed from one gener-
ation to the next through object serialization.

5.3.5 Overall Software Architecture

In this section we discuss the software architecture of the proposed CBT prototype
(see Figure 5.10). The main modules of the system are:
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FIGURE 5.10. The overall architecture of our prototype.

� A user model, containing the various run-time data structures discussed before
plus the source code (and, more importantly the related executables) of the user-
adapted RF.

� The OOCD classifier, implemented as a CBR engine that uses a case library
containing all classic OODP plus their main variations, as we will discuss later.
The classifier provides the most similar OODP available in the library for the
current input OOCD given the set of RF currently maintained in the UM.

� A Learner Management Module handles all the other modules of the system
and interacts with the user. It encapsulates pedagogical behavior and the various
actions that the prototype provides to the user.

Note that Eclipse was employed both as the application domain technology—
the prototype was packaged as an Eclipse plug-in—and as the technology for
implementing code generation (thanks to technologies like EMF and JET).

In the next section we introduce the OODP classifier module.

5.3.6 OODP Classifier

The classifier has been designed to be used also outside the prototype, as a stand-
alone classification tool, and as such it is evaluated in section 5.4. It was designed
following a CBR (case-based reasoning) architecture.12

12 For an introduction to CBR see the classic [1].
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The CBR engine used for the OOCD classifier in our prototype currently en-
compasses only the retrieve and revise phases, while the reuse phase is merely
the visualization of the OODP found by the user. In turn, the learner provides
feedback about the (perceived) retrieval goodness, thus implementing a simple
revise phase. Concluding, the OOCD classifier implements a simple CBR en-
gine, where the case library is (run-time) read-only. The case library is modified
only by the administrator for adding/updating existing OODP diagrams during a
preliminary knowledge base definition. Such a phase is performed once for all
installations. The next subsection describes how the case library was built during
this preliminary configuration phase.

5.3.6.1 OODP Case Library

The OODP case library was built as follows. For each OODP (as presented in [11]),
a number of practical real cases were stored for each known valid variant of the
pattern, together with a standard “template” variant that describes abstractly the
OODP, as in [11]. Whenever possible, the real cases were taken from Java libraries
in order to keep the representation homogeneous, with one common OOP language.

For convenience, cases were tagged as belonging to one macro-category, cor-
responding to one of the classic OODP listed in [11] plus the “Not Available”
category. This simple arrangement allowed for both coarse-grained classification
(where the result is obtained by returning the macro-category corresponding to
the matched case) and fine-grained classification (where the single variant of the
given OODP is considered).

Figure 5.11 shows the structure of the case library.

FIGURE 5.11. The case library structure for the OODP classifier.
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FIGURE 5.12. Composite OODP: “safe” variant.

The OODP variants were taken from well-established sources such as [11] and
other reference Web sites.

Figures 5.12, 5.14 show some examples of cases stored in the library. Cases were
entered into the system in the same way students draw their class diagrams (in fact,
OODPs are stored and managed by the prototype as specializations of OOCD).
Figure 5.12 shows the composite OODP in its “safe” variant, as instantiated in the
Java simple widget toolkit: A JAVA user interface library (SWT) graphical user
interface (GUI) toolkit.

Figure 5.13 shows an example of application of the composite OODP in its
“compact” variant as employed in the modeling of the JTree widget part of the
Swing library.

Figure 5.14 illustrates the “transparent” variant of the composite OODP as used
in the Apache Struts Web presentation library.

Figure 5.15 shows the “transparent” variant of the composite OODP in its tem-
plate (abstract) form, as presented in [11].

FIGURE 5.13. Composite OODP: “compact” variant.
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Apache Struts Basic Structure for Views
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FIGURE 5.14. Composite OODP: “transparent” variant.

The UML comments were not processed by the matching algorithm. Their
presence is useful for pedagogical reasons, when cases in the library are presented
directly to students.

5.3.7 Algorithm Families

Each family of algorithms has the following common behaviors:

� Input representation. Each algorithm extracted a suitable representation of the
current OOCD. For instance, Weka algorithms represented the current OOCD as
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FIGURE 5.15. Composite OODP: “transparent template” variant.
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a Boolean vector, while keyword-based algorithms created a semantic network
representation.

� Algorithm feedback. Every family of algorithms performs a custom feedback
process and maintains its own user model data structures.

� Matching procedure. The CBR engine uses RF for assessing the distance between
two cases (i.e., two OOCD, one the current case and another one taken from the
library).

In the following subsection we discuss briefly the main points of each of the
families of algorithms employed in the proposed prototype.

5.3.7.1 Weka Algorithms

Weka [23] is an open-source Java library that implements many state-of-the-art
machine learning (ML) algorithms. Weka algorithms can be parameterized, and
the public availability of source code makes it easier to understand their imple-
mentation and to customize their features.

In order to use Weka ML algorithms in our prototype, we need to represent an
OOCD as a Boolean vector of features (called attributes in Weka terminology)
using the extraction procedures discussed in the following subsection.

5.3.7.1.1 Extracting Boolean Features from OOCD

Common to all Weka algorithms, there are a set of attributes describing the domain
of interest. Instances of such attributes (what we represented as cases in our CBR
approach) are used as a representation of both the learner’s OOCD and for all
the cases in the library (i.e., real applications of OODP). In order to create a
suitable Boolean vector, representing the input OOCD graph to the CBR engine,
an extraction algorithm has been defined, based on the work of various schema
matching systems, discussed in subsection 5.3.

The basic procedure is to look for particular graph patterns (which we informally
called constellations) within the input OOCD (either drawn by the user or extracted
by the case library). Such patterns were represented by nodes (in an OOCD they
could be classes or interfaces) and arcs (references such as use, aggregation, etc.).

For experimentation purposes, two different set of constellations were
created:

� A simple type of patterns, where only one node (class) was expressed with all
ingoing/outgoing references.

� An “extended” set where two nodes, their mutual references, and possibly the
arcs with other nodes were represented.

For concreteness, we show in Figure 5.16 an example of a simple constellation
(matching the composite, “basic” variant OODP), while in Figure 5.17 is shown an
example of extended constellation (matching the flyweight OODP, in its “template”
variant).
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FIGURE 5.16. An example of simple constellation. This kind of
pattern defines all ingoing/
outgoing references (and their type) for only one node (class).

Clearly, representing an OOCD with extended constellations is much more
expensive than using simple constellations. One of the objectives of our experi-
mentation in section 5.4 was to understand if there was any significant difference
(and eventually how much this was) in classification performance when using one
representation or the other. In particular, our aim was to understand how useful
was the much less expensive simple constellation approach instead of the extended
representation.

The extraction algorithm was rather simplistic: in case of simple constellations,
every node in the OOCD was checked to match with any of the recorded patterns.
Each positive matching resulted in turning on true the corresponding Boolean value
in the vector. For extended patterns instead, the Cartesian product of all possible
nodes was calculated (excluding a node with itself and symmetric combinations)
and every pattern was checked against the pair of nodes.

5.3.7.1.2 Weka Subsystem Architecture

Before getting into the details of the algorithms employed in our prototype from
the Weka library, it is useful to recap the overall architecture for Weka-based RF
implementations. Figure 5.18 shows graphically the Weka module architecture
within the proposed prototype.

As already mentioned in the previous subsection, a key role is played by the
extraction phase, which builds the feature vector out of an OOCD instance. The
ML algorithms used from Weka [23] are:

FIGURE 5.17. An example of extended constellation.
This kind of pattern describes all the mutual occurring,
and ingoing/outgoing links between two nodes
(classes).
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FIGURE 5.18. The Weka module architecture. Patterns are matched in the input OOCD
in order to create a Boolean vector that will be fed to the Weka classifier. Optionally
results may be mapped to more general categories (the macro-categories shown on the right
side).

� Naı̈ve Bayes. This algorithm implements the probabilistic naı̈ve Bayesian clas-
sifier.

� One R. This algorithm learns a one-level decision tree (generates a set of rules
that test on one particular attribute).

� J4.8. This is an implementation of the C4.5 decision tree, an extension of the
basic ID3 algorithm.

� IBk. An implementation of the k-nearest-neighbors classifier that employs a
custom distance metric discussed in [23].

Next subsection describes the keyword-based family of algorithms.

5.3.7.2 Keyword-Based Algorithms

Besides the Weka family of algorithms, we wanted to explore the algorithms
based on keywords, whose effectiveness is reported in [25]. In order to do so, we
developed from scratch a family of algorithms based on matching the text available
in OOCD.

Our keyword-based family of algorithms is based on a set of four predefined
steps, each with a number of possible implementations, in order to provide a
wide range of combinations, as shown in Table 5.1. Such an organization is able
to generate 6× 6× 8× 8 combinations (all legal), thus providing 2304 different
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TABLE 5.1. Keyword-based family of algorithms; every generated RF of this family was
composed by one step of extraction, followed by one enumeration processing, a pair-wise
matching of the enumerated elements, and a final aggregation step that provides a unique
value out of the results of the previous pair-wise match.

Step Available Implementations

Extract Basic
Random
Adaptive
Coarse
Delta
Random adaptive

Enumerate Cartesian product
Random Cartesian product
Threshold Cartesian product
Constant permutation
Threshold + constant permutation

Random constant permutation
Pair-wise match Boolean

Exact
Random Boolean
Threshold weights
Weights product
Pseudo-fuzzy
Simple
Adaptive constant

Aggregation Absolute maximum
Average
Productory
Summatory aggregation
Simple sigma
Adaptive sigma
Nonlinear average
Simple

members of the keyword-based family of algorithms. Table 5.1 shows some details
related to the keyword-based family of algorithms.

Each of the substeps in Table 5.1 was tested together with the other substeps
to verify that its use was meaningful as a part of a compound algorithm instance.
Furthermore, some of the substeps have their own feedback algorithm to adjust
their behavior to user feedback.

5.4 Empirical Evaluation

In this section we present a preliminary evaluation of the proposed prototype,
concluding with a discussion of the results obtained.
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5.4.1 Evaluation Process

In the design of the experiment we followed the advice given in [7]. We made
two groups (group A of 16 users and group B of two expert users) for our em-
pirical evaluation. The main difference in the two groups was in the number of
proposed problems. Group A users had to solve four problems while group B
users had to solve six problems (the first four being the same as of group A). Prob-
lems were always paired. They were chosen from the literature and recognized
Web sites with the following characteristics: they belonged to different applica-
tion domains while being solved by using the same OODP (i.e., first and second
designs were different cases of the same DP, while the third and fourth focused
on a different DP). Between the first and the second problem of the same pair
the user was asked to invoke our prototype on her/his design Di. The system pro-
vided five suggested designs, and users were asked to assess whether or not these
suggestions, abstracted from their application domain, would solve the proposed
problem.

The proposed suggestions were organized in a GUI in a sequence of OOCD and
an input field, where users had to tell whether or not, in their opinion, the design
was able to solve the given problem. The importance of such input was carefully
highlighted to users, because it served two important purposes: (1) it forced the
user to reason about the proposed OODP, so to fully understand it; and (2) served as
a form of feedback for the adaptive machine learning algorithms employed for the
given user. Feedback was provided as follows: if the user acknowledged the fitness
of the suggested OODP for the current problem, the given design was classified to
belong to the corresponding OODP that solved the problem. No action was taken
in the opposite case (the user decided that that case suggested that OODC was not
suitable to solve the given problem).

The OOCD suggested by the system were created in two ways: nonadaptively
and user-adapted. The nonadaptive mode extracts randomly four designs from the
case library and then adds the correct design pattern in its “template” version.
A template version of an OODP is the standard version, abstracted by any real
application context, as defined in [11]. Usually template versions are the learning
objective of classic OODP tutoring systems as in [24]. The user-adapted version
instead uses the classifier to select the closest design pattern variant to the user
design. In this way the system proposes the OOCDs available in the case library
that are closer to the actual user’s design style. In all the pairs of problems proposed
to students, there was always a user-adapted suggestion and a nonadaptive one,
only the order changed (see Figure 5.20).

Users didn’t know the purpose of the experiment, or how the suggested designs
were chosen. Users were told the reason for the experiment was to gather statistics
about OOCD design. They were recommended to carefully evaluate the designs
proposed by the prototype.

To study the usefulness of the system, we chose a heterogeneous user population
ranging from new college graduates to experienced software designers (with less
than 10 years of experience in the industry). Two expert designers (>10 years of
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experience) were managed separately in group B and additional tests were used
for them.

5.4.2 Experimentation Prototype

We used a special version of the prototype for the experiments in that it also
traced user behavior (application’s screenshots were taken automatically every 15
seconds) and four standard RF realized with Weka [23] implementations13 were
always generated at first with the following variations:

� Adaptive vs. nonadaptive. The nonadaptive RFs weren’t given any user feedback.
� Extended vs. simple matching graph patterns. The input Boolean vectors for

classification were composed using two different sets of graph patterns. Simple
graph patterns involved only one node and its associations (and generalizations),
while extended graph patterns were properties defined on two nodes. Our ob-
jective was to assess the difference in final performances for these two types of
pattern.

Overall the prototype for experimentations handled 16 RFs extra than the stan-
dard prototype. These extra RFs were only used for experimental purposes (data
recording); their output was not used in the system. The overall recorded data from
the whole experimentation set amounted to more than 195 MB.

5.4.3 Results

The first issue we were interested in was the pedagogical usefulness of the pro-
totype. Users’ designs were automatically recorded by the prototype as pictorial
images and stored (with scrambled filenames) in a common directory. An expert
(not being part of the experiment or involved with its setup) judged all 76 designs,
providing a score V(Di) ∈ [0,1] with preset standard criteria (fitness to the pur-
pose, good use of OODP, and engineering qualities of the solution). After that, the
system manager associated the judged scores with the user Ids.

To evaluate the benefit of the system, we proceeded as follows:

1. Differences between scores of paired designs were calculated (e.g., �21 =
V(D2)−V(D1). When �21 < 0, we assumed that the design done after sugges-
tions was (judged) worse than the design done before the system’s suggestions
(whether it was adaptive or not), while a �21 > 0 implies that the user was able
to provide a better design after the system’s suggestions.

2. For each user in group A we obtained two delta values, while for group B users
we considered only the first two values, discarding the third. We then sepa-
rated the delta values obtained adaptively from those obtained with nonadapted
suggestions.

3. We obtained the raw data in shown Table 5.2.

13 The Weka algorithms were C4.5 decision tree, naı̈ve Bayes, 1R rule-based classifier, and
IBk k-nearest-neighbors classifier.
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TABLE 5.3. Evaluation results for design scores. Columns D1–D4 show the score for each
of the four designs. Deltas are calculated as follows: �1 = V(D2)− V(D1). �2 = V(D4) −
V(D3). Shaded delta values indicate an adaptive suggestion from the prototype. The last two
columns report the adaptive delta values (higher than the nonadaptive ones) and nonadaptive
ones.
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In the next section we discuss the effectiveness of the proposed prototype as
regards the pedagogical aspect.

5.4.3.1 Pedagogical Effectiveness

To evaluate the usefulness of the prototype as regards its added value to the student
learning process, we compared the differences in OODP skills (measured with
the scores given to the designs) before and after the suggestions. Scores for the
user-adapted suggestions compared with the nonadapted ones clearly reveal a
better performance for user-adapted suggestions. We then used a non-parametric
statistical test to ensure that our findings were not due to chance.

Table 5.3 reports the data obtained from the empirical evaluation. The higher
values in the adaptive column with respect to the nonadaptive column show the
benefit of the user-adapted suggestion.

The last two columns in Table 5.3 report the adaptive delta values and the non-
adaptive ones. We ran a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired data [22] on the
adapted–nonadapted pairs for each user. As in Table 5.3 we obtained

pValue = 8.4104E− 4 << 0.01 (significance value),

showing that the null H0 hypothesis (“there is no difference in performance between
the adaptive and the nonadaptive system”) can be rejected and the H1 hypothesis
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e-learning benefit vs. user prelim. skill
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FIGURE 5.19. Overall empirical evaluation results compared with user’s preliminary skills.
A1-16 and B1-2 are reported on the x axis.

(“The differences observed between the two distributions are not due to chance but
are due to the difference between the populations they belong to”) can be accepted.

This is an important positive result, which shows that the prototype (as used in
the experiment) is effectively supporting the learning experience of students being
taught OODP.

We also compared the benefit of the system (summing �21 + �43) against the
pre-existing user skills. These were measured as the sum of the scores of first two
designs V(D1)+V(D3) created by users using only their own previous knowledge.
The result is somehow expected: the prototype is not so effective for too expert
users (they don’t need tutoring) and for not-enough skilled ones (they don’t have
a clear enough comprehension of OODP and/or OOCD).

The supposed preexisting level of proficiency with the subject was measured as
the sum of scores obtained on the first and the third experiment (new experiments
on different topics), while the overall mastery was calculated by summing together
all obtained scores for all the experiments.

A possible interpretation of the provided results can be seen in Figure 5.19,
where we made the assumption that range ends don’t have any substantial benefit
from using the prototype, either because students are already proficient with the
topic and won’t gain any extra insight from teaching (right side in Fig. 5.19) or
because students don’t even have knowledge of basic skills (such as, for example,
OOCD formalism), thus making any teaching effort useless.

The next section discusses the results obtained for the classifier module.

5.4.3.2 Classifiers Results

For brevity’s sake, we report here only one diagram about the evaluations we
performed on the empirical data found for the OOCD classifier only. Figure 5.20
shows how the various algorithms performed in terms of precision, recall, and
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FIGURE 5.20. Overall results in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure for a concrete test
in group B. The figure also shows the designs the student did while interacting with the
system.

F-measure14 in an aggregate (i.e., averaging all the results, from all the available
classifiers) for a concrete test, showing also the designs created by the user while
interacting with the system. The user belonged to group B (with six designs),
showing only adaptive RF performance. One can see the evolution of the RF as
the user was providing feedbacks to the system.

The next section discusses the related work available in literature.

5.5 Related Work

The design and development of the proposed prototype draws from a number of di-
verse research fields (such as psychology, schema matching, software engineering,
and e-learning). Such multidisciplinary work requires the additional discussion of
a number of fields and contributions of interest available in the literature.

14 For an introduction to these measures see http://galahad.plg.inf.uc3m.es/∼docweb/ad/
transparencias/tutorialTM.pdf
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5.5.1 Metamodel Reuse

Reuse of metamodels has been addressed in a number of ways and within several
representation frameworks and software engineering approaches (see, for example,
[8, 12, and 19]). In this section we briefly discuss the rationale behind metamodel
reuse, as applied in the proposed CBT prototype. In such a system we reused the
following two metamodels:

� IMS Learning Design.15

� SCORM Metadata.16

Of course, both these metamodels were originally designed without having in
mind the kind of reuse we are discussing here. Nevertheless, this unorthodox use
of such standards makes sense, for a number of reasons:

� The mentioned metamodels describe aspects of the e-learning application do-
main that apply also in our situation.

� Such metamodels encapsulate wide and complex knowledge (built in many years
by a wide community of experts) about the domain of interest that hardly would
have been achieved in an independent modeling effort.

� From an engineering viewpoint there would be little incentive in replicating al-
ready defined and widely accepted solutions to well-known modeling problems.

Reuse is performed at a conceptual level by “adopting” the entire conceptual
framework in the reused metamodels (as in the case of the pedagogical domain
in IMS LD) and on a practical level by using the concepts into our models (see
Fig.5.6).

5.5.2 Object Oriented Design Patterns

Christopher Alexander, a building architect and urban planner, coined the term de-
sign pattern in, the mid-1970s to refer to recurring designs in building architecture
[2]. He observed:
Each pattern describes a problem that occurs over and over again in our envi-

ronment and then describes the core of the solution to that problem in such a way
that you can use this solution a million times over without ever doing it the same
way twice.

The concept resurfaced unexpectedly in the late 1980s applied to software de-
sign. In those years, almost contemporaneously and independently, a number of
practitioners and researchers started to observe certain “regularities” within the
OOP software designs they were building. It proved to be a valuable idea. Nowa-
days, design patterns are widespread well beyond OOP. Also, outside computer

15 IMS Learning Design Best Practice and Implementation Guide. IMS Global
Learning Consortium. (2003). Available at http://www.imsglobal.org/profiles/lipbest01.
html.
16 Official Web page at http://www.adlnet.org/scorm/index.cfm.
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science patterns are investigated for analysis, user interface design, and in many
other fields.

5.5.2.1 Teaching Object Oriented Design Patterns

As discussed in [5] and [21], OODPs are learned effectively only with a learning-
by-doing approach rather than with theoretical courses (or similar computer-based
courseware). According to [20], the variety of OODP applications that students get
exposed to plays an important role in the effective learning of OODP. Furthermore,
OODPs are not learned by solving small exercises. As observed in [21], in small
exercises it becomes apparent which OODPs apply in order to solve the problem.

These few considerations make clear that building effective OODP CBT sys-
tems is a very complex task. It is not by surprise that most tutoring systems for
OODP (including intelligent tutoring system (ITS)) are based on limited interac-
tions where exercises are (expensively) corrected by human experts or where the
didactic material is limited to some clever form of courseware [24].

Matters are complicated even more by the abstract nature of OODP that can be
validly instantiated in many different variants [11, 21] and where the creativity
of the designer plays an important role [5]. On the other hand, all these consid-
erations tend to favor our prototype and its hands-on, practical interaction style.
Indeed, the prototype was designed with these pedagogical observations in mind.
In the following subsection we discuss some of the issues related to representing
knowledge in such a domain.

5.5.3 Schema Matching Algorithms

The task of matching schema or diagram instances (like, for example, tree-like
structures such as XML data, or generic graph-like as entity-relationship diagrams)
has been extensively studied in literature as part of the wider problem of schema
matching.

Schema matching is the task of finding semantic correspondences between ele-
ments of two input schemas providing as output a map indicating which elements
of the input schemas correspond to each other (that is, match each other) [24, 25].
This is a recurring problem in many application domains, like data integration,
E-business, or XML data mapping. Examples of schema matching algorithms and
systems presented in literature are Clio [26], TransSCM [25], or the similarity
flooding [27] algorithm.

Classifying OOCD against other class diagrams (representing categories, i.e.,
OODP in our case) can be seen as a special case of schema matching. Some systems
were instantiated and tested on OOP diagrams. This proves the affinity of schema
matching to our problem when compared to other research fields such as graph
matching. The most important point in choosing a schema matching approach to
address the problem of classifying OOCD is that both problems involve a strong
semantic bias. Schemas (and OOCD schemas as well) are not mere data structures
but they obey complex semantic relationships that cannot be solved only with plain
structural comparisons.
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The classifier used in our prototype was built by taking advantage of successful
schema matching systems and approaches presented in literature. The main ideas
that inspired the design of our OOCD classifier are:

� Successful matching can be achieved cost-effectively by examining simple node-
wise patterns (that is, performing a type of node-to-node comparison between
schemas represented as graphs) [25].

� Labels and other text available in schema instances can be used for performing
a similarity assessment [26, 27].

� Given the semantic nature of the data representation involved and the strong
dependency on users, some form of feedback is needed to adapt matching criteria
to user-intended semantic.

We conclude this section by comparing the proposed prototype with an existing
system also targeted at OODP tutoring.

5.5.4 Comparison with an Existing ITS System

In this section we compare the proposed prototype with the ITS for design pattern
(ITS DP) [24]. Both applications targeted the same domain (OODP teaching).
This comparison will be useful both to better understand the differences between
“classic” programs and UARS, and as a concrete discussion about the advantages
of our proposed approach for high-level knowledge representation and processing
against traditional, state-of-the-art approaches.

Thanks to the UARS approach, the data structures used in our prototype allow
for a much higher level of abstraction. This in turn creates a number of conceptual
mismatches when attempting a detailed comparison of the two applications, espe-
cially for knowledge representation. For a fair comparison of a UARS application
with a non-UARS one, we should focus only on level 1 models (i.e., programs).
Even this approach makes a comparison difficult, because UARSs have a some-
what “fuzzy” level 1 structure, and a particular instance of an UARS application
at a given time would depend too much on context data (past user behavior, etc.).

Luckily, in this current case we can use the particular domain-specific abstrac-
tions for an attempt at a rough yet useful comparison. By using the concept of
relevance function (ru) to describe the “cloud” of level 1 models of our UARS
application, we could compare level 1 structures between the two applications.

The SUM1 model in ITS DP is composed of pairs of attributes-values. In our
UARS prototype the SUM1 model can be roughly represented as a set of RF (whose
exact nature depends on past user behavior and the external context). Figure 5.21
shows the main differences between the proposed UARS prototype and ITS DP.

A direct, exact comparison focused on measuring the effectiveness of the two
systems is not possible, mainly because it would need a homogeneous student set
and the related evaluation procedures.

One thing we can observe, though, is the impact of the UARS approach on model
representation. While there could be a certain degree of overlap between the set
of concepts represented with the two different approaches (after all, both systems
model students for OODP teaching), what is radically different is the degree of
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FIGURE 5.21. Comparing user models between the proposed prototype and the ITS for DP
system [24].

representational power allowed by UARS when compared with traditional (non-
UARS) applications.

In ITS DP the student model stores details about students’ current problem-
solving state and long-term knowledge progresses. Student characteristics are mod-
eled as attributes. Three categories of student’s characteristics are considered [24]:

� Personal data—the student’s personal characteristics (name, ID, e-mail etc.).
� Performance data—the student’s cognitive and individual characteristics, as well

as other general long-term characteristics.
� Overlay data—the current level of mastery of design patterns and attributes

related to the corresponding elements in the domain model.

Focusing on design styles, the main subject of user modeling within the pro-
totype UARS, we can observe how RFs are represented by the metamodel at the
next level of abstraction (namely SUM2). Even if this concept would have been
represented in the UM of ITS DP, it would have been implemented with pairs of
attributes and values, thus providing a much lower level of expressivity and quality
of representation.

Furthermore, UARS have a much finer degree of adaptation, because adaptation
is achieved not only during recombination (by means of RUM models) but also
at lower abstraction levels, where several UMs can be adapting SUM data as in
traditional user-adapted applications.
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5.5.5 The Proposed Approach and the Existing Literature

User-adapted generative technologies are increasingly being studied in user-
tailored ubiquitous software17 for computing devices with limited resources where
user-adapted code generation can be performed on remote servers at deployment
time. Despite some research in the convergence area of generative programming
(GP) and user modeling (reference [2] introduces an architecture for personalizing
applications based on a model-driven, user-centered approach), the adoption of
GP techniques together with “strong” user adaptation for general systems is still
missing.

Some work focused on investigating the adoption of software engineering tech-
niques and approaches to adaptive hypermedia (AH) systems. The Munich ref-
erence model,18 aimed at providing a formal reference model for AH systems,
using UML (with OCL) and providing a user and adaptation metamodels together
with a comprehensive design method and development process for AH appli-
cations. These initiatives focused on engineering AH applications development
by adapting state-of-the-art techniques and methodologies, providing a compre-
hensive framework that lacks enough flexibility and expressive power to handle
powerful adaptation models and nonstandard situations (quite the norm in intelli-
gent adaptive applications).

Our proposed approach is different in several ways from the previous contribu-
tions in that it embodies a somehow visionary yet general SE approach that still
needs to be fully explored. Far from being limited to technological aspects only
(model-based knowledge representation and GP techniques), the proposed ap-
proach allows the definition of technology-independent, powerful user models at
several abstraction layers, allowing for sophisticated knowledge representation and
processing. Moreover, the introduction in the field of user adaptation of rich meta-
models suitable for code generation can foster standardization and reuse both in
vertical domains (as is happening on the software technology front) and as a general
modeling foundation for an infrastructure for a rich set of user modeling services.

5.6 Conclusion

In this section we discuss both the proposed prototype and its underlying SE
approach. As regards the former, the encouraging results from the evaluation dis-
cussed in section 5.4 prompted a number of extensions of the CBT prototype (such
as a better pedagogical heuristic, the reuse and enhancement of the classifier as a
stand-alone module, etc.).

17 See for instance: Bonnet, S. Model Driven Software Personalization. In: Proceedings
of Smart Objects Conference, Grenoble France (2003). available at http://www.grenoble-
soc.com/proceedings03/Pdf/50-Bonnet.pdf.
18 Parcus de Koch, N. Software Engineering for Adaptive Hypermedia Systems—Reference
Model, Modeling Techniques and Development Process. PhD Dissertation (2001). Available
at: http://www.pst.informatik.uni-muenchen.de/personen/kochn/PhDThesisNoraKoch.pdf.
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We focus now on the findings related to the general approach introduced in
section 5.2.2. We found that UARSs have a number of advantages over more
traditional adaptive systems, even if they are much more labor-intensive to set up
(at least with current technology):

� UARSs represent adaptive and system functional models at a high level of ab-
straction, isolated from implementation and other nonmeaningful details. Clear
and more maintainable representations are thus encouraged;

� they may take advantage of existing standard metamodels, ontologies, and other
modeling facilities (which are growing in many application domains), thus
reusing knowledge representations;

� by taking advantage of generative technologies they provide a very powerful and
general adaptation mechanism that includes as a particular case classic adaptation
techniques;

� such systems are particularly useful for generating user-tailored software for
devices where computing resources don’t allow for sophisticated client-side
user adaptation;

� UARSs fit nicely in special application niches such as dedicated user-adapted
systems, prototypes where tuning is extremely important and depends on the
current users, etc.

Furthermore, UARSs embody the interesting paradigm of self-designing soft-
ware, based on the user adaptation approach.

The main drawbacks we found in the proposed approach could be summarized
as follows:

� The creation of an effective recombination abstract model (which describes the
theoretical domain-specific rationale behind the adoption of the UARS approach)
requires many interdisciplinary skills19:
◦ Domain knowledge, in order to define the domain-specific details of the re-

combination process.
◦ Technical knowledge for building effectively the UARS RTP (rich target plat-

form) based on reusable software assets (such as third-party libraries, open
source code, etc.)

◦ Knowledge related to user-centered design and usability, needed for packaging
an effective product out of such a large base of diverse specification. UARSs
are interactive systems that must be focused on end users.

� Software support for generative software and software families is still in its early
stages, and advanced facilities such as run-time configurable platforms are still
far from reality. This issue is perhaps the easiest to cope with, for example by pro-
viding a general rich target platform (RTP) that can accommodate a large number
of scenarios. In general, though, given the wide array of technologies and domain
scenarios, it is clear that these are partial solutions and that only the support of a
wide community can really enable a development cost-savvy, mass diffusion of
UARS.

19 These issues apply to other knowledge-intensive application as well.
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� Another hurdle we have found in our work is related to the novelty the ap-
proach brings to the software design and development mindset. Apart from
well-understood domain and model-based development environments, a really
challenging situation is caused by the presence of the recombination abstraction.
This forces designers to deal with a powerful, novel, and demanding application
model.

Recapping, there are two main hurdles to the effective, large-scale development
of UARS applications: a conceptual one, given the sheer power of such a class
of systems. It may be hard to come to a practical recombination model for a
given application domain in a cost-effective way. The other one is technical. As of
the time of writing, there are no standard supports (among the various tools and
platforms related to MDE and GP) that can be employed to build cost-effectively
a UARS run-time platform.

As regards the comparison of the UARS approach with non-UARS systems,
we discussed also the impact of the UARS approach on model representation. In
addition, we found UARSs exhibiting a much finer degree of adaptation. This is
achieved not only during recombination (by means of RUM models) but also at
lower abstraction levels, where several UMs (in the case of the proposed prototype
one model for each RF in the current SUM) can be adapting to the user as in
traditional (i.e., non-UARS) user-adapted applications.

This chapter introduced a class of self-design software systems based on MDE
techniques. A prototype UARS for teaching OODP was introduced and eval-
uated empirically, with encouraging results. The evaluation also showed con-
cretely the complexities and the related power of this class of user-adapted
systems.
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Skills SuperStore: Online Interactive
Study Skills Environment

CAITRIONA BERMINGHAM AND ABDULHUSSAIN MAHDI

Abstract. An online interactive environment for provision of flexible student-
centered study and interpersonal skills training is described, and preliminary re-
sults of its evaluation are reported. The system has been designed to assist higher
education students develop study skills via formulating effective strategies that
help them learn, retain, and apply new knowledge during their university edu-
cation and beyond. The system’s features, functionality, and architecture were
developed based on the findings of a viability study conducted at our institution
and facilitated by (a) evaluation of various approaches for the provision of study
skills training employed by higher education institutions worldwide, and (b) sur-
veying students from various departments and disciplines. The system comprises
a number of interactive modules used as flexible learning aids in conjunction with
existing learning skills materials and resources. The interactivity of the system is
achieved by users making choices, answering questions, and completing activities
related to their own experiences.

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Background and Rationale

The importance and need for education to play an essential role in society has
always been recognized. Without a high-quality education infrastructure, people
with a high level of skills and expertise, who are crucial to sustain and build any
modern civilization, would not be adequately trained and qualified. Consequently,
educational authorities worldwide place considerable time and funds into devel-
oping their education policies. In no place is this more evident than in third-level
institutions, i.e., university and college education. In Ireland, higher education in-
stitutions have seen an enormous increase in the number of students entering third-
level education in the last 40 years. This confirms the increasing role of third-level
education institutions in producing a “. . . high-skilled, knowledge and innovation-
based economy that will underpin ongoing and sustainable prosperity” [7].

One of the most significant roles of any higher education institution is the pursuit
of excellence and quality in teaching and research. However, in fulfilling such a
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mission it should always be ensured that it is conditioned by relevance to the times
and changing students’ needs. In a rapidly changing world of business and technol-
ogy, higher education institutions must ensure that their study programs provide
students with the relevant skills they need during their studies, after graduation
and beyond.

Students entering third-level education face a number of significant changes
to their daily lives. For the vast majority, they are moving away from home and
away from their parents for the first time. This new lease of freedom means that
they must now accept complete responsibility for themselves and their actions. All
decisions, right or wrong, must now be made by the student. The most notable of
these changes is in terms of education and the responsibility they must accept for
their own learning. They are no longer told by teachers what to do, how to do it,
and when to do it. They must take complete responsibility for their education.

Due to lack of effective study and learning skills, such as note taking, preparing
for exams, time management, etc., most students who enroll in third-level courses
in Ireland find it difficult to adapt to the higher education study and learning system.
As they proceed through their years of study, they will likely find themselves under
increasing pressure in terms of what is expected of them in their courses. Students
find that study strategies employed in high school don’t work at the university level,
that reading lists in upper-level courses are more rigorous, and that the research
process for an academic paper is a learning experience in itself. Tutors and student
counselors often hear student statements such as:

� “I have put a lot of effort into my studies but I don’t seem to be able to improve
my results.”

� “I’m not sure what skills I am going to need to succeed in my studies . . . to
embark on a sound career.”

� “I’m looking for new ideas to develop my skills, such as essay writing, reading,
learning from lectures, preparing for exams, researching an assignment . . . ”

For students to be successful in third-level education and effective as graduates
it is acknowledged that they need to acquire efficient and effective study, learning,
and other transferable skills [17, 18]. In college, students must become indepen-
dent learners. They must learn to examine past experiences and make any changes
to their practices essential to surmount new challenges. Research has also shown
that recent graduates do not possess the necessary skills required for full-time em-
ployment. In fact, it is often communication skills, problem-solving abilities, and
interpersonal skills that highlight those who are preferred for employment [2, 6].

Educators in higher education institutions should encourage students, partic-
ularly first-year students, to aim toward developing a deeper and more strategic
approach to their learning, moving away from surface approaches. Such a pro-
cess will need considerable resources that support both educators and students.
It is the responsibility of all modern higher education institutions to make avail-
able such resources, tools, and mechanisms that facilitate effective development
of students various skills. There is now an inexorable drive by universities all over
the world to take advantage of information and communication technology (ICT)
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technology-based learning systems, commonly referred to as virtual learning en-
vironments (VLEs), as a means of exploiting new markets, easing resource issues,
and widening access. In most cases, it has been proven that such technology coupled
with multimedia techniques can provide flexible and cost-effective complementary
learning and study tools.

Web-based learning environments are becoming progressively more common
as a support tool to assist teachers in creating material that is both stimulating and
engaging [6]. Taking this into consideration, our approach to the above issues has
been to provide an engaging and interactive study skills training system that is
facilitated by an online Web-based learning environment [10].

6.1.2 Skills SuperStore: Project Aim and Objectives

The objective of the project was to research, design, and develop a screen-delivered
interactive computer-based learning system for developing students’ study, learn-
ing, and other transferable skills. The system was designed for use as a flexible
learning aid in conjunction with existing learning skills materials and programs
offered by third-level institutions for the facilitation of study skills training. The
content of the system was designed to help users explore and evaluate their own
approaches to learning and to encourage them to become active self-learners.
The interactivity mechanisms of the system will be facilitated by users answer-
ing questions, completing activities, and selecting options according to their own
experiences, communicating with each other via a discussion forum, etc.

It is envisaged that the developed “Skills SuperStore” learning environment will
have the following specific outcomes:

� Improving students’ academic performance via developing their abilities to learn.
� Improving students’ transferable/professional skills and enhancing graduates’

employability.
� Development of more responsible, independent, self-learners and lifelong learn-

ers.
� Raising students’ awareness of information sources and how to search for them

in a higher education environment and beyond.
� Promoting appropriate use of technology in teaching and learning approaches in

the higher education system.
� A commercial potential and possible marketable product.

6.1.3 Chapter Organization

This chapter discusses in detail a study skills on-line training environment termed
the “Skills SuperStore.” It presents the need for and benefit of such a system and
concludes with an in-debt account of the development process of the target system.
A brief description of each of the sections in the chapter is supplied here:

� 6.2. Need for Study Skills: Presents an overview of the importance of study
skills and why students need to acquire them in order to succeed in third-level
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education. It also examines why it is felt that current study skills training ap-
proaches are not always relevant and why a different approach is required.

� 6.3. The Way Forward and a Solution: A brief summary of the current training
approaches discussed in the previous section is provided again here. Following
this, a detailed description of the viability study conducted at the University of
Limerick is presented. Analysis of the results of this study along with the system
requirements and initial design are also discussed.

� 6.4. System Design and Development: This section presents the iterative process
involved in the design and development of the target system. It provides insight
into each of the stages of development: requirements gathering, analysis, design,
implementation, and testing.

� 6.5. Conclusion: This final section provides a brief conclusion to the chapter.

6.2 Need for Study Skills

6.2.1 Retention Issues in Third-Level Institutions

Noncompletion is a significant issue in all higher education institutions worldwide.
Each year a considerable percentage of students, for one reason or another, fail to
complete their third-level courses in which they are enrolled. Though a number
of these students may have simply made the choice to leave third-level education
in order to move onto what they perceive to be a better alternative, it remains that
the majority of students fail to complete third-level education without a conscious
decision to leave. This is a very worrying issue, and it is important to discover the
many reasons behind noncompletion so that adequate steps can be taken to combat
the problem.

International statistics show that on average, approximately a third of all students
who enroll in a third-level course fail to complete their studies and leave university
without graduating. Ireland is positioned toward the lower end of the scale, with
23% of third-level students failing to complete their higher education [12].

There are countless causes behind noncompletion at third-level institutions.
However, it has been identified that at a macro-level the causes for non-completion
include, for example, choosing unsuitable courses, the influence of financial se-
curity, and other personal circumstances. In some instances the attraction of the
buoyant labor market may encourage students to leave before completing their
courses and securing accreditation [12].

Another cause of noncompletion that was acknowledged was the issue of poor
study skills. The view was expressed that secondary school did not prepare stu-
dents for independent learning, required for third-level education. In second-level
education students studied because they were given homework, which on a regular
basis was assessed. Now, on entering third-level education, they failed to under-
stand that they should attend lectures and study for their own benefit and that
there would be nobody responsible to ensure that they worked consistently and
efficiently. The example was given of students demanding to know exactly what
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chapter of a book to read, or if a particular topic was going to be on the exam. Many
students were considered too nervous to speak up and contribute their opinions in
a discussion group. Also it was identified that while some students did not know
how to study outside of class, others did not have discipline. Some students had
difficulty taking notes, and since lecturing was a completely different method of
information delivery for them, they needed support and help in setting up a study
plan and developing techniques of learning [8].

The key purpose of higher education institutions is to facilitate learning, i.e.,
to deliver knowledge, which is to be learned by students. Learning, which can be
defined as the art and science of acquiring knowledge, is one of the most important
and unrecognized life skills in today’s society [15]. By recalling and applying
knowledge, acquired through learning, any demand or situation can be confronted
and many exciting opportunities created. Learning effectively is a skill that we
need to know throughout our lives, but it is rarely properly taught.

It is well recognized that students in higher education need to acquire and de-
velop effective study and interpersonal skills in order to be successful in their
study courses and after graduation [17, 18]. The greater need is when students
first arrive at university. At this stage, the majority are adjusting to their new
lifestyle as university students and to the freedom that is afforded by it. They
are suddenly faced with a radically different educational environment in terms of
the way in which knowledge is delivered and the amount of independent learn-
ing that is required. They often have little awareness of the way in which they
learn and tackle problems. To be successful in higher education, students must
develop the ability to examine their behavior and become more independent self-
learners [13]. On the other hand, it has been observed that many of the skills
needed by new students are the same as the transferable skills often missing in
graduates, such as communication skills [2, 6]. In fact, employers often prefer
graduates who show abilities to communicate with other people and to manage
time and work [2]. Therefore, the solution is to provide students with appropri-
ately delivered training in these skills at the very beginning of their university
education.

6.2.2 Study and Transferable Skills Needed

The importance and need for traditional study skills, which can be defined as an
assortment of skills specific to aiding students to successfully complete their ed-
ucation, such as note taking, researching and conducting a project, and revising
and completing exams, can too frequently be underestimated by students, partic-
ularly those who may benefit most from them. Also transferable skills, which to
some degree can be defined as life skills, that is, skills that can be applied outside
of the education sector in most or all professions, such as time management and
writing reports, are habitually unrecognized as skills that could be of great bene-
fit to students both during and beyond their third-level education. The following
subsections discuss in further detail the most common skills required by third-level
students to assist them in their studies.
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Note Taking

Adequate notes are a necessary adjunct to efficient study and learning in college
[27]. Many students in higher education lack the ability to take well-organized and
appropriate notes. They don’t realize that by taking clear, concise, and personal
notes they are concentrating on what must be learned. Notes help understanding,
as ideas are put into the student’s own words and diagrams.

Reading Effectively

In third-level education reading effectively is a skill that is essential in aiding
students to succeed in their studies. However, it is unfortunate that not every
student can read in the most effective way to understand a selected piece. It is
essential for students to acquire the ability to identify the purpose for reading a
particular piece and then choose the appropriate strategy to meet that purpose.

Writing Essays

Aside from exams, papers are probably the most popular means in third-level
education for evaluating students abilities and skills [25]. Given that fact, it is
important for students to be able to write well-researched and well-written essays.
However, many students find that they are unable to start essays, and others make
a start but find themselves unable to finish. Students simply don’t know how to
divide an essay into more manageable and less daunting components.

Researching and Conducting a Project

In third-level education students may be required to complete an extended piece of
coursework, project, dissertation, or thesis. No matter how successful the results of
the project, it will be evident that the completed project is lacking unless the student
can write up the research, analysis, and findings effectively [15]. A universal
difficulty for students when completing a project is that there appears to be no end
to the project. It is essential for students to develop the ability to judge where to
end their project so that it includes no loose ends, while ensuring that the project
isn’t too extensive.

Revising

Throughout a students educational life, testing will be an inevitable reality. The
key to exam preparation is that of revision. Revision can be separated into two
subcategories: concurrent revision and rapid revision.

Concurrent revision is that which occurs continuously throughout the college
year and is composed of four key sources:

� Lecture notes
� Questions and answers to past exam papers
� Background reading
� The students own understanding of the subject
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Rapid revision is carried out in the 24 hours before the exam and will ensure
the maximum use of short-term memory so that the student will peak on the day
of the exam. Rapid revision can be divided into three interrelated skills:

� Read over the revision notes created as a result of the concurrent revision.
� Engage and harmonize as many senses as possible during the review, that is, see

the notes, read the notes, hear the notes, etc.
� Use a shorthand writing technique.

Through good effective revision the student will be more confident of their
knowledge of the subject, and better prepared for the examination.

Preparing for Exams and Assessments

Along with the various written and oral assignments students are required to com-
plete during their course, they are also assessed by quizzes, tests, and examinations.
Many exams are as much a measure of the way the student studies—the student’s
ability to organize a mountain of material—as they are a measure of the student’s
knowledge of the material itself [9]. There are a number of ways in which a student
can better prepare for an exam:

� Begin revision early.
� Have all the equipment required for the exam packed and accounted for the night

before.
� Know the type of examination: multiple-choice, essay type, short answer type,

etc.

Time Management

Effective planning and time management is an essential skill required for stu-
dents completing third-level education. Using the time management skill correctly
and effectively enables students to function efficiently even in times of intense
pressure. Students are often inundated with essays, projects, lab assignments, and
various other assessments that can be very time-consuming, which, in addition
to constant course revision, can be very overwhelming for students and instill
a feeling of panic and anxiety, which is counterproductive. In higher education
institutions many students don’t know how to manage their workloads in the
time available to them so that they may achieve their highest potential in their
studies.

6.2.3 Importance of Study and Transferable Skills

Students at third-level institutions need to learn study skills. This is most important
when students are in their first year of higher-level education. It is at this stage that
the students will acquire methods that will be used to complete their study right
throughout their college experience. But students also have the added pressure
of adjusting to a new and exciting lifestyle. For the first time in their lives they
must become familiar with a freedom associated with living away from home
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and away from parental supervision. They are also faced with a radically different
educational system from what they were used to in their previous five or six years in
secondary education. Suddenly all the responsibility for their education is shifted
from secondary school teachers and parents to themselves. They are no longer told
what to do and when to do it. All decisions, right or wrong, now must be made by
themselves. These two factors, freedom and educational responsibility, often result
in students adopting inefficient methods of study, which unfortunately become a
pattern adopted right throughout their university education.

For this reason it is very important to bring to the attention of third-level students,
particularly when they first enter higher education, the need for and importance of
acquiring and developing various study and other transferable skills. If these skills
are introduced at this stage, then it may help them to acquire better study habits
that will enable them to study more effectively in less time.

College is a life experience and is as much about students discovering who they
are as it is about learning and acquiring knowledge. It is hoped that by helping
students to become more independent and effective self-learners that they may be
able to enjoy their college experience while getting the results that reflect not only
their effort but also their ability.

6.2.4 Approaches Currently Employed in Higher
Education to Train Study Skills

Higher education institutions have three central approaches for the development of
study and transferable skills of the students: (1) the inclusion of special modules
as part of the course curriculum, (2) optional extracurricular classes/workshops
made available to students, and (3) the provision of written and other multimedia
materials that are usually made available by university information centers [2].
Each of these study skills training approaches is discussed in further detail in the
following subsections.

Special Modules as Part of the Course Curriculum

This method of delivering study skills and other transferable skills training entails
creating a module dedicated to the teaching of the various skills considered of great
importance to the students in their university education and beyond. It is preferable
that these modules be included as part of the students’ first-year curriculum, but this
may not always be the case. The study skills module is a typical lecture scenario
in which students attend lectures on various topics such as time management, note
taking, effective reading, etc. from one or more lecturers. Students are also required
to complete assignments and most often a final exam in order to receive credit for
the module.

Unfortunately, this method has one major limitation. These modules are gener-
ally unrelated to the students’ main discipline of study and for this reason it may
have the effect of reducing students’ motivation to attend and complete the module
satisfactorily.
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Extracurricular Classes/Workshops

Extracurricular classes/workshops are another approach for the delivery of study
skills training used in higher education institutions. This method is somewhat
comparable to the previous method discussed—special modules incorporated as
part of the course curriculum—in that the classes/workshops are presented in
lectures on the various subjects that comprise the field of study and transferable
skills. Conversely, the difference is that these classes/workshops are voluntary;
therefore, it is up to the students’ discretion whether to attend.

Unfortunately, a few limitations to this method can also be identified. Often
these training methods are viewed by many students as being remedial and hence
if voluntary are not attended, particularly by those who could benefit from them.
Also, as there is no recognition for the completion of these classes/workshops,
there is little or no motivation for students to sacrifice their personal time in order
to attend. Finally, the lack of flexibility and the poor scheduling of these additional
courses often contribute to their poor attendance [2].

The Provision of Written and Other Multimedia Materials

The last skills delivery approach used in third-level education institutions is the
provision of written and other multimedia materials. Many colleges and universities
produce booklets, create various multimedia material such as audiocassettes and
videos, and develop Web sites in order to make available to their students study
skills training resources. It is then up to the students’ discretion if they have a
problem with some area of study to find the information from one of these resources
to aid them in acquiring and developing the study skills they lack.

As with the proceeding approaches discussed, there are a number of shortcom-
ings associated with this study skills training method. If a detailed booklet or any
other similar resource were to be compiled, it would contain a mountain of infor-
mation, all of which would be relevant. But many of the resources produced are
mere summaries of each of the skills, omitting a great deal of the detail. Another
shortcoming encountered with this method is the generalization of the material.
When acquiring and developing their study skills, students must adopt and person-
alize their own methods, which is very difficult to achieve when faced with very
general information.

6.2.5 Study Skills Training: Limitations
of Current Approaches

As is evident from the preceding discussion, some type of a study skills develop-
ment resource is necessary to aid students in acquiring and developing these skills.
The various approaches for study skills training adopted by colleges and univer-
sities worldwide were discussed. Although these methods fit the requirement of
delivering study and transferable skills training, they have a number of limitations
that needed to be addressed.
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Four major limitations were identified from the above methods:

1. The training modules are viewed by some students as remedial and hence, if
voluntary, not attended by those who may benefit from them [2].

2. As the courses/materials are seen as being unrelated to the student’s main dis-
cipline of study, it may have the effect of reducing the student’s motivation.

3. The lack of flexibility and the poor scheduling of these additional courses often
contribute to their poor attendance.

4. Research has shown that effective skills training is difficult to achieve be-
cause students must adopt and personalize their own study skills and meth-
ods. Study skills cannot be taught to students by conventional teaching us-
ing a set of established procedures, which can be reproduced for examination
purposes.

To overcome the above issues it was proposed to provide a flexible study skills
training system that is facilitated by a technology-based learning environment
[10]. The system described in this report, called the “Skills SuperStore,” has been
designed and developed to be used as an interactive self-learning tool to aid students
in acquiring and developing study and other transferable skills in conjunction with
existing skills learning resources.

6.3 The Way Forward and a Solution

To determine how to achieve study skills training, what it should entail and the
requirements of the target system, a viability study was conducted at the University
of Limerick. The aim of this study was to gather as much information as possible
to assist in determining the appropriate features of the system, such as required
architecture, functionality, services, and means of delivery. The study was effected
by two means:

1. Investigating and evaluating a number of approaches employed by various
higher education institutions to facilitate study skills training.

2. Conducting voluntary surveys of students and academic staff from various de-
partments, courses, and disciplines. The purpose of these surveys is to identify
problems, needs, and potential solutions regarding students’ personal study
habits and requirements.

6.3.1 Investigation of Current Approaches

The first part of the viability study was an investigation and evaluation of the various
methods employed by higher education institutions worldwide for the provision of
study and other transferable skills training. These approaches have already been
discussed in detail in section 6.2.4.
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6.3.2 Surveys and Analysis

The second element, which affected the viability study, was the survey of students
and academic staff from various departments, courses, and disciplines.

The Student Survey

A voluntary survey of 150 students—86 males and 64 females—from various de-
partments, courses, and disciplines was conducted in our institution. The majority
of the surveyed students were in their first year of studies, but second-, third-, and
fourth-year students were also included. The survey consisted of a questionnaire
with the purpose of highlighting problems, needs, and potential solutions regard-
ing study skills, personal habits, and requirements. The questionnaire contained
30 multichoice questions categorized according to the following three areas:

� Lack of certain study/learning skill(s)
� Personal study habits
� Potential solutions and preferred training means

Analysis of the Student Survey

The responses on the student survey gave a good indication of the many problems
faced by students when they study and also highlighted a number of methods
employed to successfully aid them in overcoming these problems.

For the first category, the questions were designed to evaluate which study skills
students find difficult to acquire and develop. Using the format of “Do you have
problems with . . . ,” the questions highlighted nine different study skills ranging
from note taking to planning and time management. Our findings regarding this
category are summarized in Table 6.1, where the percentages of students who
specified difficulty with the various study skills are given. The table shows that
48% of the surveyed students indicated that they experience problems with effective
planning and time management. Conversely, only 8% feel they have difficulty with
taking notes in lectures.

TABLE 6.1. Study requirements survey—areas of difficulty

Area of difficulty Percentage

Effective planning and time management 48
Reading effectively 18
Learning blockages 12
Note taking 8
Writing reports and essays 18
Researching and conducting a project 26
Understanding course material 24
Revising 32
Preparing for exams 24
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From the analysis of the students’ feedback concerning the second category
of questions, personal study habits, it was possible to identify some of the causes
behind the problems faced by students with various study skills. For example, it was
discovered that 50% of the surveyed students usually study in environments that
lack adequate resources and are prone to distractions. Another question concerning
amount of time spent studying showed that the majority of students (64%) think
that 5 or fewer hours per week on average is adequate. Also, when asked whether
students prefer to study individually or in groups, the majority preferred individual
study.

The last category of questions were designed to gather information on the most
effective way of helping students in developing their study skills. One question
asked about preferred methods to receive adequate training in study skills, with
choices such as workshops, modules included within the curriculum, an on-line
system, audio/video material, etc. From this it was discovered that 60% of the
students surveyed preferred the on-line system. The audio/video option proved to
be the least popular.

The Academic Staff Survey

The second of the two surveys conducted at the University of Limerick as part
of the viability study was the academic staff survey. This voluntary survey was
composed of approximately 20 questions with the purpose of acquiring some of the
information obtained by academic staff from years of lecturing experience about
third-level student study habits and some advice on how students can optimize
these study skills.

Approximately 50 lecturers from various departments, courses, and disciplines
were surveyed.

Analysis of the Academic Survey

From responses to questions such as: For each contact hour, how many hours
a week of self-study do you advise your students to complete? and What solution
would you suggest to help students avoid cramming? etc., it was possible to achieve
two functions: first, to make a comparison to responses from the students’ survey
to determine the differences between the typical student and the ideal student, and
second, to guide the content and the structure of the study skills module to be
created for the target system.

6.3.3 Pedagogical Underpinning of the Skills
SuperStore System

Based on the findings of our viability study and numerous other research projects
worldwide into learning and study skills training, it was decided to adopt and
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integrate the following educational concepts in the target on-line study skills train-
ing system:

� Student-centered learning/reflective learning
� Interactive delivery
� Accommodation of learning styles
� Personalization of content delivery to meet individual students’ needs and expe-

riences
� Collaborative peer-assisted learning

The facilitation by the Skills SuperStore of each of the above educational con-
cepts is discussed in the subsequent sections.

Student-Centered Learning/Reflective Learning

Students need to become independent and lifelong learners. In fact from research,
it has been found that employers want graduates who accept responsibility for their
own learning and their own personal and professional development [16].

The role of developing independent lifelong learners has become one of the main
missions of third-level education institutions. To achieve this mission, however,
it is essential to shift learning from the traditional teacher-centered approach to a
more student-centered learning approach. By definition, student-centered learning
is where students are given more control over the subject matter to be learned, how
they learn the material, and the pace of their study.

In keeping with this desired outcome, the Skills SuperStore system accom-
modates student-centered learning through the delivery of interactive study skills
modules that encourage students to reflect on past experiences, thus becoming
active participants in their learning and taking more responsibility for their learn-
ing outcomes (Fig. 6.1). These study skills modules offered by the system enable
the student to direct the delivery of the module content based on their selection
to the interactive activities. Following a section that presents information on a
specific topic, an interactive page is encountered that asks a question related to
the previous section of the module. This question encourages students to reflect
on their own personal experiences in relation to the topic presented and make the
appropriate selection according to their experience, which in turn determines the
material content to be presented next.

Taking as an example the time management study skills module, the student
encounters a section on motivation. This section first presents some general infor-
mation on motivation and the different categories motivation falls under, for ex-
ample, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Following these information
pages, students encounter a multiple-choice interactive page inquiring into what
motivated them to choose their course of study. This question encourages them to
think back to when they selected their degree course. Their selection determines
whether their choice was motivated by intrinsic factors or extrinsic factors and
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Career
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Motivation in College

What influenced you decision to choose your course of study?

Extrinsic motivation
feedback

Intrinsic motivation
feedback

Parents Number of credits Liked the area

How to exploit extrinsic
motivation

How to exploit intrinsic
motivation

FIGURE 6.1. Student-centered learning via reflective learning and interactivity pages.

provides the appropriate feedback. This methodology continues throughout the
module.

This approach enables students to direct the module material, making it more
specific to their desired learning outcomes, and also as no one is setting the pace
(as in the case of the teacher-centered approach), they can go as quickly or as
slowly as they desire in order to complete the module.

Learning Styles

A vast amount of research has been carried out into learning psychology: how
students learn, how to facilitate learning more effectively, etc. New and interesting
information is being continually uncovered. Many of the results found underlie the
content delivery approaches employed by various learning environments to deliver
content to be learned more efficiently and more effectively.

One such research study identified that students of third-level education are
characterized by different learning styles. Students have a prodivity for a pre-
ferred method of receiving information, and they tend to achieve understanding of
this information at different rates. The research found that students whose learn-
ing styles match the teaching styles of their lecturers achieve better results than
those whose learning styles are mismatched with the lecturers’ teaching style
[19].
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This teaching style/learning style mismatch has some serious consequences for
students. It has been found that students whose learning style is mismatched with
their lecturers teaching style generally feel as if the information is delivered in
a foreign language, receive lower grades than their counterparts whose learning
styles are a better match with the lecturers’ teaching styles, and generally fail to
develop an interest in the course content.

In our everyday lives we use our senses to gather information about the envi-
ronment around us. However, some of us employ one sense more than others. The
main senses employed to gather and absorb information are as follows:

� Visual
� Auditory
� Reading/writing
� Kinesthetic

To assist third-level students in identifying their preferred learning style so
that they will be more aware of how they acquire knowledge and information, it
was decided to include some form of learning style assessment. To achieve this
the visual, aural, reading/writing, kinesthetic (VARK) system, created by Neil
Flemming, was incorporated into the “Skills SuperStore” study skills training
environment.

This assessment, by asking a series of questions, will determine from the users’
input the learning style they employ in their everyday lives, thus highlighting their
preferred learning style. Once students have completed the VARK questionnaire,
they are then provided with further information on their preferred learning style
and how they can employ it more effectively in their study and learning.

In addition to the learning styles assessment, the study skills modules offered by
the Skills SuperStore system includes video and audio files so that students who
have identified their preferred learning style as visual or auditory can use these
files instead of, or in conjunction with, the typical method of completing the study
skills modules, that is, reading. This is to assist them to acquire and retain the
information being presented more effectively and efficiently. An added advantage
of this system’s functionality is that it encourages the student to break away from
the traditional methods of study and learning and to use whatever methods and
approaches are necessary to succeed in college and as practicing graduates.

Personalization of the Module Material to Meet Each
Students’ Problems and Needs

This educational approach, which underlies the Skills SuperStore system, is in-
cluded to overcome the problem found in other study skills training approaches,
that is, that study skills cannot be taught using conventional methods. Each student
needs to personalize the material so as to address one’s own personal problems and
needs. To illustrate how the system achieves the above goal, a run-through of the
system operation for the student will now be presented, highlighting in particular
the content delivery of the study skills modules.
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On commencing a session of the Skills SuperStore system, students are first
asked whether they are a new or returning user of the system. If they are new to
the system, they are required to register such information as name, ID, password,
etc. to be stored in the system user database table, by selecting the register option.
This facilitates the user personalization of the system; that is, the system will know
who is using the system at any given time, what modules they have completed,
their preferred learning style if they completed the VARK questionnaire, etc. If
previously registered users are commencing a session with the system, they will
be requested to log onto the system. This facilitates a customized and authorized
access to the system based on the category of user as identified by their ID.

Once students have successfully registered or logged onto the system, they
will be directed to the student menu page. This page provides students with four
different options that they can select from:

� The “Introduction to Learning Skills” tutorial
� The “How to Use” tutorial
� The module index
� The resource center

On the first use of the system the student is asked to first complete the “Intro-
duction to Learning Skills” tutorial and the “How to Use” tutorial to obtain the
optimum use of the system. The “Introduction to Learning Skills” tutorial is a
short introductory tutorial that provides a brief overview of the importance and
benefits of acquiring various study and other transferable skills. The “How to Use”
tutorial goes through the structure of the system, all the features and facilities that
the system offers to students to ensure that they are able to use the system to its
optimum potential.

Once students have completed both tutorials, they can then select the module
index option. A page that lists all the modules offered to the users by the system
is displayed. Students select the module they wish to complete.

The purpose of these modules is to encourage students to examine their own
approaches to study and apply the methods suggested by the modules to build
on and develop their existing skills. Each of the modules offered by the “Skills
SuperStore” system to students will have one skill for the student to acquire and
develop. As each student’s study approach is different, that is, no two students have
the same style of learning, a module that simply provides general information about
the study skill is not sufficient. For this reason the modules were required to be
customizable for each individual user. Student are guided through the module in
response to their personal needs and habits. This is achieved via the interactivity
pages incorporated into the module.

Students select a module they wish to complete in order to acquire and develop a
specific skill they feel they lack proficiency with. As with all the available modules,
they will initially encounter a number of general overview pages that provide a
brief description of the study skill they wish to acquire or develop. However, at
some point the module needs to branch off to enable students customize the module
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to accommodate their own personal problems and needs. This is achieved through
interactive pages. There are four types of interactive pages included in the Skills
SuperStore study skills modules:

� Matching
� Picture selection
� Multiple choice
� True or false

The answers or selections made by students in an interactive page determine in
what direction they will be directed through the module.

By way of example, consider the study skills module “Time Management.”
When students select to complete this module, they are first presented with a num-
ber of general overview pages providing information such as an introduction into
the importance and need for good time management, why it is necessary to manage
your time, studying smarter and not harder, etc. However, there comes a point when
the module content needs to be customized to deal specifically with the student’s
personal problems and needs. This is where interactive activities are essential. As
an example in the time management module, following the general introduction
pages, students are asked if they are genuinely interested in the majority of the
modules that comprise their study course. The selection of the student user will
determine what comes next in the module. Continuing on from the given exam-
ple, if students selected the “No” option, they would encounter another interactive
activity page inquiring as to what influenced their decision to enroll in their study
course, and so on. The more interactive pages encountered one after another, the
more specific the information becomes in relation to the student’s personal situa-
tion. The module will then continue on through the module requiring the student
to make various choices along the way so as to direct the module on a personal
level (Fig. 6.2).

It should also be noted here that following successful commencement of a Skills
SuperStore session, students have access to a number of other features, such as
a search feature, a discussion forum, etc. that will assist them to use the system
and in particular to acquire and develop required study skills more effectively and
efficiently.

Collaborative Peer-Assisted Learning

Many of the problems faced by third-level students in relation to study skills
have already been encountered and overcome by other students. Accordingly,
as an alternative to students with a specific study or transferable skills problem
searching through masses of somewhat relevant material, it would save them time
and needless effort if they could just ask their peers for help. These other students
could then supply solutions and suggestions that can be read through and employed
as required. It was decided to include a collaborative peer-assisted learning function
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FIGURE 6.2. Example of Study Skills modules and their interactivity.

in the Skills SuperStore system in the form of a discussion forum to facilitate the
above requirement.

Underlying the discussion forum feature is the idea of collaborative peer-assisted
learning. One of the great advantages of this theory is that it works in two ways.
Contributing students who are explaining a method, concept, approach, etc. are
reinforcing their knowledge and deepening their understanding of the material
being presented. On the other hand, those who are recipient students, receiving
information from their peers, are benefiting from reviewing important material that
they couldn’t fully comprehend in a very simple way, which their peers adopted
in order for them to understand the material in the first place.

The purpose of the discussion forum is to enable students to post (anonymously)
any problems or solutions to problems they may have experienced in terms of
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FIGURE 6.3. Architecture of the Skills SuperStore system as seen by a student user.

study skills. It also enables them to look at the various problems other students
have encountered and subsequently posted, and as a result critically assess their
personal approaches to various study situations and possibly share any ideas they
feel might assist others in overcoming their posted problems.

6.3.4 System Requirements and Initial Architecture

Based on the findings of the viability study, it was decided that an on-line computer-
based interactive study skills training system would best serve the collective
students’ needs and preferences.

To facilitate future expansion and developments of the system, a design-for-
scalability approach has been adopted in the design and development of the Skills
SuperStore system. Based on this approach, the system has been divided into two
layers, (Fig. 6.3).

a. A front-end layer consisting of a number of static and dynamic pages to provide
the following:
� A registration and log-on page, which facilitates a customized and authorized
access to the system based on the category of user as identified by ID.

� The Skills SuperStore user customized main page, which contains links to
the main section of the system.

The front-end layer of the system also provides access to other complementary
services and features offered by the system to different users. For the student
user this includes a discussion forum, a search feature, and a feedback feature.
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To the administrator users, access to authoring tools is made available via this
layer.

b. A system database: the purpose of the database is to store the material, which
assembles the various Skills SuperStore modules. This enables the customiza-
tion of the module content to suit each student’s requirements of the specified
module. It also enables easy maintenance, and retrieval and updating of ma-
terial associated with current and future study skills modules. In line with the
scalability approach of the systems configuration, the system provides a set of
templates for creating and adding new modules. Currently, the system offers
the following interactive study skills modules:
� Time Management
� Learning from Lectures
� Reading More Effectively
� Preparing for Assessment
� Researching an Assignment

Modules’ material has been adapted from a number of specialized references
and Web-sites. Each module in the system provides students with an opportunity
to evaluate their study habits and develop a particular study skill in a way that
would improve their learning, retaining, and application of knowledge.

The database also holds and facilitates the user-controlled accessmechanismand
all administrative resources (Fig. 6.4). The purpose of the administrative resources
is to enable the maintenance, updating, and creation of modules.

Administration

Create a Page/
Module

Display a
Page

Delete a Page/
Module

Modify a
Page/Module

Module
Template

DATABASE

FIGURE 6.4. Architecture of the Skills SuperStore system as seen by an administrator user.
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6.4 System Design and Development

The development process forWeb applications is the same as that used for software
development (Fig. 6.5). It is an iterative process composed of six stages:

1. Requirements gathering. Determines what the system should do, any input that
may be required, and what output would be expected.

2. Analysis. Creates a model of the various components that comprise the system
by examining the requirements of the system.

3. Design. Refines the results of the analysis phase until a model is generated that
is realizable in software.

4. Implementation. The process of writing code and thus realizing the target sys-
tem.

5. Test and evaluation. Evaluates the operation of each prototype, returning to
analysis and design if more work is required.

6. Deployment. Delivering the system.

Web applications, like other software intensive systems are typically represented
by a set of models: use case model, implementation model, deployment model,
security model, and so forth. An additional model that is used exclusively by Web
systems is the site map, an abstraction of the Web pages and navigation rates
throughout the system [4].

Therefore, to create a model of the target environment, it was decided to employ
the Unified Modeling Language (UML). The UML provides a visual modeling
language that enables system builders to create blueprints that capture their visions
in a standard, easy-to-understand way, and provides a mechanism to effectively
share and communicate these designs with others [1]. The UML is not sufficient
to represent the components that comprise a Web application. Fortunately, an

Requirements

Analysis

Implementation

Design

Deployment

Test

Evaluation

Initial Planning

FIGURE 6.5. Iterative Process [4].
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extension mechanism was created in order to correctly demonstrate the relevant
semantics of a Web application using UML.

The remainder of this chapter discusses in detail each of the phases of the
iterative process used in the development of the Skills SuperStore system.

6.4.1 Requirements Gathering

The first stage in the development of the Web application is that of requirements
gathering. The purpose of this process is to break the target system into smaller,
more manageable components by determining what functions the target system
will facilitate. Adopting the role of potential system users and envisioning what
tasks they would complete when using the system and what steps are involved in
implementing these tasks achieves this. The results of this stage will be a series
of clear and concise definitions of the requirements of the system. In carrying out
this stage, it is important to bear in mind the following three issues [14]:

� Each requirement should be clear and concise.
� A requirement statement should focus on one point.
� Every requirement must be verifiable.

Based on the above, the first step in the requirements gathering stage of the
Skills SuperStore system development was to identify the potential stakeholders
of the system. Two different categories were identified, as indicated in Fig. 6.6:

� The student user
� The administrator user

Services to each category of user were also identified. For example, a student
user needs to be able to register and log onto the system, view selectedmodules, and
use the various facilities offered by the system to interact with any of the available
skills modules. On the other hand, administrator users were given privileges of
being able to log onto the system and have access to the maintenance features in
order to maintain both the user information and study skills modules.

Documenting clear and concise requirements of the system that are agreed to by
developers and the potential end users of the system ensures that there is a focus,
preventing any discrepancies of the end product between what has been developed
and what is expected by the system users.

6.4.2 Analysis

The analysis phase is the process of looking at the requirements, which were deter-
mined from the viability study discussed in the previous section, and determining
the classes and the class relations, which are required in order to build a model
of the system. The analysis phase identifies the classes needed by the program
and works out how objects of these classes send each other messages in order
to perform the tasks identified by the requirements, which is termed the dynamic
behavior.
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FIGURE 6.6. System users and requirements.

The goal of the analysis stage is to illustrate the functionality of the system
requirements so that they may be realized in software, without yet taking into
consideration the architecture of the system. The result of the analysis stage is
a preliminary mapping of the required behavior onto the structural elements—
classes and collaborations—in the system [14].

When completing the analysis stage of the Skills SuperStore Web application
development a three-step process was employed:

� Use-case modeling: demonstrates the relationship between the actors (i.e., sys-
tem users) and the use cases (i.e., system requirements).

� Class modeling: demonstrates the classes of the system, their interrelationships,
and the operation and attributes of each of the classes.

� Dynamic modeling: demonstrates the actions performed by or to each class to
facilitate system requirements.

The process of the analysis stage is iterative. On each iteration the resulting
models are refined, inserting additional detail to demonstratemore accurate system
functionality.

Use-Case Modeling

The purpose of the use-case-diagram is to illustrate how the system should function
from the perspective of the system’s users. It has the benefit of assisting the system
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FIGURE 6.7. View module use case.

analyst in developing an understanding of how the system should operate ideally
without needing to know how it achieved it technically.

Within the framework of UML styles [1], the use-casemodeling is often used to:

� Provide an overview of all or part of the usage requirements for a system or
organization in the form of an essential model or a business model,

� Communicate the scope of a development project, and
� Model the analysis of the usage requirements in the form of a system use-case
model.

A use-case diagram consists of two main components: actors, which symbolize
the roles the users can play, and the use cases, which symbolize what the users
should be able to do with the system. Each system requirement identified from
the requirements gathering stage of the system development maps onto a use-
case diagram. These use-case diagrams depict the steps involved in fulfilling a
system requirement. As way of illustrating this point, Figure 6.7 depicts the View
Module system requirement. This use-case diagram depicts the steps involved in
accomplishing the specified requirement and how these individual steps relate to
each other.

The complete collection of use cases, actors, and diagrams form a use-case
model, see Fig. 6.8.

The use-case model illustrates the basic design of the Web application without
showing the dynamic behavior required to facilitate each system requirement. To
illustrate the dynamic behavior of the system, interaction diagrams are required
(sequence, collaboration, and activity diagrams).

On the initial iteration of the analysis phase and in particular the requirements,
gathering stage, a general use-case model was rendered. Following this and on
each subsequent iteration the use-case model was refined and further divided into
smaller, more manageable components.
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FIGURE 6.8. Use-case model.

Class Modeling

Class modeling is another activity that is done when the use cases near completion.
Class diagrams identify the class structure of a system, indicating the properties
and methods of each class. Also depicted are the various relationships that can
exist between classes, such as an inheritance relationship. The class diagram is
the main diagram in any UML model. It is used throughout the project from
first-cut object analysis through to implementation. It provides the main reference
point for discussion, review, and communication of the static structure of the
system.

Class diagrams are used to [1]:

� Explore domain concepts in the form of a domain model,
� Analyze requirements in the form of a conceptual/analysis model, and
� Depict the detailed design of object-oriented or object-based software.

For class modeling, which is the generation of the class diagram, the classes and
their attributes must first be extracted. Once this has been achieved they must then
be represented using an entity relationship diagram, see Fig. 6.9. To determine the
classes and their attributes and functions, they must be determined from the use
cases and their scenarios. There are two approaches to classmodeling: noun extrac-
tion and CRC classes. For the purpose of the development of the Skills SuperStore
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system, itwasdecided to employ thenounextractionmethod.Thismethodhas three
stages:

� Stage one: Concise problem definition
◦ Define the product in a single sentence.

� Provide study and transferable skills modules along with various comple-
mentary services to assist in the acquisition of these skills; also provided are
administrative features to maintain the system and its users profiles.

� Stage two: Informal strategy
◦ Incorporate constraints; express results in a single paragraph.

� User logs into the Skills SuperStore system. This authenticates the user as
a specific user type: student or administrator. Based on the type of user, a
main menu will be displayed; for example, if a student user logs on, then the
studentmainmenuwill be displayed.From themainmenu the student user can
select one of the following: “How to Use the System” module, “Introduction
to Skills SuperStore”module, resource page, or themodule index page, which
provides a list of skills modules available to the student user. Students can
also select one of the complementary services available to them to assist them
in completing the skills modules: Discussion forum, Search service, and the
Feedback service. The administrative user can maintain both the modules
and the system user profiles.

� Stage three: Formalize the strategy
◦ Identify nouns in the informal strategy.

� Database, Feedback service, Search service, Discussion forum, menus, mod-
ules, and administrative services.

Classes identified from the analysis stage of the Skills SuperStore Web appli-
cation development can be divided into three types:

� Boundary objects: the interface between the actor and the system. Instances of
these objects are typically entry screens or special user-interface controls. In
Web applications these may represent whole Web pages.

� Entry objects: things described in the use case but that will outlast it.
� Control objects: system activities that can often be named. Control objects direct
the activities of the entity and interface object [4, 5].

Dynamic Modeling

Following on from the use-case modeling and class modeling, the next step in
the analysis phase of the target system is to demonstrate the dynamic behavior of
the user requirements. This is achieved by illustrating the use-case scenarios with
sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams.

UML sequence diagrams are a dynamicmodeling technique. They document the
interaction between classes to achieve a result, such as a use case. These diagrams
express the interaction behavior between the actor and the system, with a special
emphasis on the time line [4]. The sequence diagram lists objects horizontally and
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FIGURE 6.9. Class diagram for Skills SuperStore system. () represents methods/operations
of the object. [] indicates that the attribute is an array.

the time vertically, and models the communications between objects, known as
messages, over time. Sequence diagrams are typically used to [1]:

� Validate and flesh out the logic of use cases and their scenarios.
� Explore the design of the system as they enable the analyst to visually step
through invocation of the operations defined by the classes.

� Detect bottleneckswithin an object-oriented design, by looking atwhatmessages
are being sent to an object, and by looking at evidence where changes need to be
made to the design of the system in order to distribute the load within the system.

� Indicate which classes in the application are going to be complex.
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On the first iteration of the analysis process, the sequence diagrams will only
depict the dynamic behavior of a use case (i.e., a system requirement) between
the two principal players involved in the use case, namely the system user and the
target system. The system user is represented as a stick figure placed at the top left
corner of the diagram, and the system object is represented as a rectangle placed
at the top right corner of the diagram. Extending downward from both the system
user and the target system representations is a line that represents the object time
line. The top of this line is the beginning of the scenario and the bottom is the
end. Once all this is depicted, the next step is to place the scenario in the diagram.
Each individual step that comprises the scenario is entered separately, beginning
with the first step entered at the top of the lifeline and ending with the last step
entered at the bottom of the lifeline. A message sent from one object to another
(i.e., from the system user to the target system and vice versa) is represented with
an arrow moving from the calling object to the responding object. For example,
if the system user inputted some data to the system, an arrow being drawn from
the system user’s lifeline to the target system lifeline would represent this. The
messages are ordered sequentially from top to bottom and numbered for clarity
as well. (See Figure 6.10 for an example of a sequence diagram in the analysis
phase.)

UML collaboration diagrams, like UML sequence diagrams, are used to explore
the dynamic nature of the software. Collaboration diagrams show themessage flow
between objects in a Web application and imply the basic association (relation-
ships) between classes. Collaboration diagrams are often used to [1]:

� Provide a bird’s-eye view of a collection of collaborating objects, particularly
within a real-time environment.

� Allocate functionality to classes by exploring the behavioral aspects of a system.
� Model the logic of the implementation of a complex operation, particularly one
that interacts with a large number of other objects.

� Explore the roles that objects take within a system, as well as the different
relationships they are involved with in those roles.

As already mentioned on the first iteration of the analysis phase of the Skills
SuperStore Web application development, the sequence and collaboration dia-
grams depicted interaction of just the principal players of the use-case scenario,
that is, the system user and the target system. On each subsequent iteration of the
analysis phase, these interaction diagrams are elaborated by adding other structural
elements determined from the class model.

From the class model various different classes were identified that can be placed
into one of three categories [4, 5]:

� Boundary objects
� Entry objects
� Control objects

For the design and development of the Skills SuperStore Web application, only
boundary objects and control objects are of interest. During the design phase
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FIGURE 6.10. Sequence diagram for the view module scenario.

boundary objects generally map to HTML pages, while control objects map to
the server-side activities of the dynamic Web pages. Each of these objects should
focus on a singular functionality. If an object has more than one functionality, it
can become overloaded and difficult to build and perhaps even unreadable by basic
client browsers.
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FIGURE 6.11. Refined sequence diagram for the view module scenario (analysis).

The sequence and collaboration diagrams that result from these iterations of
the analysis phase will depict the interaction between the various objects required
to realize a use-case scenario. Figure 6.11 provides an example of a sequence
diagram created at this stage of the analysis phase, and Figure 6.12 is an example
of a collaboration diagram.

6.4.3 Design

The major inputs of the design phase in the development of the Skills SuperStore
system is the analysis model, which resulted from the analysis phase, and the
architecture of the target system. The purpose of this phase is to refine the results
of the analysis phase to the point where code can be written.

In addition to elaborating the classes and collaborations, design activities include
[4]:

� Partitioning objects into tiers, such as client, server, and so on.
� Separating and defining user interfaces, or Web pages.

As with any Web application, one of the main components of the Skills Super-
Store system is Web pages. The purpose of Web pages is twofold. First, it is via
Web pages that the user interface of the system, that is, the study skills module,
search engine, discussion forum, etc., is displayed to the users, and second, they
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FIGURE 6.12. Collaboration diagram for the view module scenario (analysis).

contain the functionality that make possible these services offered by the system.
For this reason it is of great importance to accurately represent Web pages in the
design model alongside the other components that comprise the rest of the model

However, due to the nature of dynamic Web pages, it is difficult to represent
Web pages accurately with UML in the design model. The problem occurs when
a Web page is encountered that has dual functionality, that is, it contains code that
interacts with resources on a server and then when sent to the client as a completed
interface contains additional code that is executed on the client. For example, in the
Skills SuperStore system, when a module is selected by a student to be completed,
a page is called that first interacts with the database to request the data required to
display the module, and then determines what type of page template is necessary
for the first page of the module. It then concludes by building the required page to
be displayed on the client browser. This page contains both server-side script, that
is, interacting with the database and determining the template to be displayed, and
client-side script, that is, the actual building of the page template to be displayed
on the client Web browser.

To model these Web pages more accurately, an extension to UML is expressed
in terms of stereotypes, tagged values, and constraints. A brief definition of each
of these elements is as follows:

� Stereotype: an extension of the vocabulary of the language. A stereotype allows
us to attach a new semantic meaning to a model element.

� Tagged value: an extension of a property of a model element. A tagged value is
the definition of a new property that can be associated with a model element.

� Constraints: an extension of the semantics of the language. A constraint is a rule
that defines how the model can be put together [4].
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When an extension to the UML is included in a model, it must begin with a
description followed by a list and description of all the stereotypes, tagged values,
and constraints of the extension. The rules used to determine whether a model is
semantically consistent with itself must also be included.

In the Skills SuperStore Web application, objects can reside exclusively on the
server, e.g., container objects, the client, input validation objects, and specialized
user interface widgets. It is complex behaviors such as these that make modeling
truly invaluable.

Another role of the design phase is to define each of the individual Web pages
that comprise theWeb application. This activity was achieved by determiningWeb
pages and what relationships exist between them and with objects of the system. In
this activity, the system objects in the sequence diagrams created during analysis
evolved into objects and Web pages [4].

Once the functionality of eachWeb page was identified and its relationship with
other components of the Web application had been uncovered, the next step was
to commence designing the individual Web pages themselves. This was achieved
by identifying the operations and attributes of each of the server pages.

6.4.4 Implementation

Following the analysis and design phases of the iterative prototyping comes the
implementation phase. The implementation phase is the process of writing the
code that realizes the target system. The steps involved in the implementation
phase include:

� Mapping the design into code and components
� Unit testing
� Reverse engineering

The principal goal of the implementation phase is to convert the results of the
design phase into executable code. As each individual Web page component is
completed, it is tested to ensure that it executes as specified by its requirements.
Finally, it is necessary to reverse engineer any code changes that affect components
in the model. This is important as once the actual system and the model get out of
synch, the model’s ability to answer questions about the system is limited. At this
stage reverse engineeringmaybe the simple act ofmanually updating themodel [4].

The first stage in the implementation phase, even before the coding commenced,
is to decide what programming languages to use in order to build the target system.
Inmaking this decision it is important to consider each potential programming lan-
guage, for example, active server pages (asp), JSP, servlets, hypertext preprocessor
(php), etc., in relation to [21]:

� Browser/platform compatibility
� Speed of execution/delivery
� Development time
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� Features
◦ Is there a need for enterprise interface widgets and functionality?
◦ Does it require multithreading?
◦ Does it require network programming like manipulation of sockets?

� Maintainability

Taking into consideration the above guidelines it was decided that the JavaServer
Pages (JSP) technology would be employed to program the code for the Skills
SuperStore Web application [23].

JavaServer Pages are a third-generation solution that enables quite easy integra-
tion with some second-generation solutions, such as CGI and servlets, enabling
the creation of dynamic content and easing the creation of Web applications that
work with a variety of other technologies: Web servers, Web browsers, etc. [22].

JavaServer Page technology is the integration of HTML, XML, and small pieces
of Java code to enable the creation of dynamic Web pages. This is achieved in
such a way that the dynamic code, such as business logic (middle and back-
end tiers), is kept separate from front-end presentation code. When compiled,
the JSP page is converted to a servlet, which is executed on the Web server and
results in the creation of a modified Web page to be displayed on the requesting
client Web browser. This application logic may involve JavaBeans, Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC) objects, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB), and Remote Method
Invocation (RMI) objects, all of which can be easily accessed from a JSP page. It is
a great rapid application development (RAD) approach to Web applications [20].
JSP technology is being used everywhere on the Web including on-line airline
reservation systems, banking systems, and shopping [3].

When a JSP page is called, it is compiled (by the JSP engine) into a Java servlet.
At this point the servlet is handled by the servlet engine just like any other servlet.
The servlet engine then loads the servlet class (using a class loader) and executes
it to create dynamic HTML to be sent to the browser as shown in Figure 6.13.

In terms of the Skills SuperStore Web application, there are two components
that are of great importance for the operation of the system:

� Forms
� Databases

Forms are necessary to enable the users of the system to interact with the system
itself. In the Skills SuperStore system it is through forms that students customize
the module to suit their own personal problems and needs. The JSP code takes the
user input data, performs manipulations on this input, determines what material
will be presented next, and delivers this required material to be displayed by the
client browser.

The second of the two components, which facilitate the dynamic aspect of the
Skills SuperStore system, is the use of a rational database. Again this is very im-
portant for the target system as it enables the easy customization of the module
content to suit each student’s personal requirements. The data stored in the rational
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FIGURE 6.13. Request/response flow when calling a JSP [3].

database are accessed by the systemvia JavaDatabaseConnectivity (JDBC). JDBC
is an Application Program Interface (API) that facilitates the retrieval, storage, and
manipulation of data in virtually any data source. However, to specifically ma-
nipulate data on a opensource relational database management system (MySQL)
database, a driver is required to obtain a connection to the database. Fortunately,
drivers are readily available for most databases, including MySQL.∗ As long as
the JDBC driver is available for the database server, the database can be accessed
from Java code. The steps required to access data in a database are as follows:

1. Load the JDBC database driver.
2. Create a connection.
3. Create a statement.
4. Create a result set, if you expect the database server to send back some data.

Afinal point to note for the implementation of the Skills SuperStore system is the
use of JavaBeans. In the Skills SuperStore system, JavaBeanswere used to facilitate
the administration functionality. As therewas a lot of execution code required to re-
alize this functionality, it was advisable to separate it from the presentation code by
placing it in a JavaBean. JavaBeans technology is a portable, platform-independent
component model that allows developers to write components and reuse them ev-
erywhere. There are several benefits to using JavaBeans to augment JSP pages:

� Reusable components: different applications will be able to reuse the compo-
nents.

� Separation of business logic and presentation logic: you can change the way data
are displayed without affecting business logic.

� Protecting your intellectual property: by keeping source code secure [22].

∗ MySQL is an open source relational database management system.
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6.4.5 Testing and Evaluation

Given that the main goal of the Skills SuperStore system is to deliver study skills
training to students in third-level education in such a way that it responds to in-
put entered by the user and as a result tailors the study skills modules to suit
each individual’s personal problems and needs, it is essential that the completed
system will be bug free, operating as expected, responding to user interaction
in a timely fashion etc. Unfortunately, Web applications, as with any network
deployments, can suffer from a number of undesirable issues, causing an unpre-
dictable and unsatisfactory application. A destabilized Web application directly
affects the experience that a user has with the site, and the impressions that
result range from minor annoyance to outright anger with the state of the site
[11].

As a consequence, it was of great importance to thoroughly test the Skills
SuperStore learning environment to ensure that it meets the quality expected by
the users of the site. Testing of the application involved a number of different
aspects, including ensuring that it performs the functions correctly and securely,
that it is compatible with different browsers and operating system configurations,
and that it can handle a large amount of concurrent users (Fig. 6.14). The remainder
of this section discusses in detail the various steps involved in testing the Skills
SuperStore system.

To avoid any problems that may have occurred during the development of the
Skills SuperStore system, and as a result reduce the amount of testing required to
ensure the system is deemed good enough to deploy, a detailed plan was created.

FIGURE 6.14. Redefining software quality (source www.adventnet.com).
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Planning increases understanding of what is required from the application, mean-
ing less ambiguity of system features and functionality and in how they should
communicate and operate together. Early testing helps find issues and design flaws,
resolve performance problems, locate bottlenecks and failures, and ultimately de-
liver a final system that is more reliable and has fewer unexpected problems [26].
The testing should include [24]:

� Unit testing
� Integration testing
� Stress testing
� Compatibility testing
� Functional testing

The purpose of unit testing is to test each individual component of the Web
application to ensure that it operates as expected. For example, the discussion
forum Submit Posting page would be tested first, separately, to ensure that it
operates as expected before it is added to the rest of the discussion forum and
tested as a whole. This test is done early in the development of the target system.
It is an iterative process, that is, the Web unit is developed and tested; if any errors
are uncovered it goes back into development to be fixed again; if no errors are
uncovered, it is passed on to the next step in the development process, which is
the integration of the individual components. This then leads to the next test that
is required to be implemented: integration testing.

When two units have being completed and tested individually, the next step is
to combine these units together and employ integration testing to ensure that they
operate as would be expected. As each individual unit is completed and tested,
it is added to the other units, which comprise a system process, and integration
testing is employed to ensure ideal operation. The purpose of integration testing is
to ensure that no problems occurred when two or more units were combined. Due
to each individual unit being tested separately (unit testing), if any error occurs
during integration testing, it can be deduced that the problems lie in the interface
between the two individual units [20].

Thepurpose of stress testing is to test the application to ensure that itwill function
normally even under an environmentmore demanding thanwhat it would normally
operate under. To achieve the stress test, a significant number of concurrent users
were employed to use the system. This figure was slightly more than what would
normally be expected to use the system at any given time. This was to test whether,
under an increased load, the system operationwould degrade. Stress testing reveals
Web applications behavior under extreme circumstances, causing it to run out of
resources.

With everyWeb browser comes variations and differences in theway aWeb page
is displayed and works. That is why there was a need to test the Web application
on not only all the major brand of browsers, but also the major versions and on
different platforms to ensure that the application is presented as specified. To
achieve compatibility testing of the target system, it was executed on all the main
browser brands, with different versions of each brand, different operating systems,
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and different screen resolutions to ensure that the user interface of the system was
not altered significantly from one environment to another [28].

Functional testing checks to ensure that theWeb application operates as specified
from itsmission statement and goals. The best way to achieve this test is to simulate
the real environment that theWeb application is expected to operate in. To facilitate
this test for the Skills SuperStore system, a simulation of the various different types
of users and their behaviors (including Web application usage patterns, browser
versions, page think times, and user abandonment), predicting how various input
and expected output would be carried out. Also the Web application was tested to
see how it operates on the network, testing it against all possible network issues,
such as end-to-end latencies, link speeds, packet loss, IP fragmentation, jitter, and
bursty traffic patterns [11].

The main purpose of system testing is to induce system failure so that you can
ensure under normal operating conditions that these failures are dealt with without
hindering user functionality of the system. Results from the testing phase were
satisfactory, indicating that the system would operate as expected.

Also, to assess the achievement of the objective of the system, that is, to pro-
vide a flexible learning environment for higher-education students to help them
evaluate and develop their study, learning, and other interpersonal skills, and mon-
itor the performance of the system, an ongoing evaluation process is currently
being implemented. As part of this process, a comparison with currently available
e-learning platforms for on-line training and course delivery has been conducted
in terms of available functionalities and ease of use. Table 6.2 gives a summary
of the functions provided by the Skills SuperStore. Our comparison showed that
the Skills SuperStore provides about 80% of the most common functions usually
available in e-learning platforms.

Regarding the degree of user-friendliness, feedback data are being continu-
ously collected from users, particularly students, via both the on-line feedback
facility of the system and written and oral surveys conducted by lecturers, tutors,
and support staff from the Teaching and Learning Center at the university. In
addition, an access counter has recently been added to the system to monitor
the frequency of its use. To date, the feedback has been very positive, indi-
cating a good level of satisfaction with the system, its contents, and its user-
friendliness. Also, a number of lecturers, tutors, and other associated academics are
currently being surveyed. The survey involves completing a questionnaire based
on the current status of the Skills SuperStore system and ways/suggestions for
improvements.

TABLE 6.2. Functions provided by the Skills SuperStore

Administration Yes Learning Preferences No

Course material development Yes Interaction Yes
Behavior No Learning content Yes
Assessment Yes Multimedia Yes
Learner info Yes Course configuration Yes
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6.5 Conclusion

The facilitation of a new interactive study-skills training environment using aWeb-
based system has been presented and its various development stages discussed.
The system has been designed to be used in conjunction with existing study skills
learning material and resources in third-level institutions. The functionality and
contents of the Skills SuperStore system were designed and developed such that
they enable students to formulate their own learning strategies, and provide positive
guidance and direction on how to develop study skills. An on-going evaluation
process is currently being implemented and feedback data are being continuously
collected and analyzed. The main objectives of the Skills SuperStore system are to
provide a flexible learning environment for higher education students—University
of Limerick students in particular—to help them evaluate and develop their study,
learning, and other interpersonal skills. It is envisaged that by providing a system
such as the Skills SuperStore, both the students and staff of higher-level institutions
will benefit in the following ways:

� Students’ academic performance will be improved via developing their study
and learning skills.

� Improved professional skills will enhance graduates’ employability.
� Students will be motivated to become more responsible, independent, and life-
long learners.

� Students’ awareness of the importance and benefits of information resources
within their institution and beyond, and how to search for them,will be increased.

� The appropriate use of technology in teaching and learning approaches at the
University of Limerick and other higher-education institutions in Ireland will be
promoted.
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E-MEMORAe: A Content-Oriented
Environment for E-Learning

MARIE-HÉLÈNE ABEL, AHCENE BENAYACHE, DOMINIQUE LENNE,
AND CLAUDE MOULIN

Abstract. Many documents and resources can be provided to students in the
context of e-learning. They can be stored in learning objects repositories and then
reused, combined, and adapted in different contexts. They can also be selected
and organized in learning memories that are directly accessed by the learners.
In the MEMORAe project, we adopted this second approach, by considering a
course unit as a learning organizational memory. This memory stores not only
selected resources, but also concepts representing notions to learn. The resources
are indexed by the concepts that are part of two ontologies. These ontologies
are also used to ease the navigation through the memory. In this chapter, we
present this memory, the associated E-MEMORAe environment, and the results
of an evaluation with students in the framework of the B31.1 applied mathematics
course at the University of Picardy in France.

7.1 Introduction

At the present time, the term e-learning is used to designate various types of situ-
ations such as administrative course management, Web-based learning, or video-
conferences. Beyond this diversity, e-learning, focuses more on learning (and con-
sequently on the student) than on teaching.

In accordance, within the MEMORAe project,1 our approach is to let the users
be largely autonomous and to allow them to find by themselves the resources
needed to learn about a notion or to reinforce their knowledge. This approach
differs from more classical expositive approaches where learning is more guided
by the teacher’s viewpoint.

More and more documents and resources may be used in an e-learning applica-
tion. Some are created by the actors involved in the e-learning. Others are available
on the Web: on-line courses, course supports, slides, bibliographies, frequently

1 MEMORAe stands for OrganizationalMemory dedicated to e-learning (in French:MEM-
oire ORganisationnelle Appliquée au e-learning).
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asked questions, lecture notes, etc. This increasing number of available resources
is a real problem in content management systems.

Different approaches may be adopted to exploit them. They can be stored in
learning objects repositories and then reused, combined and adapted in different
contexts. They can also be selected and organized in learning memories that are
directly accessed by learners.

In the MEMORAe project, we adopted this second approach. We consider a
course or a training unit as being an organization. Indeed, it is based on actors
(learners, trainers, course designers, administrators, etc.), on resources of differ-
ent types (definitions, exercises, case studies, etc.), on different forms (reports,
books, Web sites, etc.), and on the knowledge and skills that it should provide. We
propose to manage the resources and knowledge of this organization by means of
a ”learning organizational memory” based on ontologies [1]. Learners as well as
teachers have access to this memory, which is different from a classical organiza-
tionalmemory because its goal is to provide userswith content and,more precisely,
learning content. This content is the result of the capitalization of knowledge, infor-
mation, and resources relating to the training or course unit during its building and
life.

To organize and to index resources in the memory, we made the choice of us-
ing ontologies to model metadata, and to represent them with the Topic Maps
formalism. The environment we designed put the emphasis on learning by explo-
ration. Our goal is to allow the user to explore the memory thanks to an ontology
and to access the resources it indexes by this means. We used two pilot appli-
cations to evaluate our propositions: the first was NF01, a course on algorithms
and programming at the University of Technology of Compiègne, and the sec-
ond was B31.1, a course on applied mathematics at the University of Picardy
(France).

In this chapter we first situate our approach among content management projects
for e-learning. Then we show how we modeled the memory (the choice of ontolo-
gies and Topic Maps), and we present the E-MEMORAe environment, which is
based on this model. Finally we present the results of a first experimentation of
the B31.1 memory at the University of Picardy.

7.2 Content Management for E-Learning

Content management for e-learning is often based on the use and sharing of large
sets of learning objects. A set of learning objects can be a ”repository” shared
by a network of actors whose goal is to reuse and adapt pedagogical material. It
can also be a ”learning memory” where resources are structured and organized in
order to support distance learning [2]. In this section, we briefly describe the main
characteristics of the SCORM model for training content management, then we
present the distinctionwemake between learning objects repositories and thematic
resources bases.
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7.2.1 Content Sharing

The SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model)2 has been developed
by Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Co-Laboratory, the University of Wis-
consin, and the Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS). It defines the rules
governing the introduction of a training management model by use of the Web.
This model includes a course structure format, which facilitates the transfer of
contents by defining the elements, the structure, and the external references. This
model aims at addressing three problems:

� The transfer of contents from a training platform to another
� The creation of granular materials3 that can be used in various modules
� The computerized search for training materials

The means are the standardization of the resource descriptions and the function-
alities for exchanging these materials on the networks. SCORM has thus mainly
defined the specifications used to represent the structure of a course and the meta-
data intended for documentary description.

7.2.2 Learning Objects Repositories and Thematic
Resources Bases

Many projects aiming at building bases of learning resources, in order to share and
reuse them, have been launched. These projects often rely on a network of con-
tributors who feed the base with collaboratively controlled resources. Conversely,
each contributor can benefit from resources brought by other contributors.

We make a distinction between learning objects repositories, which usually
group many subjects, and what we call “thematic resources bases,” which contain
resources related to only one domain. Then we situate our approach in relation to
these two categories.

7.2.2.1 Learning Object Repositories

Learning object repositories usually group all subjects. Their scope can be re-
stricted to one or several universities or to a country and it can also be international.
If their expected scope is wide, they are grounded in a network of contributors or
in a consortium of institutions.

An example of this kind of repository is MERLOT (Multimedia Educational
Resource for Learning and Online Teaching) [3]. MERLOT gives access to many
resources in all subjects. These resources are evaluated and selected by an editorial
committee. There is also a peer review evaluation that helps the users (learners
and teachers) find resources adapted to their needs. But the selection of resources
is not easy, because they are not explicitly associated with the knowledge and
competencies they facilitate acquiring. Furthermore, resources are not stored on

2 http://www.altrc.org/specification.asp.
3 granular materials = learning contact.
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the MERLOT site. They are accessed through links without a guarantee on the
effectiveness of these links, even if some controls are periodically made. Also, the
resources are not built to be directly used. Authoring tools help to integrate them
in on-line courses.

In Europe, ARIADNE [4] focuses on the share and reuse of hypermedia ped-
agogical documents. These resources are stored in a “knowledge pool system”
and are indexed by metadata based on the LOM (Learning Object Metadata) [5]
standard. These resources can be reuse by

� creating new materials from pieces of course material to which the author can
add new elements,

� making a new presentation of existing course material obtained by a rearrange-
ment of its semantic components.

This implies that each author involved in the knowledge pool experience allows,
under citation restrictions, the use and modification of the components he brings
into it. Conversely, he can do the same thing with other components.

ARIADNE thus has an interesting selection and access features, but instructional
design work remains necessary to reuse the resources.

7.2.2.2 Thematic Resources Bases

The restriction on resources related to a particular domain brings more homogene-
ity and facilitates more precisely managing the resources and associated knowl-
edge. Thus, relying on knowledge engineering techniques, Paquette et al. [6] de-
signed a knowledge and resources base on tele-learning. To this end they relied on
a task ontology, based on use cases, and on a domain ontology, which allows them
to better index the resources.

As in the case of repositories, the idea is also to share and reuse resources.
These resources are not ready to be used by learners, as instructional design work
is usually needed beforehand.

7.2.2.3 The MEMORAe Approach

In contrast, in the MEMORAe project our goal is to let learners directly access the
resources of a course memory. Following a knowledge engineering approach, we
organize the resources in an organizationalmemory. In fact, it is in a coursememory
where a course is seen as an organization (see section 7.3). A course memory is
different from a learning memory [7] because its goal is not to help learners to
remember what they previously studied. Rather, it is a memory of concepts and
resources that teachers or designers find useful in the framework of a particular
course.

To give learners direct access to the memory, a part of the instructional design
work has to be done earlier. The advantage is that the memory is ready to be
used by learners, provided that the pedagogical choices that were made earlier
are acceptable. This can therefore lead to a loss of flexibility, but we make the
assumption that these choices can at least shared by the teachers’ community,
which could act as a “community of practice” [8].
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7.3 A Course Memory : the MEMORAe Model

In firms or organizations, knowledgemanagement is a necessity. Related processes
often rely on an “organizational memory” [9]. In the same way, the environment
around a given course or training can be seen as an organization. Hence, different
actors (teachers, learners, administrative staff, etc.) are involved in this environ-
ment. They produce, use, and exchange documents and knowledge. These actors
have to access the resources and adapt them to their needs. That is why, in the
MEMORAe project, we propose to manage resources, information, and knowledge
of this kind of organization by relying on a “course memory.” This memory can
be accessed by teachers when they want to reuse resources, as in a thematic re-
sources base (see 7.2.2). Let us note, however, that these resources cannot be seen
as “knowledge grains” [10] to be composed to build a course unit.

But our main goal is to allow learners to directly use the memory. We now
describe the contents of the memory and why we chose the Topics Map formalism
to model it. We will see later how learners can enhance their knowledge by using
this memory.

7.3.1 Contents of the Memory

The course memory contains the resources and the topics regarded as pertinent by
the teaching team for the given course. It relies on two ontologies that facilitate
organizing and indexing the resources.

7.3.1.1 Resources

Resources can be very different from one another. They vary according to their size
(Web page or book, for example), their nature (course, exercises, definitions, case
studies, etc.), their form (book, report, Web site, etc.), and their medium (paper,
video, audio, etc.). A resource can be present in the memory, if it is digital, but it
can also only be referenced, in cases of nondigital or external resources.

7.3.1.2 Topics

Topics are not only chosen because they are related to the course theme. They
are selected on the basis of a pedagogical work. For example, in the context of a
course on algorithms and programming, why and how do we decide to establish a
link between the topics of “array” and “loop” ?

Resources are selected and indexed relying on this work. Indexing is not done
automatically. The coursemanager,with the help of an editing committee if needed,
is responsible for the pertinence of this link. It is not because a document addresses
a topic that it will automatically be indexed by this topic. This is the result of a
choice, that is to say that the document must have been judged suited for the
learning of this topic. These decisions result from the pedagogical goal the course
manager wants to achieve.
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7.3.1.3 Ontologies

We chose to model our course memory with the help of ontologies. By using on-
tologies, our goal is, on the one hand, to define a vocabulary that can be shared by
all the actors in order to characterize the topics to be learned, and on the other hand,
to organize the access to the resources (see section 7.4). To be more precise, we
distinguish two ontologies [11]: the first concerns the domain of the training orga-
nization in a general way, and the second concernswhat is specific to a given course
or training. But before presenting these two ontologies, let us briefly describe how
they were built.

7.3.1.3.1 Building the Ontologies

Building an ontology is quite a complex task, which is made easier by using
a method. In the MEMORAe project, we used the OntoSpec [12] method. On-
toSpec is a method of semi-informal specification of ontologies. It supposes that
a conceptualization is made up of a set of concepts (or conceptual entities) and
relations. The concepts in OntoSpec are organized in a taxonomy. Subconcepts
inherit all the properties of their superconcept. The relations make it possible to
connect various concepts.

A conceptual entity owns a definition and denotes a set of objects having proper-
ties. The entity definition structure is based on a classification of these properties.
An ontology is a differential set of concepts: the concepts are positioned according
to their differences. In fact, the set of concepts are structured hierarchically and
the properties are bound by conceptual properties. The conceptual property that
structures a hierarchy of concepts is the subsumption that binds two concepts: the
concept C1 subsumes another concept C2 (respectively the relation R1 subsumes
another relationR2, if and only if all instances ofC2 are necessarily instance ofC1).
The subconcept is more specific than the superconcept and denotes fewer objects
(smaller extension). Sibling concepts are organized in semantic axes according to
their similarities.

7.3.1.3.2 Application Ontology

The application ontology describes the topics associated with a specific course.
Figure 7.1 shows an excerpt of the B31.1 ontology. An ontology is not only a
taxonomy, it also includes a definition for each of the concepts, conditions on
these concepts, and relations between them.

Concepts can be specialized according to “semantic axes.” For example,
the set concept is specialized according to three axes: finite/infinite, count-
able/uncountable, and subset/superset (see Fig. 7.1).

Let us stress that an ontology is always constructed in connection with the appli-
cation it will be used for. In the case we consider here, the concepts corresponds to
topics to teach and to learn. There are relations between these topics, for example
the “prerequisite of” relation, which can reveal different angles on the learning
domain. Therefore, the ontology we have constructed is not an ontology of ap-
plied mathematics; it is an ontology of a specific course in applied mathematics.
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FIGURE 7.1. Excerpt of the B31.1 application ontology.

However, we think that this ontology could be reused by teachers who share the
same vision of applied mathematics learning. Moreover, the head of the course
B31.1, who was in charge of the ontology, changed schools before we could assess
the ontology’s memory with her students. Meanwhile, the teacher who replaced
her validated without greater modifications the existing ontology. Moreover, he
accepted the experiment with the students taking his course (see 7.6).

7.3.1.3.3 Domain Ontology

The domain ontology describes the concepts of the training organization, which
includes persons (student, teacher, administrative staff, etc.), documents (books,
slides, Web pages, etc.), resource access (digital, solid), pedagogical features (e.g.,
activity type), or means to express a point of view (e.g., annotation).

For this first ontology (Fig. 7.2), it was tempting to partially or totally try to
reuse existing ontologies. But reusing is often not easy because an ontology is
never completely independent of the application it has been constructed for. We
considered some of these ontologies, for example the one of Paquette et al. [6] on
telelearning. Examining these ontologies has been useful for us, but the reusing
rate was low.

Some concepts of this ontology are part of Dublin Core [13] and Learning
Object Metadata (LOM) [5] standards. But we do not use the categories of these
standards; we define some of their elements by means of ontologies. Thus we
define concepts, subconcepts, and relations.

For example, to build the document ontology, we use elements from Dublin
Core and LOM. These elements take the shape of a concept, attribute or relation.
Thus to represent the document author, we created the relation author between
the two concepts document and person. The title of a document is represented by
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FIGURE 7.2. Excerpt of the domain ontology.

an attribute of the document concept. The element type of Dublin Core becomes
the specialization axis of the sub-ontology document. The element subject and
keywords is not a part of the domain ontology in our memory but represents the
root of the application ontology (the ontology of the topics to be learned). The
application ontology enables to define the notions to learn. These notions may
play the role of subject and keywords to index resources. Thus, concerning the
course B31.1, we find these concepts: finite set, cardinal, etc.

7.3.1.3.4 Linking the Two Ontologies

These two ontologies, application and domain, are not independent. The second
one is necessarily linked to the first. For example, to express that a document is an
introduction to finite sets, the concepts of “introduction” and “finite set,” which are
not part of the same ontology, have to be linked. Moreover, pedagogical relations
such as “pre-requisite of” and “uses” are defined in the domain ontology, while
other that are more specific are part of the application ontology (e.g., “has cardinal
number” in the B31.1 ontology).

7.3.2 The Choice of the Formalism: Topic Maps [14]

The modeling of a training memory that is presented here contains three elements:
two ontological parts and an index.

The modeling must allow three operations:

� The union of two ontologies: the generic one and the application one
� The substitution of an application ontology by another one coming from another
domain

� The attachment of the document indexing on the reunion of two ontologies
The modeling must also facilitate answering queries on the memory, such as:
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� What are the documents (books, presentations, Web pages) that talk about,
introduce, and develop a topic that appears in the training?

� What are the topics associated (prerequisite, studied at the same time . . . ) with
a given subject?

The choice of the formalism(s) for representing the memory is very decisive. It
must go beyond the hybrid aspect of the modeling (ontology and indexing), and
favor the interoperability between various tools that have to deal with the memory
(edition, updater, consultation, navigation, etc.).

Two paths can be followed: either to choose the languages better adapted to the
specific nature of each element of the modeling, or to choose a unique language.
The first choice requires a system to easily integrate data coming from the two
formalisms. The advantage of the second choice is that it unifies the description
of data. It can be valid only if this formalism allows describing some features that
it is not appropriate for.

The second choice can be split into two parts: we can choose a formalism
adapted to ontology features representation, or a formalism adapted to document
indexing. The main aspect of the memory and its main use influence the choice of
the formalism.

Even if the indexing of the pedagogical documents is the main aspect of the
memory, it is necessary to use a formalism allowing representing ontological ele-
ments. Several formalisms can be envisaged, but we recommend the Topic Maps
(TM) formalism [15].

This formalism is useful to define and manipulate the information attached
to resources. It provides a logical organization to a large quantity of resources,
keeping them accessible and facilitating the navigation between them. Since 2001,
it is possible to write a TM using the normXTM 1.0 [16], which can be considered
as a particular XML language.

The building of a TM is based on an organization of topics. Each resource is
directly attached to one ormore topics by an occurrence link. The association con-
cept facilitates defining roles between topics. Moreover, the TM standard allows
reifying some associations in order to place them in a particular “scope.” Some
resources can also be reified as a topic when it is necessary to attach other resources
or data on them. In this manner, we can add annotations to resources. Annotations
are resources that express a point of view on other resources.

Overall, we chose the TM formalism because it keeps a semantic level close
enough to the model of our memory. With an ontology-oriented point of view, also
developed in [17], this formalism facilitates envisaging the following important
characteristics:

� It is possible to consider some topics as generic concepts and other as concept in-
stances.

� It is possible to consider associations, scopes, and occurrences as roles between
concept topics.

� Associations have no limitation in their number of members.
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� The occurrence relation facilitates directly attaching resources to concepts (the
same resource can appear in several occurrence relations and be accessible from
more than one concepts).

� Relations (associations, occurrence) and concept labels can be defined inside
scopes. This facilitates simply implementing annotations (or points of view in
the memory).

To adopt this formalism, we verified it was possible to take into account ontolog-
ical features and mainly the relation superclass–subclass for building hierarchies
of concepts.

7.3.3 Memory Modeling: An Example

In this subsection, we illustrate several points we talked about abovewith examples
using the XTM language syntax. We do not indicate the definition of all topics,
but it is easy to imagine the undefined items. The following excerpts illustrate the
way to query the memory: how to find the objectives of the course, and how to
find an introductory document about the array notion.

7.3.3.1 Ontologies

The following excerpt shows the nf01 topic declaration, of type course (declared
elsewhere). It uses an occurrence of type site (declared elsewhere), to which the
precise resource is linked.
<topic id="t-nf01" >
<instanceOf>
<topicRef xlink:href= "#tt-course"/>

</instanceOf>
<baseName>

<baseNameString>Algorithms and Pascal programming
</baseNameString>

</baseName>
<occurrence>
<instanceOf>
<topicRef xlink:href="#tt-site" />

</instanceOf>
<resourceRef xlink:href=
"http://www.hds.utc.fr/∼ ptrigano/nf01/"/>

</occurrence>
</topic>

The following excerpt shows the declaration of the topic nf01-head of type
person (declared elsewhere).
<topic id="t-nf01-head">
<instanceOf>
<topicRef xlink:href= "#tt-person"/>

</instanceOf>
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<baseName>
<baseNameString>head</baseNameString>

</baseName>
</topic>

The following excerpt shows the relation (of type association) in charge of
between the course nf01 and its head.
<association id="in-charge-of" >
<instanceOf>
<topicRef xlink:href= "#at-in-charge-of-course"/>

</instanceOf>
<member>
<roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="#tt-person"/>

</roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="t-nf01-head" />

</member>
<member>
<roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href= "#tt-course"/>

</roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="#t-nf01"/>

</member>
</association>

In the previous examples, relations facilitate finding the person who is in charge
of a given course.

7.3.3.2 Course Objectives

The following excerpt shows the relation between the course nf01 and its objectives
with the help of the topic nf01-obj. This relation is declared elsewhere and is linked
to an internal resource of the TM where the objectives are clearly declared.
<association id= "nf01-obj" >
<instanceOf>
<topicRef xlink:href= "#at-course-objectives"/>

</instanceOf>
<member>
<roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="#tt-objectives"/>

</roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="t-nf01-obj"/>3

</member>
<member>
<roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href= "#tt-course"/>

</roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="#t-nf01"/>

</member>
</association>
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The previous examples and relations facilitate finding the objectives of a given
course.

7.3.3.3 An Array Introduction

The following excerpt shows the declaration of the topic array of type data-struct
(declared elsewhere) and its link with a resource of type site-page, which is an
introduction to the topic array.
<topic id = "t-array" >
<instanceOf>
<topicRef xlink:href= "#tt-data-struct"/>

</instanceOf>
<baseName>
<baseNameString>Array</baseNameString>

</baseName>
<occurrence>
<instanceOf>
<topicRef xlink:href="#tt-site-page"/>

</instanceOf>
<resourceRef xlink:href=

''http://www.hds.utc.fr/∼ webtrig/webnf01/cou
rs/chap09/cours.htm" />

</occurrence>
<occurrence>
<instanceOf>
<topicRef xlink:href="#tt-introduction"/>

</instanceOf>
<resourceRef xlink:href=

"http://www.hds.utc.fr/∼ webtrig/webnf01/cou
rs/chap09/cours.htm" />

</occurrence>
</topic>

The type of declaration facilitates finding all the resources having a given
pedagogical objective (here introduction) and having a given form (here Web
page).

Obviously, users do not need to know the Topic Maps formalism to use the
memory. We developed the E-MEMORAe environment to this end.

7.4 The E-MEMORAe Environment

The E-MEMORAe environment is an e-learning environment that enables access
to resources by navigating through a graphical display of the ontologies on which
it relies. Thus it facilitates autonomous learning.

3 The topic t-nf01-obj is linked elsewhere byway of an occurrence to a document describing
it.
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FIGURE 7.3. Vertical navigation in the memory.

We present this environment by using examples from the B31.1 application.

7.4.1 The User Interface

E-MEMORAe helps the users of the memory to acquire the topics of a given
course. To this end, the users have to navigate through the application ontology
that is related to the course, and to access the indexed resources of this ontology.

The general principle is to give the learner, at each step, either precise informa-
tion on what he is searching for or graphically displayed links that allow him to
continue navigating through the memory. He has no need to use the keyboard in
order to formulate a request, even if the environment permits it.

To be more precise, the user interface (Figure 7.3) proposes:

� Entry points (left of the screen) allowing navigation with a given concept: an
entry point provides a direct access to a concept of the memory and consequently
to the part of the memory dedicated to notions. The person who is in charge of
the course has to define the notions that (s)he considers essential.

� Resources (bottom of the screen) whose contents are related to the current con-
cept: they are ordered by type (books, course notes, sites, examples, comments,4

etc.). Starting from a topic, an entry point or a topic reached by the means of

4 The comments are the only elements of the memory that the user can modify. An a
posteriori control is made by the editorial committee in order to keep the comments or not.
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the ontology, the user can directly access associated resources. Descriptions of
these resources help the user choose among them.

� A short definition of the current topic allows the learner to get a preview of the
topic and to decide if he has to use it or not.

� A history of the navigation: it allows the learner to recall the path he followed
before. Of course, he can get back to a previously studied topic if he wants to.

� The part of the ontology describing the current resource is displayed at the center
of the screen.

If the learner wants access a topic that is not an entry point, he has to choose
the entry point that he thinks is the closest point to the searched topic.

7.4.2 Learning by Exploration in the Memory

Vertical navigation facilitates exploring subsumption relations and reaching related
concepts. For example, if the user wants to discover the Finite Set notion, the best
entry point is Set (population). By choosing this entry point, (s)he has access to the
local taxonomy associated with the notion of Set. Among the subconcepts of Set,
the user can find Finite Set. By clicking on this concept, a local taxonomy centered
on this new concept is displayed (Figure 7.3). The iteration of this process allows
the learner to browse the ontology using its taxonomic form.

Some presentation rules are used to allow the user to visually explore this
hierarchical organization: the current concept C is at the center of the screen; all
the subconcepts of C that represent more specific topics are presented; at last,
the superconcept of C, which represents a more general notion, is also presented.
We did not find it useful to extend this representation. Our goal was to keep it
understandable.

To end with the hierarchical navigation, let us finally note that the representation
uses semantic axes. To visualize them, we used different colors for each of these
axes (Fig. 7.3). At this stage, their meaning is not explicit.

Let us suppose now that the learner decides to temporarily stop the navigation
and to focus on a particular concept. This concept is at first described by a short
definition. If the user wants to learn more on the selected topic, (s)he has access
to a list of resources ordered by type. For example, Figure 7.3 shows that if the
user wants to deepen the topic of Finite Set, (s)he can select among the associated
resources, for example a book entitled Mathematics for Computer Science, by
left-clicking on the name of this resource. A description text is then displayed in a
newwindow (Fig. 7.4). Other bibliographic information such as the ISBN number,
authors, publisher, etc., is also available. When the resource is digital, it can be
displayed or sent to someone by email.

A concept can refer to concepts other than those that are displayed in the tax-
onomy. Access to these concepts is sometimes needed in order to understand
some topics. Proximity relations (other than subsumption) are useful for that. Ex-
amples of these relations are prerequisite-of, in-the-definition-of, suggests, etc.
Other application-specific relations such as subset-of, has-cardinal, etc., can also
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FIGURE 7.4. A book resource.

be considered. We call this kind of navigation “horizontal navigation,” in compar-
ison with the “vertical navigation” that we considered before. These relations are
accessed by right-clicking on the source concept C: a pop-up menu contextually
displays the available relations starting from C. Let us consider one more time
the case of the Finite Set concept (Fig. 7.3). Among the available horizontal rela-
tions, the learner can choose, for example, “prerequisite-of” and learn more about
prerequisite notions such as “Countable Set” or “Cardinal” (Fig. 7.5).

Choosing the “Countable Set” concept in the list of the prerequisite concepts
of “Finite Set” allows one to switch back to a vertical navigation centered on this
new concept of “Countable Set.” Finally, one can see that the navigation through

FIGURE 7.5. Horizontal navigation.
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FIGURE 7.6. Searching the Finite Set topic.

the application ontology is made very easy by combining vertical (left-click) and
horizontal (right-click) moves.

After each exploration action made by the learner, the history (Fig. 7.3, right
frame) is actualized. This history keeps track of the path followed by the user
during the exploration. Of course it is possible to go back to a previously visited
topic by clicking on it in the history.

7.4.3 Learning by Querying the Memory

We have seen in the previous section how to access to the contents of the memory
by navigation (“Consult menu”). It is also possible to directly access a topic by
querying the memory (“Search menu”). This interface allows searching for a word
in the textual data contained in the memory. The word can be all or a part of an
author, topic or resource name, and it can be included in the textual description of
the topic, etc.

For example, Figure 7.6 shows the search results for the “set” word.
When choosing a topic in the search results, the user has access to the part of the

taxonomy related to this topic. He can continue to explore thememory horizontally
or vertically (see 7.4.2).

7.5 Architecture

TheE-MEMORAe environment is a three-tier architecture:MySQL/PHP,Appach,
and JavaScript/HTML+SVG. This type of architecture separates the application
into three levels of distinct services: presentation, treatment, and storage.

Figure 7.7 shows the functional architecture of the E-MEMORAe environment:
one can indeed find a storage part (MySql database), a treatment part (Topic Maps
modeling, etc.), and an information presentation part.
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FIGURE 7.7. Functional architecture of the E-MEMORAe environment.

The MEMORAe Web site is accessible at http://www.hds.utc.fr/∼abenayac/
Site-MEMORAe

7.6 Experiments

In this section, we present the conditions and the results of our first experiment,
with 15 students attending the B31.1 course at the University of Picardy.

7.6.1 Conditions of the Experiment

We defined a usability test5 to see how students could use the E-MEMORAe envi-
ronment. Such a test facilitates measuring the learning and memorizing facilities,
and the usability of the environment. It also facilitates measuring the efficiency of
the system and the satisfaction of the user.

Our objective was to see how E-MEMORAe could allow learners to discover
by themselves new topics to learn. To assess the understanding of these topics the
learners have to solve some problems related to them.

More precisely, our goal was to verify if it was relevant to:

� Index and structure the content of a training session by an ontology.
� Propose a tree representation of the ontology for facilitating the navigation
through the resources.

� Offer a list of entry points for giving quick access to themain topics of the course.

The experiment took place at the University of Picardy and concerned the stu-
dents enrolled in the course of applied mathematics B31.1. We describe now the
conditions of the experiment.

5 http://www.usabilis.com/gb/whatis/usability.htm.
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First, a presentation of the environment was made to all the students. It was
followed by a real use case showing how to solve an exercise. The Web site URL
was given to the students, and some of them found it useful to discover the site by
themselves.

Theyworked in the same room and had access toworkstations (computer and In-
ternet connection). They had to solve a problem requiring some topics that they had
not studied before. They could learn thembyusing theE-MEMORAeenvironment.

For each student, the history of the navigation was stored in the memory. We
could analyze the way to reach important topics and the resources employed.

A questionnaire was distributed at the end of the session. Some questions con-
cerned the tool itself. For example, “Is it easy to use, and tofind the functionalities?”
We could also verifywith these questionswhether the students hadmanipulated the
environment before the session or not. Other questions concerned the presentation
of the information on the site pages (tree structure of the notions, entry points).

The students could give their assessment of the site and add some suggestions
in order to improve the tool.

7.6.2 First Results

The first results concern the experiment with a set of 15 students attending the
B31.1 course. Globally, 10 students attended the knowledge presentation. We call
this set of 10 students FOR and the others AGAINST. In the following, we describe
the results concerning the essential choices we made to design E-MEMORAe and
the results of the problem to solve before making a synthesis of the whole analysis.

� The FOR students were not embarrassed by the use of an ontology structure
to index resources. The majority of AGAINST students were embarrassed. We
can suppose that the general opinion of E-MEMORAe is linked to the use of
an ontology. It will be interesting to study why the AGAINST students were
embarrassed (their profile, . . . ).

� The AGAINST students were embarrassed with the tree presentation. In fact,
60%of students had no difficulty and 85%of themhad little or no embarrassment
with this approach.

� The use of colors to represent the semantic axes has not reached the expected
objective. Some students noticed the different colors but did not understand their
utility (semantic regrouping).

� The right click was very little used. We can suppose that this practice is
not often used among Web users. Another explanation is the familiarity with
E-MEMORAe. It is a first utilization, and users are not familiar with this kind
of navigation.

� The entry points were used by 80% of FOR students and 60% of AGAINST
students. Among these users, 80% appreciated this functionality.

The marks obtained by the two groups of students for the assessment were very
similar. Thus, the assessment of E-MEMORAe is not related to these marks. To
understand these results, we studied the history of navigation. We noticed that a
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majority of students tried different ways to access a topic: entry point, navigation
(left click), search engine, history (right frame).

The navigation histories of AGAINST students are on average longer than
those of FOR students. AGAINST is a little more dispersed than FOR regarding
the amount of access (the timewas limited to two hours and there was no extra time
to explore unneeded topics). The FOR students had more difficulties in finding the
searched knowledge.

Topics required to solve the problem were visited somehow or other. Some
students were curious and studied several topics thoroughly; they visited more
specific topics.

After this first experiment, we can conclude that using an ontology to index
and structure the content of a training is a good choice: a majority of students
appreciated it. The results obtained by the students from the assessment show that
a majority of them were able to find the knowledge required to solve the problem
in time. Suggestions about E-MEMORAeweremainly related to practical aspects:
improving the search engine, use of scrollbars to visualize the tree, and use of inner
links to have direct access to a part of the resource.

To go further in the evaluation of E-MEMORAe, another experiment is planned
with students attending the NF01 course at the University of Compiègne (France).

7.7 Conclusion

We presented in this chapter the course memory we designed in the framework of
the MEMORAe project and the E-MEMORAe environment that we developed. In
contrast to the approach that is generally adopted with learning object repositories
or thematic resource bases, this course memory is bound to be directly used by
learners. This involves earlier instructional design work. Let us note, however, that
this approach is only feasible with learners having self-regulating abilities.

The E-MEMORAe environment we developed is based on the use of two for-
malisms: ontologies and Topic Maps. It is used as a support for e-learning. The
objective is to help the users understand the topics starting fromdocuments selected
by the teachers. The indexing of the documents is supplemented by pedagogical
criteria that allow the learner to appreciate their pertinence. We think that using
such a memory enhances the activity and the autonomy of the learner.

The first evaluation of E-MEMORAe with students in the framework of the
B31.1 mathematics training at the University of Picardy in France gave us en-
couraging results. Another evaluation is planned with students attending the NF01
course at the University of Compiègne.
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Designing and Testing an Open-Source
Learning Management System for
Small-Scale Users

KEVIN JOHNSON AND TIMOTHY HALL

Abstract. The vision of reusable learning resources or objects, made accessible
through coordinated repository architectures and metadata structures, has gained
considerable attention within education and training communities. A proliferation
of standards, architectures, Web technologies, and functionality abound to help
realize this promise. This chapter outlines the issues associated with designing
solutions for small-scale users such as small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
It describes the requirements and architecture for the development of an open-
source small-scale learning object (LO) management system that supports the full
management of learning objects, by bringing together themost promising advances
in this field to attain a learning system for use by small-scale users to leverage the
power of learning objects for improved training at an individual and organisational
level.

8.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on a solution to the problem of the diverse and changing
information, training, and learning needs associated with small-scale systems that
are needed by small tomedium-sized enterprises (SME) and themismatch between
current e-learning systems and content-generation techniques, and the needs of
their customers and employees. We can extrapolate the solution that matches this
SME need to the promised more personalized e-learning resources of the future.

E-learning initiatives are frequently driven by an awareness of knowledge as an
important source of wealth creation and a need to respond to the quickening pace
of environmental change and the rapid development of information technologies.
However, various criticisms have been raised about the marginal benefits that arise
from using technology in education. Whether or not there are advantages to taking
this route still remains to be seen. Despite these concerns, learning technology is
continually advancing, and new initiatives are underway to standardize e-learning
tools, technologies, and content [1].

Attempting to take advantage of developments in learning technologies, com-
panies have purchased off-the-shelf e-learning courses, only to find them a less

209
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than satisfactory solution to their training needs. These courses are too generic
and cannot economically be tailored for a better match to specific company needs.
However, recent advances in learning standards (such as SCORM [2], IEEE LOM
[3], and IMS [4]) and in using XML (eXtensible Markup Language) to classify
content now make it possible to create learning content management systems
(LCMSs), that can handle the required diversity and specificity efficiently. An
LCMS is an environment where developers can create, store, reuse, manage, and
deliver learning content, based on a learning object model, from a central object
repository (database), with good search capabilities to find the text or other media
needed to build training content quickly. LCMS strives to achieve a separation of
content, tagged in XML, from a Web browser–based presentation framework; this
facilitates publishing a wide range of formats, platforms, or devices, all from the
same source content material.

These content fragments have become known as learning objects. A learning
object, for all practical purposes, is an object or set of resources that can be used
for facilitating intended learning outcomes and can be extracted and reused in
other learning environments. The term has been recently associatedwith electronic
learning resources that can be shared in multiple learning environments. The value
of a learning object lies in its object-oriented nature, which lends itself to reuse;
however, therein lies its complexity. Two major issues that affect the pedagogical
validity of a learning object are granularity and combination. Stated succinctly,
combination relates to how the learning objects are amalgamated, whereas granu-
larity refers to the size of the learning object itself.

Current-generation commercial LCMSs for the education market—WebCT [5],
Blackboard [6], TopClass [7]—and for the corporate training market—Docent [8]
and TrainerSoft [9]—offer a “corporate solution” and include functions such as
mail services, authentication services, intranets, or the Internet. These are services
that many users already have, so duplication would be a waste of resources. Small
companies are additionally limited by the capital required for purchasing such
expensive proprietary systems. From the system engineer’s point of view, these
products are not easily modified to include tailored features. Commercial LCMSs,
such as WebCT and Blackboard, however, have valuable features that are not easy
to duplicate, for example, tools to support the creation of instructionally sound
learning content that normally would require the services of a trained instructional
designer.

Our task was to create a small-scale LCMS environment that met the needs
of SMEs (as representative of a class of similar small-scale users), countering
their neglect in the current drive toward the use of e-learning. The proposed so-
lution would have to develop a methodology and technology that would address
the inhibiting issues of cost and complexity, and allow SMEs to take advantage
of e-learning for skills development and for use in training/educating its clients,
representatives, field support personnel, etc., and incorporating elements of sound
instructional design for use by those without training design experience. By basing
the system on reusable learning objects, the customization of modules of learn-
ing tailored to suit the individual SMEs learning requirements was possible, and
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a flexible dynamic delivery system provided a “just-in-time” and “just-enough”
learning approach.

By following our development path, we explore the associated issues and prob-
lems and illustrate the system design process in a time of shifting and developing
standards.

8.2 Learning Management Systems to Learning Content
Management Systems

Although it is easy enough to provide access to a piece of learning content directly
from a Web page, many organizations and educational institutions want to control
access to the courseware and track data such as the user ID, the level of usage,
and the outcome. A learning management system (LMS) is a Web server–based
software application that provides the administrative and data-tracking functions
necessary to achieve this. The LMS also relieves the teacher of a burdensome
administrative effort. The specific features and functions of an LMS vary consid-
erably from one system to another, but generally they offer the following:

� Administrative functions: these include course setup, learner registration, course
assignment and reporting of the learner’s progress by tracking data such as scores
on tests or quizzes, the time spent in courses, and the completion status of each
course.

� Learner interface: permitting learners to log in to the LMS using a personal ID
with or without a password and receive access to the e-learning content via a
personalized menu of their assigned courses. Usually they can also monitor their
own progress by viewing test scores, completion status on courses and topics,
and so on.

� Sequencing: LMSs are also responsible for sequencing learner access to lessons
within courses, such as allowing learners access lessons in any order or forcing
them to access the lessons in a predetermined sequence.

An LMS enables organizations to collect data about the level of usage and effec-
tiveness of courses. Usage data includes the number of learners registered for a
course, the average amount of time spent on a course, and the number of learners
completing a course.

Learning content management systems (LCMSs) are a more recent develop-
ment that exploits the wider use of standards-compliant learning objects to add a
further level of functionality to LMSs. However, a natural result of the adoption
of learning objects is that there is a much larger number of content pieces to deal
with; thus LCMSs, need more advanced content management, organization, and
search capabilities. The systems are designed to meet the following requirements
[10]:

� Generate unique descriptions for each learning object.
� Discover (search for and locate) the required learning object.
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� Provide multiple hierarchies for storing and organizing learning objects.
� Facilitate the assembly of complex course structures.

A typical LCMS includes the following components:

� Content tagging and assembly functions for creating learning objects from lower-
level content objects and for grouping learning objects to form larger learning
content structures such as topics, lessons, and courses.

� A content repository for storing assets, learning objects, content aggregations
and other content structure.

� A delivery interface including functions for searching and organizing learning
objects to provide individualized learning experiences.

� Authoring tools for producing content objects.
� Some form of collaboration tool that allows the end users to talk among them-
selves as well as post questions and queries to someone who administers the
course. This tool can be in the form of a chat room or instant message system
(synchronous) or a forum or bulletin board area (asynchronous).

The international research consultants at IDC (2002), in their paper “Learning
Content Management Systems: A New E-Learning Market Segment Emerges,”
identify the components of an LCMS as consisting of an authoring applica-
tion, a data repository, a delivery interface, and administration tools. Many other
vendors such as Click2Learn and Avaltus [11] also concur with this architec-
tural structure. The authoring tools provide templates and storyboarding capa-
bilities, and can be used to convert existing content. The data repository uses
metadata to store and manage individual learning objects. The delivery interface
dynamically delivers content that can be modified to reflect the required look or
feel.

Most LCMSs additionally contain LMS functionality with administration func-
tions to manage learner profiles, assessment, and course catalogues, and provide
a learner interface.

8.3 Reusability and Interoperability

Ultimately, the usefulness of these environments from a teaching and learning
point of view is their ability to assemble and deliver lessons and courses from
granular pieces of instruction based on learning objects, and their ability to take
an object and reuse it in a different lesson (reusability) or modify it for a different
definition of repurpose; from a technical point of view, a learning object should
be deliverable through a different LCMS than that in which it authored (interop-
erability). This is a very different concept than the majority of existing e-learning,
where courses are one indivisible unit delivered only through the original
system.
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8.3.1 Reusability

Reusability hasmore than onemeaningwhen associated with e-learning and learn-
ing content management systems. For now we’ll focus on content reusability, that
is, the reusability of the material delivered to the learner to achieve a learning goal.

� ICT-based delivery has several advantageous features that made its adop-
tion as a means of industrial training, that is computer-based training (CBT)
attractive.

� Media-rich interactive CBT was a far more effective training tool that printed
manuals.

� The addition of assessment and data tracking meant that management could be
assured that its personnel met the required standards.

� CBT was available to personnel 24 hours per day, 7 days per week (24/7).
� Personnel could access the training material on a just-in-time basis, so that
they could carry out a particular task immediately after reviewing the latest
information [10].

The CBT was delivered stand-alone, on CD-ROMs, or across a local area
network for multiple user access. However, authoring this rich content is time-
consuming, 100 times the delivery time not being uncommon. CBT systems had
delivery programs designed for specific end users, and reuse of the content for
other purposes was not seen as an important factor [12]. Early e-learning content
followed this path, with significant resources being devoted to authoring locked-in
content.

With the spread of e-learning to other less well resourced areas of education and
training, much of the research into the creation of learning content has focused
on authoring resource economy, and the notion of reusable rich media content
components and learning objects becomes attractive. The driving force is that reuse
of such components can lead to important savings in time and money, whereas
richer media enhances the quality of the learning experience. The end result is
faster, cheaper, more effective learning.

Reuse of learning content is not simple. It comes in a number of conceptually
or technically different guises, for example:

� Multiple output (distribution) formats, or media
� Multiple purposes: training, performance support, reference documentation,
marketing information, etc.

� Multiple delivery: the same material over and over
� Multiple “disciplines” or market segments

Reuse does not involve any change in the learning content, but if we extend
the principle of resource conservation to allow a reuse that involves a degree of
modification or reauthoring of learning objects (LOs), we arrive at the concept of
repurposing, which can be thought of as the ability to use, without any (significant)
changes, the same piece of content for a purpose significantly different from what
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it was originally intended for when created [13].We do not pursue this topic further
here.

Again extending the meaning of reuse along a technical route, we must con-
sider enabling content to be delivered through other systems than that in which it
originated; this is termed interoperability.

8.3.2 Interoperability

Interoperability is defined as “enabling information that originates in one context
to be used in another in ways that are as highly automated as possible” [14]. More
specifically: the ability of objects from different, multiple, potentially unknown
or unplanned sources to “work” or operate when put together with other objects.
Examples include:

� Content objects fromdifferent original creation/authoring toolsworking together
when assembled into a learning object.

� Learning objects and content objects being able to work properly when moved
from one infrastructure (operating system, LCMS, etc.) to another

This requires standardization of common protocols, formats, etc. The vision of
anopen, large-scale learningobject infrastructure is conditional on the achievement
of interoperability.

Interoperability can exist at different scales:

� Between learning objects
� Between learning objects and learning management systems
� Between learning object repositories
� Between metadata schemas

The more general notion of interoperability is that it enables crossing cultural
or linguistic boundaries. Interoperability requires full exchange of data between
the systems’ heterogeneous data models. For an exchange to take place, a con-
sistent set of interpretations must be provided for the information. Ensuring this
consistency requires semantic interoperability, in other words, agreement on the
meaning of the exchanged information [15]. Accordingly, “the achievement of
interoperability should be viewed as an enabling condition for interoperation be-
tween application systems and semantic integration of information from diverse
sources” [16]. Thus, interoperability relies heavily upon communication of infor-
mation between systems, applications, and databases wherein formal language and
model representations of complex information have been resolved.

Efforts to create standards for the interchangeof informationormetadata over the
past 10 to 15 years have produced a number of national and international standards.
The prevalent approach has been to develop interfaces that allow translation of
data from one proprietary format to a standard or “neutral” format, from which
the information can again be translated into a second proprietary format. Much
effort has been directed at formalizing general aspects of storing and retrieving
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properties and entities, most notably by the IMS [4], IEEE [17], AICC [18], and
ARIADNE [19].

Metadata comprise a key component of any interoperability schema. As the
format of metadata evolves toward machine readability, improved reliability and
consistency in the interchange of information occurs. Further work is needed in
storing and representing metadata, specifying metadata requirements for different
domains, and building tools that are able to find commonalties between inter-
changed data from different agencies [20].

8.4 Metadata

Metadata are often defined as “data about data” [21] and are understood to represent
descriptive information (element names, definitions, lengths, etc.) about populated
data fields. Benefits of implementing a metadata model are seen in:

� Locating information:metadata associate informationwith objects that otherwise
would not exist or are not easily accessible. This in turn benefits searching for a
specific object and returns a higher percentage of accurate results.

� Interpreting information: metadata fields associated with objects offer a clearer
description of an object and better define what the object is about [22].

Metadata support the search for information by providing data definitions, trans-
formation logic, and lists of valid values, business rules, and more. The main
components within a metadata system are the repository that holds all of the in-
formation, the user interface, and the interface to other software and publishing,
both electronic and paper [23].

The repository captures the metadata, usually in a relational database. All repos-
itories hold the basics: length, definition, data type, etc., and additionally, source
and target mappings, the relationship between elements, and much more.

The user interface allows the metadata administrator to enter and maintain
records, though most entries come to the system through data uploads or inter-
face with other software. Metadata maintenance can be surprisingly complex, so
an intuitive and powerful user interface is important.

The software interfaces both receive and send information about the data to any
applications that may touch or define data, such as a data modeling tool, busi-
ness modeling tool, RDBMS (Relational DataBase Management System), change
management tools, and testing support tools. At the moment, this is a strong de-
velopmental area of metadata systems [24].

Publishing makes metadata available to the business and technical user com-
munity. Usually published metadata are viewable via an Internet browser window
and on hardcopy reports such as mapping specifications or a data dictionary. Not
all information captured in the repository is publishable, and the amount of control
over the user interface and report designs varies among metadata tools.

In order for the positive potential of learning objects to be realized, they need
to be labeled, described, investigated, and understood in ways that make the
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simplicity, compatibility, and advantages claimed for them readily apparent to
teachers, trainers, and other practitioners [22]. The information to enable this must
be stored in the associated metadata.

Standards—whether they are for data collection, data transfer, documentation
(metadata), or software—are all designed to facilitate the dissemination, com-
munication, and use of information by multiple producers and users. (Almost all
standards rely on or incorporate metadata in order to accomplish their purpose.)

Recent trends in education are also highlighting the importance of metadata,
as the vast amount of educational material on the Web needs to be cataloged and
organized in a standardized way so that it can be utilized interoperably for different
educational environments [4].

We have established a framework for e-learning content to be assembled for
delivery dynamically froma repository,where the pieces are located and sequenced
according to the metadata, but what about the pieces of learning themselves, the
learning objects?

8.5 Learning Objects (LOs)

Technology is an agent of change, and major technological innovations can result
in entire paradigm shifts. The computer network known as the Internet is one such
innovation. After effecting sweeping changes in the way people communicate
and do business, the Internet has begun to bring about a paradigm shift in the
way people learn. Consequently, a major change may also be coming in the way
educational materials are designed, developed, and delivered to those who wish to
learn. An instructional technology called “learning objects” [25] currently leads
other candidates for the position of technology of choice in the next generation of
instructional design, development, and delivery, due to its potential for reusability,
generativity, adaptability, and scalability [26,27].

Learning objects, as discussed in Chapter 1, are elements of computer-based in-
struction grounded in the object-oriented concept. Object-orientation highly values
the creation of components (called “objects”) that can be reused [28] in multi-
ple contexts. This is the fundamental idea behind learning objects; instructional
designers can build small (relative to the size of an entire course) instructional
components that can be reused in different learning contexts. Learning objects are
generally understood to be digital entities deliverable over the Internet. Any num-
ber of people can access and use them simultaneously (as opposed to traditional
instructional media, a book, or video tape, which can only exist in one place at a
time).

Supporting the notion of small, reusable pieces of instructionalmedia, Reigeluth
and Nelson [29] suggest that when teachers first gain access to new material, they
often break it down into constituent parts. They then reassemble these parts in
ways that support their individual instructional goals. This suggests one reason
why reusable instructional components—learning objects—may provide signifi-
cant benefits. If instructors had access resources as components in the first place,
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the initial step of decomposition could be bypassed, increasing the speed and
efficiency of instructional development.

The IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee chose the term learning
objects to describe these small instructional components, established a working
group, and provided a working definition.

Various other terms are in use including content object, knowledge object,
reusable information object, and reusable learning object. Although no universal
definition exists, a learning object generally refers to a “reusable unit of learning.”
An initial definition for a learning object could be any entity, digital or nondigital,
that can be used, reused, or referenced during technology-supported learning.
Examples of technology-supported learning include computer-based training sys-
tems, interactive learning environments, intelligent computer-aided instruction
systems, distance learning systems, and collaborative learning environments.
Examples of learning objects include multimedia content, instructional content,
learning objectives, instructional software and software tools, and persons, organ-
isations, or events referenced during technology-supported learning [30].

This definition is extremely broad—too broad. It failed to exclude any person,
place, thing, or idea that had existed at anytime, ever, since any of these could
be “referenced during technology supported learning.” Different groups have at-
tempted to narrow the scope of this canonical definition to somethingmore specific.
Other groups had refined the definition but continued to use the term learning
object. Confusingly, these additional terms and differently defined learning ob-
jects are all Learning Technology Standards Committee learning objects in the
strictest sense. The proliferation of definitions for the term learning object has
made communication confusing and difficult.

The Learning Technology Standards Committee definition seems too broad to
be useful, since most instructional technologists would not consider the historical
event the First World War or the historical figure Billy the Kid to be learning ob-
jects. At the same time, the creation of yet another term only seemed to add to the
confusion, so in the context of this chapter, a learning object is defined as “any
digital resource that can be reused to support learning.” This definition includes
anything that can be delivered across the network on demand, be it large or small.
Examples of smaller reusable digital resources include digital images or photos,
live data feeds, live or prerecorded video or audio snippets, bits of text, anima-
tions, and smaller Web-delivered applications, such as a Java calculator. Examples
of larger reusable digital resources include entire Web pages that combine text,
images, and other media or applications to deliver complete experiences, such
as a complete instructional event. This definition of learning object, “any digital
resource that can be reused to support learning,” is used for two reasons. First, it
is sufficiently narrow to define a reasonably homogeneous set of things: reusable
digital resources. At the same time, the definition is broad enough to include the
estimated 15 terabytes of information available on the publicly accessible Inter-
net [31]. Second, it is based on the LTSC definition (and defines a proper subset
of learning objects as defined by the LTSC), making issues of compatibility of
learning object and learning object as defined by the LTSC explicit. It captures
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the critical attributes of a learning object, “reusable,” “digital,” “resource,” and
“learning,” but rejects aspects of the LTSC that include nondigital and nonlearning
focused.

A learning object is thus, for all practical purposes, an object or set of resources
that can be used to facilitate intended learning outcomes and can be extracted
and reused in other learning environments, “reusable learning objects” (RLOs).
Learning objects become the building blocks of e-learning content and can be used
to construct any desired type of learning experience—Legos for e-learning [32,33].

Many educators see learning objects as a viable alternative to the traditional yet
not very flexible and difficult-to-adapt instructor-led course format that has been
the foundation of education and training for the last two centuries. Learning objects
stored in a database and properly tagged for easy search are designed specifically
for flexibility and reuse and are easily aggregated into lessons and courses.

The value of a learning object lies in its object-orientated nature, which lends
itself to reuse. However, therein lies its complexity. Two major issues that affect
the pedagogic validity of a learning object are granularity and combination—
combination relating to how the learning objects are amalgamated, and granularity
referring to the size of the learning object.

8.5.1 Combination

While groups like the Learning Technology Standards Committee exist to promote
international discussion about the standards necessary to support learning object–
based instruction, apparently no one had considered the role of instructional design
in composing and personalizing lessons [34]. Metadata, descriptive information
about a resource such as title, author, version, format, etc., facilitate finding ob-
jects by searching, as opposed to browsing. Problems arose when consideration
was given to what it means for a computer to automatically and dynamically as-
semble a lesson, by taking individual learning objects and combining them in a
way that makes sense: in instructional design terms, “sequencing” the learning
objects. In order for a computer to make sequencing or any other instructional
design decisions, it must have access to instructional design information to sup-
port the decision-making process. However, no such information was included in
the metadata specified by the version of the Learning Objects Metadata Working
Group standard in use at the time. An IEEE LOM working group is considering
this problem [21].

8.5.2 Granularity

Sequencing cannot be discussed without mentioning “granularity” [35]. How big
should a learning object be? The Learning Technology Standards Committee’s
definition leaves room for an entire curriculum to be viewed as a learning object,
but objects so large preclude notions of reuse that lies at the core of learning ob-
ject features, as generativity, adaptivity, and other-ivities are all facilitated by the
property of reuse. Clearly LOs should be smaller and from a reuse point of view
as small as possible. Unfortunately, it’s not so straightforward. Learning objects
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must be tagged with metadata (with more than 20 fields with names like “Semantic
Density”), very small objects become prohibitively expensive to tag, a trade-off
between flexibility of reuse and the cost of tagging has to be made, and an interme-
diate size for LOs chosen. Alternatively, the decision between how much or how
little to include in learning objects can be viewed as a problem of “scope.” Reality
dictates that costmust be considered, but only after decisions regarding the scope of
learning objects have be made in an instructionally grounded, principled manner.

To facilitate the ability to find and share learning object’s, various standards
groups have worked together to define a consistent set of metadata to be provided
for each learning object. The metadata is not part of the learning object itself;
rather, it is held in a separate document designed to travel with the learning object,
and this document is accessedwithout opening or displaying the actual LO content.

As described earlier, LOs can be considered the building blocks of e-learning
content. Building blocks are not particularly useful unless they are assembled
into larger structures. Most learning content, regardless of how it is delivered,
uses some sort of hierarchical structure. A course may be divided into lessons, for
example, and the lessons further divided into topics, and soon.Amajor requirement
for e-learning specifications is the provision of a simple but flexible method for
representing a wide variety of content structures or taxonomies.

8.6 Standards

National and international committees, consortia, and other organizations have
been busy developing standards and specifications for e-learning technologies at
least since the late 1990s. They have been doing so with the understanding that
the benefits of this standardization work will be manifold and various:

Not only would the development and use of international standards (in e-learning) produce
a direct cost savings, but the information technology systems could be used in a wider range
of applications, and used more efficiently. Better, more efficient and interoperable systems,
content, and components will produce better learning, education, and training—which has
a positive effect upon all societies [36].

Organizations actively developing these standards and specifications include
the IMS Global E-Learning Consortium, the IEEE Learning Technologies Stan-
dards Committee, and the ISO Subcommittee on “Information Technology for
Learning Education and Training.” The development of technical standards in e-
learning can be understood as a part of the maturation of this sector or industry.
Before, and especially since, the popular emergence of the Internet and the World
Wide Web, ICT has been used widely in education, both distance and classroom
based, and in off-line and online training. However, the technology has been ap-
plied in ad hoc and diverse forms, innumerable courses, course components; and
systems for managing and delivering these courses have been developed indepen-
dently of one another. Moreover, the content and management systems are often
created in a manner that makes it very difficult if not impossible to enable con-
tent sharing or successful interoperation. Standards in e-learning seek to address
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these shortcomings by ensuring the interoperability, portability, and reusability
of content and compatibility of systems. Until the emergence of standards in the
e-learning industry, organizations were often constrained to buying all their e-
learning from one vendor. Courses came with their complete software already
integrated, and although data flowed freely between the LMS and the courseware,
there was no way that courses or LMS could interoperate with another vendor’s
system. Customers were effectively locked into one vendor.

The observation that “the nice thing about standards is that there are so many
to choose from” [22] has been circulating in e-learning standards circles for some
time. Although no one involved in standards development would claim to be seek-
ing a situation in which standards and specifications compete, overlap, or develop
in parallel, this statement certainly reflects the varied and complex nature of stan-
dards organizations and standards development processes.

Standards can be defined as “documented agreements containing technical spec-
ifications or other precise criteria to be used consistently as rules, guidelines, or
definitions of characteristics, to ensure that materials, products, processes and ser-
vices are fit for their purpose” [36]. In e-learning the standards that are in use
today are a result of the work of several standards bodies, principally the Institute
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Learning Technology Standards Commit-
tee (IEEE LTSC) [25], the IMS Global Consortium [17], Advanced Distributed
Learning Networks (ADL Net) [37], and the Aviation Industry Computer Based
Training Committee (AICC) [18], and they ultimately define the metadata to be
used in tagging LOs. Eventually the international organization will advance most
of the standards developed by the IEEE/LTSC as International Standards for Stan-
dardization (ISO).

8.6.1 Standards Evolution

The IMS project was founded as part of the National Learning Infrastructure
Initiative of EDUCAUSE (then Educom) as a fee-based consortium of learning-
technology vendors, publishers, and users. Its members included many U.S. uni-
versities, and its original focus was on higher education. It produced specifications
covering multiple areas of e-learning—metadata, content, administrative systems,
and learner information—each developed by its own working group. IMS later
relaunched as a nonprofit organization with a more international outlook, the IMS
(Instructional Management System) Global Learning Consortium [38].

IMS produces open specifications for locating and using e-learning content,
tracking learner progress, reporting learner performance, and exchanging student
records between administrative systems such as LMSs. Two of these specifications
have been adapted for use within the ADL framework:

� The IMS Learning Resources Metadata Specification defines a method for de-
scribing learning resources so that they can be located using metadata search
software.

� The IMS Content and Packaging Specification defines how to create reusable
learning objects that can be accessed by a variety of administration systems such
as LMSs and LCMSs.
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The Open University of the Netherlands (OUNL) was the creator of EML
(Educational Modeling Language) over a 3-year R&D program and was closely
involved in the development of the learning design specification in IMS [39]. Cur-
rently they are collaboratingwith the dotLRNcommunity to integrate their learning
platform with instructional design defined according to the current standards.

The ADL (Advanced Distributed Learning) common technical framework
is referred to as SCORM—the Sharable Content Object Reference Model
(SCORMTM). SCORM defines a Web-based learning Content Aggregation Model
and Run-time Environment for learning objects [37]. At its simplest, it is a model
that references a set of interrelated technical specifications and guidelines designed
tomeet the Department of Defense’s high-level requirements forWeb-based learn-
ing content. The SCORM applies current technology developments—from groups
such as the IMS Global Learning Consortium, Inc., the Aviation Industry CBT
Committee, the Alliance of Remote Instructional Authoring and Distribution Net-
works for Europe (ARIADNE) [19], and the IEEE LTSC—to a specific content
model to produce recommendations for consistent implementations by the vendor
community.

SCORM is being developed through active collaboration among private in-
dustry, education, and the U.S. federal government with the goal of producing
guidelines that meet the common needs of all sectors. To facilitate this collab-
oration, the ADL established the ADL Co-Laboratory Network, which provides
an open collaborative environment for sharing and testing learning technology
research, development, and assessments [40]. Rather than reinventing the wheel,
the SCORM leverages the work of the standards bodies by bringing together their
disparate specifications and adapting them to form an integrated and cohesive
implementation model.

SCORM documents are constantly evolving as further specifications are refined
and added to the basemodel. Figure 8.1 gives an overview of the SCORMstructure
in its book format bases on the SCORM 2004 documentation.

The AICC develops technical guidelines known as AICC Guidelines and Rec-
ommendations (AGRs). An AGR is a short document that references a detailed
specification document. AGR 010 is the AICC’s guidelines for interoperabil-
ity between Web-based courseware and LMSs. It references another document,
CMI001—“CMI Guidelines for Interoperability”—which is commonly referred
to in the e-learning industry as the AICC CMI specification.

The AICC offers certification testing for the AGR 010 CMI interoperability
guidelines as well as for the AGR 006 guidelines, which apply to LAN-based
management systems. To achieve AICC certification, products are put through a
testing process by an independent third-party testing organization. Vendors are
also able to self-test their products using the AICC test suite. This enables them
to claim AICC conformance for their products.

The ARIADNE European Projects (phases I and II) were formed to develop
a set of e-learning tools and methodologies. The ARIADNE began research and
technology development projects in January 1996. These projects pertain to the
Telematics for Education and Training sector of the 4th Framework Program for
R&D of the European Union. The projects focus on the development of tools and
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FIGURE 8.1. SCORM “books” outlook.

methodologies for producing, managing, and reusing computer-based pedagogi-
cal elements and telematics supported training curricula. The project, which was
largely funded by the European Union and the Swiss government, ended in June
2000. Subsequently, theARIADNEFoundation formed to promote thewidespread
adoption of state-of-the-art and platform-independent education in Europe [41].

The International Standards Organization (ISO) is a worldwide federation of
national standards bodies from some 140 countries [42]. It has created a Joint
Technical Committee in cooperation with the International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (IEC), which is the international standards and conformity assessment
body for all fields of electrotechnology [43]. This technical committee, known as
JTC1, includes a subcommittee known as SC36 (subcommittee 36), which is re-
sponsible for work on information technology for learning, education, and training
[44].

The bodies and organizations listed previously have been working together to
create a specification or standard thatwould allow all users of learning object-based
content to define interoperable metadata for learning objects, a standard known as
the Learning Object Metadata standard.

To facilitate the widespread adoption of the learning object approach, the IEEE
LTSC formed in 1996 to develop and promote instructional technology standards
[25]. Without such standards, universities, corporations, and other organizations
around the world would have no way of ensuring the interoperability of their
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instructional technologies, specifically their learning objects. Multiple organiza-
tions (ADL, AICC, IMS, ARIADNE) began developing technical standards to
support the broad deployment of learning objects. Many of these local standards
efforts have representatives on the LTSC group.

8.6.2 Learning Object Metadata Standards

An emerging standard is developing for learning objects metadata. The IEEE is
the main accredited standards body (Fig. 8.2). The approved IEEE Learning Ob-
ject Metadata standard is created with the cooperation of a variety of specification
consortia and laboratory test beds and markets. Technical specifications are de-
veloped by the AICC, IMS, and ARIADNE, and feed into reference models for
ADL [2] and ALIC [45]. These reference models, in turn, aid the standard bodies
in developing approved standards. Each of these organizations and their role are
outlined below.

The IMS gathers functional requirements, technical capabilities and deployment
priorities from end users, vendor, purchasers, and managers. These requirements
are consolidated into one ormore specifications. These specifications have become
a draft for the LearningObjectsMetadata specification of the IEEE standards body.
The active groups with IMS follow an open process to develop a specification
package consisting not only of contentmetadata but also informationmodels,XML

FIGURE 8.2. Standards development process.
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binding, and best practice guides. Similar efforts started in the ARIADNE project
groups on metadata definitions, and these groups are now closely collaborating
with IMS.

In addition, the AICC has been working to provide interoperability standards
for computer-managed instruction systems, now more widely known as Learning
Management Systems or Course Management Systems (CMS). AICC primar-
ily caters to the CMI systems developed for the aviation industry and related
vendors. It provides AICC guidelines and recommendations. The contribution of
AICC is particularly important in the CMI database schema and the interoperabil-
ity of the database objects extending to several computer-based training course
management and assessment systems. AICC is working closely with the IEEE
LTSC in several areas of mutual interest. It also provides test suites for AICC
certification.

Following on from the technical specifications produced, reference models are
extrapolated. One organization involved in efforts toward that end is the ADL.
The activities of ADL co-labs focus on the development of the Sharable Content
Object Reference Model specifications, including metadata standards from IEEE
LTSC P1484 (as submitted by IMS) and CMI database schema (submitted to IEEE
by AICC).

The intent of ADL co-labs in the development of standards is to make SCORM
an integrated model reliant on extended specifications from other groups. ADL
participates with other organizations, such as AICC and IMS, in the development
of specifications, and when the specifications become stable, it incorporates them
into a SCORM release.

The ADL Co-Labs are collaborating closely with ARIADNE, IMS, AICC, and
IEEE. At present, SCORM 2004 is distributed and includes the content packaging
and sequencing recommendations proposed by IMS. The specific goal for SCORM
is to create learning technology standards for the creation of durable, reusable,
interoperable, and accessible courses for defense and industry training.

Partners such as ARIADNE, IMS, and AICC have recognized that it would
be inappropriate to develop competing metadata systems. They therefore have
agreed to cooperate under the auspices of the IEEE LTSC. It is hoped that this
will lead to a joint adoption of the metadata standards while retaining the option
of producing extensions to these standards that address the particular needs of the
respective projects. All four organizations have participated in the development of
the IEEE LTSC standards. The procedure for this development of standards is as
follows:

� Technical specifications are written within AICC, IMS, or ARIADNE.
� They are integrated, extended, and tested in SCORM/ADL generating reference
models.

� They are formalized nationally and internationally in ISO/IEEE.

From this a formal ISO standard is created. The Learning Object Model (LOM),
standard was approved by the IEEE in July 2002. It represents the first standard
for learning content to be released by an accredited standards organization. The
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official designation of the LOM standard is IEEE 1484.12.1-2002 [25]. According
to the LOM,

The purpose of this standard is to facilitate search, evaluation, acquisition, and use of
learning objects, for instance by learners or instructors. The purpose is also to facilitate the
sharing and exchange of learning objects, by enabling the development of catalogues and
inventories while taking into account the diversity of cultural and lingual contexts in which
the learning objects and their metadata will be exploited [25].

Currently, the IEEELTSC learning objectmetadata standard specifies the syntax
and semantics of learning object metadata, to fully/adequately describe a learning
object. It focuses on the minimal set of attributes needed to allow learning objects
to be managed, located, and evaluated. The standards accommodate the ability of
locally extending the basic fields and entity types, and the fields can have a status
of obligatory (must be present) or optional (may be absent). Relevant attributes of
learning objects that can be described include type of object, author, owner, terms
of distribution, and format. Where applicable, learning object metadata may also
include pedagogical attributes such as teaching or interaction style, grade level,
mastery level, and prerequisites. It is possible for any given learning object to have
more than one set of learning object metadata. The standard does not concern itself
with how these features are implemented.

The IEEE LTSC LOM model has nine categories, and each category is broken
down into constituent parts that further describe a learning object. The categories
are:

� General—information describing the LO as a whole
� Life cycle—contains information about the life cycle and status of the LO
� Meta-metadata—information about the metadata that describes the LO
� Technical—technical requirements and characteristics of the LO
� Educational—information about the interactivity type and selected difficulty of
the LO and any pedagogical details

� Rights—information about the copyright issues associated with the LO
� Relation—relative LOs in a similar area
� Annotation—history of who created the LO and when
� Classification—where the LO falls within a particular classification system

8.7 Learning Object Metadata (LOM)

The simplest definition of metadata is structured “data about data.” Metadata is
defined as “something that describes an information resource, or helps provide
access to an information resource” [34]. Metadata are descriptive information
about an object or resource whether it is physical or electronic.

While metadata itself is relatively new, the underlying concepts have been in
use for as long as collections of information have been organized. Inherent is the
concept of an association between themetadata and the information resource that it
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describes. For example, library card catalogues represent awell-established type of
metadata that have served as collection management and resource discovery tools
for decades. Metadata can be generated either “by hand” or derived automatically
using software.

Metadata standards are applied by using a “template” that, upon completion,
holds sufficient information about the object or learning material for a search of
the metadata to retrieve it. Using metadata to tag a resources allows users to search
at a more refined level, and hence more accurately.

There are three principal reasons for using a metadata system:

� Sufficiency: Can a resource be adequately described by the resource itself? For
example, an image may contain a picture of a particular geologic structure, but
it would be hard to search for this. Words are needed. Although some resources
may contain text, they need further information to describe or use them. Not all
materials contain inherently adequate self-descriptions.

� Scalability: It is possible to do full text analysis on a single repository with
thousands of resources, but it is impractical for large multiple repositories with
resources. Metadata provide a highly targeted, rapid search and recovery option
at a low cost and greater flexibility.

� Interoperability: The ability for different systems to interchange information,
processes and resources is called “interoperability.” If different systems can
agree to create a mapping between their metadata, then it is possible for each to
search one another’smetadata. It is also possible for systems to accomplishwide-
area searches among many systems if they all have created common mappings.
Metadata, as a descriptive system, should allow descriptive mappings among
systems—hence, interoperability. Interoperability is important for systems that
expect to access resources from a variety of sources [22].

Metadata stored in a system require a schema to structure them. A schema
describes what one or more XML documents can look like, and it defines:

� The elements the document contains, and the order in which they appear
� The element content and element attributes, if any

The purpose of schemas is to allow machine validation of document structure.
Instead of using the syntax of XML 1.0 DTD declarations, schema definitions
use XML element syntax. A correct XML schema definition, therefore, is a well-
formed XML document [46].

Research commenced with the study of the work carried out by the organiza-
tional bodies associated with generating standards for metadata. The IEEE, ADL,
IMS, and AICC all contribute to the LOM standard and Dublin Core (DC) work
with the Dublin Core Metadata element set. The extension of the LOM v1.0 meta-
data schema is covered stating the reason for the necessary extensions to appro-
priately accommodate the tagging requirements of the metadata repository. The
problems that arose from extending the LOMv1.0, namely an ambiguous ontology
and methodology, resulted in the base schema being discarded and a new subset
schema being drafted.
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8.7.1 Dublin Core Metadata Initiative

The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) is an open forum engaged in the de-
velopment of interoperable on-line metadata standards that support a broad range
of purposes and business models. The DCMIs activities include consensus-driven
working groups, globalworkshops, conferences, standards liaison, and educational
efforts to promote widespread acceptance ofmetadata standards and practices. The
Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (DCMES) was the first metadata standard de-
veloped out of theDCMI as an IETF—Internet Engineering Task Force—standard.
The DCMES provides a semantic vocabulary for describing “core” information
properties, such as “Description” and “Creator” and “Date” [47].

Dublin Core metadata are used to supplement existing methods for searching
and indexing Web-based metadata. Most DCMI participants are involved in large-
scale archiving or cataloging projects that require the use of Dublin Core metadata
to enable large collections of object “resources” to be grouped, named, classified,
and indexed in a useful fashion.

There are 15 elements in the DC metadata set, and each of these elements has
10 attributes associated with it. Of all of the groups that are creating standards for
metadata, this is the largest number of attributes associated with any one set.

The Dublin Coremetadata set was the original metadata set fromwhich all other
metadata sets stemmed. Groups like the IEEE, AICC, IMS, ADL, ARIADNE,
ALIC, and many more based their metadata sets on work carried out by the Dublin
Core. At the time of the research, work conducted by the aforementioned groups
has progressed significantly, and metadata standards from each of these individual
groups were developed or at some stage of development. These metadata sets
were better equipped to handle the fast evolution of the standard creation process.
From a working point of view, no advantage was apparent from taking the Dublin
Core metadata set and implementing it within the scope of the SME Learning
Management System.

The Dublin Core metadata set did not sufficiently describe a learning object
within the scope of the SME repository. Options for extending the metadata set
were not apparent, and altering the set would make it un-interoperable. Another
metadata standard was required, leading to the IEEE LOM.

8.7.2 Modifying the IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM)

The LOM standard is meant to provide a semantic model for describing properties
of the learning objects themselves, rather than detailing ways in which these learn-
ing objects may be used to support learning. The LOM indicates the legal values
and informal semantics of themetadata elements, their dependencies on each other,
and how they are assembled into a larger structure. LOM has specifically been de-
signed to be extendable to accommodate future growth or individual adaptation.
The LOM information structures are support metadata exchange, and are neither
specifications of an implementation nor specifications of a user interface. The
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LOM does not define recommendations concerning bindings or implementations
of metadata in representations or notations.

The LOM data model is a hierarchy of data elements, including aggregate data
elements and simple data elements (leaf nodes of the hierarchy). In the LOMv1.0
base schema [3], only leaf nodes have individual values defined through their
associated value space and data type. Aggregates in the LOMv1.0 base schema do
not have individual values. Consequently, they have no value space or data type.

An outline of the LOM metadata mapping is shown in Figure 8.3. The LOM
structure is composed of nine elements, which in turn break down into a series of
subelements, making up the complete model. Initially in our implementation we
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FIGURE 8.3. LOM version 1.0 overview model.
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proposed extending the LOM to meet the special needs of the SME environment,
building from the base scheme defined in the released version of the standard IEEE
1484.12.1 in July 2002.

Our metadata were designed to be an application profile of the LOM standard.
Some extensions were made where LOMwas insufficient for the specific purposes
of an SME-based repository. The original LOM metadata elements were not re-
placed or changed; they were taken as they were defined in the standard. Not all
of the LOM metadata elements had significance for the goals of SME training,
and so some were not used. Those that were used were not changed to maintain
conformance to the standard. According to LOM, there can be extension elements,
but none of the LOM elements or subelements can be replaced or transformed in
any way, so the LOM metadata allow for extensions, but only if the original LOM
elements are retained as they were originally defined. The only exception is the
possibility to use other values in the Value space than the values defined in the
Vocabulary of the Data type of that metadata element.

Originally it was felt that the LOM model did not provide a sufficient level of
granularity in identifying learning objects within an SME context, so an exten-
sion of the LOM was pursued. There are essentially three ways of extending the
metadata schema to suit the particular needs of the system:

1. Creating extensions to the metadata schema that do not overwrite the original
schema.

2. Modifying or changing the vocabulary used in the LOM elements.
3. Using classification systems in Category 9 Classification.

Our initial base scheme for the SMEs proposed a number of such extensions,
driven primarily by the requirement of increased granularity, and also a specific
domain orientation toward SME education and training. Category 1, Category 4,
and Category 5 saw the most significant changes based on the original outline
(Fig. 8.4 highlighted entries).

Changes in Category 1, General, were primarily focused onmore precise defini-
tion of the area of application of the learning object. Additional elements, modeled
from ARIADNE metadata version 3.0 [48], such as 1.9: Discipline; 1.10: Subdis-
cipline; 1.11: MainConcept; 1.12: MainConceptSyn; and 1.13: OtherConcepts,
were added. Changes in Category 4, Technical, referred to providing a better tech-
nical definition of the requirements of the learning object, with extensions in 4.4:
Requirement, and several subelements of 4.4, and with 4.8: Material Description
being added. The most significant change was in Category 5, Education, with
the proposed addition of 5.12: TrainingActivity; 5.12.1: DeliveryMethod; 5.12.2:
Time dependence; 5.12.3: Loc dependence; 5.13: Evaluation; 5.13.1: Assessment;
5.13.2: Method; 5.13.3: Number; 5.14: Registration; 5.15: Pre-requisite; 5.16:
Qualification; 5.17: Pedagogy; and 5.18: Course-Level—in order to better clas-
sify the educational or pedagogic characteristics of the learning object. Much
of the change in Category 5, Education, was modeled on proposed changes to
metadata schema by both the CUBER [49] and GEMSTONES [50] metadata
projects.
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FIGURE 8.4. Extended LOM metadata overview model.
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Next there were also a number of proposed variations in classification, or ontol-
ogy, from that described in the LOM draft standard. To accommodate increased
granularity six aggregation levels were defined, as compared to four in LOM ver-
sion 1.0. The proposed levels were level 0, Fragment; level 1, Topic; level 2,
Lesson; level 3, Module; level 4, Course; and level 5, Curriculum. The aggrega-
tion levels were used to describe the differences between study elements within
an SME learning environment. There were a number of further proposed changes
in ontology and vocabulary from that in LOM v1.0, in order that the semantics of
the SME environment more accurately reflect the delivery objectives of the SME
learning management program.

8.7.3 Taxonomy Models and Ontology

The LOM did not offer an adequate level of metadata coverage for the population
of the SME repository. The LOM was lacking in its definition of aggregation
levels, or granularity. The associated level of the LOM did not sufficiently define
a SME learning object. The educational requirements of the learning objects were
not met. There was a need for finer detail in relation to the training activity of
the learning object, as well as the evaluation and prerequisites associated with any
given learning object. The overall general information related to the learning object
was unclear with regard to discipline and concepts tied to a learning object. The
solution was to extend the LOM to meet the needs of the SMEs. All the metadata
categories, metadata data elements, and subelements adopted from LOM were
used as such; they were not changed because of the notes of conformance in LOM.

The IEEE LOM definition of a learning object allows for an extremely wide
variety of granularities. This means that a learning object could be a picture of
the Mona Lisa, a document on the Mona Lisa (that includes the picture), a course
module on da Vinci, a complete course on art history, or even a 4-year master
curriculum on Western culture.

In one sense, this is appropriate, as there are a number of common themes to
content learning objects of all sizes. In another sense, though, this vagueness is
problematic, as it is clear that authoring, deploying and repurposing are affected
by the granularity of the learning object.

To address this problem, a learning object taxonomy was developed to identify
the different kinds of learning objects and their constituent parts (Fig. 8.5):

� Fragments are the smallest level in this model. These elements reside at a pure
data level. Examples include a single sentence or paragraph, illustration, anima-
tion, etc.

� Topics are the next level of granularity. This refers to a single learning objective
and constitutes 10 to 15 minutes of learning. Fragments are grouped together to
form topics.

� Lessons are next in the taxonomy.Lessons consist of topics grouped togetherwith
additional tests or assessments areas included, as well as objectives, overviews,
summary, prerequisites, etc. [51]. This other content is not seen as reusable in the
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FIGURE 8.5. SME taxonomy model.

strictest sense as it was viewed as being focused on a specific thread or learning
concept.

� Modules are a set of lessons that were focused on one study or subject area.
� Courses consist of coherent modules aggregated together.
� Curriculumwas a number of courses to provide competence at a designated level
in an occupation or profession.

Topics contain fragments. Lessons contain topics. Modules consist of lessons,
and courses are made up of separate modules. Curriculum contains courses. The
smaller level of granularity in this taxonomy is essential, as research showed that
repurposing can only be accommodated by explicitly identifying the information
objects and the fragments they contain [13].

CISCO [52] and IMS [17] used tried-and-tested ideas from Open and Distance
Learning [53] to determine how to package or collect learning objects together.
The smallest unit is a reusable information object (RIO) [54]. It develops a single
objective only. CISCO defines each RIO as either being a concept, fact, process,
principle, or procedure [52]. Content items and practices (learning activities) are
presented to the learner to support that objective. The smallest stand-alone unit is
a reusable learning object (RLO), a collection of seven plus-or-minus two RIOs
grouped together to teach a common job/task based on a single learning objective.
To make the collection of RIOs into a complete learning experience or “lesson,” an
overview, summary, and assessment are added to the package. The overview is used
to introduce the RLO and act as an advanced organizer for the learner by listing
the objective, outline, and job-based scenario for this “lesson.” The summary is
used to conclude the RLO and tie the scenario and objectives covered in each RIO
together. It also offers a suggested course of action for learners to broaden their
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knowledge and skills in this area. Finally, the summary is a transition between the
RIOs and the final assessment. This structure is drawn directly from ODL.

Comparing the CISCO concept with our SME model in Figure 8.5, the
aggregation-level “topic” is equivalent to RIO, and “lesson” is equivalent to the
RLO. Any of the higher levels of learning content are seen as a combination of
lowermaterial. Additional fields were required to store the summary, outline, aims,
objectives, prerequisites, and other fields relating to courses and curricula, but this
information was not seen as reusable in the strictest sense as it documented a focus
on a specific area only.

A number of issues needed to be better understood if large-scale LO (re)use was
to become a reality isues such as aggregation and the notion of design for reuse.

Traditionally, authoring toolsmainly support the process of authoring from three
points of departure:

� A blank document that needs to be “filled” with content, where the structure of
the LO is defined during the elaboration of that content;

� A template that needs to be instantiated, where the structure of the LO is defined
a priority;

� An existing LO that is edited and modified in the process of authoring, and then
typically saved as a new LO.

The main idea, however, was that learning objects were created by selecting
fragments from a repository, usually with the significant assistance of metadata
and profiles to do so. These learning objects were then assembled into a new
learning object. This was referred to as authoring by aggregation [13].

This new learning object, as it provided new context for the learning, may need
to provide “glue” that takes the learner from one learning object to another. A
simple example of this kind of facility is the way that presentation authoring tools
(like Microsoft Powerpoint, SliTeX, etc.) allow for existing slides to be included
in new presentations and then add automatically “next” and “previous” transi-
tions between those slides. More sophisticated “glue” would enable the author
of the aggregated learning objects to include transitional material (for example,
“In this section, the content will show the concept of inertia that was introduced
in Chapter X”), so as to give guidance to the learner on how the components
fit together in the aggregate. This kind of “glue” is dealt with by “sequencing”
specifications that enable the definition of learning paths. These learning paths are
themselves discrete learning objects and as such can be stored separately, modified
independenly of the content, reused, AND of course also have their own associated
metadata to aid with discovery, search, and retrieval.

Some issues that needed to be taken into consideration when “designing for
reuse”:

� Ease of modification: The fragments used often depended on the context, and
they should be consistent within a given context. The content should be designed
in such a way that it becomes easy to alter the information in one fragment, thus
producing a new fragment, accessible to all.
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� Easily replaced labels: A related issue is that of textual labels in visual material;
it should be simple to replace such labels with alternatives, for instance in a
different language, or using an alternative vocabulary.

� Adaptive look and feel: Methods need to be developed for adapting the look
and feel of content. When different learning objects are aggregated together, the
result should not look like a collection of learning objects from different origins.
One could think of aggregation tools that allow the author to apply a “design
template” to impose a specific look and feel on the resulting aggregate.

� Fragment integration: Fragments within the current repository need to integrate
with other fragments with little trouble. This integration can be viewed in the
form of a sequential listing of fragments, or within a higher level of granularity.
A sequential listing produces a sequence of fragments that form a detailed piece
of learning. The higher level of granularity, at a topic level, requires fragments
to integrate together to form a more substantial piece of learning content.

It was necessary to have a greater level of granularity that that specified in the
LOM. An increase in the level of granularity increased the chance of reusability of
learning objects, or pieces of learning objects, and also permitted easier structuring
of the learning content. The reusable learning material is below the LO level, and
these fragments have little to no context, no formatting, and no specific style. Style
and context are added to a learning object via combinations of the design, the
learning paths, and/or the presentation layers with typical style sheets [13].

In recent years the development of ontologies—explicit formal specifications
of the terms in the domain and relations among them [55]—has been moving from
the realm of artificial intelligence laboratories to the desktops of domain experts.
An ontology defines a common vocabulary for researchers who need to share
information in a domain. It includes machine-interpretable definitions of basic
concepts in the domain and relations among them [56].

An ontology development process consists of seven steps [57]:

1. Specification: What is the goal of the ontology? What is relevant to fulfill the
goal? What needs to be modeled, and what types of granularity are useful?

2. Knowledge acquisition: Collect the information based on the available docu-
ments in different data sources. Put this information into a hierarchy structure
with respect to the ontology scope. This step occurs in parallel with the speci-
fication step.

3. Conceptualization:Concepts in the ontology should be close to objects (physical
or logical) and relationships in the related domain. Try to get definition for your
ontology from other ontologies.

4. Integration: Integrate the ontology with another ontology if applicable.
5. Implementation: Define the ontology components through an ontology defini-

tion language in two stages:
–Informal stage: sketch the ontology using either natural language descriptions
or some diagram techniques.

–Formal stage: ontology is encoded in a formal knowledge representation lan-
guage, that is machine computable.
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Ontology Purpose.
Goals and Scope
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results, text analysis
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and properties.
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An ontology developement process. As seen,
it consist of seven stages.

FIGURE 8.6. Ontology development process.

6. Evaluation:Consists of checking for completeness and consistence and avoiding
redundancy.

7. Documentation: Produce clear informal and formal documentation. Make the
ontology understandable by everyone. An ontology that cannot be understood
will not be used.

A number of ontology development tools currently exist; notable among these
are Protégé [58], Oiled [59], OntoEdit [60], OntoLingua [61], and WebODE [62].

Most of the tools provide an integrated environment to build and edit ontologies,
check for errors and inconsistencies, browse multiple ontologies, and share and
reuse existing data by establishing mappings among different ontological entities.
However, these tools are influenced by traditional knowledge repository–based
ontology engineering methodologies, with steep learning curves, making it cum-
bersome to use for casual Web ontology development.

The process of ontology development was seen to be an iterative one. Any data
elements or subdata elements that were altered or introduced to extend the existing
LOMv1.0 metadata schema required an ontology. The ontology defined the terms
associatedwith each data element in the schema. Following from this, cataloging of
learning objects within the repository was easier and automated in places. Beyond
that, the requirement for greater granularity, and the definition of learning objects
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in an SME context required that a revised ontology be implemented for existing
LOM elements.

Therefore, a new or extended ontology was required for the additional elements
added to the schema, as shown in Figure 8.4. Problems arose within the ontology
definitions. Redefining the ontology to cater to the additional new elements and
expanding existing data element ontology proved difficult. Achieving an unam-
biguous ontology was not feasible, and therefore automatic metadata generation
was impossible. The fast-paced evolution of the e-learning standards made exten-
sion of the LOMv1.0 difficult, as changes in the draft version meant upgrading the
SME schema to the latest release and starting again. It was decided to work from
the opposite end of the scale and approach this problem with a cut-down version
of the LOM as opposed to an extended version of the LOM.

8.7.4 Final Schema of Our System

The initial base schema resulted in additional fields being added to the metadata
categories. The drawback of this was that the user, upon uploading content to the
repository, was required to insert a lot of information about the learning object.
We strongly believed that the users should not have to do this—it should be an
automated process or as automated as is humanly possible [63]. Being unable to
produce an automated form-filling process for the schema was one of its failings.
An ambiguous ontology restricted this automation and resulted in the rejection of
this schema as a final version.

An alternative schema, based on the LOMv1.0, was required. The goal was to
have the minimal number of fields necessary to adequately describe all learning
objectswithin the central repository. TheADLnet [40] listed tableswith a variation
of the LOMmetadata content, and SCORM listed their categories and elements and
weighted themwith regard to the different levels of granularity. SCORMuses three
levels of granularity to define its learning objects: assets, sharable content objects
(SCOs), and content aggregation models. Assets within the SCORM represented
fragments from a SMEs point of view. SCOs mapped to topics within the levels
of aggregation, and everything else was seen as a form of content aggregation.

Initially separate schemaswere drafted to accommodate themetadata associated
with fragment level and topic level content, as draft no-naming conventions were
associated with them. Then an aggregation level data element was inserted into
the schema, allowing for the combination of schema to result in a final schema
version for the SME metadata. This allowed for the storage of all metadata un-
der the one schema. The elements chosen from the original LOM are shown in
Figure 8.7.

The final schema was still standards compliant, and other management systems
could access the repositories and search for content based on the metadata in-
formation. Figure 8.7 shows the final schema in relation to the LOM v1.0. The
required data elements are highlighted in red. This solution permitted an 80 percent
automated-tagging process, thus alleviating authors from the necessity of entering
known information into the meta-tagging form. The metadata schema allowed for
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FIGURE 8.7. Final schema version for SME based on LOM v1.0.

the population of the SME database and central repository with learning content
and objects.

8.8 The Phoenix System

The system that was designed built and tested was called Phoenix, an approximate
acronym for PHp Enabled Environment Integrated with XML. It comprised a set
of intuitive graphic user interfaces that permitted nontechnical experts to convert
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electronic content into learning objects and sequence these learning objects into
an instructionally sound piece of learning. The objectives of the system were:

� To provide the standard features of any learning content management system
� To facilitate the decomposition of electronic material into smaller pieces of
learning termed learning objects

� To dynamically display this content to the end user upon request
� To sequence the learning objects into instructionally sound learning content.

The standard features of any learning management systems exist in Phoenix
and aid in the overall functionality of the tool [64,65]. These standard features are
necessary for Phoenix to operate properly. For example, in order for the sequence
process to work, the search function is required to locate the learning objects that
will be utilized in the sequencing procedure.

Standard features include:

1. Access-related features like login and logout, and registration for a new course.
2. Administrative features like modifying user details on the system and main-

taining databases.
3. Taking a course and continuing an existing course are basic student require-

ments.
4. Search capabilities were necessary for the learner, as well as the author, to

perform well.

In more detail:

� Users: A definition of the users of the system was required in order to determine
what functionality was needed to support them. The users were the learner, the
author, and the administrator.

� Login: The users on the system were required to login before accessing any of
the material on theWeb site. Once users logged in successfully, the functionality
of the system was available to them, depending on their access level.

� Logout: If the user closed the browser window, the session was automatically
closed and the user was logged out. The session could time-out from inactivity,
and the user was prompted to log in again. This was added as a security feature
of the tool.

� Search: This function was divided into two sections. The first section was a
browse scenario. Authors could browse the content in the repository and select
individual fragments. The other option was to search for a specific piece of
content. This functionality was to support authors in the finding of learning
objects.

� Registration: Learners on the system could register for a new course and, once
accepted, could commence taking the course.

� Take a course: After learners logged in, they were presented with the option to
continue with an existing course that was partially completed or register for a
new course.
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� Maintain databases: The administrator on the system maintained the databases
and provided support for the authors and learners using the system.

8.8.1 Implementing Phoenix

The best implementation option for possible future extensions or modification
was an open-source one. To create a system that was adaptable and extendable,
the source code needed to be available so that source code editing could include
new system features. Open-source software (OSS), also offered significant cost,
reliability, and support advantages that are attractive to SMEs. The Phoenix system
consists of several layers that work together to form the overall system. These
layers include the base layer, the search layer, the dynamic delivery layer, and the
management layer. A base layer requires the following features:

� Anoperating systemcapable of running the server andhandling at least a database
server, a Web server, and a mail server.

� A stableWeb server that was capable of handlingmultiple requests for numerous
users.

� A database server to handle the metadata, and store the information pertaining
to the users accessing the system. Content stored locally on dynamically created
folders based on the users accounts.

� A scripting language that was capable of interacting easily with the Web server
as well as the database server and operating system. It should be robust and
have fast access times based on execution of code and be easily portable to other
systems (for backing up systems or mirroring sites to disperse the server load).

Our final system was based on the established LAMP technology: Linux (oper-
ating system), Apache (Web server), MySQL (database server) and PHP (scripting
language) [66].

The search layer of Phoenix divides into a browsing process and a searching
process. The browse permits an author to browse through the content in the repos-
itory; published files in the repository are displayed for the author to see. Anything
suitable can be selected and aggregated by the LO being authored.

Alternatively, authors may search the metadata for a specific learning object
under headings determined by the metadata schema design and select relevant
pieces of learning for use within a learning object. This search accesses all levels
of granularity.

The administrative layer, accessed through a Web interface, allows administra-
tors to perform two main tasks: authorize new users and change the user access
levels. Administrators may also activate and deactivate accounts.

Dynamic delivery is an important feature of any learning management system.
E-learning is designedwith just-in-time or just-enough learning inmind.Users take
courses at their own speed or access material on-line for a specific answer or piece
of information. Metadata and standards influence the dynamic delivery of content.
The tagging process and storage of the learning objects in a central repository
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permit the reusability of the content. Reuse of the learning objects assists in the
dynamic delivery process.

8.9 Phoenix System Architecture and Functionality

Phoenix was required to facilitate the creation, storage, and publishing of content
by nontechnical users, to include LO sequencing into topics and courses and the
dynamic delivery of learning content. The technical layers, that is, the Web server,
the database server, the operating system, etc., needed to integrate with current IT
environments, without requiring the purchase of additional hardware and software.
Finally the system needed to support the administration of all users [67].

Each element of the LAMP acronym provided an essential layer of functionality
(Fig. 8.8):

FIGURE 8.8. Phoenix overall structure based on LAMP technology.
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� Linux is the operating system. Linux has grown into a reliable operating system
that now gets corporate support from start-ups like Red Hat and big companies
like IBM.

� Apache is the Web server, the world’s most-used Web server. It is controlled by
a group called the Apache Software Foundation and has also been embedded in
commercial products like IBM WebSphere.

� MySQL is the DBMS (database management system). The MySQL database
server is the world’s most popular open-source database. With more than five
million active installations, MySQL has quickly become the core of many
high-volume, business-critical applications. Customers such as Yahoo!, Google,
Cisco, Sabre Holdings, HP, and NASA are realizing significant cost savings by
using MySQL’s high-performance, reliable database management software to
power large Web sites, business-critical enterprise applications, and packaged
software applications [68];

� PHP is an object-oriented web scripting language. It’s similar to Java Server
Pages (JSP) and Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP). PHP is another Web-
scripting technology that mixes HyperText Markup Language display code with
programming instructions.

8.9.1 Unique Features for the SMEs

Several unique elements were coded and implemented in Phoenix specifically
for SMEs. They respond to the recognition that in SMEs and other small-scale
users, content authoring and aggregation are likely to be carried out by people
who are not trained educators These elements included an upload tool, an author-
ing section, and an aggregation environment. Learning material can be uploaded
as either a fragment or a topic. A fragment, the lowest level of granularity, con-
sists of raw data elements, images, text, movie clips, etc. Fragments are selected
from elsewhere on the PC or network and submitted to Phoenix. The system de-
termines if the material is valid: the file size is not zero bytes, the file has an
acceptable format, and the file name is not already used or exists already in the
database.

If all is OK, the file is stored in the repository and the author is asked to fill in
the metadata form (Fig. 8.9). Meeting our requirement for minimum form filling,
80% of the fields are automatically completed. The author only needs to supply the
remaining 20%. The author is shown a preview to verify that the correct material
is being uploaded.

Assembling fragments into topics is done by building a composite knowledge
object (CKO) (Fig. 8.10). Again a user-friendly form-filling format is used. The
form permits the insertion of content, text, audio, images, etc., between or around
fragments. It also allows existing topics to be edited to form new ones—a very
useful reuse feature for authors.

TheCKOtool interrogates themetadata database anddisplays any fragments that
the author calls up. The necessary additional metadata fields are part of the form.
The CKO creation process uses an open-source what-you-see-is-what-you-get
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FIGURE 8.9. Upload fragment screenshot.

(WYSIWYG) on-line HTML editor called, solmetra PHP asp.net wysiwyg
(SPAW)1 [69]. Through SPAW authors can edit and reedit a topic until satisfied it
is ready for publishing.

This aggregation tool permits the sequencing of fragments to form topics, topics
to form courses, and so on. Adding a new topic to the system requires the execution
of five steps. The first step creates the topic name, and description, the author,
creation date, size, and aggregation level are autogenerated. The author determined
the copyright issue. Next, fragments are chosen from the central repository. The
author must hold the copyright or the fragments must be copyright free and they
must be fragments (not some higher level of aggregation). The author has an option
to view fragments in a pop-up window (Fig. 8.11).

Step 3 involves the ordering of the selected fragments, the author chooses the
first fragment to be displayed followed by the second fragment and so on. Error
checking ensures the sequence’s uniqueness.

Step 4 verifies step 3 and enables returning to previous steps for re-authoring
again. Error checking verifies uniqueness.

Step 5 creates an XML file and its storage in the central repository. The XML
holds the ID of all the fragments used within a given topic and the sequencing. This
approach enables dynamic delivery to learners. When a learner requests a given
topic, theXML is interrogated and the content dynamically gathered and delivered.

The XML file is created in accordance with the IMS simple sequencing spec-
ification [38] and is termed a manifest file (Fig. 8.12). A manifest also enables

1 S=solmetra, P=PHP, A=ASP.NET, W=WYSIWYG
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FIGURE 8.10. Composite knowledge object (CKO) editor within Phoenix.

interoperability. If a topic is to be exported, its XML file is scanned and the
fragments referenced are collected, packaged, and compressed into a single file
ready for transport, in conformance with the IMS content packaging specification
[17, 70]. Interoperability of standards permits this process to execute successfully.

8.10 Delivery, Evaluation, and Results

The Phoenix tool was designed to be rapidly adaptable to the needs of any specific
learning environment. Its open-source nature enables this. Somemight say that the
dotLRN [71] system is very similar to the Phoenix system, but it was necessary to
create our own system for several reasons. Foremost of these included being able to
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FIGURE 8.11. Selection process within the Phoenix environment.

implement the above schema that resulted from the study of the needs of the SMEs.
While the dotLRN is built on open-source technology also, the level of understand
and technology savvy required to operate and maintain the system is higher than
that of a standard LAMP build. The code associated with dotLRN is also harder to
manipulate and understand as opposed to PHP and MySQL. Our initial testing of
the open-source concept was carried out in an on-campus university environment,
as opposed to within an SME, so as to enable better monitoring and control.

FIGURE 8.12. XML-based output from the Phoenix system.
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We chose a course based on the constructivist cognitive apprenticeship model
with learners who were new to e-learning. In the cognitive apprenticeship model,
parallels are made with the teaching tradition of apprenticeship and schooling.
Alan Collins, John Seely Brown, and Ann Holum [73] propose that students
learn best when the thinking is made visible. Traditional apprenticeship focuses
on the combination of observation, coaching, and scaffolding. Our aim was to
imitate this successful form of learning in the more controllable university en-
vironment. The design used the apprenticeship model through adaptive learning
guides posing as superheroes. The superhero related his/her power or weakness
to a creative writing technique and thus serves, as both a guide and a mnemonic
device.

Two student groups were phased sequentially. The Phoenix-based system was
adapted to meet specific course needs in each of these phases. Adaptations were
carried out by code modification of the base system, access to the source code
being enabled by the open-source nature of Phoenix.

The student group in Phase One consisted of 17 students studying a course
in electronic production over one semester. Their comments and reactions were
solicited by email and by on-line questionnaires (Fig. 8.13).

In phase one most students were satisfied with the LMS and the on-line course.
They suggested the following:

� Increased file size for uploading assignments
� More sample assignments and links to relevant Web sites
� More comments on corrected assignments
� Email notification to lecturer/TA when assignments have been uploaded
� Better access to information on the assignment titles

The exact nature of these suggestions is not of direct importance, but they
illustrate areas for adaptation or improvement in the system to better meet the

Web-Site Ratings.

Web-Site Ratings

FIGURE 8.13. Phase one feedback information.
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FIGURE 8.14. Phase two features feedback.

needs of the learners. The information gathered provided a means to create further
evolution of the code and extend the functionality of the tool to better suit the
requirements of the learners and the author [72]. For example, a deadline counter
was added to let students know by when assignments must be uploaded.

In phase two, 50 students following a different course, again over a semester,
in general approved of this style of learning and the delivery approach. They
liked having access to the notes on-line anytime, anywhere, liked that labs could
be uploaded from anywhere, liked the new deadline counter feature, and liked
the upload viewer (a feature that was added partway through the semester, again
illustrating the power of the use of open source code) (Fig. 8.14).

The students in phase two hadmanymore suggestions for additional or improved
features (Fig. 8.15).

Although much of the student feedback in both phases related to their impres-
sions of this style of learning andwould apply to almost anyLMS/LCMS,we found
the rapid adaptability afforded by direct access to the code of Phoenix a uniquely
advantageous feature. It enabled us to add desired new functionality rapidly and
accurately, and indicated that tailoring to the needs of specific SMEs would be
practical. We set out to create a system that was adaptable, flexible, extensible,
and inexpensive that met the needs of the learners. Our test confirmed we have
achieved this. Access to the source code permitted the numerous updates to the
system, resulting in improved variants of the Phoenix tool. The open-source choice
justified itself. Phoenix proved rapidly adaptable to different learning scenarios and
was responsive to the needs of both novice and the more experienced users—both
teachers and learners. The basic system was robust and responsive.
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FIGURE 8.15. Phase two improvement suggestions.

8.11 Conclusion

The main task we undertook was to make an LCMS with an embedded e-learning
content creation tool for use by nonexpert authors and suitable for use in SME or
other small-scale situations. The resulting Phoenix system was based on a novel
metadata schema with clearly defined ontology focused on an implementation
using reusable and interoperable e-learning learning objects. It supports the cre-
ation of instructionally sound e-learning content, and provides the functionality
to aggregate and sequence this content into larger learning structures. The tool’s
attributes included being flexible, adaptable, customisable, standards compliant,
using reusable learning objects, and inexpensive.

The main achievements include:

1. A successful standards-based interoperable compliant metadata set permitting
the search and retrieval of any learning objects within the repository

2. An operational open source–based implementation successfully tested for func-
tionality and robustness on two separate groups of learners over a one-year
period

3. An adaptable learning system open to future modifications. These separate
testing stages highlight the extensibility and adaptability of the system to meet
the users’ requirements and cater to their needs.

Phoenix encompasses the following attributes: flexible, adaptive, customizable,
standards compliant, uses re-usable LOs, and low cost, making it ideal for its
intended use in small companies or other small-scale users. Additional tools have
subsequently been added to include a training or learning needs analysis phase.
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Reinforcement Agents for E-Learning
Applications

HAMID R. TIZHOOSH, MARYAM SHOKRI, AND MOHAMED KAMEL

Abstract. Advanced computer systemshave becomepivotal components for learn-
ing. However, we are still faced with many challenges in e-learning environments
when developing reliable tools to assist users and facilitate and enhance the learn-
ing process. For instance, the problem of creating a user-friendly system that can
learn from interaction with dynamic learning requirements and deal with large-
scale information is still widely unsolved. We need systems that have the ability
to communicate and cooperate with the users, learn their preferences and increase
the learning efficiency of individual users. Reinforcement learning (RL) is an in-
telligent technique with the ability to learn from interaction with the environment.
It learns from trial and error and generally does not need any training data or a user
model. At the beginning of the learning process, the RL agent does not have any
knowledge about the actions it should take. After a while, the agent learns which
actions yield the maximum reward. The ability of learning from interaction with a
dynamic environment and using reward and punishment independent of any train-
ing data set makes reinforcement learning a suitable tool for e-learning situations,
where subjective user feedback can easily be translated into a reinforcement signal.

9.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the investigation of the user-machine interface and the
complexity of a dynamic environment like an e-learning application based on
reinforcement learning. In e-learning applications the user needs access to the
most suitable sources of information. Reinforcement learning has the ability to
autonomously lead the search engines to adapt themselves based on monitoring
the user’s queries, reactions to messages, and even actions that the user takes (e.g.,
deleting a file or searching again for the same object category). As a consequence,
an intelligent search engine could improve its behavior in order to personalize
search tools, save the user’s time, and avoid confusion and fatigue by providing
the shortest path to the optimal learning object.

We present the techniques for developing user-oriented RL agents, and discuss
design requirements and limitations. The techniques for presenting the states and
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actions and defining the objective and subjective reward are introduced as well.
Some hybrid systems using reinforcement learning techniques are provided.

In image-based applications (image as a learning object), defining states, actions,
and reward is usually a difficult task. The high- and low-level image processing
techniques must be applied to extract features, patterns, and clues from an image
set or a single image. We present an example of the application of RL in image
processing, and collaborationof the expert (user)with the agent to dealwith images.
Typical problems of user interaction with the agent for acquisition of reward and
punishment are discussed.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 9.2 gives an overviewof different as-
pects of amultiagent system in interactionwith users. In section 9.3, reinforcement
learning techniques and their components are described.A brief discussion of some
hybrid techniques is also presented. In section 9.4 we present the outlines of RL
agents for personalized search engines and multiagent issues. Our discussions in
section 9.5 include partial observable Markov decision processes, hidden Markov
models, and semi-Markov decision processes. Section 9.6 concludes the chapter.

9.2 Multiagent Systems and Interaction with Users

In the framework of e-learning, we are interested in the design of an artificial
intelligent system to provide services for the user (learner) through the Web or
other interfaces. Intelligent (software) agents should act rationally to perform a
task for the user and reduce human error or fatigue [25]. Reinforcement learning
(RL) agents can be employed to design a personalized system to adapt to human
intention, intuition, needs, and requests. We especially need to consider that the
user may not be able or willing to provide detailed information as feedback to the
system. To design an adaptive personalized mechanism, the artificial intelligent
system must communicate with the user through a graphical user interface (GUI).
Users can provide their requests, responses, and reactions for the computer by
using the intelligent GUI. This yields the most efficient system that can perform
challenging tasks, save the user’s time, and prevent user fatigue and confusion. To
accomplish this, we need a link between artificial intelligence (AI) and a graphical
user interface [11]. Mixed-initiative interaction represents a link between AI and
human–computer interaction, and refers to a flexible interaction strategy in which
each agent (user or computer) contributes what it is best suited for at the most
appropriate time [11].

The concept of agent must be considered here as it is referred to in the defini-
tion of mixed-initiative interaction. By general definition, an agent is “something
that acts” or “something that perceives and acts in an environment” [25]. More
specifically by intelligent agent we mean intelligent software that performs a task
for a human user. A rational agent attempts in a way to maximize the expected
value of a performance/quality measure, given the percept sequence it has seen
so far [25]. Agents should have the ability to manage themselves, optimize task
performance, and increase the level of security. Agents can operate in dynamic
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and uncertain environments, plan appropriate actions, and perform individually or
in coordination with other agents.

Based on the user’s needs, an e-learning agent can perform different actions
such as:

� Searching for information
� Gathering information
� Providing services like tutoring and scheduling
� Updating the user’s information
� Providing on-line tests or examinations
� Providing Web-based communication with teachers and students

A system with several agents that work with each other toward their goals is
called a multiagent system. For Web-based systems with a large number of users
and time/resource constraints, it is necessary to use multiagent systems for task
coordination and sharing resources such as databases.

An intelligent e-learning systemcan be achieved bymonitoring the users actions,
such as searching the Web using keywords, deleting a file, closing a help window,
researching for different object categories, typing a search query, selecting or
saving documents or images, choosing a specific picture or text from a set of
pictures or text documents, and asking for help or selecting help options. In a more
advanced intelligent system, an agent can talk/listen to or monitor the user in order
to gather information and provide the most suitable service. This advanced system
can provide a variety of options for the user, especially for people with disabilities
or communication difficulties.

In e-learning applications the agent must provide different levels of information
resources and services based on the user’s level of knowledge and understanding.
The level of knowledge can be evaluated based on queries that the agent receives
from the user [33]. It also can be determined by the user’s reaction or search queries.
The agent must improve its performance by considering the user’s (learner’s)
satisfaction. For this reason a measure of user satisfaction must be defined for
the agent. In the following section, we discuss this issue in the framework of
reinforcement learning by defining reward and punishment.

9.3 Reinforcement Learning

Themotivation behind using reinforcement learning is designing an effective goal-
directed intelligent agent to learn from interaction with a dynamic environment
that relies on reward and punishment, and prediction of rewards. Learning is the
core characteristic of any intelligent system. Learning can be described as the
“process of acquiring an internal representation for the persistent constraints in
the world,” “as well as assembling the computational facilities by which predic-
tions and explanations are produced” [21]. In the RL model, an agent is an au-
tonomous learner or decision maker. What is outside the agent is the environment
(user, learning objects, search algorithms, etc.). Reinforcement leaning is on-line
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learning, meaning that the RL agent improves its behavior in real time. The RL
agents design is based on the characteristics of the problem at hand. RL agents
learn from their own experience without relying on teachers or training data (in
contrast to neural networks that need a large set of training samples). This makes
RL agents more suitable for e-learning since on-line interaction, as the learning
mechanism for RL agents, can always be assumed.

The history of RL has two major parts: the study of animal learning, and the
solution of optimal control problems using value functions and dynamic program-
ming [31]. Value functions are functions of states or functions of state-action pairs
that estimate how good it is to perform a given action in a given state [31]. Watkins
[35,36] developed the Q-learning algorithm in 1989 in such a way that the agent
maintains a value for both state and action, which represents a prediction of the
worth of taking that action from the state.

Reinforcement learning agents are autonomous [23]. The behavior of an au-
tonomous agent is determined by its own experience. The RL agent maps the
states of the environment to appropriate actions and tries to maximize the reward
or minimize the punishment [1,7,31]. The reward function represents the goal of
the reinforcement learning problem. The reward values could be objective or sub-
jective. In the subjective case, the agent receives reward and punishment directly
from the interactive user. In the objective case, the reward is defined based on some
optimality measure or desired properties of the results [25,28,31]. Reinforcement
learning is based on trial and error. Actions could affect the next situation and
subsequent rewards. The agent must be aware of the states by interacting with the
environment. The states are parameters (features) describing the environment, and
actions must have the ability to optimize the environment’s state [16,31].

For an RL agent, the learning process has two components: exploration and
exploitation. Exploration means that the agent tries to discover which actions
yield the maximum reward by taking different actions repeatedly and in a random
manner. Exploitation, on the other hand, means taking the most rewarding actions.
The agent does not have any previous background knowledge about taking the
correct actions. This kind of learning is not supervised, but since we use a reward
function, weak supervision can be assumed. The agent does not need a set of
training examples. Instead, it learns on-line and can continuously learn and adapt
while performing the required task. This behavior is useful for all user-dependent
cases where sufficiently large training data are difficult or impossible to obtain.

Figure 9.1 illustrates the components that constitute the general idea behind
reinforcement learning. The RL agent, which is the decision-maker in the process,
takes an action that influences the environment. The agent acquires knowledge
of the actions that generate rewards and punishments, and it eventually learns to
perform the actions that are the most rewarding in order to attain a certain goal. In
the RL model presented in Figure 9.1, the process is as follows [23,31]:

� Agent observes the states from environment
� Agent takes an action and observes reward and punishment
� Agent observes the new state
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FIGURE 9.1. Basic structure of a reinforcement learning problem.

Another element of reinforcement learning is the action policy that defines the
agent’s behavior at a given time and is a core component of reinforcement learning.
It maps the perceived states to the actions to be taken [31]. There are three common
policies: softmax policy, ε-greedy policy, and greedy policy. TheBoltzmann policy
is the most common softmaxmethod, and uses a Gibbs, or Boltzmann distribution.
The ε-greedy policy explores the state space with probability ε and exploits the
rewarding actions with a probability of 1− ε.

Reinforcement learning is learning from interaction of the agent with the en-
vironment to achieve the goal, that is maximizing the accumulated rewards over
the long run. If the reinforcement learning task satisfies the Markov property, it
is called a finite Markov decision process [31]. In a particular case the Markov
property is used to predict the probability of the possible next state as follows [31]:

Pa
ss ′ = Pr{st+1|st = s, at = a}, (9.1)

where s is the current state, a is the action, s ′ is the next state, and Pa
ss ′ is the

probability of possible next state s ′ given any state s and action a [31]. The solution
of the reinforcement learning problem is the policy that maximizes the reward
over several learning episodes. There are three elementary classes of techniques
for solving reinforcement learning problems: dynamic programming,Monte Carlo
algorithm, and temporal-difference (TD) learning [31]. There are also “eligibility
traces” that can be considered as a bridge between TD methods and Monte Carlo
techniques [31]. Here, we focus on TD approaches as described elsewhere [31].

9.3.1 Temporal-Difference Learning

Temporal-difference learning is a combination of Monte Carlo and dynamic pro-
gramming ideas. If at time t a nonterminal state st is visited, TD methods estimate
the value of that state, V (st ), based on what happens after that visit [31]. TD meth-
ods wait until the next step (t + 1) to determine the increment to V (st ) as opposed
to Monte Carlo that must wait until the end of the learning episode. The simplest
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TABLE 9.1. Tabular TD(0) for estimating V π [31]

Initialize V (s) arbitrary, π the policy to be evaluated
Repeat (for each episode):

Initialize s
Repeat (for each step of episode):

a ← action given by π for s
Take action a: observe reward, r , and next state, s

′

V (s)← V (s)+ α[r + γ V (s
′
)− V (s)]

s ← s
′

until s is terminal

TD method, called TD(0), is presented in relation 9.2 where α is a constant and
rt+1 + γ Vt (st+1) is the target [31].

V (st )← V (st )+ α[rt+1 + γ V (st+1)− V (st )]. (9.2)

The tabular TD(0) for estimating V π is presented in Table 9.1.

Sarsa

Sarsa is on-policy TD control. For an on-policy method the state-action value
Qπ (s, a) must be estimated for the current policy π , and all states s and actions a.
The transition from state-action pair to state-action pair must be considered and
the value of state-action pair must be learned. The general algorithm for Sarsa
method is presented in Table 9.2.

Q-Learning

Q-learning is off-policy TD control and is one of the most popular methods in re-
inforcement learning. In an off-policy technique the learned action-value function,
Q(s, a), directly approximates the optimal action-value function Q∗, independent
of the policy being followed [31]. The agent learns to act optimally in Marko-
vian domains by experiencing sequences of actions. The agent takes an action at
a particular state and using immediate reward and punishment and estimating the

TABLE 9.2. Sarsa: an on-policy TD control algorithm [31]

Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrary
Repeat (for each episode):

Initialize s
Choose a from s using policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
Repeat (for each step of episode):

Take action a, observe r, s
′

Choosea
′
from s

′
using policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)

Q(s, a)← Q(s, a)+ α[r + γ Q(s
′
, a

′
)− Q(s, a)]

s ← s
′
, a ← a

′

until s is terminal
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TABLE 9.3. Q-learning: an off-policy TD control algorithm [31]

Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrary
Repeat (for each episode):

Initialize s
Repeat (for each step of episode):
Choose a from s using policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)

Take action a, observe r, s′
Q(s, a)← Q(s, a)+ α[r + γ max

a′
Q(s′, a′)− Q(s, a)]

s ← s′;
until s is terminal

state value, it evaluates the consequences of taking different actions. By trying all
actions in all states multiple times, the agent learns which action is best overall for
each visited state [36]. The agent must determine an optimal policy and maximize
the total discounted expected reward. Using the policy π , the value of state s is
presented in equation 9.3 [36].

V π (s) ≡ Rs(π (s))+ γ
∑
y

Psy[π (s)]V π (y). (9.3)

The task of Q-learning is determining an optimal policy, π∗. The values of the
matrix Q are the expected discounted reward for executing action a at state s, taking
policy π [36]. The (theoretical) condition for convergence of the Q-algorithm is
that the sequence of episodes that forms the basis of learning must visit all states
infinitely. The Q-learning algorithm is presented in Table 9.3. where s is state, a
is action, and s ′ is next state.

9.3.2 Hybrid Techniques

Reinforcement learning algorithms have been combined with other techniques
to improve learning efficiency. For instance, the problem of balancing explo-
ration of untried actions with exploitation of rewarding actions is discussed
by Dearden et al. [6]. They use value information to estimate the improve-
ment of learning that results from exploration. The uncertainty about the cur-
rent value must be also evaluated. The Bayesian approach is used to capture
the uncertainty. The probability distribution over Q-values is applied to ex-
tend Watkins’s Q-learning. Based on conducted experiments, it is concluded
that improvement can be achieved over some well-known model-free explo-
ration strategies. The reward distribution is calculated using the Bayesian ap-
proach.

Dearden et al. [6] provide brief and valuable information about Q-learning,
semi-uniform random exploration, Boltzmann exploration, and directed and undi-
rected exploration to discuss the balance between exploration and exploitation. The
Bayesian approach is applied for Q-learning to use a probability distribution to
deal with uncertainty in estimatingQ-values. In the case of undirected explorations
the actions are based on local Q-values, but the distributions over Q are stored and
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propagated to make better decisions that yield global exploration without explicit
exploration bonus.

The Bayesian approach for modeling multiagent reinforcement learning prob-
lems (MARL) is presented by Chalkiadakis and Boutilier [4] to allow reasoning
under uncertainty. The optimal exploration techniques for the proposed model are
introduced and several computational approximations for Bayesian exploration in
MARL are presented.

Many different variations of fuzzy Q-Learning have also been proposed
[2,9,10,14]. Walker and Marilyn [34] propose an application of the reinforce-
ment learning method in dialogue strategy selection in a spoken dialogue system
for email. Zhang and Dietterich [39] also discuss job-shop scheduling with RL
techniques. Another application of reinforcement learning could be image seg-
mentation [28,29,30].

9.4 RL Perspectives for E-Learning

In this section we discuss RL design issues in the framework of e-learning appli-
cations. We also propose algorithms to personalize search engines, and provide a
general scheme for learning object identification (LOID) to facilitate the design of
RL agents. The details of the RL design for e-learning applications are discussed
here to illuminate the challenges and establish accessible procedures to overcome
them. As well, an example of the implementation of an RL agent interacting with
a human operator is provided to verify the step-by-step analysis and design pro-
cedure. Reinforcement learning reliability and adjustable autonomy are discussed
at the end of this section.

9.4.1 Design Requirements

The design of a reinforcement learning agent is generally based on the problem at
hand. First we have to clearly define and analyze the problem. We need to decide
the purpose of designing the RL agent. There could be a variety of applications
and tools for e-learning that specifies our purpose of design (partly discussed in
section 9.2).

In daily activities, learners (users) search the Internet and local (private)
databases to access the information they need. The result of these searches are
learning objects (pages, links, images, text files, etc.) that may or may not be what
the learner needs. The goal is designing a personalized search engine that can be
adapted based on the learner’s feedback in order to increase learning efficiency.

The general framework of an RL-based search engine is presented in Figure 9.2.
The RL-based personalized search engine works as follows:

� Learners can send requests to their (personal) RL agent.
� A database of learning objects is available to the agent, containing text docu-
ments, images, audio and video files, etc.
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FIGURE 9.2. Framework of an RL-based personalized search engine.

� A set of searching, sorting, and classification algorithms can be accessed by the
RL agent.

� TheRL agent can activate searching and classification in order to receive a sorted
list of learning objects corresponding to the learner’s request.

� The RL agent provides the most suitable learning object(s) to the learner.
� Learners (directly or indirectly) provide feedback to the RL agent indicating
their satisfaction level.

� The RL agent collects the learner’s feedback (rewards and punishments) to use
in refining its search and classification strategy.

To completely design and implement the personalized RL agent, the following
questions should be answered:

1. What are the states? → The parameters, factors, or features that describe the
learning situation.

2. What are the actions?→ The changes that the RL agent can make in order to
optimize the learning situation.

3. How to receive reward and punishment? → Explicit (direct) or implicit
(indirect) learner’s feedback to let RL agent know whether the learning ob-
ject is suitable.

These questions, as has beenmentioned before, can only be answered for a given
learning environment; general valid solutions are not possible.We now concentrate
on one specific example to demonstrate how an RL approach can be embedded
into an e-learning framework.

9.4.2 Reinforced Learner-Oriented Search Engines

Local and global search engines are an integral part of every e-learning environ-
ment. Learners search for learning objects in order to deepen their knowledge or
clarify questions. Assuming that the learner has access to a database containing a
large number of learning objects (probably shared with other learners), standard
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search strategies, blind to individual needs of different learners, offer only limited
help.

The following general parameters can be assumed in order to completely design
a personalized (learner-oriented) search engine:

Learning object: LO1, LO2, . . . , LOn

Learning object IDs: I D1, I D2, . . . , I Dn

Learning object subclasses: C1,C2, . . . ,Cm

Most recent learner’s request: LR (infinite variations)
Request mapping: L ′R (finite predetermined keywords)
Sorting weights for all learning objects: w1, w2, . . . , wn

Search/classification parameters: P1, P2, . . . , Pk (k  n)
State vector (private): [L ′R,Ci , w1, w2, . . . , wn]
State vector (global): [L ′R,Ci , p1, p2, . . . , pn]
Action (private): wi ±�w

Action (global): Pi ±�P

Learning Objects

Images, text documents, URLs, and video and audio files can be regarded as
learning objects.

Learning Object Subclasses

Within each learning object class, there are subclasses that can help the RL agent
to optimize the learning process. For instance, images as learning objects can be
divided into subclasses with respect to domain category (e.g., technical, medical,
natural, etc.) and/or content descriptions (e.g., “road, trees, sky”).

Learning Object ID

The learning object identification (LOID) is in the form of metadata describing
the nature of the learning object. LOIDs are necessary to avoid on-line recognition
tasks, which are a challenge even for off-line algorithms. Recognizing what the
learning object represents is a highly complex pattern recognition problem regard-
less of whether the learning object is text, image, or speech (see section 9.4.3).

Learner’s Request

The learner can request a new learning object via a search phrase. Any possible
combination of relevant search phrases should be anticipated. This is a first obstacle
for RL agents since an unlimited number of states cannot be handled.

Request Mapping

To reduce the request space, the original learner’s request should be mapped to
a limited number of keywords such that the overall state space remains tractable.
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For instance, the search inquiry “Einstein relativity black holes” could be mapped
to the keyword “Physics.”

Sorting Weights

The relevancy or suitability of learning objects for a given request (generally in
[0, 100%]) can be delivered by diverse classification and ranking algorithms. The
RL agent should be able to modify the sorting weights in order to match the
learner’s expectation.

Search and Classification Parameters

For a global design the parameters of the classification and search algorithms can
be adjusted in order to change the sorting weights of learning objects.

State Vector

The state (learning situation) can be defined either at a private or a global level.
If the RL agent changes the sorting weights w1, w2, . . . , wn , only the correspond-
ing learner will be affected. However, if the RL agent modifies the parameters
P1, P2, . . . , Pn of the search and classification algorithms, this will not only be a
more difficult task but also will affect all other learners whose agents use the same
algorithms. A global modification is more challenging because it needs agent
coordination at a more complex level, and because the parameters of adjusting
algorithms used to generate the desired results are generally not straightforward.

Actions

For private implementation the actions modify the sorting weights of learning
objects, whereas for the global case the parameters of the classification and search
are modified by proper actions. It should be emphasized that the latter case bears
a more challenging design level.

Reward and Punishment

The agent takes an action (e.g., chooses a picture from a database) and presents
it to the learner. The learner can provide subjective reward to the agent directly
or indirectly. In the direct case, the learner must click one of the icons, accept
or reject. The accept option is a reward for the agent and the reject option is a
punishment. If the learner does not provide a direct reward for the agent, then the
agent must observe the learner’s reaction to the search result (image or any other
learning object). The learner may click on the image or save the image, which
can be considered as a reward by the agent. The learner may close the window
or request another search procedure, which can be considered as a punishment by
the agent. After a while, the agent learns the proper sorting weights for learning
objects in which the learner is interested. The training process is complete at this
point and the search engine is personalized.
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9.4.3 Learning Object ID (LOID)

Reinforcement learning agents can be employed to manage information. By man-
aging information we mean producing a personalized digital library containing
learning objects with descriptive IDs (LOIDs). When learners search for a learn-
ing object (document, image etc.), they save learning objects by different names in
different files. When they need to access the stored information, they do not know
exactly the content of the files or location of the information. Reinforcement learn-
ing can help the learner build a personalized digital library by producing LOIDs
for each learning object. The LOID represents the main features of the learning
objects by providing a tag ormetadata for them. Moreover, by using LOID, defin-
ing the states becomes easier in the design of personalized agents. Information can
be extracted from the metadata and used to define the state space. An example is
provided in Figure 9.3 to present metadata for an image. The metadata consists of
link, category, content, color, format, type, and size of the image.
Example 1: In this example we consider two general solutions of producing

ID, the manual and the automated techniques. In the manual technique the user
directly provides the LOID for each learning object. In the automated case the
agent must learn it based on extracting information from the learning object such
as name, caption, and feature information. If a learning object is an image, then
low- and high-level image processing can be applied. For example, if the image is
binarized, then the number of pixels represents the area of the object of interest.

FIGURE 9.3. Automatated and manual techniques for producing image IDs.
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FIGURE 9.4. General architecture for producing IDs for learning objects.

If the learning object has the associated metadata representing its LOID, then
it can be provided to the learner to be added to the personalized digital library if
necessary, or to be used for future search requests. If the learner knows the LOID
(completely or partly), then the search process can be performed faster and the
result more accurately matches the learner’s request. For any advanced intelligent
search engine like the example proposed in Figure 9.4, the learning object can be
provided by its associated LOID for the user. There are several agents providing
services to the users in this example. Based on the search query, different agents
can be activated. If the user knows the LOID and uses it as a search query, then
one of the agents can be activated to search the databases based on that query.

If some information in metadata associated with the LOID is not accurate or is
missing, then in order to distinguish the complete metadata from incomplete one,
a temporary ID (TID) can be generated. Users can conduct the search by using the
TID. Another agent with the responsibility of completing or correcting metadata
attached to TID will automatically be activated. The learner can also perform this
task manually. In the manual case the user has interaction with the agent to provide
the required information and complete or correct the TID. In the automatic case
the agent extracts information from the learning object to complete or correct the
TID. The architecture of the process is presented in Figure 9.4.

9.4.4 Learning Speed Considerations

Reinforcement learning can be regarded as a stochastic learn and optimization
methodology. It does not need a model or training data to learn from, and starts,
so to speak, from scratch. The interaction with the environment (learner, database,
other algorithms) is the only mechanism, which the RL agents employ to steer
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the environment into an optimal state. This characteristic of the reinforcement
paradigm is extremely crucial for e-learning. However, it also bears design and
algorithmic challenges.

Generally, RL agents converge to a solution with a probability of 1 if they can
visit all states infinitely. In practice, this would mean that every state should be
visited multiple times. As long as we have a limited state space, this will not create
any practical obstacle. However, the suitability of learning objects provided by
the RL agent can be quite low if, due to a large state space, the agent does not
have the possibility to receive sufficient feedbacks from the learner for relevant
states.

Personalization can be hindered by the following obstacles:

Feedback reliability: The learner can, due to fatigue, provide the wrong feedback.
Feedback insufficiency: The learner rarely works with the agent.
LOID complexity: The learner works often with the agent but due to the large state

space the agent cannot converge to an optimal solution.

The RL agent must be trained based on the specific learner’s intentions and de-
mands. We need to consider that one learner may not be able or willing to pro-
vide reward or punishment as a feedback to the system to train the agent. In
addition, wrong feedbacks may be provided due to fatigue and/or not paying at-
tention. The larger problem, however, is the number of feedbacks. Assuming we
have L ′R = 1000 keywords to which the learner requests, LR , can be mapped.
Further, let’s assume that there are n = 1000 learning objects in m = 100 differ-
ent subclasses. Then, the private state vector [L ′R,Ci , w1, w2, . . . , wn] will have
1000× 100× 1000 = 108 different variations. Of course many of these possible
states will not occur, but a large number of them should be visited by the RL
agent in order to converge to an optimal solution. Expecting that one single learner
can/will provide several million feedbacks to the RL agent is not realistic.

In the reinforcement learning literature a variety of modifications have been
proposed to accelerate the learning speed in spite of high-dimensional state space.
We propose the following approaches to solve this problem:

Off-line training: The RL agent could be trained off-line. The demands and needs
of a typical learner can be learned off-line to minimize the on-line learning time
for personalizing the agent.

A priori knowledge integration: Any knowledge about the learning objects and the
learner’s preferences can be considered before on-line learning begins.

Task distribution: Amain agent communicates with the learner and distributes the
required tasks among n other agents (Fig. 9.5).

Multiagent cooperation: Every learner has his/her own RL agent trying to adjust
the learning objects’ sorting weights. The agents cooperate among one another,
exchange information, and learn faster.

In the last case amultiagent search environment could be implemented (Fig. 9.6).
In this framework we have several agents, each associated with one of the

learners. Each learner has an RL agent in his/her personal computer connected to
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FIGURE 9.5. Task distribution among subagents.

FIGURE 9.6. Framework of a multiagent search engine. Through agent cooperation, addi-
tional feedback can be acquired, resulting in a faster convergence.
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a network. If the agent does not receive enough feedback from the user, then it
contacts other agents to see whether they have knowledge of taking appropriate
actions in similar states. Then the RL agent updates its value function based on the
knowledge that it receives fromother agents (which are the same type of agentswith
similar actions definitions and for similar states). The agents act independently but
cooperate to exchange information. Clustering algorithms can be used to classify
similar agents, similar states, and similar actions.

The major design issue in a multiagent system is the cooperation aspect. The de-
signer must consider whether the agents ignore other agents and act independently
or whether they cooperate with other agents. The agents may share the information
or hide it and attempt to learn other agents’ action values and strategies. Claus and
Boutilier [5] present dynamics of RL in cooperative multiagent systems. To ex-
pedite the convergence, the cooperation of agents has a clear goal: updating more
frequently than is possible by simply receiving feedback from the learner. The fore-
most condition for the cooperation is that collaborating agents are dealing with the
same learning objects and ideally are accessing the same learning object repository.

Managing the tasks and resources is an other important issue. The resources (e.g.,
databases) could be equally distributed among the agents or optimally distributed
based on the intensity of receiving queries by each agent. The agent must also
consider the necessary time for coordination and calculate coordination costs in
order to decide whether the benefit of coordination outweighs the cost.

In cooperative multiagent systems with global reward, there is the so-called
“credit assignment problem” [3]. This is related to difficulty in gauging which of
the agent’s contribution has led to the reward. In some cases agents cannot observe
the action of other agents and therefore the role of each agent in producing the
reward is not determinable [3]. Chang et al [3] introduce a new approach to solve
the credit assignment problem. They consider the reward signal as an observed
global reward for the agent that is the sum of the personal reward for that agent
and a random Markov process (which is a reward of other agents and the external
source of the reward as noise). The on-line Kalman filter [32] is implemented to
estimate these rewards. In this approach learning is based on the global reward,
and the agents learn and converge faster to an optimal or near-optimal policy [3].

9.4.5 Example for Designing Human–Agent Interaction

In this section we provide an example of how the RL agent can interact with a
human operator in order to learn a certain task. As an example we have provided a
reinforcement agent that communicates with the learner (user) to binarize a digital
image.

Image thresholding (or binarization) is a common task in computer vision.
The evaluation of the quality of the binary image with respect to object visibility,
however, is generally a difficult task that cannot be solved by quantitativemeasures.
In contrast, the human observer can easily judge the image quality and provide the
agent with evaluative feedback. The agent, on its part, will attempt to take proper
actions (different levels of binarization) in order to satisfy the user and, by doing
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FIGURE 9.7. GUI for using RL technique: learning process based on interaction with user.

so, generate the optimal image. A graphical user interface must be designed to
create an easy-to-use system interface [28] (see Fig. 9.7).

Using this GUI, the agent can communicate with an experienced operator. The
agent takes an image from the set of images and thresholds it. The threshold is
initialized with a constant value. This definition is arbitrary but has an impact on
the learning speed. Inappropriate initial thresholds may lead to increase in learn-
ing time. The initial value could be a random number in the range of minimum to
maximum gray level. One may select the initial threshold, using existing thresh-
olding techniques or the average of several thresholds provided by several different
thresholding algorithms.

Definition of States

The states can be determined by using the number of objects, nO , and the ratio of
black pixels nB to the total number of pixels n after applying the threshold to the
image. Concretely, the states are defined as follows:

IF c1 ≤ nB

n
< c2

IF nO == d

s = i

END

END

where c1, c2 ∈ [o, 1], and d, i ∈ N .
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TABLE 9.4. Definition of actions for Q-based image
thresholding: κ is minimum gray level, ν is maximum gray
level, and τopt is final threshold

� = (ν − κ)/20
x = κ + a.�

y = κ + (a + 1).�
τopt = (x + y)/2

Definition of Actions

The agent modifies the initial threshold τopt by taking an action a. A total number
of 20 actions were defined for this purpose, each increasing or decreasing the
current threshold by a certain amount �. Considering the scaling and interval of
the threshold values in the image, Table 9.4. shows how the threshold τopt can be
modified by taking action a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 20} in each iteration.

Definition of Reward and Punishment

Two different kinds of reward can be defined, namely subjective and objective. In
the subjective case the reward is given to the agent by the experienced operator.
In the objective case the reward must be defined for the agent based on some
quantitative measure. In this example, the reinforcement agent receives one of
these two types of rewards according to the selected option. This task is handled
by interaction of the user with the agent through the GUI. The user is asked
whether the result of thresholding is bad, fair, or good. The user chooses one of
these options based on his/her knowledge and perception. The relation in equation
(9.4) shows these reward/punishment values:

r =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 if bad
5 if fair

10 if good
(9.4)

The objective reward is defined using the number of objects nO and the area of
object A. The definition of objective reward appears in Table 9.5.

Q-learning and Policy

The Q-learning algorithm (see section 9.3.1) was selected as a learning algorithm.
The Q-matrix serves to accumulate rewards and acts as a value function indicating

TABLE 9.5. Objective reward for Q-based thresholding

If nO within acceptable limits
if A is correct r = 10;
else

if A almost correct r = 5;
else r = 2.5;

else r = 0;
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what is a good strategy for future states. The Q-matrix is initialized with random
numbers. A proper policy makes action selection possible and enables the agent
to map current states to appropriate actions. The Boltzmann function is a common
action policy. Using Boltzmann distribution, the probability of taking action a (in
a given state s) can be determined.

9.4.6 Reinforcement Reliability and Adjustable Autonomy

To reduce human error for the repetitive task of giving reward and punishment to
the agent, a new solution is presented here. We developed a new reinforced image
thresholding technique [27] whose autonomy can be adjusted by a human user.
To reduce the user’s error as a result of the interaction of the user with the agent
for giving the reward or punishment, two different techniques are proposed in this
section. The interaction of the user with the agent is based on using the given
graphical user interface (see Fig. 9.7).

The first task is to design an RL agent to find the optimal threshold. This agent
has interaction with the user by using a GUI [28]. Such a graphical user interface
gives the user the choice to adjust the autonomy by choosing a subjective reward
or transfer the autonomy to the agent by choosing an objective reward [28]. If
the subjective option is chosen, an experienced operator must give the reward and
punishment to the agent. However, there is a possibility of error for the opera-
tor to give punishment instead of reward or vice versa. To reduce this error, the
objective reward is also calculated to be compared with the subjective reward for
each episode iteration. Normalization may be necessary to produce the subjective
and objective rewards with the same scale. The agent compares the objective and
subjective rewards to see whether there is a conflict. If there is a difference be-
tween the values of objective and subjective rewards, corrective measures should
be taken. The history of reinforcement signals can help find which of the rewards
can be trusted and to what degree.

The concept of trust must be considered in conflict situations because there is
the possibility of error for human operators when they are performing a repetitive
task. There is also a possibility of error for objective reward because of different
kinds of noise. Inappropriate choice of initialized variables could also affect the
objective reward. The average reward strategy is proposed to dealwith this situation
[27].

In the average reward strategy the agent trusts the objective and subjective
rewards equally and considers the average of the two. Consequently, the average
value will be mapped to the appropriate reward or punishment scale. The weighted
average can be considered as well if weights can be defined based on the degree
of the trust for each reward value.
Confirm reward is another strategy [27]. In this strategy if there is a difference

between the values of the objective and subjective reward, the agent ignores both
rewards and asks the user for reevaluation. This process can be considered as a
confirmation procedure, and the user may not be offended. The algorithm of the
proposed technique is presented in Table 9.6.
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TABLE 9.6. Proposed RL algorithm for reducing error in human-computer
interaction

Initialize δ (limit for sum of the rewards), lm (max number
of iterations), and number of objects; � (threshold);
Choose subjective or objective options for reward;
Do

Take The image;
Take the threshold value � ;
Threshold the image;
Receive reward;
If the reward (which has been chosen) is subjective

Calculate objective reward;
Compare objective reward with subjective reward;
Use proposed strategy (Confirm Reward or Average Reward) to define the
reward;

End
Observe states, � and reward;
Apply actions & Calculate �1;
� = �1;
If δ reached, then exit

while j < lm

In the mixed initiative systems defined in Section 9.2, the agent must consider
the uncertainty about the user’s goals/intentions [12]. If the agent receives reward
from the user for performing a task and in the same situation receives a punishment
from the same user for the same task, it may be related to human error or the user’s
uncertainty with respect to his/her request. In this case, the agent can use the
suggested solutions presented in Table 9.6. The agent can also use an efficient
dialogue to learn uncertainties about the user [12] and monitor the user’s reaction
to judge whether the user has the intention to provide reward and punishment.
This can be performed by calculating the feedback time that is consumed for
receiving the reward from the user. The graphical user interface must be easy to
use for learners in order for them to provide a reward or punishment. The agent
can provide guidelines to the users before starting the learning process and ask
them whether they are willing to provide evaluative feedbacks.

9.5 Advanced Issues in Reinforcement Learning

In Web-based applications there is a possibility that the agent has limited access
to the states because of the noise or missing data. Partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP) can be applied to deal with this problem. The POMDP
is likeMarkov decision process (MDP) with the difference that in POMDP there is
no direct access to all or some of the states. Instead, the agent receives information
about the states based on observation, which could be probabilistic. It yields a set
of discrete probability distributions over finite states for POMDP. The observation
is based on action and observation functions. The observation function presents
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the probability distribution over possible observations for each action and resulting
state. The goal of the agent is maximizing the discounted long-term reward [15].
The probability distribution over all states must be maintained to provide a track of
the history [20]. It yields more accurate results in partial observable environments.
The transition and observation probabilities must also be updated. Keeping track
of the entire history of the process makes the process non-Markovian [20] and also
increases the computational complexity of the problem.

The paper presented by Littman’s group [15] provides an algorithm for solving
POMDPs off-line and provides discussions on the difficulty of finding exact solu-
tions forMDPs.ThePOMDPsmodel canbe applied for planningunder uncertainty.
Witness algorithm, for instance, provides a framework for “finite-state controllers”
in continuous belief spaces. In the case of large problems, Littman’s group also
proposes the use of function approximation for calculating value functions and the
use of simulation techniques for approximation on the frequently visited parts of
the belief space. The authors suggest the extension of their techniques for large
problems and acquisition of a world model. They also suggest using learning hid-
den Markov models to learn POMDP and the use of their proposed algorithm for
learning.

There is a need for developing the algorithm that can be applied for approximate
planning in largeMDPs and POMDPs to deal with complexity of approximation of
the value and Q-functions. Ng and Jordan [19] proposed a technique, PEGASUS,
for a policy search method for large MDPs and POMDPs. The paper presents an
algorithm for providing a policy search method for MDP and POMDP, given a
model, by transforming (PO)MDP into equivalent POMDP to reduce the policy
search based on POMDPs with deterministic transitions.

In e-learning environments we need a reliable speaker-independence system to
recognize the dialogues in noisy and ambiguous situations for e-learning applica-
tions. Roy et al [24] use POMDP for dialogue management. Their proposed model
has the ability to describe dialogue naturally and handles the noisy and ambiguous
situations autonomously. Roy et al’s proposed technique does not have access to
states directly; it is developed for mobile robots with access to several knowl-
edge domains and also has interaction with people. The state observation is based
on speech utterances, and it is provided by a speech recognition system. A set
of keywords extracted from speech utterances is used to represent observations.
Actions are defined based on a set of responses. Rewards present “the relative
value of accomplishing certain actions” [24]. POMDP policy has the ability to
handle noisy situations by gaining the reward slowly in degraded recognition to
reduce the number of mistakes from using blind guesses. To deal with compu-
tational complexity, the near-optimal policy is applied to perform faster. There
is a localized assumption about the uncertainty to summarize the belief vector
by a pair consisting of the most likely state and the entropy of the belief state
[24].

As mentioned earlier, in POMDP, keeping track of the entire history of the
process makes the process non-Markovian [20]. Most reinforcement learning al-
gorithms are proposed to be applied on Markov decision problems. However, in
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more realistic problems the states are partially observable or hidden. Jaakkola et al
[13] propose an algorithm to solve a class of non-Markov decision problem with a
Markovian environment and restricted access to the state information by the user.
Their algorithm is based on a combination of Monte Carlo policy evaluation and
policy improvement methods (similar to Markov decision problems). This algo-
rithm solves an RL problem in a POMDP setting, where the learner has limited
access to the state of the environment.

In an e-learning framework we need to design a personalized search engine
to provide information to learners according to their queries. On the other hand,
data mining techniques can help discover complex relationships and patterns to
detect trends in a large database so that it will help answer some questions about the
design or query for specific applications [22]. Pham [22] presents perception-based
HMMs as framework for data mining and knowledge discovery by combining
human perceptions and the theory of hidden Markov models. Perception-based
HMMs implement the model of statistical and fuzzy information to help satisfy
the user’s preferences. This also helps agents match the query with the information
available in databases.

Ghahramani [8] introduces the hidden Markov model as a tool that represents
distribution over a sequence of observations by having two properties: observation
at time t generated by some process whose state st is (a) hidden from the observer
and (b) satisfies the Markov property.

Smyth et al [30] discuss how we can model the hidden Markov probability
models (HMM) as probabilistic independence networks (PINs). The relationship
between the probability models and graphs is considered for this modeling. The
graphical model is suitable for representing dependencies between random vari-
ables and conditional independency in the probabilitymodels formodel assessment
and revision [30].

Reinforcement learning provides a framework for solving Markov decision
problems (MDPs) without using any prior knowledge [37]. Semi-Markov mod-
els are applicable for modeling the hierarchical Markov decision processes
based on reinforcement learning [26]. One of the techniques that can be used
in e-learning is information extraction. Sarawagi et al [26] propose an ad-
vanced technique based on semi-Markov model for information extraction. Semi-
Markov decision Processes (SMDPs) are generalized MDPs by allowing actions
to be history dependent and modeling the transition time distribution of actions
[37].

9.6 Conclusion

The field of e-learning will certainly dominate many applications in the future.
In this chapter we briefly outlined the potential and challenges of reinforcement
learning for e-learning environments. The main benefit of using RL techniques
is without doubt their ability to learn through interaction. Highly specialized RL
agents can learn from users and adjust the e-learning parameters in order to save
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time and provide a more efficient learning environment. On the other hand, RL
agents need to be designed carefully. Computational challenges appear to be the
main obstacle in the way of creating personalized and highly specialized software
for e-learning.
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Secure Communication Layer for
Scalable Networks of Learning Object
Repositories

MAREK HATALA, GRIFF RICHARDS, TIMMY EAP, AND ASHOK SHAH

Abstract. The eduSource Communication Layer (ECL) defines a set of services,
middleware, and communication conventions that enable repositories and tools
to communicate with each other. ECL was designed and implemented within
the scope of the recommendations in the IMS DRI specification. The ECL has
been deployed worldwide and connects repositories in Canada, the United States,
Australia, the United Kingdom, and Europe. In this chapter we describe the design
of ECL, its architecture, and its middleware components. We also describe novel
ECL security infrastructure (ECL-SI) for Web services that provide the security
framework for object repositories based on a trust federation. The security solution
defines security profiles, infrastructure services, and middleware component for
a low-barrier adoption by existing repositories. Although this infrastructure can
scale to large networks; it is particularly sensitive to the needs of medium-sized
and small organizations, which have complex attributes and accessing policies.

10.1 Introduction

Over the last few years we have seen significant progress in the area of crucial
technologies and standards for the Semantic Web’s XML and Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF). They have gained wide acceptance in the industry, and the
semanticWeb group atW3C is finalizing the recommendation for next essential se-
manticWeb component—the OntologyWeb Language. Metadata are in use across
all vertical layers of the systems, and several large-scale initiatives are trying to
build usable networked systems for object and knowledge sharing and to further our
understanding of the related issues. All these activities promise to develop systems
that can discover and share information with other systems in the near future.

One of the leading areas where integration and sharing are in high demand is ed-
ucation, particularly in e-learning. The wholesale adoption of Internet technology
as a channel for education and training has resulted in an abundance of learning
resources in Web-ready digital format. Typically, these digital learning objects
[33] may be lesson content stored as text, audiovisual or interactive media files,
or simply learning activity templates expressed in a learning design format [18].

276
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Despite their apparent ubiquity, locating and reusing learning objects are hampered
by a lack of coordinated effort in addressing issues related to their storage, cata-
loging, and rights management. Strident efforts have been made to create portal
repositories by communities such as Merlot,1 SMETE,2 RDN3 and, in Canada, by
BCcampus4 and CAREO5. Not surprisingly, each entity produces a rather individ-
ual reflection of its own perceived organizational needs, and the concept of making
all these repositories work together, while laudable, has received less attention.

The e-learning community has seen fruitful initiatives in the standardization of
learning object metadata by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) [16] and the emergence of specifications toward the standardization of
other aspects of learning objects and learning processes by organizations such as
IMS and ADL.6 More recently, the e-learning community has been focusing on
the ability to connect and use resources located in distributed and heterogeneous
repositories. This process of federation closely resembles the initiatives in the
domain of digital libraries, to the extent that there have been initiatives such as the
IMS Alt-i Lab meetings to bring these two communities together.

We begin by examining how interoperability is handled in several significant
interoperability initiatives and projects. Next we describe the main drivers of the
eduSource project as an infrastructure for connecting different types of networks
and people. This provides us with main issues when creating large and open net-
works and guides us in the development of the eduSource Communication Layer
(ECL) and enabling middleware for easy connection within the ECL network and
between eduSource and other networks. Later we present the design of the fed-
erated security layer that sits on top of the ECL. Our work defines the necessary
infrastructure components and the profile to support the Web services security in
the federation ofWeb services. Finally we discuss lessons learned in the context of
the design and implementation choices, and we compare our approach with other
approaches in the field.

10.2 Major Interoperability Efforts in E-Learning

OAI: Although not specifically oriented to education, the Open Archive Initiative
(OAI) [32] develops and promotes interoperability standards for content dissemi-
nation. The Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (PMH) developed by OAI provides
an application-independent interoperability framework for metadata harvesting.

1 Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and Online Teaching, http://www.
merlot.org
2 Science, Math, Engineering on Technology Education Digital Library, http://www.
smete.org.
3 Resource Discovery Network, http://www.rdn.ac.uk.
4 http://www.bccampus.ca.
5 Campus Alberk Repository of Educational Objects, http://www.careo.org.
6 http://www.imsglobal.org and http://www.adlnet.org.
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The protocol enables repositories (called harvesters) to selectively collectmetadata
fromother sources (providers) and create cumulative and/or specialized collections
of metadata. In addition to its protocol, OAI provides guidelines and community
support. The protocol is used widely by other initiatives to support harvesting
functionality.
NSDL:TheNational ScienceDigital Library (NSDL) project7 is amajor project

funded by the National Science Foundation with the goal of building a digital li-
brary for education in science, mathematics, engineering, and technology. The po-
tential collections for inclusion inNSDLhave awide variety of data types,metadata
standards, protocols, authentication schemes, and business models [2]. The aim of
the NSDL interoperability is to build coherent services for users from technically
different components. NSDL aims to support three levels of interoperability:

1. Federation implements the strong standards approach with libraries agreeing
to use specific standards.

2. Harvesting allows higher autonomy. The only requirement is to enable a lim-
ited set of services via a simple exchange mechanism. NSDL is using PMH
developed by the OAI (described above). Harvesting is supported on the repos-
itory side by implementing a relatively simple wrapper communicated via PMH
and providing metadata based on Dublin Core.8

3. Gathering uses the Web crawler technique to collect information from the
organizations that do not formally participate in the NSDL program.

The NSDL has selected eight preferred metadata element sets for metadata
storage. While member libraries can store the metadata in their original local
format, they have to be able to serve themetadata inDublinCore format. Effectively
this solution establishes Dublin Core as the lowest common denominator for the
NSDL. Through its active grants program NSDL has exponentially increased the
number of affiliated searchable collections in a few short years and a vast variety
of resources can be found through its portal.
IMS DRI: The IMS Digital Repository Interoperability (DRI) Group, in its

specifications for the digital repository interoperability [17], provided a functional
architecture and reference model for repository interoperability. Aiming at very
broad application of the specification the DRI document makes recommendations
only to a certain level and leaves the resolution of more operational issues to the
system implementers. Five basic functions defined by IMSDRI are search/expose,
gather/expose, submit/store, request/deliver, and subscribe/alert. For the search
function, the specification recommends using either XQuery9 with the SOAP10

protocol or Z39.50.11 For the gather function, the OAI’s harvesting protocol is
recommended. No recommendation is made for the other three functions in the

7 http://www.nsdl.org.
8 http://www.dublincore.org.
9 http://www.w3c.org/XML/Query.

10 http://www.w3c.org/TR/soap/.
11 http://www.loc.gov/z3950/agency/.
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current version of the specification. The current version of IMS DRI envisions
but does not explicitly deal with heterogeneity of the repositories, and it is up
to the implementers to ensure format compatibility. The DRI group recommends
development of “search intermediaries” that will deal with multiple formats. IMS
DRI was first implemented by our eduSource project in 2002.
POOL: The Portals for Online Objects in Learning (POOL) project ran from

1999 to 2002. One of its major goals was to build an infrastructure for connecting
heterogeneous repositories into one network [25]. The infrastructure used a peer-
to-peer model in which nodes could be individual repositories (called SPLASH)
or community or enterprise repositories (PONDs). PONDs were connected to the
POOLnetwork using a specialized peer performing the functions of both a gateway
and wrapper. The POOL network initially used the JXTA12 peering protocol, but
later a POOL peering protocol was implemented to improve network performance.
POOL followed the CanCore/IMS metadata profile/specification13 to exchange
metadata. Connected PONDs communicate using wrappers either via HTTP and
CGI or XML-RPC protocol. The wrapper also performs the metadata schema
translation functions that are needed. The network supported high autonomy for the
repositories, but this required creating a specialized wrapper to translate between
the metadata schemas and communication protocols each time a new repository
was added to the network.
ELENA/Edutella:This collaborativeEuropeanproject is creatingSmart Spaces

for Learning [28]. Smart learning spaces are defined as educational service media-
tors that allow the consumption of heterogeneous learning services via assessment
tools, learning management systems, educational (meta) repositories and live de-
livery systems such as video conferencing systems. ELENA14 builds a dynamic
learner profile that is used as a basis for offering the learner the choice of a variety
of knowledge sources. ELENA forms a layer on top of a learning management
network built on Edutella [23]. Edutella is anRDF-based peer-to-peer (P2P) infras-
tructure that aims to connect highly heterogeneous educational peers with different
types of repositories, query languages, and different kinds of metadata schemata.
OKI: The Open Knowledge Initiative15 builds an open and extensible architec-

ture that specifies how the components of an educational software environment
communicate with each other andwith other enterprise systems. TheOKI provides
a service-specific API called Open Service Interface Definition (OSID) that fosters
an effective application development for higher education by providing definitions
for data and common services. OSIDs cover a wide range of learning services from
generic ones such as authentication and digital repository to services specific to
education such as course management and grading. Currently OSID has few test
implementations but has promising support from both the academic and industrial
community.

12 http://www.jxta.org.
13 http://www.cancore.org.
14 http://www.elena-project.org.
15 http://web.mit.edu/oki/.
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eduSourceCanada: Following the POOL project, the eduSourceCanada
project16 brought together major Canadian learning object repository (LOR) play-
ers to create an open infrastructure for linking interoperable LORs [26]. Within
eduSource the authors led the development of an interoperability infrastructure to
support a wide range of services and provide both ease of connecting and ease
of using new and existing systems. For example, a repository using OAI’s PMH
protocol and Dublin Core metadata can either communicate with the eduSource
network as a whole via the gateway mechanism or become a participant with ac-
cess towider range of services via the ECL interoperability connector. This chapter
provides a full account of the robust, rapid, and flexible interoperability solutions
developed within eduSource and the later projects.
GLOBE:Global Learning Objects Brokered Exchange (GLOBE)17 is a consor-

tium bringing together leading efforts in the e-learning federated search commu-
nity. The initial partners in the consortium are the Ariadne Foundation in Europe,
education.au in Australia, eduSourceCanada, the Merlot repository in the U.S.,
and National Institute of Multimedia Education (NIME) in Japan. The first four
partners have already implemented their own interoperability solutions for feder-
ated searching across repositories. GLOBE aims to link these together to develop
a worldwide distributed network of learning objects that meet high-quality stan-
dards. Ultimately those joining GLOBE would be required to make their technical
alliances only once to the benefit of all partners worldwide.

10.3 IMS Digital Repository Interoperability

IMS is a global learning consortium developing specifications for a wide range
of learning contexts. The specifications range from individual learning resource
metadata specification, through specific learning specifications such as a question
and test interoperability, to more generic digital repository interoperability speci-
fication [17]. IMS specifications are defined by three documents: the information
model, the XML binding, and the best practices implementation guide.

The first version of IMS DRI specification (released in January 2003) provides
recommendations for the interoperation of the most common repository functions.
The specification does not make any assumptions about the technology or content
of the repositories, and treats them as a collection of resources. The IMS DRI
information model defines eight core functions (Table 10.1) where three functions
are defined at the repository level (store, expose, deliver) and five functions are
defined at the resource utilizer level (search, gather, submit, alert, request).

The reference model in the specification provides recommendations on func-
tional architecture and recommends specific technologies. However, the level of
recommendations is very high, leaving many specific details unanswered. The
following five specifications are used for the combination of core functions:

16 http://www.edusource.ca.
17 http://globe.edna.edu.au/.
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TABLE 10.1. IMS digital repository interoperability core functions.

Service Description

Search IMS DRI recommends XQuery as a query language. To enable connection of the
repositories that do not support (full) XQuery, an ECL uses a set of XQuery templates.
The repositories register their search service with an indication of supported templates
or of their full XQuery search capability.

Gather The gather service corresponds to the harvesting of metadata. IMS DRI recommends
using the OAI protocol. ECL implemented Web services equivalent of the OAI pro-
tocol.

Expose Expose service is provided by clients in the asynchronous communication. This service
will be called by service providers to return the responses for search, gather, and alert.

Submit This function moves an object (metadata and learning object) from a client to reposi-
tory.

Store When asynchronous messaging is required, this service is called by service providers
to return the results of submit function (client function).

Request This function asks to deliver objects to a client. The transfer protocol could be a
successive SOAP request to download the object or an FTP transfer protocol.

Deliver When asynchronous messaging is required, this service is called by service providers
to return the requested objects (client service).

Alert IMS DRI recommends Alert for push gather. Whenever repository has new metadata
matching subscriber’s parameters, it sends an alert message to the subscribers.

1. Search/Expose. Two query languages are recommended: XQuery for XML
format and Z39.50 for searching library information.

2. Gather/Expose. No specific recommendation is made; the IMS DRI suggests
that the OAI model will provide sufficient functionality.

3. Alert/Expose. No specific recommendation ismade asAlert is regarded as being
out of the scope of the first version of the recommendation.

4. Submit/Store. The specification recommends using the IMS package as a SOAP
attachment.

5. Request/Deliver. The specification excludes several related issues from its
scope, leaving implementers with the general guidance of using HTTP and
FTP for different types of resources.

The IMS DRI Core Functions XML binding document specifies a SOAP mes-
sages over HTTP protocol as an initial message binding and defines the general
message structure. Once again, the specification is not very specific and leaves
many detailed questions open.

10.4 eduSource: An Open Network for
Connecting Communities

To connect Canadian repositories into an open network, the eduSource project
implemented the IMS DRI specification as closely as possible. To understand
the motivation behind eduSource’s strong requirements for interoperability, we
need to analyze the reality of the Canadian educational space and the variety of
communities to be served by eduSource.
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FIGURE 10.1. EduSource infrastructure supports three types of communities: server-type
repositories and portals (top left) that already have their own user base, individual user tools
and peer-to-peer systems (top right), and other existing system with already established
protocols such as digital libraries, other repository projects, etc. (bottom right).

Server-type repositories: Figure 10.1 shows a schematic infrastructure of edu-
Source network. The top left quadrant represents server-type repositories. The
communities served by these repositories vary and can include governmental, aca-
demic, business, or special interest groups. Some of these repositories were created
andmanagedbyanorganization expressly to serve their communities. For example,
a university repository primarily serves its community of university students and
professors; similarly, a provincial ministry of education might operate a repository
of learning resources for the K–12 schools within its jurisdiction. Another type
might be a commercial repository that licenses their content or charges fees per
use. Another common type is informal repositories that are not tied to any formal
organization but were simply set up by the community members themselves and
are managed to further the community goals. In all these cases the repositories
can be either public, or restricted to serve only its own community, or can provide
mixed access with a blend of privileges depending on user identity and role.

The server-type repositories generally provide access to their functionality
through a Web portal. This includes search and create functionality for metadata
and view functionality for the resources. Themetadata schema is determined by the
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repository developer and cannot be easily changed. One example of an interesting
repository is CAREO,18 which in addition toWeb forms for metadata creation also
provides a specialized application, ALOHA,19 for metadata creation and upload-
ing of metadata and learning objects to the appropriate repository. As community
repositories provide the repository as a service to members, they typically insist
on associating their identity with any objects retrieved or services provided.
Peer-to-peer repositories and end-user tools:The top right part of Figure 10.1

represents a network of end user tools and individual repositories that communicate
with other repositories or with each other on the peer-to-peer basis. SPLASH
[15] is an example of a peer-to-peer repository that was developed in POOL.
Individual SPLASH repositories provide the storage and management functions
for the learning objects used or collected by an individual user. SPLASH also
enables its users to create metadata for the learning objects residing either on
the individual’s file system or on the Web. SPLASH uses peer-to-peer protocol to
search for learningobjects onother peers20 andprovidesfile swapping functionality
to transfer learning objects between peers.

Peer-to-peer repositories serve the needs of the individual instructors and learn-
erswhomay not have centralized repository support from their organizations. They
are also of preference for thosewho object to the loss of control over their resources
and imposed limitations when using centralized repositories, and they can serve
as test sites for objects under construction either by content authors or as products
of constructive learning activities. P2P repositories enable each individual to be
included and contribute toward the community resources with minimal technical
requirements. P2P repositories may lack the system support of the server-type
repositories, but they often provide their users with additional object management
functions and facilitate cross-repository searches. A side benefit typical of P2P
systems is their potential scalability when high demand for a particular type of
object occurs.
Repositories of harvested metadata: Metadata harvesting is an alternative to

federated searches. Instead of constantly sending search requests out to all the
primary repositories, harvesters collect metadata into a centralized database and
requests scan the internal centralized collection. The objects themselves remain
stored in their home repositories. To be efficient, a search engine might harvest
metadata from external searches, and only conduct new external searches when
insufficient objects are identified in the current database. In another scenario, a
harvester might continually poll repositories for new metadata records. Frequent
polling provides a better quality of service as the metadata will be up to date and
provide fewdead links.However, as the number of harvested records grows quickly
to several hundreds of thousand records, refreshing the metadata collection can

18 http://www.careo.org.
19 http://aloha.netera.ca/.
20 In the POOLnetwork SPLASHalso searches server-type repositories thatwere connected
to the POOL network. In the eduSource network this functionality is being replaced by the
more generic ECL approach.
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become a heavymaintenance issue. Harvesting works well for repositories that use
the same or easily mapped metadata schemas, as the queries are typically specified
in one schema only.

It is important to note that not all primary sources (repositories) allow harvest-
ing of their metadata. This is especially true of commercial repositories where
their business model depends on the users visiting their repository directly. Some
repositories only allow harvesting of certain metadata fields. In general, propri-
etary repositories prefer federated searches that generate results that direct potential
users to the company’s own Web site.
External repositories and networks: eduSource places an emphasis on con-

necting to other significant initiatives and networks. These connections can be
bidirectional, enabling both eduSource users to search beyond the eduSource net-
work and external users to find resources inside eduSource. Alternatively an exter-
nal repository can use our preconfigured middleware to connect to the eduSource
network.

10.5 ECL: eduSource Communication Layer

A communication protocol plays an important role in each of the major initiatives
listed above. It allows the initiative to achieve its goals by enabling communi-
cation between its members, tools, and services. EduSource is a broad network
aiming to support a wide range of services. At the same time, for eduSource to
become an open network it has to build its protocol on existing standards and
recommendations.

The eduSource Communication Layer (ECL) defines a set of services, middle-
ware, and communication conventions that enable the four types of repositories
and tools listed above to communicate with each other. ECL was designed and
implemented within the scope of the recommendations in the IMS DRI specifi-
cation. However, as noted in section 10.3, the IMS DRI recommendation is not
specific enough for direct implementation, and the current usage of recommended
technologies is not as widespread as assumed in the specification. Developing the
ECL required interpretation of the IMSDRI using a variety of technologies beyond
those suggested in the specification.

10.5.1 General Approach

The ECL architecture uses the Web services approach in which services commu-
nicate using the ECL protocol (Fig. 10.2). Although choosing the Web services
approach was a straightforward decision, selecting associated technologies needed
more consideration. The criteria for the protocol and its development process that
affected our approach included:

� ECL connects a heterogeneous network consisting of existing and future in-
stitution repositories, peer-to-peer network, individual small repositories, and
application interfaces.
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FIGURE10.2. TheECLarchitecture. The architecturewas designed for the highly distributed
system of heterogeneous repositories and services. The architecture differentiates between
the metadata repositories and resource repositories and makes an assumption that there are
multiple instances of those. The repository services are using available standards.

� ECL will be evolving over the time, which makes all the parallel activities
vulnerable to changes in the protocol.

� ECL supports many new services nonexisting in the current systems. Some of
these services require asynchronous communication, such as search through
peer-to-peer network or alert.

� ECL is a complex protocol. To achieve significant adoption, it has to be fast and
easy to use and be supported with preconfigured middleware.

� A solution for connection between ECL and other initiatives has to be easy to
maintain and easy to update if there is a change in the protocol used by the other
initiative.

Extensive development team discussions led to document-style Web services
[20] being selected as a method of the communication between services. ECL
closely follows the IMS DRI specification and uses SOAP as a communication
layer. IMS DRI core functions (see Table 10.1) are defined and implemented as
ECL services. Repositories or tools connected to the ECL network can implement
some of these services and register them in the ECL registry. Registration is a
preferred way for discoverability of permanent services. However, in many cases
user tools connected to the network do not register any service. For example, a
search application does not provide any services on its own but needs to implement
“delivery” service for asynchronous search results. This was made possible by
using document-style Web services in preference to RPC-style.
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FIGURE 10.3. The ECL connector. The ECL connector is built on top of the Tomcat/Axis14

platform for Web services. The connector defines ECL services in the form of specific
handlers. To deploy a service at the repository a developer implements one or more of the
handler implementations classes to communicate with their object repository. The ECL
connector also manages the communication with the ECL registry. On the ECL client side
the developer use the connector as the library to communicate with the ECL registry and
facilitate processing and sending of ECL messages.

ECL is a complex protocolwith communication patterns thatmaybe challenging
to implement. To lower the technical barriers for service providers to join the ECL
network, it was essential to have a solution that made the ECL easy to implement.
Hence we developed the ECL connector, a connecting middleware that facilitates
the implementation of ECL services and tools.

10.5.2 ECL Connector

Since the complexity of the ECL protocol might be detrimental to its adoption, we
are providing an “off-the-shelf” ECL connector that implements the ECL protocol,
and ECL security (described below), and supports discovery and registration of
services with the ECL registry. ECL connector is a middleware that exposes ECL
services in the form of handlers and hides all the complexity of properly encoding
XML messages and communicating with other ECL services.

The ECL connector provides a standard API to connect an existing repository
to the ECL network. The ECL protocol only requires institutional repositories or
repository tools to implement the connector handlers for those specific services
the users want to expose to others (Fig. 10.3). Similarly, tool developers can use

14 http://ws.apache.org/axis/.
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public class SubmitServiceHandlerImpl extends SubmitServiceHandler{
RepositoryBean rb;
public SubmitServiceHandlerImpl(){

rb = new RepositoryBean();
}
/* init allows instantiator to initialize this class

     with user input parameters */
public void init(Properties params){
}
public Store processSubmit(Submit request, DataHandler dh)

                                         throws SubmitException{
try{

String transId = rb.saveImsContent(
request.getTransactionId(),
request.getUsername(),
request.getObjectAccessPermission(),
request.getImsContentName(),
dh.getInputStream(),
request.isUnpack());

Store store = new StoreImpl();
store.setTransactionId(transId);
return store;

}catch(Exception e){
e.printStackTrace();
throw new SubmitException("Unable to process submit");

}}}

FIGURE 10.4. A repository specific ECL submit implementation. The processSubmit

method is called by the RepositoryBean object, which provide saveImsContent

method. The example shows how the data are extracted from the request object and passed
to the repository, specific saveImsContent method.

ECL connector as a library that helps them to build and send queries and then
extract results from the responseswith very little programming effort. For example,
Fig. 10.4 shows a snippet of the code that a repository developer has to implement
to process an ECL submit message.

The second set of API functions allows the developers to communicate with the
ECL registry (Fig. 10.3). The ECL connector registers services to the ECL registry
as a part of the deployment process. This process is managed by the configuration
wizard and does not require any programming effort. On the other side the API
for querying ECL registry can be used by end-user tools developers to build tools
that allow users to search and browse the ECL registry and to select repositories
they want to communicate with.15

The ECL connector federates the communication to all selected repositories
in the multithreaded fashion. It also provides multiuser support, which makes it
suitable to be incorporated into multiuser environments such as portals.

15 Alternatively, the end-user tools can be preconfigured to access only predefined repos-
itories. This is desirable in specific applications such as in the K–12 environment where
a set of specific repositories can be targeted instead of letting students select repositories
manually.
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The ECL connector also provides full support for the ECL security profiles and
automatically selects the security profile appropriate for each repository.

The connector also facilitates version synchronization as the protocol evolves.
Changes in the protocol itself rarely propagate to the API level. In most cases,
repositories do not have to worry about the change in the protocol; they only
need to update the connector’s newer versions. Changes in the ECL protocol can
be detected by the newer version of the connector and are dealt with automat-
ically. This feature makes the implementation of the ECL protocol very attrac-
tive, especially in this early development stage where the implementation is still
evolving.

It is important to note that an API is programming language specific while a
protocol is language agnostic. Although the ECL connector with its API simplifies
the connection process for those working in the same language, for example,
Java, describing the protocol provides an opportunity for different programming
language communities to implement and share ECL connectors in their preferred
language.16

10.5.3 ECL Gateway

Although the ECL internal protocol provides a flexible and efficient solution, the
reality is that well-established repositories and initiatives will continue to use their
own protocols. Thus an ability of the ECL to connect to other established protocols
and major initiatives is of the utmost importance to the ECL network participants.
ECL addresses the problem of outside interoperability by providing a second type
of mediator simply called the ECL gateway. The ECL gateway is modeled after
the design pattern of an adapter [10] functioning at the network level. The main
function of the gateway is to mediate between ECL and communication protocols
used by the outside systems.

The ECL gateway provides a framework (Fig. 10.5) defining a chain of handlers
that perform a conversion between ECL protocol and the protocol of the exter-
nal network. The gateway framework enables us to define the mapping between
protocols at four levels:

L1: Communication protocol (HTTP, SOAP, XML-RPC, peer-to-peer, etc.)
L2: Communication language (ECL, OAI, POOL, SQI,17 CQL,18 etc.)
L3: Metadata (IEEE LOM, IMS LOM, CanCore, Dublin core)
L4: Ontologies (vocabularies for metadata)

A separate gateway needs to be configured for each additional protocol; however,
networks sharing the same protocol can share the same gateway. Typically, several

16 At the time ofwriting, a stable version of the Java and partial version of Python connectors
are available.
17 Simple Query Interface, http://rubens.cs.kuleuven.ac.be/vqwiki-2.5.5/jsp/Wiki? LorIn-
teroperability.
18 Common Query Language, http://www.loc.gov/z3950/agency/zing/cql/.
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FIGURE 10.5. The ECL gateway framework is designed to easily build bridges between two
protocols. The bridge consists of a chain of handlers that convert messages in one protocol
to messages in another protocol. The four processing layers perform the conversion at
the protocol transport layer (L1), protocol actions or language (L2), metadata (L3), and
vocabulary or taxonomy semantics (L4).

ECLgateways run on a dedicated computer and provide services for all participants
in the ECL network. After it is deployed the ECL gateway can be discovered and
used by users in the same way as any other ECL service.

The main benefit of placing the mapping functionality for an outside network
onto a gateway instead of with each participant is that it can be easily updated
if the change in the outside network protocol occurs. In such a case, a chain of
mapping handlers is updated at the one place, and all ECL network participants
can continue to communicate with the gateway using ECL protocol without any
change to the clients necessary. The ECL gateway is also scalable; there can be
several ECL gateways for the same outside network if the traffic between the two
networks is high.

10.5.4 ECL Registry

Although not essential, the ECL registry plays a major role in supporting the open
nature of the ECL network. The main role of the registry is to enable discovery
of the repositories and services by the end users as they become available. The
secondary goal is to provide the end users applications with the information that
will allow them to communicate with the discovered repositories immediately,
without the need of modifying the application code.

Two sets of criteria, technical interoperability and content classification, are used
to search the ECL registry. First, the technical criteria such as version of the proto-
col, supported metadata standards, required security profiles, etc. are used to select
repositories that the user application is capable of communicating with. Second,
each repository is classified with one of the available content classifications such
as Dewey Decimal classification (three levels) [8] (DDC) and ACM classification
[1]. The API in the ECL connector allows end users to select the classification
system first and then use the terms within the classification system to discover
repositories from their area of interest. The ECL registry supports semantic search
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within the classification hierarchy to facilitate search situations when direct string
matches are not available.

The ECL registry is built on top of the UDDI19 registry. It should be noted
that although in ECL the repositories are accessible by Web services, the main
purpose of the registry is not to share WSDL20 descriptions of the Web services,
as is common in Web services architectures, but rather to support the end users in
their discovery of the services.

10.5.5 ECL Federated Searching Across
Multiple Repositories

The ECL was designed as an open and highly distributed system of independent
services. In ECL the end users can select the services they want to communicate
with. Typically, users want to search through several repositories with a single
query. This assumption is built into the ECL design and it is supported by the ECL
federated search.

As mentioned above, the ECL connector in the client application provides the
federated search to the selected repositories. This avoids potential scalability issues
in other approaches to federated search such as EdNA21 or Merlot,22 where the
federated search is provided by a specific centralized application.

A second interesting aspect of theECLfederated search is how theECLgateways
are treated by the search. As mentioned above, the main role of the ECL gateway
is to transform between ECL protocol and the protocol used by another network
or repository. As the transformation process is time-consuming, increasing traffic
might create scalability problems. The ECL solved this problem by enlisting the
help of the ECL connector that will also distribute and update the ECL gateway
mapping code.When the user selects a particular ECL gateway in the ECL registry,
the record in the registry indicates which class is responsible for transforming ECL
messages to the messages of the network the ECL gateway bridges into. The ECL
connector first checks whether that code is available on the local client and if it
is, then the code is dynamically loaded and the client sends messages in the other
network native protocol. If the code is not available, the standard ECL message is
sent to the ECL gateway, where it is translated and sent to the target repository or
network. This provides for the highly scalable solution that makes full use of the
computing power on the client machines.

10.6 Scalable Security Solution

ECL security infrastructure (ECL-SI) is designed as a general security solution
for the open network of Web services (such as ECL). The ECL-SI builds on the

19 http://www.uddi.org.
20 http://www.w3e.org/TR/wsdl.
21 http://www.edna.edu.au/edna/search?SearchMode=Advancemode.
22 http://fedsearch.merlot.org/main/search.jsp.
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idea of a federation of services where trust exists between organizations providing
the services. The main goal of ECL-SI is to support an effective sharing and inter-
operability in many sectors such as government research, education, and business
in general. The solution supports greater interoperability by providing a scalable
solution for secure access to resources.

ECL-SI makes extensive use of standards developed by the Web services (WS)
security group at OASIS.23 The WS security standard [22] defines how to send
SOAP [4] messages over insecure transport by embedding security headers that
include signatures, encrypted text, and other security tokens. WS-security policy
[9] is another set of specifications that provides a standard format for specifying
howWeb service implementations construct and checkWS security headers. There
is a substantial body of research results available in the verification of the security
policies [3,12,13], and generating implementation code based on policies and
abstract protocol descriptions [19,24,29] as well as tools for generating policies
[3,30].

The ECL-SI builds on the idea of federated security, which aims to provide an
identity management and secure access to resources and services among multiple
organizations [21]. The Liberty Project24 is a consortium of over 150 organiza-
tions that is working to address the technical, business, and policy challenges sur-
rounding identity andWeb services or federated identity management. The project
develops specifications, guidelines, and best practices. The Liberty identity fed-
eration framework proposes the use of a federated network identity to solve the
problems of identity management [31]. The Shibboleth Project25 has developed an
open-source system that provides a federated security for Web-based applications.
In Shibboleth, providers make an authorization decision based on the attributes
issued to the users by their home organization. The attributes and their values are
agreed upon by the federation members and exchanged in the form of Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML) assertions [27].

ECL-SI supports a security layer on top of the ECL digital repository interop-
erability layer. We defined and implemented multiple security profiles for both
federated and repository-managed security. Our security infrastructure is designed
with the specific goals of supporting the easy creation of new federations and
having low barriers to adoption by new members joining the network. The ECL
connector provides a full support for security that simplifies the connection of new
nodes. The ECL connector communicates with two other infrastructure compo-
nents: the certification authority and attribute authority. Similarly to the connector,
both infrastructure components are easy to deploy and connect to an existing or-
ganizational infrastructure.

Our design is compatible with the Shibboleth solution by effectively extend-
ing the Shibboleth solution for Web-based applications to rich clients and Web

23 http://www.oasis-open.org/.
24 http://www.projectliberty.org.
25 http://shibboleth.internet2.edu.
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services. The implementation uses the latest standards developed by the WS secu-
rity working group.

10.6.1 Motivations for Federated Security Solution

The learning repository networks, as they exist in their current form, are limited to
sharing free learning resources. If any restrictions are imposed on the collection in
the repository, then the repository does not participate in the learning repository
network but rather requires users to obtain a user account and log in to the repository
through the repositoryWeb site. The security layer for ECLextends the repository’s
ability to not only share free material but also serve the material that has a certain
level of access restrictions. The implementation of security will be of increasing
importance as e-learning organizations add new types of services beyond content
repositories. Our design of the security layer draws on two case studies that provide
the motivation for our work.

10.6.1.1 Case Study: Course Management Systems

The Course Management System (CMS) at Simon Fraser University (SFU), Sur-
rey, England, is used tomanage and deliver courses that are structured into learning
objects. The learning objects in CMS include material developed by faculty (doc-
uments, Web pages, media documents, applets, etc.); cached copies of material
from the Web for which use has been cleared with the material owners; referenced
materials from the digital library maintained by the SFU library with different
licensing agreements with publishers; and material directly purchased from pub-
lishers for specific course offerings. To complicate the situation, learning objects
quite often include resources with different access rights to the original resource.
For example, a unit of instruction prepared by a professor who wants to share it
with the community can contain an image from an image library with a license
allowing access to any member of the academic community at a Canadian univer-
sity and a scanned image from a book with access purchased from a publisher for
a specific group of students taking a course. Although access to these resources
can differ based on the user roles such as faculty-at-SFU, faculty-at-Canadian-
university, general-public, undergraduate-registered-to-itec426-fall2005, etc. the
current solution conservatively locks the whole repository, and only students and
faculty directly associated with the courses can access the material after they log
in to the system.

The access to CMS for the faculty at SFU could be easily accomplished by
binding the access policies to the directory information available for SFU users.
However, the external academic community that might benefit from access, to
the substantial resources licensed for academic use has no access, as the attribute
information is not available for the users external to SFU. Clearly a method for
recognizing attributes of faculty and students in partner universities could promote
cost-sharing of licenses and increase the overall availability of licensed content.
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10.6.1.2 Case Study: Secure P2P Network LionShare

The LionShare project26 is developing an authenticated peer-to-peer (P2P) system
that uses Security Assertions Markup Language (SAML) attributes for control-
ling access to learning resources shared by other peers. LionShare also connects
peer-to-peer users to the learning object repositories by using the ECL connector.
To allow the LionShare users from different organization to access the resources
in the protected repositories (such as the one described above), a solution utiliz-
ing a trust federation is needed. Our solution enables the repositories to accept
attributes issued to the peer-to-peer users by their home organizations and allow
them access to the resources based on the attribute values and the repository ac-
cess policies. In the other direction, the repository users can use attributes issued
by their organization to access resources available on the LionShare network via
the ECL/LionShare bridge that converts between the protocols but maintains the
security credentials.

10.6.2 Federated Security

Different organizations have different security policies with respect to the access
to their resources. Some organizations want to maintain full control over users and
their account management (e.g., Merlot). Other organizations are looking at the
more scalable approach in the form of the trust federations (e.g., publishers).

10.6.2.1 Shibboleth

Shibboleth is an initiative by Internet2 working to develop security solutions that
promote interinstitutional collaboration and access to digital content. It is a single-
sign-on (SSO) and attribute-based exchange protocol consisting of two main com-
ponents: Identity Provider (IdP) and Service Provider (SP). For the installation of
the Shibboleth IdP, it is recommended to have a secure local authentication sys-
tem and an LDAP27 directory storing user attributes in eduPerson28 organizational
scheme. IdP is coupled with attribute authority (AA), which maintains a set of
policies called Attribute Release Policies that govern the sharing of user attributes
with Shibboleth SP sites [6].

In an SSO model, users sign on to their respective IdPs and can access all SPs in
the federation. In Shibboleth, a federation is an association of organizations that
use a common set of attributes, practices, and policies to exchange information
about their users and resources in order to enable collaborations and transactions
[5]. Shibboleth achieves SSO by using Web browser technologies: redirection and
cookies. The first time a user accesses services on an SP, the SP displays a list

26 http://lionshare.its.psu.edu.
27 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, http://tools.ietf.org/html/4510.
28 http://www.educause.edu/eduperson/.
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of trusted IdPs.29 The SP redirects the user to the selected IdP with appropriate
parameters necessary for IdP to validate the SP as a trusted entity and redirect the
user back to the SP once the authentication is complete. The information is passed
between the IdP and SP servers as a cookie, and a user’s profile is then delivered
directly to the SP from IdP as SAML attribute assertions. The profile is valid for
the session duration.

10.6.2.2 Web Services and Federated Security

Web services differ from browser transactions in that they lack user interactions,
redirection, and cookies. Since user applications access Web services on behalf of
the users, the applications must determine the user profiles’ attributes required to
access a service beforemaking the request. The applications request these attributes
from IdP and use it to access the service on a SP. To make the operation safe a
combination of security features such as certificates, signatures, and encryption has
to be used and treated in a specific way that is defined in the security profile. Our
work defines the necessary infrastructure components and the profile to support
the Web services’ security in the federation of Web services.

10.6.3 Security Infrastructure Components

The ECL security infrastructure (ECL-SI) is a lightweight integrated solution.
It is flexible in the sense that it enables repositories to join the federation with
the minimal effort. Technically, the ECL-SI allows repositories to use any IdP
and to form their own circle of trust (federation). To provide this flexibility, the
ECL-SI assumes that the repositories determine their own trust federation and
their own access control policies while the ECL-SI provides the basic mechanisms
and infrastructure components to support this trust. The ECL-SI is designed for
Web services and provides three components: certification authority (CA), local
attribute authority (LAA), and ECL registry.

10.6.3.1 Certification Authority

TheECL-SI solution depends on certificates to be issued to users and to repositories
by trusted entities. Unlike a Web application, all members including users must
have a certificate signed by a trusted CA. The ECL-SI accommodates both a
commercial CA and its own ECL-CA. The ECL-CA can be integrated into the
organizational authentication system to provide certificates to the organization
members and services.

The ECL-SI supports establishing trust in a small group of organizations by
organizing their CAs into a hierarchy and providing a mechanism for validating

29 Trust ismaintainedby the federation. For example, in the InCommon federation sponsored
by Internet2 to service U.S. higher educational institutions, all SPs and IdPs receive a list
of all trusted sites and certificates to validate trust and authorize the access control to digital
contents [5].
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the trust for all members under the same CA umbrella. It should be noted, that the
strength of the security depends on the authentication system, and it is up to the
federation to decide what authentication level is appropriate for their federation.
The ECL-CA can be integrated with a standard login module such as Kerberos30

or simple login with username and password. However, the infrastructure also
allows both repository and application developers to load and use their own login
modules.

10.6.3.2 Local Attribute Authority

LAA is a component of the identity provider in the ECL-SI. Users obtain their
required attributes assertions from LAA to access resources at an SP. An LAA
can be coupled with a CA to avoid sending authentication to two different sites.
The ECL-LAA is a modified Shibboleth IdP, which is adapted to work with Web
services. Assuming that the user applications know the required attributes to access
a service, the applications formulate a Shibboleth attribute query request and call
LAA. The LAA is typically integrated with the organizational directory service
where it obtains user attributes. Typically, the user certificate is also included
in the SAML assertion, and then the whole assertion is signed by the LAA to
guarantee the attributes are presented by their owner (so-called holder-of-the-key
method31).

10.6.3.3 ECL Registry

The ECL registry was described above. It registry plays a significant role in the
ECL-SI. The ECL registry holds information about SPs’ supported security pro-
files, their certificates, a list of their trusted LAAs, a list of their required attributes,
and their values needed to access resources on the SP. Based on this information,
user applications can determine if they have the required security credentials to
access a resource. First, the user applications begin determining if the SPs are
trusted members of the federation they associate to, and then check if their LAAs
are in the list. Finally, they determine if they have all the required attributes and if
their attribute values match those in the list of possible values. These checks are
done automatically and can be used to preselect a set of services the application is
able to communicate with. The user makes the final selection only from the list of
compatible services.

In the ECL scheme, the SPs do not have to be known in advance but can be
discovered by querying the registry. This is different from the other federations
such as InCommon [5], where the federation maintains the list of trusted entities
and the list has to be distributed to all members of the federation.

30 http://web.mit.edu/kerberos/.
31 The method opens the SSL connection using a trust certificate only with the holder of
the matching private key. As a result the connection is established only with the agent with
the proven identity.
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10.6.4 ECL Security Profiles

A security profile represents the description of the message exchange sequence
and how it is supported by security information in the protocol messages. At the
level of its SOAP-based protocol the ECL-SI defines two types of Web services
security profiles: repository controlled and federated.

Both profiles use message level security as defined by WS security [22] in-
volving a combination of the security headers in the SOAP message (certificates
and signatures) with encryption of parts of the SOAP message itself. Different
combinations of these security techniques within the profile allow us to achieve
different levels of security. This differs from the pure SSL32 approach, where the
only security measure is to secure the communication channel. The messages in
ECL-SI can be delivered over an unsecured wire and can be (partially) processed
by the middleware services if required. The following subsections look at the two
ECL security profiles in detail.

10.6.4.1 Repository Controlled Security Profile

In the repository controlled security profile the user has to have an account at
the target repository. The repository manages its own user base, and users are
responsible to negotiate with the repository for their access on individual basis.
This typically means registering with the repository either for free or paid service.
As a result, users obtain the username and password they use to authenticate
themselves to the repository.

Figure 10.6 shows the flow of the messages and user’s actions in the repository
controlled profile. The user discovers the repository in the ECL registry and user
clients obtain the necessary information for the profile. To obtain the user name
and password, the information the registry record contains URL, where the users
can register with the repository. The ECL-SI includes the username and password
in ECL messages with appropriate encryption. When the repository receives the
request, it validates the security parameters and grants access to the user.

If the repository requires the encryption and signature, the ECL client uses the
repository’s certificate to encrypt the message and its own certificate to sign the
message.

10.6.4.2 Federated Security Profile

This profile supports security and privacy of communication between two parties
that trust each other based on their membership in the trust federation. This means
they provide access to their organizational resources based on the attributes issued
by another organization.

Figure 10.7 shows the communication flow of messages and information passed
among a client, a repository, and infrastructure services. The clients discover the

32 Secure sockets layer, http://www.netscape.com/eng/ssl3/.
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FIGURE 10.6. Repository controlled security profile. Upon installation the ECL repository
authenticates with its certification authority (CA) and obtains its certificate (1). Repository
stores the certificate in its key store (2) and registers/updates its information including
the certificate in the ECL service registry (3). The ECL client retrieves the information
about the repository from the ECL service registry (4) either after the user searches the
registry or from the client’s preconfigured list of the repositories. The information contains
the repository certificate, the URL for obtaining the user account on the repository, and
technical parameters to establish the communication. If the user does not have an account
with the repository, it follows the URL and obtains the user account name and password (5).
If the communication should be encrypted, users obtain their certificate from the generally
trusted certification authority (6). Self-signed certificates can be used with a repository that
does not require signed certificates. The username, password, and optionally user certificate
are included into the ECL message and sent to the ECL repository (7). The message can
be optionally encrypted, so only the repository can decrypt the message. The repository
authenticates the user against its access control policies (8). The returned results can be
encrypted so only the originator of the request can decrypt it.

services via the service registry. The client users authenticate and request at-
tributes from their home institution. The repository validates the attributes and
makes an authorization decision based on the user’s attribute values and its ac-
cess policies. As a result no users’ information is kept outside of their home
organization.

By default the security tokens in the profile are encrypted, to avoid the possible
leak of the security parameters. The ECL-SI also allows the repository to request a
mandatory time stamp and signature to be included along with the security token.
The signature by itself avoids the hijacking of the security parameters before the
ECL message is formed. The time stamp makes it impossible to reuse the token
after it has expired.

To avoid the man-in-the-middle attack, a combination of the time stamp, signa-
ture, and encryption is used. The encryption ensures that the security parameters
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FIGURE 10.7. Federated security profile. Upon installation of the ECL repository in organi-
zation B the ECL repository authenticates with its certification authority (CA) and obtains
its certificate (1). Repository stores the certificate in the keystore (2) and registers/updates
its information including the certificate in the ECL service registry (3). The repository also
contacts the trust federation and keeps its list of trusted CAs and LAAs up to date (not
shown). When the ECL client in organization A initializes, it authenticates the user with
its certification authority and obtains the user’s certificate (4). The ECL client retrieves the
information about the repository from the ECL service registry (5) either after the user
searches the registry or from the client’s preconfigured list of the repositories. The infor-
mation contains the certificate, required attributes, and technical parameters to establish the
communication. Before sending a message to the repository the ECL, the client contacts
its LAA to issue the required attributes (6). The attributes are included in the ECL message
and sent to the ECL repository (7). The message can be optionally encrypted so only the
repository can decrypt the message. The repository retrieves the attributes from the mes-
sage, and validates the attributes against the federation trust information (8a). If successful,
the access policy engine authorizes processing of the request (8b). The returned results can
be encrypted so only the originator of the request can decrypt it.

are not readable to someone who hijacks the message. If the time stamp is both
encrypted and signed, any attempt to change the time stamp by a hijacker would re-
sult in the signature value not matching themodified time stamp. This combination
of three features makes it very difficult to reuse the security tokens.

10.7 Implementation and Deployment

The ECL infrastructure was developed within the eduSource project in 2003. Ini-
tially it was deployed across the eduSource Canada partner organizations and
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then extended with ECL gateways to repositories in Australia and the United
States. After the end of the eduSource project in March 2004, the ECL de-
velopment continued within our group at the Laboratory for Ontological Re-
search at Simon Fraser University. Currently over a dozen repositories in Canada,
the U.S., Australia, the United Kingdom, and Europe are connected to the
network.

We have developed several gateways between ECL and other networks and
protocols:

� The ECL gateway for EdNA Online bridges between ECL and HTTP-based
protocol in the form CGI.

� The ECL gateway to the U.K.’s resource description network (RDN) bridges
between ECL and SRW/SRU protocols.

� The ECL gateway to the Ariadne Foundation bridges between ECL and another
Web service-oriented protocol. This is true also for the ECL gateway to the
SMETE repository.

� The ECL gateway to the LionShare peer-to-peer network bridges between ECL
and Gnutella protocol.

The ECL has been also integrated with OpenKnowledge Initiatives (OKI) open-
system interface definitions. We have developed an ECL/OKI plug-in that we have
integrated into OKI systems to provide ECL connectivity [14].

The ECL-SI profiles are implemented in the ECL connector. The connector
uses the Axis SOAP engine and WSS4J33 WS security implementation. Typically
the ECL-SI profiles sit between Axis and WSS4J. The profile uses OpenSAML34

implementation of the SAML specification. The ECL registry is implemented on
top of the UDDI registry.

The ECL middleware is implemented using open-source tool technologies. The
ECL technology is distributed under Lesser GPL License (LGPL).

10.8 Discussion

In this section we discuss several challenges that we faced in the design and
implementation of the interoperabilitymechanism, especially as it is one of the first
implementations of a specification that is not well articulated, and it recommends
technology (IMS DRI recommends XQuery) that is not widely used in real-world
applications. Of course early implementation allowed us to further inform the
specification process and provide best-practice recommendations. Implementation
and deployment also provide an opportunity to discover the synergies with other
approaches and to define the next set of questions that need to be addressed through
the specification process to achieve a higher level of interoperability.

33 http://ws.apache.org/ws-fx/wss4j/
34 http://www.opensaml.org.
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10.8.1 Pragmatics of Following the IMS DRI

Following the recommendations from IMSDRI requiredmaking several pragmatic
decisions. One major obstacle we faced was following the recommendation for
using XQuery as a query language for search functionality. The reality is that there
are very few products that currently support XQuery, indeed, many of the existing
repositories of ECL stakeholders do not support XQuery. Two possible solutions
to address this problem were:

1. degrade the query language to a less powerful but commonly supported lan-
guage, such as XPath; or

2. use XQuery but provide a solution that will enable all repositories to participate
in ECL.

Although the first option looked expedient, we opted for the second option
mainly because of the potential long-term benefits of having a solution fol-
lowing the recommendation from IMS. We have implemented several template
XQueries to satisfy the requirements of the major stakeholders.35 Participants
without XQuery support may implement as many templates as they want to sup-
port and register these services with their explicitly specified supporting format.
ECL participants who support the full XQuery will support all defined templates
through their XQuery engine.

10.8.2 Document-Style Web Services

As mentioned in section 10.5.1, we have chosen a document-style Web services
approach over the more commonly used remote procedure call (RPC) style. RPC
style ismore common as people started to implementWeb services using the famil-
iar paradigm from RMI and CORBA for exposing server-side data and functions.
The RPC method can also be easily supported by frameworks and tools. On the
other side, document-style Web services offer a satisfying mix of well-defined
structures and interoperability [11]. The benefits of document style for the devel-
opment of complex interoperability protocols, such as ECL, include the full use of
XML, the ability to validate request and objects using XML-schemas, and making
object exchange more flexible.

By using document style, the ECL protocol is much richer than any framework
expressible by RPC calls that require a rigid contract. RPC calls do not provide
enough coverage for the variety of connections found in an evolving heteroge-
neous network. Specifically, ECL implements a whole set of new services that
are now possible, such as “push gather,” “subscribe,” and “alert.” Using docu-
ment style Web services in ECL makes it easier to connect with asynchronous
peer-to-peer networks. This is particularly important when the search results from

35 Templates differ by their query capabilities andhow they format their results. For example,
one template specifies keyword-based search and formulates results in brief format. Another
template specifies keyword search and returns full IEEE LOM records.
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the broadcasted query arrive in batches. When processing large amounts of data,
it is always more manageable to have asynchronous messaging deliver results in
batches. Document-styleWeb services alsomake object exchange easier and allow
making full use of XML. This is essential as we have to deal with the reality that
different repositories will use at best, different variants of the metadata standards
or, at worst, completely specific metadata that needs to be mapped to the standards
or transferred unchanged.

10.8.3 Comparison with Other Approaches

Interoperability: Section 10.2 listed relevant projects and approaches to inter-
operability in the current learning objects arena. They can be compared using
different criteria:

� From the perspective of scope of functionality, the POOLproject, Edutella/Elena,
ECL, and OKI project all aim at supporting a wide range of interoperability
functions.

� The NSDL meta-repository initiative is too broad to be easily categorized but
does have several goals overlapping with our project.

� The OAI project focuses on dissemination, clearly addressing one part of the
ECL goals. The approaches differ at the level that they address the problem of
interoperability.

� The POOL and Edutella projects used peer-to-peer ideas to connect repositories
and tools with different capabilities.

� The Elena project development is at an early stage, with early drafts suggesting
that the project will not follow the IMS DRI specification as closely as has the
ECL. Another difference between two projects is that Elena is using the Web
services approach with the remote method invocation approach (see above) with
all the consequences of tightly coupled system.

The comparison with OKI OSID is interesting as OSID aims mainly at the inter-
operability between components within learning systems during its development,
while ECL addresses the problem of interoperability between stand-alone learning
systems and services. Thismakes the two approaches complementary, andwe have
integrated both in the ECL/OKI plug-in [14].
Security Infrastructure: The ECL security infrastructure has been deployed

at the Simon Fraser University and can provide certificates and signed attribute
assertions to SFU users. The trust network has been created with our LionShare
partners at Pennsylvania State University. As a result LionShare and ECL users
at SFU and Pennsylvania State can access resources in both the CMS and P2P
network using the attributes issued by their own institutions.

To the best of our knowledge, similar work does not exist. However, in different
aspects our work is closely related to several initiatives, including Shibboleth,
the WS security group at OASIS, and the Liberty Project. Our approach extends
Shibboleth from the Web environment into the Web services environment. The
WS security group concentrates on the specifications, and we make use of their
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work. The Liberty Project [31] is much broader in scope than our work. In that
respect our work can be considered lightweight, with the main focus on easy setup
of new trust networks and low threshold enrollment of the new nodes into the trust
network. Another difference is that the Liberty Project makes available only the
specification, while the implementation is typically not available as it is done by
the commercial partners of the project.

Finally, there are two other projects that attract our attention: GridShib36 is
developing a solution for multiple organizations that wish to form a virtual orga-
nization or grid. In the GridShib model, SP can authenticate users (grid clients)
using GridLogon and request additional users’ attributes from Shibboleth AA
(pull mode). In a push mode, which is similar to our approach, GridShib users
authenticate and obtain attributes from Shibboleth AA and use them to make the
request to SP. MAMS Project37 [7] at Macquarie University implements an inter-
institutional authentication and authorization regime based on attribute exchange
and XACML policies. Where the MAMS project is focusing purely on the Web
browser environment, our ECL focus is on Web services.

10.9 Conclusion

In a perfect world there would be only one metadata protocol and we would need
only one repository and one search mechanism. However, this would be a rather
bland world. The reality of e-learning is a hodge-podge of legacy repositories, pro-
tocols, special interest groups, and self-serving communities. Rather than preach
conformance, the ECL focused on the common functions desired by the owners
and user of learning object repositories and strived to intermediate between the
technologies involved. Our previous experience with POOL, POND, and SPLASH
proved that heterogeneous repository types could and should coexist and serve a
global interest in the reuse of learning objects. The ECL demonstrated that the
technical barriers can be overcome and that robust solutions to interoperability are
possible. However, the ultimate challenges to interoperability remain political—
we can only interoperate with those repositories that wish to do so.

The ECL security infrastructure is a novel approach that is awaiting wider adop-
tion. The infrastructure provides the security framework for object repositories to
create a trust federation as well as to provide services with different levels of
security. The solution defines security profiles, infrastructure services, and mid-
dleware component for a low-barrier adoption by existing repositories. Although
this infrastructure can scale to large networks, it is particularly sensitive to the
needs of medium-sized and small organizations, which have complex attributes
and accessing policies.

36 http://grid.ncsa.uiuc.edu/GridShib/.
37 http://www.melcoe.mq.edu.au/projects/MAMS/index.htm.
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The infrastructure uses WS security standards. It is compatible with Shibboleth
infrastructure for Web applications, which enables developers to share infrastruc-
ture components such as attribute authority.

The infrastructure has been deployed in a pilot application to provide access to a
repository of learningmaterialwith the complex intellectual property arrangements
for individual resources. The access policies in the repository were based on the
user attributes. The pilot successfully demonstrated the federated security for users
from two different organizations.

Our current research focuses on bridging between our solution and attribute-
based security that is being developed for peer-to-peer network within the Lion-
Share project. The second area of interest is looking at further developing a trust
management component of the infrastructure with respect to the ease of deploy-
ment for small communities and integration of our solution with the tools for
management of access policies.

In the long term we hope the ECL will gain wider adoption as e-learning orga-
nizations begin to realize that interoperability expands from the simple exchange
of learning objects to the growing world of e-learning services and constructivist
knowledge collaborations. A flexible tool like the ECL will facilitate the interop-
erability of yet-to-be-defined functions across a semantically enhanced Web.
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Quality of Service and Collaboration
Aspects in a Distributed E-Laboratory
Environment

ALEJANDRO QUINTERO, SAMUEL PIERRE, AND DAVID TASSY

Abstract. This chapter proposes an architecture for implementing e-laboratory
environment by taking into account several aspects concerning not only the edu-
cational process, but also the network infrastructure, the collaboration and quality
of service (QoS) requirements, the types of content, etc. This is a flexible, para-
metrical, and component-oriented architecture designed to support collaboration
among different actors or entities of the e-learning environment. According to the
diverse aspects of QoS that an e-learning service comprises, this architecture was
tested with different network loads. Experimental results show that improvements
caused by traffic differentiation, even without special network loads, become even
more significant as the number of users increases.

11.1 Introduction

The emergence of the Internet in the late 1990s as a global and ubiquitous commu-
nicationmedium, coupledwith the advances in the information and communication
technologies, has spawned awealth of possibilities in terms of application develop-
ment and social collaboration (e.g., e-learning). Generally, e-learning refers to the
use of computer networks for learning [4,11,16,36]. It allows for the supervision of
students by trainers, tutors, and professors, all scattered in space and time. Thus,
the support of learning activities in different scientific and technical disciplines
requires distributed learning environments similar, as much as possible, to those in
conventional laboratories. The overall aim of using Web-based learning is to facil-
itate student-centered learning and to support the flexibility of students’ time [28].

One of the most important components of the virtual learning environment is
the virtual laboratory. At the core of the virtual laboratory lies the concept of
distance learning, where the learners, the teachers, and tools or equipment used
in the learning process may be distributed over several geographical locations.
Virtual learning environments (VLEs) refers to the components in which learners
and tutors participate in on-line interactions of various kinds, including on-line
learning [19]. A VLE is a web-based online environment that integrates tools for
content delivery, communication, assessment, and student management [23]. One

306
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type of virtual learning environments is the collaborative virtual environments
(CVEs). In this kind of VLE, some of the components in which learners and tutors
participate allow collaboration between them.

Collaboration is an essential part of the learning process. It is defined as the set of
processes and tools thatmake it possible for different actors (e.g., teachers, learners,
etc.) to communicate with one another, to share know-how and knowledge, and to
work together as a group [33]. The support of active collaboration is one of themain
elements for the success ofWeb-based learning environments. Thus tools designed
to ease communication exchanges between people, within CVE, must be able to
support collective intelligence [32]. Collaboration using the World Wide Web is a
broad research field that includes knowledge sharing and knowledge representation
aswell as technologies enabling information sharing and the creation of distributed
environments [8,9]. Collaboration implies the use of many different tools, each
having its specific quality of service (QoS) requirements [18].

Quality of service can be defined as a set of requirements that the network must
meet or guarantee in order for an application to function properly. In the first
days of the Internet, only best-effort services were offered. These services do not
make special provision for QoS requirements as they treat all traffic types equally:
packets pertaining to a real-time flow are treated in the same way (the same service
level) as packets belonging toWeb browsing or e-mail sessions. Hence, using best-
effort services in collaborative environments may prove to be problematic, as the
different tools used require different levels of service.

A networking environment QoS is generally expressed in terms of:

� Delay: time span from the emission of the first bit of a packet at the source to
the reception of the last bit of the same packet at the destination

� Jitter: end-to-end delay variation
� Bandwidth or throughput maximum transfer between two extremities of a com-
munication channel

� Availability: mean error rate of a link
� Packet loss rate: number of packets incorrectly transmitted in a given transmis-
sion

The virtual laboratory on which our work is based is a CVE. The idea behind the
CVE technology is that computer networks can be used to create virtualworkspaces
that allow social interaction among participants.

This chapter proposes a CVE architecture supporting quality of service.
Section 11.2 introduces the background and related work. Section 11.3 describes
the proposed architecture. Section 11.4 presents and analyzes simulation results.
Section 11.5 concludes the chapter.

11.2 Background and Related Work

Virtual learning benefited greatly from the variety of tools offered by information
and communication technologies. The emergence of the Internet amplified to a
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certain extent this phenomenon, rendering possible the use ofmodern and powerful
tools without imposing restriction in terms of geographical location. Furthermore,
more often than not, these tools are less expensive to use than their traditional
counterparts [31].

11.2.1 Electronic Learning Concepts

E-learning differs from the more traditional learning methods primarily by the
fact that it does not limit the learning process to a single geographical location
nor a specific previously predetermined meeting time. Up until recently, learn-
ers have experienced attending classes offered by certain colleges or universi-
ties. E-learning is a major innovative step, as courses and material are no longer
bound by the physical location of learners and teachers. Furthermore, in most
cases, learning institutions offer a limited number of classes on different sub-
jects, at a single physical location and with little or no regard to the needs, ca-
pacity, and availability of learners and teachers. E-learning promises to change
this by offering course material that can be tailored to the needs, strengths, and
prior knowledge of each learner. Moreover, such a learning scenario allows learn-
ers to choose the time when and the place where they wish to complete their
courses.

With the advent of new information and communication technologies, and more
specifically the Internet, e-learning environments can now offer direct interaction,
multimedia, on-demand evaluations, tailored learning modules [13,17,27], etc. In
fact, the introduction of such technologies made it possible for the learning pro-
cess to be automated. The possibilities offered by these technologies encouraged
universities around the world to develop new educational approaches including
virtual laboratories and more generally, distance learning. Some authors even in-
troduced the concept of cyberversity in an attempt to explain this phenomenon
[17].

Learning can be viewed in terms of scenarios [11,12], either by modeling the
global organization of the teaching process, or by concentrating on the specific
tools available to the learner [5]. Different models are used for distance learning
[12]: independent of time, simultaneously distributed, and an independent study
model. In the first model, traditional activities such as lectures, usually given in
a classroom, are combined with homework and course material to be studied at
home. A perpetual dialogue is established between the learners and the teachers
but also among the learners themselves. In the second model, learners can hear
and see their teacher, and hence the learners can establish a dialogue with the
teacher at any time. Usually, this model uses such technologies as satellites, cable
television, and video telephony. Furthermore, the wide accessibility of the Internet
offers new possibilities such as networking (working inside a Web of collabora-
tion). Finally, in the last model, the learner works alone (without consulting any
teachers or peers) and acquires course material from a sequence of well-organized
modules.
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11.2.2 Virtual Environments and Learning
Management Systems

The first virtual environment presented is INVITE (Intelligent Distributed Virtual
Training Environment). Themain goal of the INVITE project [8,9,25] is to develop
a synchronous virtual learning platform capable of interacting with intelligent
management systems.

JETS (Java-Enabled Tele-collaboration System) [34] is a Java-based virtual
learning environment. The Java programming environment offers numerous ad-
vantages in terms of interoperability and portability. JETS aims to use Web search
engines to execute applications.

The main problem with most of the tools used in virtual laboratories lies in
the fact that their design does not take collaboration into account. Dorneich and
Jones [14] introduced the concept of collaboratory. This concept can be defined
as a virtual environment that uses information and communication technologies to
enable communication and collaboration among users who are not geographically
close to one another.

In some collaborative environments such as the Medical Collaboratory Project
[25], actors distributed spatially and temporally need to share medical data and
applications with one another in a secure and efficient manner. Since the flows
associatedwith eachwindowwill probably have tomigrate amongmany networks,
theywill be subjected to the delays, jitters, and packet losses that characterize those
networks.

In some virtual environments there is a learning management system (LMS).
An LMS becomes a VLE when it is in educational use (populated with content,
communication, and learners) to facilitate complex learning interactions.

Oracle iLearning is a learning management system that provides effective, man-
ageable, integrated, and extensible Internet-based training to anyone, anytime, any-
where [29]. The system is designed to train a widely dispersed staff that follows
consistent corporate standards. Additionally, Oracle is managed from one central
location, allowing more people in more places to receive the necessary training
on-line. Oracle iLearning’s unique permission model, browser accessibility, and
content-management capabilities enable self-service content assembly and deliv-
ery, thus speeding the process of delivering information from the experts to the
audience.

Web Course Tools (WebCT) is a software application for the management of
World Wide Web (WWW)-based educational environments [37]. It can be used to
take entire on-line courses, or to simply publish materials that supplement existing
face-to-face classes. It is designed to require little technical expertise on the part
of the professor or the student. WebCT courses are password protected to ensure
privacy. WebCT can do the following:

� Provide course materials that include text, images, video, and audio
� Evaluate students with quizzes and assignments
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� Communicate with students via discussions, email, real-time chat sessions, and
an interactive whiteboard

� Manage grades
� Supply student feedback via an on-line grade-book, self-tests, and progress
tracking

� Obtain data that allows us to analyze the effectiveness of the course

Blackboard’s suite of applications are backed by the Blackboard Global Solutions
team, providing integrated planning, implementation, and growth management
solutions designed to meet our client’s unique e-education objectives [6]. Black-
board’s suite of enterprise applications includes the following:

� Blackboard learning system: enables organizations to use the Internet as a pow-
erful tool for teaching and learning

� Blackboard content system: Enables all students and faculty members to man-
age their own Internet-based file space on a central system and to collect, share,
discover, and manage important materials from articles and research papers to
presentations and multimedia files; includes a set of Web applications for man-
aging student career and evaluation portfolios, integrating content with campus
course management systems, maintaining version control of digital assets; tag-
ging, searching, and reusing learning objects; and more

� Blackboard portal system : powerful, easy to deploy portal technology for inte-
grating Web-based services and building on-line communities of learning

� Blackboard transaction system: enhances the daily student experience through
a seamless environment for on-line and off-line transactions.

11.2.3 QoS and Collaboration in Virtual
Learning Environments

Commonly accepted from the Internet community, an e-learning service imposes
a great burden on the underlying network in terms of bandwidth resources and
nonelastic traffic. General end-user requirements underpin the argument that the
network infrastructure should support QoS mechanisms, interpreting these mech-
anisms according to International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) E.800 rec-
ommendation. E-learning applications generate nonelastic traffic that must be
protected from the Internet’s best-effort traffic. Thus, the provision of QoS classes
is necessary. It would also be desirable that the QoS signaling could reach the ma-
chines of the end users. In this way, the QoS allocation of resources could be dy-
namic and therefore more adaptable to the changes of the state of the network [30].

The wealth of multimedia applications available, coupled with innovations in
information and communication technologies, will eventually replace many tra-
ditional social and economical interaction models such as phone conversations or
face-to-facemeetings. Tomeet educational requirements and standards, distributed
learning environments (DLEs), will have to offer to learners, instructors, and ad-
ministrators many features that are [1,2,10,24]:
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� interactive and engaging
� group-based, not solely used in isolation
� real-world input, not only simulations
� learner-centered, with individual needs addresseds
� available anytime/anywhere, providing wider access to education

Receptivity, defined as the delay between an information request and its associated
response, needs to be as small as possible in order for the environment to provide a
strong feeling of interaction to its users. Furthermore, group organization (learners
are gathered into homogeneous groups) implies the safe and efficient sharing of
laboratory resources between concurrent users. Hence, when dealing with virtual
learning environments, concurrency is as important as security issues and real-time
requirements.

11.3 The E-Laboratory Environment

A virtual laboratory can be viewed as a complex computer environment promoting
coherent recasting of conventional experimentation rules and styles. Scientific
simulations use existing and coming networking technologies for the transport
and distribution of multimedia documents and sequences over different kind of
telecommunication media. From this perspective, the telecommunication platform
can be considered as a coordinating element halfway between the remote users
and the experimental tools replicated on one or many servers. Thus, an efficient
conceptual structure should take into account key issues such as openness, cross-
media adaptation, and potential extensions’ ability [31].

11.3.1 The Telecommunication Platform

The management of telecommunication networks mainly aims at providing a re-
liable and efficient infrastructure and means of transporting information among
distributed and diverse applications and services. Nevertheless, when considering
a network-based service, we cannot easily discriminate between the application
and the underlying network infrastructure and isolate each one. Every day, new
applications and services deploy telecommunication infrastructure as a vehicle to
reach new clients, located in different and distant areas. The need for providing
distributed services leads to an emerging need for managing these services as a
whole, including the management of underlying network infrastructure [3].

Pierre and Kassouf [31] have proposed a telecommunication platform model
that ensures interoperability among heterogeneous networks and serves as an ac-
cess infrastructure to distributed virtual laboratories. Conceptually, this platform is
a three-layered structure where a layer of basic tools and functionalities is framed
with an adaptation layer that adapts them to specific tools and functionalities. The
main idea, presented by Pierre and Kassouf, consists of modeling a generic lab-
oratory node whose additional extensions will enable developing other specific
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FIGURE 11.1. Proposed architecture for the virtual laboratories (Pierre and Kassouf, [31])

laboratories for diverse scientific and engineering disciplines. The proposed in-
ductive methodology consists of defining and developing different laboratories
according to characteristics that are specific to the corresponding knowledge fields
or disciplines. Then, the tools and functions onwhich diverse laboratories are based
are regrouped into two large sets: BTF (basic tools and functionalities) common
to several types of laboratory, and STF (specific tools and functionalities) that
are rather peculiar to one type of laboratory. The generic feature of the virtual
laboratory model results from the development of a sufficient number of specific
laboratories integrating a variety of functionalities and tools. However, this generic
aspect ismainly built on a telecommunication platform, that is, the physical support
of BTF, as shown in Figure 11.1.

A telecommunication platform could be seen as a regrouping of modules. Each
of these modules is dedicated to a specific task. As shown in Figure 11.2, these
modules carry out the following three tasks: adaptation to STF, integration of BTF,
and adaptation to users’ communication networks.

11.3.2 The Collaborative E-Learning Architecture

This section defines the architecture of a conceptual collaborative learning envi-
ronment supporting quality of service (QoS) requirements that such environments
must satisfy in order to be considered successful.
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Specific virtual laboratories 

Different User Networks 

Specific tools and functionalities adaptation layer

Generic tools and functionalities layer 

User networks adaptation layer 

FIGURE 11.2. Triple-layeredmodel for the telecommunication platform (Pierre andKassouf
[31])

As for quality of service, the main concern is the delay in accessing, transmit-
ing, and displaying the (possibly multimedia) information that is exchanged in
this type of environment. This aspect warrants particular attention in the context
of virtual laboratories where interactive simulation, tele-measurement, and tele-
experimentation are among the considered approaches and methods. Among other
concerns, there are the quality of images and the precision of measures. These are
directly related to the available bandwidth. In non–real-time situations, they can be
traded against the transmission delay. Quality of service is something that can be
negotiated and configured. When dealing with an human user, we must be careful
to use a level of language that can be understood, given that most people involved
are not and cannot be expected to be experts in networking. This is where the idea
of QoS translation must be properly applied.

From an educational standpoint, it is essential to be able to reinforce theoretical
material with practical exercises and experimentation. This is evenmore important
in science, as various studies have shown that learners learn better and faster when
they can experiment with what they have just learned. As shown in Figure 11.3,
such components of the virtual learning environment architecture were integrated
into our model.

The architecture suggested in this chapter implies collaboration among different
actors or entities found in a given environment. Thus, according to the tasks that
learners are asked to accomplish, they may need to interact with one or many
actors, each playing various roles in the learning process.Our learning environment
includes three types of actors or entities:

� Coordinator (C): This role is assigned to a teacher, a professor, a laboratory
assistant, or anyone involved in the management of the learning process. The
coordinator’s duties include supervising and coordinating the set of resources,
services, and tools offered by the virtual laboratory.
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FIGURE 11.3. Nonhuman components of the learning environment.

� Learner (L): Learners are the central entities of the environment as the whole
learning process is hinged upon them.

� Group (G): A group is a set of learners (the number of learners involved in a
group is a function determined by the laboratory). The group entity represents
the essence of collaboration as group members cooperate and communicate with
one another within the environment.

The three entities—learner, group, and coordinator—make it possible to illustrate
the interactions within a virtual laboratory. Thus, our collaborative learning archi-
tecture is designed around these entities (Fig. 11.4) and provides them with the
tools and services required to collaborate efficiently.

11.3.3 Process in Collaboration

Collaboration is an integral part of the learning process. Furthermore, we hypoth-
esized that collaboration can be broken down into two distinct but complementary
process: cooperation and communication. We now address the three underlying
levels (functional, structural, and technological) for each process of collaboration.
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FIGURE 11.4. Actors or entities involved in the learning process.

A. Cooperation

Functional level: This subsection presents a detailed definition of the functional
level, as well as an inventory of the actions performed by each actor. Hence, we
separate the actions performed by the coordinator and learner roles. These two
entities play distinct but complementary roles as illustrated in Figures 11.5 and
11.6.
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experiments

Explain experiments
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Close applications
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Organize forums
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COORDINATORS

FIGURE 11.5. Coordinator’s responsibilities.
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FIGURE 11.6. Learners’ responsibilities.

Group activities: A group entity model is not illustrated as a group involved a
given set of learners. Thus, we assume that a group would be associated with the
actions performed by the learners composing the group.
Structural level: Now that the set of all possible cooperative actions performed

in a virtual laboratory has been identified, we can list the collection of tools used
to implement those actions. This basically constitutes the structural level of coop-
eration. The cooperation tools range from chat to videoconferencing applications,
although they also include less interactive applications such as virtual lab books
and exams.
Technological level: As for the transport layer, depending on the characteristics

of the application, it is recommended to use Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
or User Datagramme Protocol (UDP) as the main transport protocol. As for
the application layer, each application uses its own underlying technology and
protocols. Thus, for the virtual lab book, we use HTTP, while Remote Method
Invocation (RMI) and Real Time Protocol (RTP)/Real Time Control Protocol
(RTCP) are used for the chat and videoconferencing applications, respectively.

B. Communication

Functional level: From the functional point of view, communication can be defined
as the set of agreements and rules that govern the exchange of data, information, and
speech among different actors in a virtual laboratory. Indeed, this set of permissible
actions has to be properly defined in order for the exchange to be equally beneficial
for all actors participating in the communicative events. The speech act [35] is a
concept that summarizes this idea relatively well. Further, we present various
virtual laboratory situations and learning processes where components of a speech
act can be found:

� Question: at anymoment, a learner is liable to ask questions about coursematerial
or experimental manipulations to his fellow learners (i.e., the group) or to the
coordinator of the virtual laboratory.
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� Answer: a learner seeking an answer to a question initiates a dialogue with
another virtual laboratory actor who responds to the interrogation.

� Explanation: if experimental results do not match expected ones, learners must
explain what went wrong (from their point of view). Moreover, the coordinator
must explain to the learners what is expected from them.

� Argumentation: learners participate in group-wide discussions, sharing ideas
about the lab project and convincing other learners of the validity of their ideas
by presenting strong arguments.

� Hypothesizing: when preparing lab experiments, learners have to hypothesize
before sharing their work and thoughts with other learners in the group.

� Justification: to support hypotheses, learners are asked to show realistic argument
related to the course material.

� Conciliation: before submitting their work or lab results, learners consult one
another to validate their work, and a group spokesperson is elected.

Finally, actions that are incumbent on the coordinator of the virtual laboratory are:

� Reformulation: the coordinator may need to reformulate in more precise terms
previous lectures or explanations for the learners to better understand course
material or lab experiments.

� Commenting: at the end of the learning process, the coordinator needs to com-
ment on learners’ work before evaluating them.

� Evaluating: the coordinator must evaluate the learners’ work and progress.

Structural level: Now that we have listed all permissible communicative actions,
we can identify the structural constraints associated with this process. Indeed, it
is essential to notice that networked communications (Internet, LAN, etc.) are
slightly more complex to manage than the more traditional voice or paper com-
munications, as many different and competing data flows have to be considered at
the same time. According to the number of participants and the time the connec-
tion is established, a communication will be classified into one of many possible
categories. To describe all possible categories, we limit the scope of this chapter
to two types of considerations: quantitative and temporal.
Quantitative considerations: Here, we classify communication according to the

number of participants, the presence of a group or not, etc. There are three possible
types of communication:

� Unicast: this is the simplest and most basic type of communication. In this
case, only two entities (learner-learner or learner-coordinator) are involved in
the communication process.

� Broadcast: this communication is used when the lab coordinator wants to reach
(or provide access to) all learners participating in the lab. This communication
can be labeled as one-to-many (the number of learners may be unlimited).

� Multicast: this communication occurs when the instructor wants to address spe-
cific groups of learners. This type of communication can also be labeled as
one-to-many, but the number of learners reached is limited for each group.
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Temporal considerations: The applications used in the virtual laboratory may have
different temporal requirements. We classify these temporal considerations ac-
cording to the type of connection used:

� Synchronous: for this method, applications are usually running at the same time
(from identical origins) [22] and they must be mutually synchronized. Further-
more, all entities (i.e., people or applications) participating in the communication
progress in parallel (e.g., chat).

� Asynchronous: this type of communication is usedwhen the entities participating
in the communication are not present simultaneously, at the same time (e.g.,
typically emails, discussion groups or forums) [21].

Technological level: The proposed architecture must be able to manage both mul-
ticast and broadcast communications (unicast being the default communication
mode). The selection of network layer technologies is the most important aspect
of our analysis. After a thorough analysis of several network layer protocols, we
chose to base our architecture on the IPv6 protocol, as it meets all of our criteria (all
types of communications defined so far are supported by IPv6), but also because
it is a powerful and scalable technology.

11.3.4 Collaboration Scenarios

Now that all elements of the collaborative learning environment (CLE) have been
presented and that all needs have been classified, we can justify some of the choices
made. First, we explain these choices using some scenarios the CLE can support.
Indeed, to better understand the role and usage of each module in the CLE, it is
important to describe some of the activities involved in the learning process. Let us
now delve into the details of what goes on in the problem solving and the distance
learning activities.

A. Problem Solving

In the problem solving activity, we consider that a set of problems is given to n
learners (L). The problemsmay be solved either synchronously or asynchronously.
Moreover, in this activity, the coordinator (C) is present in class and assists learners
while they solve the problems given to them (the asynchronous case will be treated
later). A chat application is used by both learners and coordinator to communicate.
That is, learners send questions to the coordinator while, he, in turn, sends back
answers in real-time through the chat application (Fig. 11.7).

The first case considered here is when a question requires an individual answer
to learner Li. In that particular case, the coordinator (C) can answer the question
using one of three methods. Indeed, based on the complexity of the answer, the
coordinator can contact Li using three distinct tools:

� Chat application: the question can be answered with a simple answer
� Videoconference: the answer includes a simple demonstration
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FIGURE 11.7. Steps involved in answering a question in the problem solving activity.

� Demonstration notebook: the answer includes a demonstration requiring some
examples

Ideally, there would be coordination between two or more tools simultaneously.
In the second case, illustrated in Figure 11.7, the coordinator gives an answer

to the whole class. Indeed, if the coordinator deems the question worthy and the
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answer profitable to the whole class, he can decide to give a common answer. The
class may or may not be interrupted. As in the previous case, an answer can be
given using one of the aforementioned tools, the difference this time being that the
answer is broadcasted.

If the coordinator decides to answer the question for the whole class, a stack is
used to circumvent any synchronicity problems. Moreover, to enable permanent
viewing of class communications, and since learners may be absent on the day the
class is given, we consider creating a list based on a discussion forummodel. Thus,
the coordinator having considered the question pertinent, he edits the question and
its answer on the list and makes it available to all learners on a permanent basis.
Hence, all learners enrolled in the course will have access to a permanent on-line
list. As was the case before, the answers can take one of three forms.

B. Distance Learning

The second scenario, which ismore representative of the collaborations going on in
theCLE, is concernedwith the distance learning activity. This scenario is illustrated
in Figure 11.8. In the distance learning activity,we present collaborations occurring
within a group composed of one or many sets of learners and a coordinator.

It is interesting to notice how groupwork is organized in the laboratory. As in the
problemsolving case, themain tool used to communicate is the chat application.We
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FIGURE 11.8. Interactions and collaborations involved in the distance learning scenario.
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also consider the possibility of restricting its usage to a limited number or subgroup
of learners. Thanks to this tool, students can share their ideas and communicate
among themselves easily. Problems arising due to the complex nature of distance
learning can be resolved using videoconferencing or the workbook.

During the time the distance learning tasks are performed, all learners belonging
to a group have exactly the same status. Once the tasks are completed, a leader
is elected and is responsible for presenting the group’s work to the coordinator.
Using multicasting or broadcasting, learners belonging to the group but also the
coordinator can follow the demonstration given by the leader. If necessary, the
coordinator can take control of the equipment used for the demonstration and
apply the necessary modifications.

11.3.5 Collaborative Architecture Supporting
Quality of Service

The architecture presented is based on a classical client-server model. As shown in
Figure 11.9, our architecture is composed of two subsystems: a client subsystem,
whose area is delimited by a dotted line, and a server supporting QoS, enclosed
in a shaded rectangle. Components associated with the client are executed locally
(by a learner), while all other components can be shared, used, and executed by all
actors participating in the virtual laboratory. Notice that the QoS manager plays
a central role in the architecture as it manages and controls the QoS level of the
platform.

The remainder of this section describes, the components of this collaborative
architecture, from both the client and server perspectives, while highlighting their
interactions and the role they play in the collaboration process.
Graphical user interface (GUI): This is the main access to the virtual labora-

tory; all tools and services are available or accessible through the GUI. Note that
laboratories have different GUI, depending on the services and tools available.
Registration module: The registration module provides laboratory access and

identifies for every registered learner (learners who wish to use the virtual lab must
register first) the parts of the system that are available to them.
Security module: The importance of security is even more critical in shared

environments. This module offers authentication features (learners using the vir-
tual lab must log in using a password) as well as security solutions pertaining
to the confidentiality of data, applications, and communication within the virtual
lab. Hence, only authorized actors (e.g., coordinators, lab assistants) can access
learners’ work.
Cooperation interface: The main objective of this component aims first to es-

tablish cooperation and, ultimately, collaboration. While ensuring the collabora-
tion level required by the users of the virtual laboratory, the cooperation interface
also manages QoS (speed, image resolution, throughput, etc.) and the efficient
classification of learners into groups.
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QoSmanager: This is the main QoS component. It links the users of the virtual
laboratory (through the cooperation interface) to other QoS system components
(session, group, and workspace managers). Indeed, by collecting information on
the state of the platform and the traffic parameters, it informs the virtual lab users
on the available QoS.
Session manager: Coordination is defined as the transition between the co-

operation and communication processes. The session manager implements this
coordination as it defines the roles (e.g., coordinator, learner, leader, etc.) and
actions performed by every actor of the virtual laboratory.
Workspace manager: This module controls temporal access to the laboratory

workspace as well as the applications and tools used by learners. This control is
necessary due to the wide variety of configurations available for each laboratory.
Group manager: This module is used to manage the collaborative aspects

within each group participating in the laboratory.
Audio manager: This module ensures efficient transfer of audio flows through-

out the virtual laboratory.
Videomanager: Thismodule plays a role similar to the audiomanager, although

it is dedicated to video flows. However, efficiency is extremely important here
since video interactivity makes all the difference between a collaborative and a
noncollaborative platform.
Laboratory tools: Tools used mainly for experimental purposes.
Cooperation tools: These include chat (text and audio), browser, forum, ques-

tions and answers (Q&A), and videoconferencing applications. Cooperation tools
are generic applications chosen by the laboratory designer according to the desired
level of collaboration.
Coordination tools: Coordination is an important aspect of interactivity. The

role of this module consists in synchronizing and parallelizing the usage of all lab
tools and applications.
Shared memory: This memory area is shared, and hence can be used by all

actors evolving in the virtual laboratory. As an example, the laboratory coordi-
nator can use the shared memory area to store a discussion forum from which
learners will retrieve answers to their questions. Notice that this type of storage is
permanent.
Personal memory: Learners can save experimental data and personal informa-

tion for future use in this memory area.
Databases: These databases provide access to a wealth of information on ex-

isting experimentations. They are also used as repositories for course material and
encyclopedias.

11.4 Implementation and Results

The cooperation interface and other virtual laboratory components were imple-
mented using a Java programming environment. Figure 11.10 shows the protocols
used by several applications included in the virtual laboratory.
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11.4.1 Implementation of QoS in the
Collaborative Environment

QoS support is one of the two major aspects of our architecture, the other being
collaboration. As mentioned above, users must be able to specify the desired
level of QoS they expect from a platform. Since data flows transmitted by the
virtual laboratories will potentially travel through several networks, from source
to destination, the implementation of our QoS manager must take into account
available QoS technologies. The two most popular QoS models are integrated
services (IntServ) and differentiated services (DiffServ).

The DiffServ [7,26] model enables traffic differentiation into several classes of
service. With this model, users can choose the class of service that best fits their
needs from the various classes: best effort, excellent effort, standard, interactive
voice, interactive video, etc. Moreover, for each class of service, the network
guarantees the value of QoS parameters such as mean delay, jitter, throughput, etc.
[15].

While the DiffServ model is used to classify services into different categories,
the IntServmodel ismore granular as it offers the possibility to precisely specify the
service requirements needed by a data flow. Once they are specified, the network
reserves the resources needed to deliver the required level of QoS. As in DiffServ,
several classes of service are offered, such as guaranteed services and controlled
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service. Furthermore, it is up to the network to decide if it can deliver the required
QoS or if the flow will be treated as best effort traffic.

QoS is provisioned dynamically to the architecture by the network. Treating the
architecture with QoS guarantees allows the end users to experience the differen-
tiated QoS supported by the underlying network. Measurements are transferred
throughout the network safely while commands to the instrument are securely
passed and cannot be lost even if they experience a network congestion condi-
tion. Applications involving virtual instrumentation, data acquisition, and surveil-
lance need to run over a QoS aware network, due to their intolerance to data
loss.

Local demonstrations aim to illustrate the framework’s capabilities since
network-related conditions are easily controlled and the applications can be used
to their full extent. For testing the architecture’s QoS characteristics, these tests
were also reproduced by adding extra “noise” traffic (best-effort class flows) and
monitoring the network layer’s ability to distinguish and protect the “useful”
flows.

End-to-end demonstrations were subject to resource limitations such as band-
width, and targeted at providing a way to evaluate the applications’ capability to
overcome difficult network conditions. To provide a full-range testing framework,
both quality guaranteed and non–QoS-aware test cases were included.

11.4.2 Model Definition, Results, and Analyses

The OPNET network simulator was used to evaluate the performance of this
architecture. Thefirst step of the simulationprocess consists of selecting themetrics
to evaluate. The three metrics selected for our performance evaluation are delay,
jitter, and packet loss rate. Furthermore, to obtain themost realistic results possible,
we have to define a networking environment, consisting of a network topology,
traffic flows, and applications, which will best model real-world usage of our
platform. We define two types of users: user A in a virtual laboratory supporting
QoS, and user B in a virtual laboratory without QoS.

Network topology: The focus of our performance evaluation will be on the
virtual laboratory users. We have modeled our topology according to the client-
server model, where user A and user B are at one extremity of the system and
a server is at the other, processing the flows generated by different users of the
virtual lab. Furthermore, we use an Internet connection to link the two ends of the
topology. The different network node connections are basic point-to-point links.
Finally, user B is a standard user of the system without QoS, which will be used
to compare results obtained from other users.

Traffic and applications: It is extremely difficult to model with precision the
different traffic flows that will be generated by virtual laboratories, as these flows
depend on the characteristics of the lab itself. Hence, we chose to use the trace
file found in [20]. This file contains traffic data for voice, video, and HTTP (i.e.,
file transfer) flows. This traffic can be respectively associated with audio-chat,
videoconferencing, andbrowsing applications.Now thatwehavedefinedanetwork
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topology and the different traffic types we wish to analyze, we can evaluate the
performance of our architecture. Our performance evaluation is conducted in two
steps:

� We first evaluate the selected metrics (delay, jitter, and packet loss rate) by
applying traffic generated by a single user to the network. In other words, we
create a standard, or baseline, from which we can compare results obtained from
different configurations;

� In the second step, we evaluate the same metrics, but this time, we consider the
number of participants in the virtual laboratory. Hence, we evaluate and compare
the performance of our architecture with groups of 10, 25, 50, and 100 users.

The traffic generated in the network consists of the following protocols: VoIP for
communications of voice over the Internet, and http for navigation on the Web and
video. Every type of traffic is modeled by the successive juxtapositions of an active
period and a period of inactivity. More exactly, we determine the distribution of
interarrivals as well as that of the duration of the sessions.

Voice Model

A stochastic process can describe the voice traffic model, with arrival times cor-
responding to the beginning times of sessions. Each session describes a complete
phone call and contains the ON-OFF period. ON periods occur when voice packets
are generated, whereas no packets are generated, during OFF periods. To model
both uplink and downlink, we can use two symmetric sources.

Quintero et al. have used an ON-OFF voice, with the ON period distribution
following an exponential lawwith mean 352ms and the OFF period also following
an exponential law with mean 650 ms. Within the ON period, packets arrive at
a fixed rate 1/τ . Therefore, 1/τ is the sampling rate. For example, for the Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) codec, τ is 20 ms. The call mean time
duration is 5 minutes. The exponential distribution has the following probability
density function:

fV oI P (x ) = λ.e−λx , x ≥ 0

where λ = (300x)−1, x represents the time.

Http Model

Quintero et al. describe the data traffic characteristics of individual WWW users.
When a user requests a page, several URL (Uniform Resource Locator) requests
may follow. The first one transmits the user’s direct request to the server, and the
browser program generates the following requests automatically. This requires a
separate request to be sent automatically by the client programduring the download
of a page. The various parameters of the HTTP model are as follows:

� The size of the files is modeled by: a log-normal distribution whose correspond-
ing normal distribution has a mean of 9.357 Kbytes and a standard deviation of
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1.318 Kbytes for the body of the file size distribution, and a Pareto distribution
with location 133 Kbytes and shape 1.1 for the tail of the distribution (93% of
the files have their sizes drawn from the log-normal distribution).

� The number of embedded references follows a Pareto lawwith location (or scale)
1 and shape 2.43.

� The number of clicks per session can be modeled by a Pareto distribution with
a location (or scale) of approximately 0.8 and a shape of about 1.16.

� Inactive OFF interarrivals follow a Pareto distribution with location 1 and shape
1.5.

� Active OFF interarrivals follow a Weibull distribution with scale 1.46 and shape
0.382.

� The duration of the sessions follows a Pareto distribution having the following
probability density function:

fhttp(x) = a · · · ba/xa+1

We can calculate the relation between the parameters of the law of Pareto with
its average mPareto and a = 1.35 [38]:

mPareto(a, b) =
∞∫
b

x · · · (aba · · · x−a−1)dxwith a ∈ ]1, 2[

It gives:

mPareto(a, b) = aba
∞∫
b

x−a dx

or

mPareto(a, b)/aba =
∞∫
b

x−a dx

then

mPareto(a, b)/aba =
[
x−a+1

−a + 1

]∞
b

i.e.

mPareto(a, b)/a ∗ ba = b−a+1

−a + 1

We can conclude:

mPareto(a, b) = (a ∗ b)/(a − 1) for a ∈ ]1, 2[

Knowing the parameter a and the average mPareto(a, b), we can determine the
parameter b.
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Video Model

The video-on-demand model is more complex and it was taken from [38]. Video
data are highly correlated. The correlations arise as a consequence of the similar-
ities among images (interframe) or parts of images that are used as units of com-
pression (intraframes). Due to the high bandwidth needs of uncompressed video
streams, coding algorithms are used for the compression of the video stream. The
most frequent is the MPEG (ISO-Moving Picture Expert Group) suite of coding
schemes. In these schemes, a video sequence consists of a series of frames, each
containing a two-dimensional array of pixels. For each pixel, both luminance and
chrominance information is stored. The compression algorithm is used to reduce
the data rate before the transmission of the video stream. InMPEG-coded streams,
there are three types of frames, each using a slightly different coding scheme:
I-frames use only intra frame coding based on discrete cosine transform and en-
tropy coding; P-frames use a similar coding algorithm to I-frames, but with the
addition of motion compensation with respect to the previous I- or P-frame; B-
frames are similar to P-frames, except that the motion compensation can be with
respect to the previous I- or P-frame or an interpolation between them.

Each frame type is fitted using a log-normal distribution, where parameters are
estimated using the maximum likelihood estimators. The P- and B-frames size
fits to log-normal distributions whose corresponding normal distributions have
respectively a mean of 4 and 3, and a standard deviation of 0.6 and 0.46 ap-
proximately. However, we will use only the P-frame size distribution. This does
not imply a big loss of generality as P- and B-frames size fits the same type
of distribution and it has been shown that P-B-frames produce similar traces
[38]. Moreover, we are on the safe side as P-frames are generally bigger than
B-frames. According to [38], the P-frames size distribution is a log normal with
mean 65.4Kbits and standard deviation 43Kbits. The I-frame size distribution also
follows a log-normal distribution with mean 194.4 Kbits and standard deviation
81 Kbits.

The frame interarrival is constant and equal to 41.7 ms (24 frames per second).
The number of frames in a session is proportional to the session length. A video
on demand (VoD) session can be a movie session or a video-clip session. We will
suppose that movie sessions are scarce. In a first time, we will ignore movies
ordering and suppose that VoD transfers only video clips. Subsequent variations
on the traffic distribution will introduce longer video sequences. A video clip
lasts between 2 and 6 minutes with a mean of about 4 minutes. Consequently, the
number of frames per session is distributed according to a triangular distribution
with minimum 2880, maximum 8640, and mean 5760. The session arrival process
will be modeled by an exponential law with parameter λ2. This parameter will be
adjusted to obtain the required traffic proportion [38].

The remainder of this section presents simulation results obtained for this ar-
chitecture in terms of delay, jitter, and packet loss rate. Furthermore, the influence
of the service level chosen to support the traffic flow and of network congestion
will be addressed.
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FIGURE 11.11. Comparing delays between user A and user B.

A. Voice Traffic

The first observation we can make about traffic is that, as with voice, there is a
sensible difference between user A and user B in terms of delay. Indeed, as illus-
trated on Figure 11.11, even without network congestion, the interactive service
decreases the delay by 0.025 seconds or 2.3%.

B. HTTP Traffic

For the response time per object or the losses, the results obtained are relatively
similar and characteristic. Figure 11.12 shows the comparative results for two
identical applications, with and without QoS. Hence, the application named user
A supports Qos while the one named user B does not; it is simply best effort. It
clearly appears that for user A the response time is significantly lower than for user
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TABLE 11.1. Comparing performance delays

HTTP VOICE VIDEO

Gross (sec) 0.0654 0.0019 0.1421
Relative (%) 19.4 1.85 86.1

B. If the general profiles are identical (slight influence of the video application,
which somewhat increases the response time), the numbers are quite eloquent.
Indeed, if we apply the standard treatment, we increase by 20%, on average. This
increase, even though not significant (0,065s) cannot be considered negligible.
Consequently, we can say that service differentiation seems to be beneficial to the
user. Moreover, the tendency is confirmed and becomes ever more evident when
we increase the network load by adding traffic Group Users. Hence, we can say
that the difference between the two increases as the number of users increases.

Tables 11.1 through 11.3 facilitate the comparison of performance variations
according to the service contract chosen, the considered applications, and the
network congestion. Hence, Table 11.1 emphasizes the differences between an
application running in privileged and nonprivileged modes, respectively.

C. Video Traffic

The last aspect of our simulation is concerned with the evaluation of service dif-
ferentiation for video applications. Indeed, these applications constitute the last
facet of the collaboration. Our analysis will follow the same plan as for the HTTP
case. As shown in Figure 11.13, the difference is self-evident. There is a constant
difference of 0.15 seconds between user A and user B. This difference is equal to
a 96% improvement of the overall performance.

Tables 11.2 and 11.3 illustrate the results obtained for the delay metric (N/A
indicates no results were obtained due to network saturation) for user A and user B.
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TABLE 11.2. Delay variation (jitter) for user B

HTTP VOICE VIDEO

10 Users B Gross (sec) 0.4155 0.7991 1.6273
Relative (%) 97 740 530

25 Users B Gross (sec) 0.6127 1.2941 0.9920
Relative (%) 143 1197 323

50 Users B Gross (sec) 1.4376 0.9083 0.8691
Relative (%) 335 841 283

100 Users B Gross (sec) 1.79 (saturation) N/A 0.8742
Relative (%) 418 (saturation) N/A 285

Hence, by showing performance degradation as a function of the level of network
congestion for user A and user B, we can clearly see the benefits brought by service
differentiation. Indeed, without congestion, results obtained for user A are much
better than those obtained for user B. Moerover, as we have already established
that performance degradation is greater in the second case, it becomes clear that
the greater the congestion, the greater the difference between the two.

The demonstrations performed indicated that the architecture developed can
adapt to various network environments and that it can, even under stressed condi-
tions, deliver an important subset of its full capabilities. More specifically:

� Chat and Whiteboard are lightweight applications that produce minimal traffic
and can operate without QoS needs. Their operation proved to be efficient for a
virtual classroom with many students even under a strained environment.

� File transfer performance was satisfactory taking into consideration the nature
of material exchanged in the frame of a classroom, being mostly documents.

� Video conference could also adapt well to network impairments when used in
audio-only mode in conjunction with a low-bit-rate codec. Video size and frame
rate can be adjusted so as to constrain traffic to the available limit. Although the
application benefits from resource reservation, even in non-QoS environment,
it exhibited robustness and successfully recuperated from temporarily network
disturbances.

� Video on demand, being by nature a network demanding service, cannot be
exploited properly in a constrained environment.When bandwidth was available

TABLE 11.3. Delay variation (jitter) for user A

HTTP VOICE VIDEO

10 Users A Gross (sec) 0.0250 0.0134 0.0056
Relative (%) 7.5 11.8 3.4

25 Users A Gross (sec) 0.0197 0.0196 0.0052
Relative (%) 5.9 18.2 3.1

50 Users A Gross (sec) 0.0052 0.2100 0.005
Relative (%) 1.6 195 3.0

100 Users A Gross (sec) 0.0752 N/A 0.005
Relative (%) 22 N/A 3.0
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(e.g., LAN environment), it significantly enhanced the usability of the virtual
classroom experiments. In such an environment, video conference could also be
used to its extent, with full video and audio quality, supporting many students
concurrently. When coupled with the architecture, these applications provided
a robust and reliable framework for the deliverance of a high-quality e-learning
service.

11.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a distributed e-laboratory environment. The ar-
chitecture presented is based on a classical client-server model, and it is composed
of two subsystems a client subsystem and a server supporting QoS. Components
associated with the client are executed locally (by a learner) while all other com-
ponents can be shared, used, and executed by all actors participating in the virtual
laboratory.

Our concern was to design a flexible, parametrical, and component-oriented
architecture to support collaboration among different actors or entities for each
request for e-learning service according to current context that depends on all the
diverse aspects ofQoS that an e-learning service comprises. To this effect, we listed
several ideas to enhance the concept of virtual laboratories. We first focused on
collaboration.We defined terminology by synthesizing virtual learning, traditional
collaboration, and collaboration enabling technologies available today. A detailed
analysis of these parameters enabled us to explicitly characterize collaboration.
Indeed, we defined collaboration as two distinct but complementary processes:
cooperation and communication. Moreover, to complete this definition, we added
the concept of coordination as the glue joining cooperation and communication.

Furthermore, to facilitate the implementation of solutions adapted to the ad-
dressed problem, we completed this decomposition by providing several levels
of analyses (functional, structural, and technological). One of the original contri-
butions of this work is the definition of a cooperation interface controlling every
aspects of cooperation, notably quality of service, by using several communication
mechanisms to optimize the collaboration process. The usage of the tools designed
best illustrates this originality. We attempted to find a solution to address the fact
that tools used necessarily generate quality challenges.

To validate our implementation, we have carried out a series of simulations,
involving different kind of users and different kind of traffic. Experimentation
scenarios have been elaborated in order to evaluate the performance of commu-
nications during the use of the environment. Results indicate that improvements
caused by traffic differentiation, even without special network loads, become even
more significant as the number of users increases.
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Quality Rating and Recommendation
of Learning Objects

VIVEKANANDAN KUMAR, JOHN NESBIT, PHILIP WINNE, ALLYSON
HADWIN, DIANNE JAMIESON-NOEL, AND KATE HAN

12.1 Introduction

The unceasing growth of the Internet has led to new modes of learning in which
learners routinely interact on-line with instructors, other students, and digital re-
sources. Much recent research has focused on building infrastructure for these
activities, especially to facilitate searching, filtering, and recommending on-line
resources known as learning objects. Although newly defined standards for learn-
ing object metadata are expected to greatly improve searching and filtering ca-
pabilities, learners, instructors, and instructional developers may still be faced
with choosing from many pages of object listings returned from a single learn-
ing object query. The listed objects tend to vary widely in quality. With current
metadata and search methods, those who search for learning objects waste time
and effort groping through overwhelming masses of information, often finding
only poorly designed and developed instructional materials. Hence, there is a clear
need for quality evaluations prior to making a recommendation that can be com-
municated in a coherent, standardized format to measure the quality of learning
objects.

In the last few years, a number of quality rating standards have been developed.
As different evaluation instruments are deployed in learning object repositories
serving specialized communities of users, what methods can be applied for trans-
lating evaluative data across instruments to allow these data to be shared among
different repositories? How can the large number of possible explicit and implicit
measures of preference and quality be combined to recommend objects to users?
To address these questions, we employ a Bayesian belief networks (BBN), a pow-
erful probabilistic knowledge representation and reasoning technique for partial
beliefs under uncertainty. Using BBN, we also tackle problems of insufficient
and incomplete reviews in learning object repositories, as well as translating and
integrating data among different quality evaluation instruments.

In this chapter, we argue that BBNs are a new way of collecting and analyz-
ing the evaluation of learning object quality, and we present real-world BBNs
that are constructed to probabilistically model relationships among different roles
of reviewers, among various explicit and implicit ratings, and among items of
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different evaluation measurements. We also present results from a qualitative
study and from simulated testing cases to show that the BBN model makes
quantitatively reliable inferences about different dimensions of learning object
quality.

12.2 Online Learning and Learning Objects

The competitive nature and ever-increasing productivity of our society creates a
demand for “up-to-date,” “just-in-time,” and “just-enough” learning solutions. Un-
surprisingly, the sheer volume and high availability of information on the Internet
has led to new methods for learning and knowledge construction in education.
Before the Internet era, education was much more reliant on school buildings,
classrooms, and face-to-face interaction with teachers, books, and libraries. With
the advent of the Internet, many of the educational functions provided by these
resources and facilities are made available on-line. Students can learn anywhere,
anytime by accessing the Internet. Through this ubiquitous medium, education has
become more accessible.

Some regard on-line learning as “the use of Internet technologies to deliver a
broad array of solutions that enhance knowledge and performance” [10]. Others
accept a broader definition that includes learning through intranets and other elec-
tronic networks. Over the last decade, Web-based communication media such as
asynchronous and audiographic conferencing technologies have led to important
new methods for teaching and learning. The Web also allows access to an ever-
richer array of multimedia resources that are mined for integration in Web-based
courses. It is the challenges in this latter area to which the research reported in this
chapter is addressed.

Substantial funding from both public and private educational and industrial
organizations has poured into developing on-line learning resources. Examples
of initiatives underway include the Curriculum Online project being under-
taken for schools in the United Kingdom at a cost of approximately $500 mil-
lion (www.curriculumonline.gov.uk), and the Australian Learning Federation, a
project similar in emphasis with a $30million budget (www.thelearningfederation.
edu.au). To facilitate access to the many thousands of on-line, multimedia re-
sources, we now require sophisticated databases, technical standards, and network
infrastructure. These innovations reach beyond the provision of technical facilities
needed to distribute resources. Indeed, the capacity of the Internet for allowing
information to be easily shared is affecting the way that learning resources are
designed and developed.

Digital resources created within one educational institution can now be dis-
tributed and reused on a global scale. However, to fully realize the potential for
reuse, there is a need to resolve issues of portability across heterogeneous techni-
cal platforms and durability across evolving technologies. The technical standards
and implementation criteria for learning objects [1] are intended to address these
issues.
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12.2.1 Learning Objects

Learning objects are digital resources such as images, documents, and simulations
that are designed to meet explicit learning goals [5]. According to one Canadian
group a learning object is “any digital resource that can be reused to support
learning” [14]. Some sources have more narrow definitions that specify rarely
met requirements. For example, at Cisco, the network technology giant, a learn-
ing object is composed of a learning objective, metadata, content, practice, and
assessment [16]. Properties often attributed to learning objects are modularity,
reusability, discoverability, customizability, and interoperability [52].

The modular design of learning objects echoes the “object-oriented” trend in
modern computer software development. Object-oriented programming focuses
on the creation of software objects that can be more easily aggregated into larger
programs and reused within many programs. In principle, learning objects can be
created that easily integrate into larger, more complex resources such that changes
can be made within the learning object that do not require changes to the aggregat-
ing body. In theory, being able to unplug a learning object from its assembling unit,
revise it, and replace it saves substantial effort compared to revising conventional
course material. It is easier to update a small unit of learning material than it is to
update an entire cohesive course. As a result, content management becomes easier.
This innovation may become especially valuable as knowledge renewal continues
to accelerate.

Closely related to modularity is the important attribute of reusability. Once
developed, a learning object can potentially be used in multiple contexts for mul-
tiple purposes. Many thousands of schools, colleges, and universities offer similar
courses, in which the fundamental knowledge to learned is more or less the same.
Yet, most educational institutions develop their own course material. Duplicate
investment does not make sense, but in the past, sharing course material was dif-
ficult, with time and physical distance constraints. Another difficulty is that all
courses contain some elements that are local and not transferable to other con-
texts because courses are often aimed a specific learner groups and they operate
within schools that have different academic and administrative structures. There-
fore, courses themselves are not suitable candidates for sharing [18]. Reusable
learning objects allow cost-effective sharing to occur at a lower level of granular-
ity than the entire course.

Before a learning object can be reused, it must be discovered. Discoverability
is enabled by metadata that describes the object in a standardized format. Dis-
coverability is a nontrivial feature in a Web environment, where massive and all-
inclusive information is presented. To aid retrieval, learning objects include, or are
represented by, metadata composed of standard attribute fields. The LTSC (Learn-
ing Technologies Standards Committee) of the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers) has published a metadata standard, called LOM (Learning
Object Metadata), that is a standard method for describing and cataloging learning
objects to enhance learning object discovery. For example, if all learning objects
in a repository have properties of title, keywords, and language, then a learning
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object search could be constructed as “find a learning object such that its title
contains ‘physics’, keywords contains ‘quantum’, in the language ‘English’.” The
descriptive and relational information in LOM identifies learning objects so that
they can be referenced and searched. LOM is designed to describe any learning
object, regardless of its size and content.

Ideally, learning objects are also customizable. Because they are modular, indi-
vidual learning objects can be redesigned to fit the needs of local organizations and
learner populations. Every time an object is customized it is subjected to scrutiny
and improvement, resulting in a continuing cycle of quality improvement.

Finally, learning objects have the potential to interoperate with other objects, or
with a learning management system using established standards. Interoperability
standards are being developed by the IMS (Instructional Management System–
Global Learning Consortium) organization that will allow learning objects to com-
municate basic assessment information to a learning management system through
a standard interface [20].

12.2.2 Learning Object Repositories

So that they can be distributed and shared for learning, teaching, and course devel-
opment, learning objects are stored and indexed in databases called learning object
repositories or collections. Most repositories do not store the objects, but rather
information about objects that are located on Web servers distributed over the In-
ternet. A typical learning object repository consists of a database storing records
that conform to the IEEE metadata standard, and Web forms for submitting and
searching object metadata. Repository designers often use guidelines published
by national or local organizations (e.g., CanCore, 2003 [55]) that show how to
implement subsets of the IEEE standard.

Multiple repositories can be connected together to maximize the pool of ob-
jects discoverable through a single search operation. The largest of these federated
search sites is the U.S. National Sciences Digital Library (NSDL), which offers
federated search of several hundred repositories. Another federated search solu-
tion being developed centers around eduSource Canada, a Canadian consortium
building a national interoperability framework for both academic and industrial
contexts. eduSourceCanada presents a framework that unites peer-to-peer andWeb
services models, and formal mechanisms for interoperability at the transactional
and semantic levels. The core of the proposed framework is the eduSource com-
munications layer, an open protocol that enables search, gather, and retrieval (and
other IMS digital repository interoperability specifications IMS DRI [61]) within
a community of eduSource servers, clients, peers, gateways, and other networks.

Some of the many active learning object repositories are the following:

� MERLOT (www.merlot.org), currently indexing about 12,000 objects, is a repos-
itory designed for postsecondary education.

� CAREO (careo.netera.ca) currently indexing about 4000 objects, providesmulti-
disciplinary teachingmaterials for educators in theCanadian province ofAlberta.
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TABLE 12.1. Educational elements of IEEE LOM metadata

Interactivity type
Learning resource type
Interactivity level
Semantic density
Intended end user role
Context
Typical age range
Difficulty
Typical learning time
Description
Language

� Maricopa Learning Exchange (www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/mlx/index.php)
currently indexing about 1200 objects, targeting electronic warehouse of ideas,
examples, and resources (represented as “packages”) that support student learn-
ing.

� Edna Online (www.edna.edu.au) hosts a directory about education and training
in Australia along with a database of Web resources for teaching and learning.

12.2.3 Pedagogical Metadata

Table 12.1 lists the educational elements of the IEEE metadata standard as de-
scribed by CanCore [55].

Some of these elements, such as “semantic density,” are rarely used and have
been dropped by organizations that set usage guidelines for repository developers
[55]. Dissatisfaction with the educational category in the LOM standard has led to
proposals for extended forms of pedagogical metadata to make more explicit the
educational purposes and methods that learning objects are intended to serve [56,
58].

Carey et al [56] developed a suite of “educational rationale” metatags consistent
with the principles of learner centered design. Authors used the metatags to com-
municate the pedagogical intent underlying the design of the learning objects they
create. For instance, an author might incorporate an [apply] tag in a learning object
that provides students with practice in the application of theory, or a [monitor] tag
in an object that prompts students to evaluate their learning strategies.

Mwanza and Engestrom [58] proposed a taxonomy of seven educational meta-
data elements derived from activity theory. Examples of elements from their tax-
onomy are objectives (“subjects shared motives for engaging in activities”), and
community (“the environment or context in which objects are created and used”).
Although it is doubtful that any single theory of learning or instructional design
could find sufficiently broad acceptance to form an international standard for ped-
agogical metadata, it may be possible to establish a more generalized structure that
encompasses descriptive terms from a variety of theories and design practices. For
example, there could be a standardized “learning goals” element that encompassed
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both traditional learning objectives [57] and the activity theory metadata for ob-
jectives and desired outcomes described by Mwanza and Engestrom. To extend
this scheme, separate fixed vocabularies could be developed for different theories
and practices.

Rather than collect pedagogical metadata from learning object authors, one can
collect it from teachers and learners. Users of the MERLOT repository [7] are able
to post “assignments” for an object that describe lesson plans or educational use
cases incorporating the object. The assignment is submitted as a form that has some
limited pedagogicalmetadata fields, such as “learning objectives” and “educational
level.” However, much of the information entered into MERLOT assignments is
relatively unstructuredmetadata in open text fields. In general, information inWeb-
based repositories that describes how specific learning objects have been used is
both sparse and unstructured. Although structured metadata, like that supported
by the IEEE standard, can be used more precisely to formulate search queries,
unstructured metadata may be more appropriate when there is no broadly accepted
taxonomy, as is the case with pedagogical metadata.

12.3 Evaluation and Recommendation Systems

As learning object repositories continue to grow, and as more repositories are
accessed through federated search facilities, users will become increasingly over-
whelmed by the number of objects returned by a search query. Although IEEE-
style, descriptive metadata are useful in narrowing search, a point is reached where
well-specified searches of precisely cataloged objects return many more objects
than can be individually assessed by the user. Pedagogical metadata may help to
narrow the field, but ultimately even this additional form of cataloging will not
protect users from the “hit shock” produced by viewing an avalanche of search
results. The problem is that users do not have a precise enough understanding of
what they want to formulate specific queries, and object catalogers can not predict
many of the detailed requirements of users. To bridge the knowledge gap between
the consumer and producer, we need to introduce additional information about the
objects that is generated by third parties.

Third parties, such as other consumers and experts, can generate two important
types of information. They can provide quality evaluation of an object, perhaps
about how well it functions, or its effectiveness for learning. Or they can offer
subjective statement or measures of preference regarding the object. When we
purchase a car we might read quality evaluations of different cars that state how
well the cars are built or how often they need repair. We also might study sales
statistics that indicate the popularity of different cars, or ask car owners how
well they like their cars. Quality and preference information provided by third
parties will also assist learning object users to narrow their search and avoid hit
shock.

In this chapter we regard evaluation systems as social computing tools that are
used to create and share information about the quality of learning objects. Such
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systems may be used to evaluate several specific aspects of learning object quality,
such as technical functioning, and usability. Recommendation systems are social
computing tools that differ from evaluation systems in that they match learning
objects to individual users using information about the users and the objects.

All users of learning objects stand to benefit from evaluations and recommen-
dations. Students, especially, are in need of guidance in selecting appropriate
resources. Hill and Hannafin [30] observed that often “students lack sufficient
meta-cognitive awareness and comprehension monitoring skill to make effective
choices on resources.” Third-party information in the form of quality evaluation
and recommendation can aid teachers and course developers because it efficiently
distributes effort required to examine and compare objects, and it allows these
users to draw from the expertise of others to select objects.

12.3.1 Evaluating Quality

Learning evaluation systems are fundamentally composed of (1) tools for gener-
ating and storing quality ratings, and (2) a search engine that sorts search results
according to averaged ratings in best-first order. The evaluation tools in such sys-
tems [eLera, MERLOT] enable reviewers to enter comments and ratings in a Web
form. The form is a questionnaire-like instrument that asks reviewers to rate and
comment on a set of predefined quality dimensions. In the following discussion
and throughout this chapter we use the MERLOT [7] and eLera [8] evaluation
systems as examples.

In the MERLOT evaluation tool there are three quality dimensions: quality of
content, potential effectiveness as a teaching-learning tool, and ease of use [7].
When evaluating a learning object on MERLOT, for each dimension reviewers
comment and provide a rating on a five-point scale. In contrast, there are nine qual-
ity dimensions in the Learning Object Review Instrument (LORI) provided on the
eLera Web site: content quality, learning goal alignment, feedback and adaptation,
motivation, presentation design, interaction usability, accessibility, reusability and
standards compliance [9]. In LORI, as in MERLOT, reviewers can comment and
rate on a five-point scale.

Demand exists for evaluation instruments with different levels of detail and
areas of emphasis. Some users and organizations need detailed quality informa-
tion in areas such as accessibility for learners with disabilities or compliance with
specific industry standards. In other settings, quick and easy evaluations are im-
portant to encourage participation. TheMERLOT instrument is designed to gather
quality evaluations from university faculty who have subject matter expertise and
teaching experience, but may not have technical or instructional design expertise.
LORI is designed to gather evaluations from a panel of users and specialists with
complementary areas of experience and expertise.

Both MERLOT and eLera use quality ratings as a default order for search re-
sults. In obtaining the overall score for a learning object, the system can calculate
a weighted average over the rated dimensions. Ideally the system could allow
searchers to specify the weights used in calculating the quality metric used for
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ordering the search results. To provide features similar to a recommender sys-
tem, users might also be able to store their preferred weighting schemes in a
preferences tool. We are not aware of any existing evaluation systems with these
user-customization capabilities.

In addition to differently weighting quality dimensions, an evaluation system
might allow its users to differently weight reviewers. Ratings from reviewers who
are more trusted, or are more similar to the user, could be assigned a higher weight
in the calculation of an object’s quality score. We expect that the measurement and
application of trust metrics will come to play an increasing role in learning object
evaluation, especially in the design of recommendation systems.

At present, there are several practical problems that impede the broad use of
learning object evaluation systems. The greatest of these is a supply problem.
Despite the benefits offered by high-quality reviews, there are no well-established
incentive structures that have been successful in encouraging broad participation in
review activities. There is a widening gap between the many thousands of learning
objects that are coming on-line every year, and the number of subject-matter spe-
cialists, instructional designers, teachers, and learners who are willing to review
them. Secondarily, reviewers are often interested in or qualified to review only
a subset of quality dimensions presented by a review instrument. Consequently,
published reviews may have ratings on only some of the quality dimensions. Fi-
nally, reviews created with different instruments (e.g., MERLOT and eLera) are
presently incompatible. Even though they may offer comparable information, they
cannot be automically combined to generate a single quality score for use in or-
dering a search. This failing will become increasingly apparent as users turn to
federated search facilities that return results from multiple repositories that apply
different evaluation criteria.

12.3.2 Recommendation and Trust

Given a set of users and items, where items could be documents, products, other users, etc.,
a system recommends items to a user based on past behaviour of this user and/or other
users, and additional information on users/items [23].

Recommendation is a very common social activity with a broadly understood
meaning. However, in social computing, an essential feature of good recommen-
dations is that they are relative to the preferences and needs of the recommendee.
The purpose of recommendation systems is to find items that match a specific
person or requirement.

Essentially, a recommendation system tries to make the best prediction that a
user will or will not like a certain item.

With learning object metadata, better filtering techniques have been developed
and applied in learning object discovery, that is, collaborative filtering versus text-
based indexing used in most of the Internet search engines. Collaborative filtering
holds promise in education not only for the purposes of helping learners and
educators find useful resources, but as a means of bringing together people with
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similar interests and beliefs, and possibly as an aid to the learning process itself
[6]

There are two basic types of recommendation systems, content-based and col-
laborative filtering. There are also social software1 and social data mining,2 which
are not of our concern here [24].

Content-Based

Content-based recommendation systems use data about the requested item and
the information regarding only the active user [25]. Content-based methods, also
known as search-based or item-based, treat the recommendation problem as a
search for related items. Based on an item provided by a user, the algorithm con-
structs a search query to find other items with similar keywords or subjects. These
items are combined into a recommendation list.

There are different algorithms to determine the most-similar match for a given
item. A few popular ones are the vector space model, Bayesian classifiers, and two
variants of the vector space model, which are content representation of items and
support vector machine classifiers [25].

One of the main limitations with content-based recommendation is that, in a
search space, some items’ features are impossible to extract for computing pre-
dictions. Another limitation is that some important aspects of an item cannot be
captured without human intervention. Also, when the search space grows big-
ger, additional algorithms need to be applied to narrow it down for computation
performance purposes [25].

Collaborative Filtering

For collaborative filtering or cluster model, the recommendation is achieved using
information about other users, rather than only the active user [26]. In fact, “a pure
collaborative recommendation system is one which does no analysis of the items
at all—all that is known about an item is a unique identifier” [27]. The main idea
is to find a subset of users who have similar tastes to the given user, and use this
subset for making predictions. In pure collaborative filtering, one does not need to
know the content of an item, only the relationship between different users [25].

There are a number of approaches to implement collaborative filtering, includ-
ing neighborhood-based, BBN, induction rule learning, and so on. The one most
frequently used is the neighborhood-based approach3 [25].

Traditional collaborative filtering does little or no off-line computation. Using
collaborative filtering to generate recommendations is computationally expensive.
It is possible to partially address these scaling issues by reducing the data size,
either the number of users in the neighbourhood or the number of catalogueswithin

1 Social software: the recommendation process is supported but not automated [23].
2 Social data mining: mine log data of social activity to learn group preferences [23].
3 Neighborhood-based: The main idea is to find a subset of users who have similar tastes to
the given user, and use this subset for making predictions.
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a user. Unfortunately, these methods also reduce recommendation quality in one
way or the other.

In addition to computational difficulty, collaborative filtering methods also suf-
fer from a few other problems, some of which we encounter in learning object
recommendations under different contexts:

� Cold start: If there are not enough users, it is difficult to find a high similarity
coefficient [28].

� Sparsity: Sparsity refers to the sparse matrix users/rates, which happens when
there are many possible items. This problem is important especially for those
similarity functions that take into account only items rated by both users. The
sparsity of the matrix could generate only low similarity coefficients or none at
all [29].

� First rater: It is difficult to give a rate to new items, since they are not rated by
anyone [25].

� Popularity bias: The system tends to recommend popular items, while being
incapable of recommending items to a user with unique taste [25].

People have tried to take the advantages of both content-based and collabo-
rative filtering methods, combing them in a mixed approach. Pazzani [29] used
the knowledge of the content for avoiding the problems typical of collaborative
filtering, generating more accurate predictions.

Sorting the results list by their quality appears to be an obvious answer, with the
highest quality learning object on top of the list. What displays at the beginning
of a list naturally gains more attention. This is an intuitive way of communicating
with a user for recommendation. Hereafter, for a learning object recommendation
we refer to the mechanism to return a list of inquired learning objects, sorted by
quality, and the one with the best quality on top of the list.

Another advantage of a learning object recommendation is that the “item,” a
learning object, is structured, under the supervision of LTSC, but regular recom-
mendation systems have to deal with masses of unstructured, inconsistent infor-
mation.

From previous reviews of recommendation systems, we can see that generally
they have a concept of “trust neighbor.” As to what is a “good” neighbor and how to
find these neighbors, different recommendation systems apply different algorithms
and business implementations. Nevertheless, along with a growing interaction
between users and recommendation systems, most systems are able to build up a
profile, be it for items in its search space or for individual users. Profiling improves
the accuracy of predictions made by recommendation systems. However, a current
learning object recommendation is operated differently. Learning objects are first
filtered according to LOM, and then sorted by quality rating. Hence, it is not a user
preference or taste-related recommendation. A user who is interested in a learning
object in discipline X today is quite possibly searching for a learning object in
discipline Y tomorrow. There is no preference as to what type of learning objects
a particular user is in favor of. It is a completely unpredictable factor in learning
object searches. Profiling or the trust-neighborhood approach is not suitable for
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a current quality-oriented recommendation. In spite of this, it does not stop us
from applying collaborative filtering on top of the quality-wise recommendation
to make a personalized recommendation.

In this section, we present some of the key features one would employ in the
process of implementing a learning object recommendation system.

Quantity

An accurate quality rating on a learning object requires evaluations from different
perspectives in a teaching–learning process based on a certain rating standards. It
also requires a fair amount of reviews in order to construct a reasonably “true”
rating result. More reviews are always desired.

In addition, the resistance of providing reviews also comes from the implemen-
tation of the current reviewing system. It is “hard” to use, in a way that if a quality
review is not complete, it cannot be submitted. Learning object rating standards
are developed by professionals. Very often one reviewer is unable to rate all of
the items in a rating standard subjectively. For example, an instructor might not
have an accurate rating for motivation, since it is more from a learner’s point of
view. Similarly, a learner might not have sufficient knowledge to rate standards
compliance. This yields two possible results. One is that a user might recoil from
submitting a review. The other is that a keen user still submits a review, with ran-
domly rated items that he or she in fact has no opinion on. Therefore, due to a
stringent reviewing system, we either lose a potential review, or even worse, we
take in a fictional quality rating.

Fairness

Recommendation has always been associated with experts’ opinion. This should
also apply in a learning object recommendation. For instance, an experienced
instructional designer’s rating should be taken into more serious consideration
than that of a rookie; a subject-matter expert’s review should weigh more than that
of an anonymous on-line user. Current learning object recommendation systems
lack aweightingmechanismwhereby evaluations submitted by different reviewers
can be taken into account differently, rather than using a simple average value of all
quality ratings for a particular learning object. This is especially important when
the number of reviews on a learning object is limited. One unfair review could
dominate the quality rating and distort the real quality of a learning object.

The other fairness issue is from the recommendation system toward learning
objects. In MERLOT, the majority of learning objects are not rated. These unrated
learning objects will be returned at the bottom of a result list when they fit the
search criteria. They are at the bottom of the list not because of poor quality, but
because no review is available. Newly submitted learning objects are not likely to
get many reviews, due to short exposure time. If they are returned at the bottom of
a recommendation list, they are less likely to be browsed or used. If they are not
used, they will not be reviewed. Following this vicious circle, a recommendation
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system is prejudiced against new learning objects by not giving them a fair start to
join the system. This is similar to the first-rater problem in collaborative filtering.

Portability

Much effort has been made to link multiple learning object repositories, for exam-
ple, the eduSource project [35], whose goal is to build an open network to connect
learning object repositories in Canada. This is an inevitable course to ultimately
share learning objects over the Internet. With this movement, the recommendation
is facing a new challenge.

Learning objects are rated under different measurements: LORI or MERLOT.
Ideally, when a search request is sent to a learning object repository, it indexes not
only its own storage but also that of connected repositories. The result list is gener-
ated, but the recommendationwill be impededby the heterogeneous quality ratings.

There are different ways to solve this problem. Certainly, an industry standard
is able to unify quality rating. However, demands exist to have different rating
instruments. For instance, LORI and MERLOT serve different levels of detail in
rating learning objects. To avoid multiplying evaluation work, with each learning
object rated with all available standards, a better solution would be using an in-
visible adapter that is able to translate one type of rating from the other on the fly.
The conversion only needs to be done once, at the “adapter” level. If it requires
adjustment in mapping different rating standards or to put in a newly emerged rat-
ing instrument, it will not affect any existing evaluation data. Update is also done
at the adapter. As such, the rating conversion service for recommendation as well
as rating standards mapping maintenance are transparent to learning object repos-
itories, rating standards, and learning object users. This could largely increase the
portability of quality rating data.

Integrity

Currently, recommendation relies on quality ratings submitted to a learning object
repository. This is a type of explicit rating, where a user’s purposeful evaluation is
required.

On the other hand, observing how learning objects are used could also provide
rich quality-related information, for example, how many times a learning object
is requested, how long a user stays with it, how many users put bookmarks on a
learning object, how often users come back to use this bookmark, how long it stays
as a bookmark, etc. It is similar to using Web page hits to gauge the popularity
of a Web site. To some extent, this type of information is more authentic. The
preference for certain learning objects is revealed naturally in a relaxed manner.
Besides, technologies now exist to make such user activity tracking a reality.

In general, an ideal evaluation system should be flexible and thorough enough to
integrate information from varied sources. It should be able to combine data from
explicit evaluations as well as implicit measures. Moreover, it is able to mitigate
the quantity deficiency in learning object evaluation. With learning objects usage
tracking, as long as there are activities on learning objects, whether users review
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themor not, these activities continuously help learning object repositories to collect
quality-related information.

Collecting implicit quality rating data, however, imposes yet another challenge
on learning object recommendation systems. That is, how should this implicit
information is integrated into the current rating system, so that it could serve the
ultimate purpose—quality oriented recommendation?

Based on the above impediment analysis in current recommendation systems,
we put forward a few ideas on the general directions to deal with these problems.

Nifty Incentive Mechanism

If users generally do not volunteer to offer quality reviews, learning object reposi-
tories should implement some incentive features to encourage or stimulate them to
do so, such as greater personal recognition. Although personal recognition sounds
vague in a virtual environment like the Internet, there exists a very successful
example—Slashdot (www.slashdot.org). It is a Web site where people post, dis-
cuss, review, and comment on the latest IT news, issues, and technologies. Its
reviewing system applies a concept called “karma,” which is a point reward to
reviewers who have contributed constructive evaluation to this Web site. People
in this Web-site community strive after karma. What can these karma points do?
They allow people to review more postings! This is such a benign cycle that one
cannot ask for more in a recommendation-dependent system. It is this evalua-
tion system that makes Slashdot a very unique, healthy, dynamic, and informative
on-line community.

Hence, to foster an attractive and vigorous electronic culture in the learning
object community, this can be a viable solution to encourage more reviews from
learning object users.

Effective Implicit Rating Mechanism

The key to evaluation system design is findingways for explicit ratings and implicit
reviews to weave together in a complementary fashion. Compared with what we
have achieved in the explicit rating area, we have not done nearly enough in
collecting and analyzing explicit reviews in learning object practices. This certainly
leaves us with room to grow. To integrate implicit ratings into the current learning
object recommendation system, much research and study must be expended in
user behavior analysis.

User-Friendly Review System

As we mentioned, learning object rating standards are professionally formulated.
This, in a way, intimidates users who are not educational professionals. One way
of encouraging evaluation would be to lower the bar of difficulty in using the rating
system, for example, installing a system that allows reviewers to rate the learning
objects on the items that they are comfortable and confident with. In other words,
the system accepts partially rated evaluations.
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While review systems present lower barriers to use, they also introduce in-
complete rating data into the system. How these values should be integrated into
recommendations needs to be resolved.

12.4 Learning Object Quality Rating Using Bayesian
Belief Networks

We employ Bayesian belief network [3] (BBN) technology in learning object
quality rating and recommendation to address all the concerns listed above.

12.4.1 What We Propose

Quality reviews are quite rare because evaluating the quality of a learning object
takes time, effort, and expertise.A reviewermaynot be comfortablewith evaluating
learning objects using every evaluation item listed in a rating standard. Therefore,
we designed a recommendation system that accepts partially completed reviews,
where reviewers can submit whatever they feel confident about. This increases
our confidence in the accuracy of the quality review and hence improves the
recommendation performance of the entire system. In the meantime, the system
should be able to process this partial review appropriately to augment the accuracy
of the quality rating of a learning object.

Agood recommendation system should be able to actively collect quality-related
information instead of passively waiting for review submission only. Especially
in a Web environment, a Web browser’s (user’s) behavior, which could be tracked
by the system, is able to reveal many quality-related issues. These user activities
implicitly reflect the quality of learning objects. Our recommendation system is
designed to take in these implicit reviews in a proper manner to contribute to the
quality rating of a learning object.

Learning objects are evaluated with different rating standards. There are needs
for these standards to coexist, serving different disciplines and different user com-
munities.Our recommendation system is designed to convert these different ratings
into a unified value so that recommendation can be carried out accordingly. This
ability not only facilitates sorting by quality when learning objects are rated with
different standards, but also allows a learning object rated with one standard to
obtain a quality rating under another. Thus, an on-line learning system with a
learning object repository using one rating standard is able to recommend learning
objects even if they are returned from an external repository, where a different
rating system might be applied.

We also designed the system to weigh quality reviews differently when reviews
are submitted from different types of reviewers. For example, a quality review
from a group of experts should weigh more than that of a single expert, and an
expert’s opinion should weigh more than that of an anonymous user.

After studying existing BBN applications and performance in evaluation sys-
tems, we find that BBN appears to be a viable solution to equip a learning object
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quality rating and recommendation system with the features listed earlier. BBN is
a powerful probabilistic knowledge representation and reasoning tool for partial
beliefs under uncertainty. Uncertainty could be insufficient knowledge, for exam-
ple lacking of certain quality aspects in a quality review. It combines graph theory
and probability theory to provide a practical means for representing and updat-
ing probabilities (beliefs) about events of interest, such as the quality rating of a
learning object. In addition to offering probabilities of events, the most common
task using BBN is to do probabilistic inference, for instance, to infer quality rating
from one standard to that of the other.

We present two distinct uses for BBN in our learning object quality rating and
recommendation system. First, BBN is used in a single quality review construction
to tackle the problem of “incompleteness” of current quality reviews and to unite
reviews from using different rating standards. The result is called “unit quality
rating.” Second, BBN is used to obtain an aggregated rating by integrating reviews
from different sources, called “integrated quality rating.” This includes different
ways of the evaluation system collecting the data, that is, explicit or implicit, as
well as the different roles of reviewers who submit the data, that is, recognized
experts or anonymous users.

We claim that, through these two BBN approaches, the availability and accuracy
of quality ratings can be largely improved in a learning object repository, thus
making better learning object recommendations.

The rest of this section presents an introduction to Bayesian belief networks
followed by our methodology of quality rating of learning objects in two phases:

In the first phase, we analyze two prevailing learning object quality rating stan-
dards: MERLOT4 and LORI. With consultation from educational experts, we map
attributes in one standard to the other, fromwhich we derive a correlation structure
between MERLOT Peer Review and LORI. After that, a BBN is constructed from
this correlated structure. In this BBN, each rating standard functions as it does
individually, giving the closest rating value in one rating standard that has no user
review, based on an existing rating of any other attribute rated in either MERLOT
or LORI.

For example, we could infer how a learning objectwould be rated onMERLOT’s
ease-of-use item, given actual ratings on LORI’s interaction-usability and acces-
sibility items. Using probability calculus and Bayes theorem [41], BBN derives
the implications of observed events, the rated attributes, by propagating revised
probabilities throughout the network, when each attribute’s value is updated.

This achieves three things. First, we are able to browse/scan/navigate across
learning object repositories to search and recommend learning objects. If a user at
the MERLOT Web-site sends out a learning object search request, the MERLOT
repository starts its search engine to match the criteria; meanwhile, it sends out a
request to a repository where learning objects are rated by LORI. External results
come back, whose quality rating data is then entered into the BBN we proposed.

4 MERLOT: In this section, MERLOT represents MERLOT peer review evaluation criteria.
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The outcome from the BBN is the quality rating in MERLOT standard. Thus,
these external learning objects can be combined with the MERLOT internal re-
sult set. A sorting based on one quality rating can be quickly carried out. The
learning objects are returned to the user, and recommended in the order of their
quality.

Second, learning object repositories are now able to accept partially rated quality
reviews. For example, when using LORI, based on a rating on content quality of
a learning object, BBN could produce an “intelligent guess” on what the rating
would be for motivation. Although this intelligent guess could only come from
a large amount of empirical study, data analysis, and experiment on this BBN,
nevertheless the mechanism is set up.

Finally, when constructing the BBN for quality rating using MERLOT and
LORI, we decide to give a learning object an initial quality rating value instead of
a null value that is neutral, implying neither good nor bad. Any submitted quality
review will update this value via BBN propagation. The more quality reviews it
gets, the closer this rating value is toward its real quality. A direct result of this is
that the newly submitted learning object without quality rating will be returned in
the middle of a list rather than behind those that have already been rated poorly.
As such, a recommendation system gives a good fair start for new learning objects
to join learning object repositories.

In phase one, the quality rating we get out of the BBN is for a single learning
object. We call it the unit quality rating. In the second phase, taking a step further,
we put a unit quality rating into the bigger picture, regarding where it comes from,
how this learning object is used, etc.

As a result, the second BBN is constructed. Through this BBN, a unit quality
rating is refined. The weight of an opinion is taken into account depending on
who the reviewer is. A panel rating from a group of experts weighs the most.
Subsequently, there are individual expert ratings, user panel ratings, individual
panel ratings, and anonymous ratings.

Additionally, how a learning object is used also contributes to its quality rating,
for instance, how often a learning object is added to a registered user’s bookmark
list, assuming the on-line learning system has a user interface that allows users to
place bookmarks; how long it stays in the bookmark list; how often it is requested;
whether it is downloaded or browsed only; and so on. All these activities take a
role in the second BBN. They drive a quality rating toward the “real” value from
a full view. Thus, we call the result the integrated quality rating. The information
from user activity may sound trivial and not very well focused, but the payoff is
their high availability and sheer volume. For that reason, we can afford to be strict
on what types of activity could contribute to a quality rating and how much they
could contribute. This is able to balance out the chaos in user behavior when we
use it for a specific purpose.

An integrated quality rating largely depends on how an on-line learning system
is implemented and deployed, both on the learning tool itself and its rating mech-
anism. Therefore, the structure of this BBN is foreseen to be relatively dynamic.
It should be built based on the functions and features of a specific on-line learning
system.
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12.4.2 Bayesian Belief Networks: A Quick Introduction

In this section,we embark on a journey to reviewBayesian belief networks (BBNs),
a mathematical theory that has beenmainly used in knowledge-based planning and
scheduling tools in the artificial intelligence domain.

Bayes theorem was developed and named after Thomas Bayes (1702–1761)
[41], who first used probability inductively and established a mathematical basis
for probability inference. Bayesian belief networks (also known as Bayesian net-
works, causal probabilistic networks, causal nets, graphical probability networks,
probabilistic cause-effect models, and probabilistic influence diagrams) provide
decision support for a wide range of problems involving uncertainty and proba-
bilistic reasoning.

The underlying theory of BBN is Bayesian probability theory and the notion of
propagation. Although this has been around for a long time, it is only in the last
decade that efficient algorithms and tools to implement them have been developed
to enable propagation in networks with a reasonable number of variables. The
dramatic upswing is visible by looking at the number of books written on Bayesian
analysis. During the first 200 years, 1769 to 1969, there were about 15 books
written on Bayesian statistics. During 1990 to 1999, roughly 60 Bayesian books
have been written, not counting many dozens of Bayesian conference proceedings
and collections of papers [36]. The recent explosion of interest in BBN shows that
for the first time BBN can be used to solve real-world problems. These recent
developments make BBN an excellent method for reasoning about uncertainty.
Bayes theorem is expressed as

P(H |E, c) = P(H |c)P(E |H, c)

P(E |c)
where we can update our belief in hypothesis H given the additional evidence E
and the background context c [37]. In the frequentist approach, the probability P of
an uncertain event A, P(A), is the frequency of that event based on previous obser-
vations. For example, looking at the record of the current champion of badminton,
who has a history of eight tournament wins out of 10 times, the probability of a
win by the current champion in the next tournament, P (current champion’s win)
is 0.8. If no such historical observation data exists, Bayesian analysis can reason
about beliefs under uncertainty. The expression P(Current Champion’s Win | K)
thus represents a belief measure, where K implies knowledge about this event
(e.g., the player’s endurance on the court, techniques of strokes, recent break-up
with girlfriend, etc).

One characteristic of Bayes’ theorem is P(H|c), which is the probability of the
hypothesisH in context c regardless of the evidence. This is referred to as the prior
probability. The real power comes when we apply the above theorem to propagate
consistently the impact of evidence on the probabilities of uncertain outcomes in a
BBN, which will derive all the implications of the beliefs that are input to it. They
are usually the facts that can be checked against observations [38].

From amathematical point of view, aBBN is a directed graph, togetherwith a set
of associated probability tables. The graph consists of nodes and arcs. The nodes
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represent variables, while the arcs represent causal or influential relationships
between variables [3].

The BBN is a powerful probabilistic knowledge representation and reasoning
tool for partial beliefs under uncertainty. It combines graph theory and probability
theory to provide a practical means for representing and updating probabilities
(beliefs) about events of interest. The most common task we wish to solve us-
ing BBN is probabilistic inference. In addition to the probabilities of events (the
probability table), the user knows some evidence, that is, some events that have
actually happened, andwishes to infer the probabilities of other events, which have
not as yet been observed. Using probability calculus and Bayes theorem, it is then
possible to update the values of all the other probabilities in the BBN.

The BBN has an intuitive visual representation, very useful to clarify the opaque
problem domain. It not only makes explicit the dependencies between different
variables, but also reveals that many of the variables are conditionally independent.
However, when the number of variables in the BBN increases, the propagation be-
comes NP-hard computation. The computational complexity of BBN calculations
had severely restricted the number of variables or beliefs that could be modeled,
and has prevented the application of BBN to realistic problems [39]. This was the
reason that BBN could not be used to solve realistic problems, until later when effi-
cient Bayesian probability algorithm implementation was developed, for example,
the Hugin tool [39].

The BBN technology has been applied in various disciplines, including archae-
ology, economics, education, genetics, law, medicine, quality management, safety
management, and risk, management.Well-known application samples includeMi-
crosoft Office Assistant Wizard, Microsoft operating system’s Technical Trouble
Shooter, and SpamBayes (spambayes.sourceforge.net), an anti-email spamming
software application.

Human society’s development has always been revolving around automating
tasks using tools as much as possible. The same applies to recommendation sys-
tems. We try to let machines interpret information and do the recommendation
for us. Up until now, however, for decision making, in many cases information is
still better interpreted by people than by machines. Using BBN in learning object
recommendation involves both experts and computers.We try to find a quantitative
way to develop qualitative data about information on the Web, thus maximizing
both people and computer resources.

12.4.3 Unit Quality Rating

Quality rating, in the scope of our work, is a measure that is used to quantify
the quality aspect of a learning object. When we try to provide a tool for quality
rating, it is inevitable that we would get involved with the topics in educational
measurement and evaluation.

In this research, we do not intend to define learning object quality rating; instead,
we simply use it as it has been used in the e-learning community. Hence, in terms
of measurement, the conceptualization process is beyond the scope of this project;
however, the operationalization process is determined on the participation of two
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FIGURE 12.1. Unit quality rating structure.

prevailing rating standards, MERLOT and LORI. Both of them apply a scale of
number 1 to 5 in measuring the quality of a learning object. As a result, the quality
rating from our newly proposed rating mechanism also bears the scale of 1 to 5.

It takes two things to construct a BBN. One is the structure of how all variables
or nodes are related—the graph topology. The other is the probability distribution
for each variable, known as the node probability table (NPT).

The BBN graph contains a set of nodes and the arcs that link the nodes. As
mentioned earlier, one of the difficulties in current learning object recommendation
is that different quality rating standards are used to evaluate learning objects. We
overcome this problem by integrating MERLOT peer review rating criteria and
LORI to obtain a standard neutral quality rating.

In MERLOT, learning object evaluation is based on three dimensions: quality
of content, ease of use, and potential effectiveness as a teaching tool. Here we use
the notation of, M.QualityOfContent, M.Usability, and M.PotentialEffectiveness.

InLORI, learningobject evaluation consists of nine items.Hereweprefixwith an
“L.” in front of these items, such as L.ContentQuality, L.Reusability, and so forth.

Figure 12.1 shows the unit quality rating structure that we use to construct the
BBN, where MERLOT and LORI are mapped into one. Each item in both rating
standards is a node in the BBN. They represent all variables in the learning object
quality evaluation domain.

With the graph in Figure 12.1, we then fill the NPT for each node. The NPT
contains all the possible values of this node and their distributions. In this case, all
nodes, either from MERLOT or from LORI, have 1 to 5 integer values.

In BBN, the nodes that have arcs pointing to them are called child nodes. The
source nodes of the arcs are called parent nodes. Each possible value for a node in
NPT is contributed by its parents, in the permutation of all their possible values.

If a node has no parent node, for example, at one end of the graph, the NPT we
use is a normal distribution.5 The probability to obtain each value in the set of {1,
2, 3, 4, 5} is {0.05, 0.17, 0.56, 0.17, 0.05}, respectively.

5 Normal distribution: A normal distribution in a variant χ with mean μ and variance σ 2 is
a statistic distribution with probability function

P(x) = 1

σ
√

2π
E−(φ−μ)2/(2σ 2)

on the domain χ ™ (−∞,∞). It is also called Gaussian distribution or referred to as the
“bell curve.”
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FIGURE 12.2. Unit quality rating BBN.

Thus, we obtain the BBN for unit quality rating, the topology of which is shown
in Figure 12.2.

Figure 12.3 is a screenshot of the unit quality rating BBN constructed
using JavaBayes [54], along with the NPT for L.ContentQuality node. The
Unit Quality Rating node is the direct or indirect child of every other node in
this BBN, whose value comes from other nodes’ propagation of values. Other
nodes’ values come from quality review either using MERLOT (M) or LORI (L).
The value of Unit Quality Rating is quality rating standard neutral.

Figure 12.4 is a screenshot of the unit quality rating BBN in JavaBayes with the
NPT for theM.ContentOfQuality node. This iswhere thingswould get complicated

FIGURE 12.3. Unit quality rating BBN with NPT for L.ContentQuality node.
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FIGURE 12.4. Unit quality rating BBN with NPT for M.QualityOfContent node.

without a tool like JavaBayes. The nodeM.QualityOfContent has twoparent nodes,
L.ContentQuality and L.Reusability.

JavaBayes picks one out of all the parent nodes to display all the possible values,
which is 1 to 5. In this case, it is L.ContentQuality. The rest of the parent nodes are
accessed via a drop-down list, whose options are all possible values of this parent
node. The possible values are all 1 to 5 in this BBN. In Figure 12.4, there is only
one drop-down list, L.Reusability. Therefore, the NPT for M.ContentOfQuality
enumerates all the probabilitieswhenL.ContentQuality is 1 to 5under the condition
of L.Reusability from 1 to 5. Each of the parent nodes contributes evenly toward
the child node’s value.

When a node has parent nodes, the NPT depends on whether or not we have
empirical knowledge of its parent nodes. If we do, each parent node’s influence on
this child node can be translated intoweight in percentage format. If we do not have
anybetter knowledge aboutwhich oneof these parent nodes should contributemore
than the other, and how much more, as in our presented BBN, then NPT is evenly
distributed among the parent nodes. For instance, if the value of L.ContentQuality
and L.Reusability are 3 and 4, respectively, the value of M.ContentOfQuality is

3× 50%+ 4× 50% = 3.5

L.ContentQuality and L.Reusability are the only parent nodesM.Content Of Qual-
ity has, and there is no prior knowledge of how much L.ContentQuality and
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L.Reusability should influence child node M.ContentOfQuality. Therefore, the
degree of influence is evenly distributed, which is 50% each.

In the future when we have sufficient quality rating domain knowledge, then
parent nodes’ influence on a child node can be specified rather than evenly dis-
tributed.

The other issue we want to address during constructing this BBN is the “first
rater” problem. When a learning object is newly submitted to a repository, it is
not likely to get reviews right away. In MERLOT, if this unrated learning object
is returned in a search result, it is in the bottom of the list, which is a fundamental
flaw.

Assume there are six learning objects, A, B, C, D, E, and Z, returned from one
search. Five of them,A, B, C,D, and E, have ratings of 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively.
The sixth one, Z, has no rating.

A user receives a list in the order of {A B C D E Z}. Z appears last due to lack
of rating, not because of poor quality, but since it is in the end of the list, it is
not likely to be selected by the user. Without being selected by the user, it is not
likely to get any review. Without a review, it will remain at the bottom of the list.
Thus, the system is biased against new learning objects. It does not get the equal
opportunity to be exposed, reviewed, and used.

With BBN, it solves this problem by giving any learning object an initial value
as a fair chance to start with. Since normal distribution is applied to the end nodes,
the initial quality rating of a learning object will be 3. In a 1-to-5 scale system.
Because rating value 3 has 56% out of 100%, all the other values, 1, 2, 4, and 5,
have lower probabilities. In above scenario, the user will receive a list in the order
of {A B Z C D E} or {A B C Z D E}. Any evaluation that Z gets, BBN then
propagates its value and updates the quality rating, which eventually will become
more and more accurate to reflect the real quality of this learning object.

12.4.4 Integrated Quality Rating

In current reviewing systems, there are expert panel ratings to differentiate reviews
from those of regular users, but there is no mechanism to integrate them into one
quality rating for a learning object.

In Figure 12.5, theBBN is composed of two types of rating: explicit and implicit.
According to the roles of reviewers, we further break down the explicit rating into
registered expert rating, registered user rating, and anonymous rating. Under each
category some child nodes are listed based on our current understanding.

Note that this type of integrated quality rating largely depends on how a learning
system is implemented. For example, some learning object repositories might not
employ a group of experts to run a panel rating. It is even more so for implicit
ratings. Implicit rating is an important means to get user feedback on learning
objects and learning systems, yet how well a system is designed to allow users
to expose their preference to learning objects is in the hands of system designers.
For instance, certain learning systems’ user interfaces allow users to bookmark a
learning object. All these links are grouped together, called a bookshelf. When a
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FIGURE 12.5. Integrated quality rating structure.

user comes back to this learning system, he can directly pull out a learning object
from the “bookshelf” to use it, much like taking out a book from a real bookshelf.
However, some learning systems do not have this mechanism.

Implicit rating not only depends on learning object reviewing and the recom-
mendation system’s implementation, but also the system capacity. Implicit rating
data usually come from system logging. The more information that is logged,
the more substantial analysis one can run on implicit rating, but intensive log-
ging exhausts system resources and takes up database space. How much a system
could sustain high-volume logging without impacting system performance varies
tremendously. Logging data analysis is another issue. There is no standard logging
format. Extracting data related to learning object quality requires a large amount
of work in data formatting, sifting, and categorizing.

Above all, user behavior study is fundamental to learning object implicit quality
rating. In Figure 12.5, we list items such as AddToShelf and RequestDownload.
Certainly there are more user behavior aspects to reflect learning object quality.
It requires further study to discover these aspects, as well as to quantify them in
relation to learning object quality.

Hence, this part of the chapter describes a way of modeling integrated quality
rating of learning objects. We have a long way to go toward obtaining an accurate
and precise quality evaluation model.

For the NPT in this BBN, due to the topological structure, it does not make sense
to evenly distribute the probability among the parent nodes, such as ImplicitRating
and RegisteredExpertRating. For instance, a particular parent node can contribute
more than the others. For those nodes that do not have parent nodes, normal
distribution is still applied.Thus, by controlling theparent node contribution toward
a child node, we ensure the data integrity of the evaluation system. The values in the
NPT can be adjusted over time when more data are collected and better knowledge
is gained about internode relationships.

Based on the topology in Figure 12.5, an integrated quality rating BBN is con-
structed, as shown in Figure 12.6.

Figure 12.7 shows split screenshots of the integrated quality rating BBN running
in JavaBayes. Note that the darker nodes are with evidence, which means rating
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FIGURE 12.6. Integrated quality rating BBN.
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FIGURE 12.7. Integrated quality rating running in JavaBayes.
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values are available. The value of other nodes can be inferred from evidence
propagation, including integrated quality rating.

12.5 Discussion

We use Bayesian Belief Networks to overcome the incompleteness and absence
of learning object quality reviews, as well as the divergence of applied quality
rating standards and the monoculture of weighing evaluations from different re-
viewers. The ultimate goal is to improve learning object quality evaluation and
recommendation.

12.5.1 Simulated Test Cases for Individual Rating

In BBN, the process of entering evidence and using it to update the probabilities is
called propagation. After the BBN for unit quality rating is created, the inference,
mainly the quality rating, can be obtained via the process of propagation.

In JavaBayes, under the “observe” mode, we input the incomplete quality rating
we have, that is, the quality rating of three items out of nine items from LORI
over a learning object. Then, switch to “query” mode, select Unit Quality Rating
to observe. The output value, a probability distribution from 1 to 5, is printed out
in the JavaBayes console window.

In addition, BBN can be used for both forward and backward inference. This
means that if we have a unit quality rating but are missing the details, we can try to
infer the quality rating of those items that compose the unit quality rating.What this
can bring to us is the comparison and verification of the mapping between different
rating standards. For instance, we could have an expert rate a learning object in
both LORI and MERLOT. We first enter the LORI evaluation data into BBN,
and obtain the detailed rating data for MERLOT rating items via BBN evidence
propagation. We then compareMERLOT quality evaluation data from the expert’s
review and from BBN evidence propagation. If there is any discrepancy and the
discrepancy is consistent, we could update the structure in Figure 12.1, or adjust
the percentage weight of a parent node toward a child node in BBN in Figure 12.2.

Table 12.2 shows some simulated test cases with incomplete quality reviews as
input, and the BBN inference result on various quality rating items.

What we achieved with the unit quality rating BBN was to alleviate the dif-
ficulty of quality evaluation by accepting incomplete quality ratings. Users can
submit a review only on those quality aspects that they feel comfortable to rate
on. Consequently, it leads to a more corresponsive quality rating. With a rating
that complies with the actual quality of a learning object, a search result set can
be properly sorted and returned in a prioritized manner.

By assigning normal distribution to leaf parent node, an un-rated learning object
receives a default unit quality rating value 3, which has highest probability in a
1-to-5 set of probability distribution. Thus, we mitigated the first-rater problem. A
learning object that is never ratedwill not be returned behind poor quality oneswith
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TABLE 12.2. Results from running unit quality rating BBN

Evidence Result (inference probability) Interpolated conclusion

No evidence
(a learning
object
without any
rating)

Unit Quality Rating:
2.1022165058413246E-4
0.13486437673298943
0.7298508032328528
0.13486437673298948
2.1022165058413246E-4

Unit Quality Rating:
3

M.QualityOf
Content: 4
M.Usability: 4

Unit Quality Rating:
0.0
0.00212041825
0.49787958174999997
0.4978795817500001
0.00212041825

Unit Quality Rating:
3.5

M.QualityOf
Content: 4
M.Usability: 4

L.InteractionUsability:
0.0
0.021562658548959918
0.3835616438356165
0.40969051243023846
0.18518518518518515

L.InteractionUsability:
4

Unit Quality
Rating: 4
L.Standard
Compliant: 2

M.Usability:
1.7025565641619698E-6
0.0041192137621463626
0.25868461836582135
0.6223689203228483
0.11482554499261993

M.Usability:
4

Unit Quality
Rating: 4
L.Standard
Compliant: 2

L.Motivation:
0.018327118400728655
0.10008038915613644
0.5248726734433744
0.24916289096414496
0.10755692803561545

L.Motivation:
3

rating lower than 3. It has a fair chance to be exposed, used, and eventually rated.
With more evidence, such as quality reviews entering into the BBN, providing
most reviewers have conformable evaluations, the initial default bell curve will
become narrower and the rating values probability will be less distributed.

Additionally, using BBN’s ability to conduct forward and backward inferences,
wewill be able to correlate the quality rating amongdifferent quality attribute nodes
from different rating standards, such as MERLOT and LORI. Thus, a learning ob-
ject query to a MERLOT-rated repository is able to obtain an estimated equivalent
quality rating value for the learning objects returned from external learning object
repositories that are rated with LORI, and vice versa.

Note that what we get after inference in BBN is a probability distribution among
all the possible values, while what we want is one value that has the highest proba-
bility. In this project, the rules for interpolation for obtainingunit quality ratings are:
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TABLE 12.3. Integrated quality rating BBN testing case

Reviewer Breakdown Learning Object1 Learning Object2

Expert panel 5
Expert individual
User panel
User
Anonymous 5
Implicit
Integrated rating 3.8 3.1

1. The rating that has the highest probability is the rating for the node that is
queried.

2. If a few values share the same highest probability, the midpoint value of these
values is the rating for the node that is queried.

This is a rough and basic way to interpolate the rating value. More refined and
accurate interpolation can be explored and applied in the future.

12.5.2 Simulated Test Cases for Integrated Rating

To test the learning object integrated quality rating BBN, we designed an extreme
test case. In this test case, we evaluated two learning objects, Learning Object1
and Learning Object2. For Learning Object1, we have an expert panel rating of
5; the other ratings for Learning Object1 are not available. For Learning Object2,
we have an anonymous rating of 5; the other ratings for Learning Object2 are
not available. Entering these two values into the BBN, we observed the node of
Integrated Quality Rating.

Table 12.3 displays the data and result of this testing case.
Since normal distribution is applied to the nodes without parents, the root child

Integrated Quality Rating has a value of 3 for a new learning object entering the
learning object repository without any rating. In this case, Learning Object1’s
quality rating is increased from 3 to 3.8 by one expert panel rating of 5, while
Learning Object2’s quality rating is increased from 3 to 3.1 by one anonymous
user rating of 5.

The inference of BBN takes evidence, an observed fact, to update the network
with a prior built-in probability distribution. It will not dramatically change a
node value with any single evidence entering the system, because we know the
overall distribution, andwe have control over it. This advantage appears to bemore
important for the integrated quality rating than for the unit quality rating.

From the above test case, we obtained the probability distributions of the inte-
grated quality rating for these two learning objects.We then plot the resulting prob-
ability distributions. Figure 12.8 displays the plotting chart. It shows the positive
shifting of the equality rating by these two different types of reviewers, compared
to the default equality rating distribution. From a high expert rating, the overall
quality rating is increased with an obvious margin, whereas a high anonymous
rating has an insignificant impact on the overall rating.
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FIGURE 12.8. Analysis of an extreme test case.

This is a desired result when an irresponsible user, usually with anonymous
identity, rates a particular learning object, which could be submitted by the user
himself, with a high rate over and over again. BBN reduces the negative impact to
learning object recommendation from distorted rating to a minimum degree.

This is an essential feature of an evaluation system, but many on-line rating
systems do not have this type of behavior. For instance, on the “epinions” Web
site (www.epinions.com), assuming two items A and B, under any category, based
on a certain standard, A has one review rating of 5, which could be rated by the
author or seller himself. B has a couple of ratings of 4, which come from various
reviewers. As a result, A tops B when returned as a result of a query. This cannot
be considered a healthy rating system.

Nowadays most on-line reviewing systems, as well as learning object reposi-
tories, implement a membership mechanism but accept anonymous reviews from
unregistered users. It is a desirable feature to accept anonymous reviews for a
learning object repository, but it also allows a user to abuse the system by rating
a learning object again and again with an untruthful evaluation. However, in ap-
plying BBN, this impact can be minimized. With a membership mechanism, each
member is allowed to submit one quality review per learning object; we assume
registered members are less likely to behave improperly. An anonymous user or
author has a higher possibility of rating his favorite item with the highest value,
but that does not change the integrated quality rating much. On the contrary, the
rating value will be strengthened more by members’ evaluation. Hence, even if a
learning object repository accepts anonymous reviews in which some are false, the
BBN quality rating system still can maintain its integrity by controlling the NPT
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of anonymous peer ratings to a less influential degree in generating an integrated
quality rating.

12.5.3 Reliability and Validity of Our Approach

Reliability is the extent to which we measure some attribute in a systematic and
therefore repeatable way [42]. It means that the result would be consistently the
same if a test were performed over again. When we use conventional methods
to assess the reliability of the conceptual underpinnings of our work we have a
promising outcome.

First, in the case of testing without directly involving human examinees, such
as converting a quality rating from one standard to the other, the project has
perfect test-retest reliability. In the case of testing involving reviewers, for example,
accepting partially rated reviews into the system, we think that the reliability is
determined by the quality rating standard being used rather than by the quality
rating BBN itself.

Second, using internal consistency, the simulated test shows a positive consis-
tency. For example, if “accessibility” has a low rating using LORI standard, the
inferred rating of “usability” using MERLOT via the quality rating BBN is also
low, and vice versa.

Third, using interrater, a valid testing case would have the same reviewers rate
the same learning object using different rating standards, entering the reviews
into the quality rating BBN and observing the unit quality rating that comes out,
whether they are the same or close. Additionally, due to the empirical characteristic
of this project, this type of testing case is supposed to be continuously conducted
to help adjust the quality rating BBN.

Lastly, using alternate form, a valid testing case would be obtaining a complete
quality review from a reviewer using one rating standard, for example, MERLOT,
as well as a partial rating on a particular quality item using another rating standard,
for example, LORI. The full quality review in MERLOT is then entered into
quality rating BBN, and then an inferred rating on that particular quality item
can be obtained in LORI. Comparing the rating from the reviewer and from BBN
inference, the closer the values are in alternate form reliability verification, the
better. This testing has been conducted as part of the quantitative analysis described
earlier.

We would like to point out that, in our work, the interpretation of specific rating
values is not important to the recommendation process; rather, the relativity among
the learning objects ratings is important. In the test case (above), as long as the two
values from different sources are close, it gives a good indication of the reliability
of the BBN.

Validity is the extent to which the test being used actually measures the charac-
teristic or dimension we intend to measure [43]. Results are positive when we use
conventional methods to measure the validity of this project.

In terms of face validity, educational expertswere consulted during quality rating
BBN construction.
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In terms of content validity, this links back to the quality rating‘s conceptu-
alization and operationalization processes, which are beyond the scope of this
chapter.

In terms of criterion validity, we have conducted a very successful simulated
test case that is a typical problem in real-world on-line rating applications. The
result shows an evident strength to solve this type of problem when using BBN. It
will be discussed in later sections of this chapter.

Construct validity is known as the most difficult validity to achieve. According
to Hunter and Schmidt [43], construct validity is a quantitative question rather
than a qualitative distinction such as “valid” or “invalid”; it is a matter of degree.
Therefore, in thiswork itwill take a large amount of tests, experiments, and iterative
modifications for a quality rating BBN to be more construct-valid.

12.5.4 Equating Scaling

Scaling is a study of developing systematic rules and meaningful units of mea-
surement for quantifying psychological constructs and empirical observations, for
example, assigning IQ to measure intelligence. Equating is a study of establishing
equivalent scores of two tests [45]. In the BBN constructed to obtain unit quality
rating in this project, we equate MERLOT ratings with that of LORI, based on
experts’ opinions.

In this study, to achieve a rating-standard-neutral unit quality rating, we simply
trust experts’ input in uniting different rating standards. BBN is ameans to interpret
the unison structure. Thus, we could make use of all ratings that are available for
recommendation, not only those that are rated by reviewers, but also those that are
not rated but inferred from the existing rating information.

In short, the exact equating scaling process of MERLOT and LORI is not of
interest in this work; rather, the applicability of using BBN is of interest. We
use BBN and verify that the quality rating yielded from the constructed BBN
conforms to that of the reviewers’ using whichever rating standard, so that it
facilitates learning object recommendation by sorting learning objects in quality
at its own applied rating value.

The tests were run on simulated data. They are designed to determine whether,
given realistic incomplete evaluation data, the model could make qualitatively
plausible translations between instruments, the model could treat the reviews ap-
propriately to their sources, and that these estimates increased in certainty as more
data was acquired. We are able to confirm that the BBN upgrades or downgrades
the quality rating in a plausible and meaningful fashion consistent with the graph
topology and the NPTs, and that the certainty represented in the model increases
as evaluation data accumulates.

12.5.5 Personalised and Collaborative Recommendation
and Distribution of BBN

The BBN is used to facilitate rating frameworks that are personalized to the pref-
erences of individual reviewers. Different personalized BBNs focusing on a single
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learning object can be combined to provide a singular quality rating for that ob-
ject. We present the application of a polytree algorithm to resolve ratings across
distributed BBN.

In this study, we do not differentiate to whom a learning object is recommended.
All people evaluate all learning objects using oneBBN; all users get learning object
recommendations using one BBN. However, the role information is often quite
important in educational practice. For example, for a disabled learner, accessibility
is more important than it is for the others; or for a language learning object,
interaction usability is more important than it is for a mathematics learning object.
Therefore, there is a need for different quality rating BBN to be constructed to
serve different purposes. In other words, we expect a system to automatically form
personalized recommendations that account for the demonstrated preferences of a
user and the requested types of learning object.

“We are on the verge of being able to provide learning customised for each
specific learner at a specific time, taking into account, their learning styles, experi-
ence, knowledge and learning goals” [49]. After adaptive selection of appropriate
objects based on individual needs, context is the second path for personalization of
learning objects. The key for deploying learning objects effectively is to provide
ways for the learner to contextualize the information [50].

One topic that appeared in our project discussion is to distribute a BBNmodel to
a client computer, whose user is searching for a learning object.With the advancing
technology in distributed computing, letting the client computer build a customized
BBN on the fly is not unreasonable. We briefly evaluated a distributed belief
network application, RISO [51]. This application distributes a BBN over a TCP/IP
network using RMI6 technology. Due to the time frame of this project, we did not
pursue the topic any further; however, it is certainly worth looking at in detail.

Where distributingBBNand client-sideBBNcustomization are technically pos-
sible, the challenge is, Do we allow client to change the topology of the distributed
BBN? If yes, how does an on-line learning system take a customized BBN tomake
a personalized recommendation? Should we integrate the customized BBN into
the master one that standard recommendation uses? If yes, then we will face the
mathematically unsolved problem of multiple BBNs integration besides any other
issue; if not, we will still face the computational difficulty of ensuring the topol-
ogy validity of a customized BBN. BBN is an acyclic directed graph. To compute
using a customized BBN, besides checking the nodes and NPT to be mutually
exclusive and exhaustive, we have to constantly check whether any cycle exists in
the BBN, which is computationally difficult. Additionally, without an educational
expert intervention, it is difficult to ensure the content validity of a customized
BBN, that is, the relationship between nodes.

We certainly have long way to go to realize personalization in learning object
recommendation.

6 RMI: remote method invocation. RMI is the Java version of what is generally known as
a remote procedure call (RPC), in which objects on different computers can interact in a
distributed network.
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12.5.6 Share Learning Objects Among Multiple Repositories

As mentioned, BBN is able to conduct forward and backward inference. After a
certain amount of observation, we will be able to correlate the quality rating from
different rating standards, for example, between MERLOT and LORI. Thus, an
adapter can be developed between two or more learning object repositories. When
a learning object query is initiated, the result list can be returned from multiple
learning object repositories. Based on a converted universal quality rating, this
result list can be returned with recommendation. As such, we not only share the
learning objects in a repository, but also access learning objects across different
repositories. It expands the search base so that the user has more opportunity to
access a better learning object.

In conjunction with network solutions such as eduSource Architecture [35],
applying a rating standard adapter will likely accelerate sharing learning objects
across repositories.

12.5.7 BBN Drawback

Having chosen BBN as the learning object recommendation technical strut, we
recognize that there are a few drawbacks of BBN.

BBNis used to dealwith uncertainties. Ideally, there shouldbe someprior knowl-
edge of the modeled domain, to form the unconditional event probability distribu-
tion. In the learning object quality rating BBNs used in this project, other than the
nodes, other factors are all assumptions, including the parent to child node evenly
distributed influence and the leaf parent node normal distribution, because we do
not have any better knowledge or empirical study in this area. This affects the ac-
curacy or certainty of the quality rating that we want to infer from these two BBNs.

To find a suitable, out-of-box BBN tool for this project remains a difficult task,
since there are domain specific requirements. Another key issue is the compu-
tational performance of BBN. When users keep submitting reviews, how often
should we propagate BBN probabilities so that the quality rating of learning ob-
jects can be updated without hindering the normal tasks of the on-line learning
system?

An ideal system would take input and output scale fallacy into account. In
this project, we have certain output scaling fallacy control, by weighing different
evaluation differently based on reviewers.However,we donot have anymechanism
to handle the input scale fallacy. In fact, for any recommendation system based on
user input, there will always be certain degree of input scale fallacy.

12.5.8 Further Research Angles

There are a few other interesting questions that we would like to raise at this time.
Currently we use normal distribution for leaf parent node, which gives us an ideal
rating value inference; what if after sufficient experiments and going through the
BBN justification process, we find out that leaf parent node does not have a normal
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distribution? In that case, would the rating value inference and the default value
for unrated learning object still remain valid?

In integrated quality rating BBN, we use one node to represent expert panel
rating. Ideally, a group of experts reaches a consensus after individual evaluation
and group discussion,which can be taken into theBBN.However, in reality, experts
might not agree with each other. In that case, should the BBN consider certain
variance coefficient for this type of panel rating? If yes, how is it implemented?

In current learning object quality rating BBNs all nodes are atomic events.What
if through the BBN learning process, we discover that one of the nodes has its own
microstructure, for example, a BBN. How can this be implemented? How will this
affect the recommendation performance?

We assume that the quality rating structure and its NPT are all discovered.
The BBN constructed in this project mainly uses evenly distributed probabilities
among all the parent nodes for one child node, based on the fact that there is no prior
experience or better knowledge available in learning object rating.Moreover, these
probabilities are a fixed set of values. Once the BBN is constructed, the probability
distribution remains the same unless they are manually updated based on better
understanding of the problem domain.

On the other hand, BBN can also be used to represent and reason about the
task of learning the parameters, weights, and structure of each of these represen-
tations [46]. BBN is known for its ability to take evidence and discover the nodes
and/or its conditional probability distribution, in other words, the self-learning ca-
pability. There are algorithms available to discover both nodes and the probability
distribution table.

A popular heuristic approach to search hidden nodes is to use the hiddenMarkov
model7 [46]. This is a useful tool to verify current learning object quality rating
standards and whether they have caught all variables in the quality evaluation
model. More importantly, it can identify new variables, for example, the learning
object aging issue. With the astonishing speed of human knowledge advancement,
should we consider a chronological property for learning objects, at least in some
categories, for example, information technology?

Another algorithm, EM (ExpectationMaximization) [48], can find optimal con-
ditional probability distribution of nodes, based on the evidence. In the context of
learning object quality evaluation, this can provide a mechanism to automatically
revise the BBN nodes’ probability distribution after a certain number of reviews.

Another point to note is that BBN not only can work with discrete value, for
example integer 1 to 5 in this project, but also can take or produce continuous value.
We could explore and adjust current BBNs structure and interpolation techniques
to obtain fine-grained rating values, like 2.34, 3.56, etc.

7 The hidden Markov model is a finite set of states, each of which is associated with
a (generally multidimensional) probability distribution. Transitions among the states are
governed by transition probabilities. In a particular state, observation can be generated,
according to the associated probability distribution. It is only the outcome, not the state
visible to an external observer. Therefore, states are “hidden” to the outside. [48]
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These are promising techniques to enhance our current quality ratingBBN. They
ought to be explored further.

12.5.9 Conclusion

Our work explored a new way of obtaining the quality rating of learning objects.
In applying Bayesian belief networks, a learning object repository is able to accept
incomplete quality reviews. It also allows a learning object repository to obtain
a standard neutral quality rating for learning objects, which facilitates sorting
learning objects by quality upon learning object search request. Moreover, weight
control over different types of evaluation increases the quality of the evaluations
submitted to a learning object repository. The different types of evaluation include
explicit and implicit ratings, as well as expert reviews and regular user reviews.

By proposing this new way of data measurement for learning object quality
rating, it enhances the current learning object repository recommendation system,
so that the entire on-line education efficiency can be improved.

Designers and developers of electronic learning today are being presentedwith a
new content development landscape. Learning technology standards organisations
are quickly moving toward open and industry-wide standards for learning objects.
However, rather than preaching and waiting for conformance, we endeavor to
create a mediator among technologies, owners, and users involved with learning
objects. We seek an alternative way to satisfy a diversified on-line educational
world.

Over the years it has become apparent that learning object repositories and the
peripheral applications for learning object retrieval are of considerable interna-
tional interest. Learning object recommendation is an inevitable course for on-line
education to take. Our work is a small step toward a more effective on-line learn-
ing system. We expect the use of BBN to mature over time. We intend to provide
richer case studies and examples and to continually reflect on our journey as we
contribute a more intelligent learning object quality rating and recommendation
system.
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13
Data Mining in E-Learning

KHALED HAMMOUDA AND MOHAMED KAMEL

Abstract. This chapter presents an innovative approach for performing data min-
ing on documents, which serves as a basis for knowledge extraction in e-learning
environments. The approach is based on a radical model of text data that considers
phrasal features paramount in documents, and employs graph theory to facili-
tate phrase representation and efficient matching. In the process of text mining,
a grouping (clustering) approach is also employed to identify groups of docu-
ments such that each group represents a different topic in the underlying document
collection. Document groups are tagged with topic labels through unsupervised
key-phrase extraction from the document clusters. The approach serves in solving
some of the difficult problems in e-learning where the volume of data could be
overwhelming for the learner, such as automatically organizing documents and
articles based on topics, and providing summaries for documents and groups of
documents.1

13.1 Introduction

Resources in learning environments are authored for the purpose of transferring
knowledge to the learner. The growth of learning repositories and the ease of
publishing and accessing information has created an environment where finding
andmaking efficient use of the available information can be overwhelming. It is the
job of data mining to help the learners digest large amounts of data by leveraging
sophisticated techniques in data analysis, restructuring, and organization.

Learning resources are mainly found in textual form, such as text documents,
web documents, articles, and papers, among other forms. Due to the unstructured
and unrestricted nature of text documents, a special field in data mining was coined
“textmining.” It is the field studying the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously
unknown, and potentially useful and significant information from text documents.

1 Portions reprinted, with permission, from Khaled Hammouda and Mohamed Kamel.
(2004). Efficient Phrase-Based Document Indexing for Web Document Clustering. IEEE
Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering.16(10), 1279–1296. c© 2004 IEEE.
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Text mining is generally considered more difficult than traditional data mining.
This is attributed to the fact that traditional databases have fixed and known struc-
ture, while text documents are unstructured, or, as in the case of Web documents,
semistructured. Thus, text mining involves a series of steps for data preprocessing
and modeling in order to condition the data for structured data mining.

Text mining can help in many tasks that otherwise would require large man-
ual effort. Common problems solved by text mining include, but are not limited
to, searching through documents, organizing documents, comparing documents,
extracting key information, and summarizing documents. Methods in information
retrieval, machine learning, information theory, and probability are employed to
solve those problems.

Information extraction through text mining deals with finding particular data
in text and Web documents. The approaches used in this area include document
parsing, analysis, and restructuring. This allows for restructuring existing learning
material into current standards. Other approaches include identifying and extract-
ing significant semistructured information, extracting keywords and key phrases
from documents using phrase indexing and matching. These methods have high
potential in e-learning due to their ability to automatically extract useful informa-
tion, and tag learning objects with certain metadata extracted from content.

Information organization through text mining provides an overview of the top-
ics in a large set of documents without having to read the contents of individual
documents. This can be achieved through data clustering and classification tech-
niques. These techniques mainly rely on the analysis of keyword distribution in the
documents. They also make use of similarity calculation through word and phrase
matching. The end result is a more manageable grouping of documents tagged
with topics and subjects.

While data clustering techniques are mainly used for content organization, they
could be used to group learner profiles aswell. In this casewe can discover common
interest groups of learners by judging the similarity between their profiles.

This chapter focuses on employing machine learning methods in finding rela-
tionships between text documents through phrase-based document modeling, sim-
ilarity calculation, document clustering, and key-phrase extraction. Figure 13.1
illustrates the process of text mining in general, and refers to specific tasks as
they are presented in this chapter. In particular, a set of documents is prepro-
cessed through tokenization (identifying whole words and dropping punctuation
symbols), removing stop words (very frequent words like a, and, and the), and
stemming (reducing different forms of a word into a single form). Then a model
of the data is built using a graph-based representation of phrases in the documents.
Next, pattern analysis is applied to detect similarities between the documents based
on shared and significant phrases followed by clustering the documents to form
groups of documents, where each group contains only similar documents sharing
the same topic. Finally, the process concludes by extracting key phrases from the
clusters and identifying the topic of each cluster.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 13.2 introduces the document
model used throughout the process. Section 13.3 presents the phrase matching
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FIGURE 13.1. Text mining process.

capability of the model and the phrase-based similarity measure. Section 13.4
presents the document clustering algorithm. Section 13.5 presents the key-phrase
extraction algorithm. Finally, section 13.6 concludes the chapter.

13.2 Phrase-Based Document Model

A process of data modeling is required to convert the input data into a form that
is more suitable for processing by the data mining algorithm. In the case of text
mining, input data are mainly text documents that do not necessarily obey a regular
structure. The challenge is to convert the input space into feature space, where the
features of the documents are expected to follow a fixed structure that can be
manipulated by a text mining algorithm. The traditional document representation
model, as well as the phrase-based model are introduced in this section.

13.2.1 Vector Space Model

By far the most common feature model in text mining is the vector space model,
originally proposed by Salton et al in 1975 [1–3]. In this model, document features
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are the words in the document collection, and feature values come from different
term-weighting schemes.

Each document is represented by a vector d, in the term space, such that
d = w1, w2, . . . , wn , where wi , i = 1, . . . , n, is the weight of term i in the
document. The weight of a term could be simply calculated as the frequency
of the term in that document (wi = t fi ), that is, how many times it appeared in the
document. A more popular term weighting scheme is TF× IDF (Term Frequency
× InverseDocument Frequency),which takes into account the document frequency
of a term (d fi ), the number of documents in which the term appears. A typical
inverse document frequency (id f ) factor of this type is given by log(N/d fi ). Thus
the TF × IDF weight of a term is wi = t fi × log(N/d fi ). In other words, terms
that appear more frequently in a certain document but less frequently in other doc-
uments are given higher weights in that document, since it has higher correlation
with that document than others. On the other hand, terms that appear frequently in
all documents are penalized in all documents since they have less discrimination
power.

To represent every document with the same set of terms, we have to extract
all the terms found in the documents and use them as our feature vector. To keep
the feature vector dimension reasonable, sometimes only terms with the highest
weights in all the documents are chosen as the features. Wong and Fu [4] showed
that they could reduce the number of representative terms by choosing only the
terms that have sufficient coverage over the document set.

Some algorithms [4, 5] refrain from using continuous term weights by using
a binary feature vector, where each term weight is either 1 or 0, depending on
whether it is present in the document or not, respectively. Wong and Fu [4] ar-
gued that the average term frequency in Web documents is below 2 (based on
statistical experiments), which does not indicate the actual importance of the
term, thus a binary weighting scheme would be more suitable to this problem
domain.

The simplicity of the model led to its wide adoption in the text mining literature.
However, the independence between the words in the representation is one of its
weaknesses. Amore informed approach is to capture the phrase structure and word
sequences in the document, thus providing context when comparing document
features.

13.2.2 Graph Space Model

Themodel presented here for document representation is called the document index
graph (DIG). This model indexes the documents while maintaining the sentence
structure in the original documents. This allows us to make use of more infor-
mative phrase matching rather than individual words matching. Moreover, DIG
also captures the different levels of significance of the original sentences, thus
allowing us to make use of sentence significance. Suffix trees are the closest
structure to the proposed model, but they suffer from huge redundancy [6].
Apostolico [7] gives over 40 references on suffix trees, and Manber and Myers
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[8] add more recent ones. However, the proposed DIG model is not just an
extension or an enhancement of suffix trees, it takes a different perspective
on how to match phrases efficiently, without the need for storing redundant
information.

Phrasal indexing has been widely used in the information retrieval literature [9].
The work presented here takes it a step further toward an efficient way of indexing
phrases with emphasis on applying phrase-based similarity as a way of clustering
documents accurately.

13.2.2.1 DIG Structure Overview

The DIG is a directed graph (digraph) G = (V, E)

where V is a set of nodes {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, where each node v represents a unique
word in the entire document set; and

E is a set of edges {e1, e2, . . . , em}, such that each edge e is an ordered pair of
nodes (vi , v j ). Edge (vi , v j ) is from vi to v j , and v j is adjacent to vi . There
will be an edge from vi to v j if, and only if, the word v j appears successive to
the word vi in any document. A set of edges is said to be corresponding to a
sentence in a document if they link the nodes corresponding to the sentence in
the same order the words appeared in the sentence.

The above definition of the graph suggests that the number of nodes in the graph
is the number of unique words in the document set, that is, the vocabulary of the
document set, since each node represents a single word in the whole document
set.

Nodes in the graph carry information about the documents they appeared in,
along with the sentence path information. Sentence structure is maintained by
recording the edge along which each sentence continues. This essentially creates
an inverted list of the documents, but with sentence information recorded in the
inverted list.

Assume a sentence of m words appearing in one document consists of the
following word sequence: {v1, v2, . . . , vm}. The sentence is represented in the
graph by a path from v1 to vm , such that (v1, v2)(v2, v3), . . . , (vm−1, vm) are edges
in the graph. Path information is stored in the vertices along the path to uniquely
identify each sentence. Sentences that share subphrases will have shared parts of
their paths in the graph that correspond to the shared subphrase.

To better illustrate the graph structure, Figure 13.2 presents a simple example
graph that represents three documents. Each document contains a number of sen-
tences with some overlap between the documents. As seen from the graph, an
edge is created between two nodes only if the words represented by the two nodes
appear successive in any document. Thus, sentences map into paths in the graph.
Dotted lines represent sentences from document 1, dash-dotted lines represent sen-
tences from document 2, and dashed lines represent sentences from document 3.
If a phrase appears more than once in a document, the frequency of the individual
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Document 1

river rafting
mild river rafting
river rafting trips

Document 2

wild river adventures
river rafting vacation plan

Document 3

fishing trips
fishing vacation plan
booking fishing trips
river fishing

mild

wild

river

rafting

adventures

booking

fishing

trips vacation
plan

FIGURE 13.2. Example of the document index graph.

wordsmaking up the phrase is increased, and the sentence information in the nodes
reflects the multiple occurrence of such phrase. As mentioned earlier, matching
phrases between documents becomes a task of finding shared paths in the graph
between different documents.

13.2.2.2 DIG Construction

The DIG is built incrementally by processing one document at a time.When a new
document is introduced, it is scanned in sequential fashion, and the graph is updated
with the new sentence information as necessary. Newwords are added to the graph
as necessary and connected with other nodes to reflect the sentence structure. The
graph building process becomes less memory demanding when no new words are
introduced by a new document (or very few new words are introduced.) At this
point the graph becomes more stable, and the only operation needed is to update
the sentence structure in the graph to accommodate the new sentences introduced.
It is very critical to note that introducing a new document will only require the
inspection (or addition) of those words that appear in that document, and not every
node in the graph. This is where the efficiency of the model comes from. Along
with indexing the sentence structure, the level of significance of each sentence
is also recorded in the graph. This allows us to recall such information when we
measure the similarity with other documents.
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Document 2
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adventures
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FIGURE 13.3. Incremental construction of the document index graph.

Continuing from the example introduced earlier, the process of constructing
the graph that represents the three documents is illustrated in Figure 13.3. The
emphasis here is on the incremental construction process, where new nodes are
added and new edges are created incrementally upon introducing a new document.
We now define the incremental DIG construction process formally in terms of
graph properties and operations.
Document Subgraph. Each document di is mapped to a subgraph gi that rep-

resents this document in a stand-alone manner (an example is the first step in
Fig. 13.3.) Each subgraph can be viewed as a detached subset of the DIG that rep-
resents the corresponding document in terms of the DIG properties: gi = {Vi , Ei },
where Vi is the set of nodes corresponding to the unique words of di , and Ei is the
set of edges representing the sentence paths of di .
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Cumulative DIG. Let the DIG representation of the documents processed up to
document di−1 be Gi−1, and that of the documents processed up to document di
be Gi . Computing Gi is done by merging Gi−1 with the subgraph gi :

Gi = Gi−1 ∪ gi (13.1)

Gi is said to be the cumulative DIG of the documents processed up to document
di .
Phrase Matching. A list of matching phrases between document di and d j is

computed by intersecting the subgraphs of both documents, gi and g j , respectively.
Let Mi j denote the such list, then:

Mi j = gi ∩ g j (13.2)

A list of matching phrases between document di and all previously processed
documents is computed by intersecting the document subgraph gi with the cumu-
lative DIG Gi−1. Let Mi denote the such list, then:

Mi = gi ∩ Gi−1 (13.3)

Unlike traditional phrase matching techniques that are usually used in infor-
mation retrieval literature, DIG provides complete information about full phrase
matching between every pair of documents. While traditional phrase matching
methods are aimed at searching and retrieval of documents that have matching
phrases to a specific query, DIG is aimed at providing information about the de-
gree of overlap between every pair of documents. This information will help in
determining the degree of similarity between documents as will be explained in
section 13.3.2.

13.3 Document Similarity Using Phrase Matching

Upon introducing a new document, findingmatching phrases from previously seen
documents becomes an easy task using DIG. Algorithm 1 describes the process
of both incremental graph building and phrase matching. Instead of building doc-
ument subgraphs and intersecting them with the cumulative DIG, the algorithm
incrementally incorporates new documents into DIG while collecting matching
phrases from previous documents at the same time.

13.3.1 Phrase Matching Using DIG

The procedure starts with a new document to process (line 1). Matching phrases
from previous documents is done by keeping a list M that holds an entry for every
previous document that shares a phrase with the current document di . For each
sentence (for loop at line 3) we process the words in the sentence sequentially,
adding newwords (as new nodes) to the graph, and constructing a path in the graph
(by adding new edges if necessary) to represent the sentence we are processing.
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Algorithm 1 DIG incremental construction and phrase matching

Require: Gi−1: cumulative graph up to document di−1

or G0 if no documents were processed previously
1: di ← Next document
2: M ← Empty list {M is a list of matching phrases from previous documents}
3: for each sentence si j in di do
4: v1 ← ti j1 {first word in si j}
5: if v1 is not in Gi−1 then
6: Add v1 to Gi−1

7: end if
8: for each term ti jk ε si j , k = 2, . . . , li j do
9: vk ← ti jk ; vk−1 ← ti j(k−1); ek = (vk−1, vk)
10: if vk is not in Gi−1 then
11: Add vk to Gi−1

12: end if
13: if ek is an edge in Gi−1 then
14: Retrieve a list of document entries from vk−1 document table that have

a sentence on the edge ek
15: Extend previous matching phrases in M for phrases that continue along

edge ek
16: Add new matching phrases to M
17: else
18: Add edge ek to Gi−1

19: end if
20: Update sentence path in nodes vk−1 and vk
21: end for
22: end for
23: Gi ← Gi−1

24: Output matching phrases list M

As we continue along the sentence path, we update M by adding new matching
phrases and their respective document identifiers, and extending phrase matches
from the previous iteration (lines 14 to 16). We first consult the document table
of vk−1 for documents that have sentences that continue along the edge ek . Those
documents share at least two terms with the current sentence under consideration.
We examine the listM for any previousmatching phrases (fromprevious iterations)
to extend the current two-term phrasematch (on edge ek). This allows the extension
of previous matches, and can continue for any-length phrase match. If there are
no matching phrases at some point, we just update the respective nodes of the
graph to reflect the new sentence path (line 19). After the whole document is
processed, M will contain all the matching phrases between the current document
and any previous document that shared at least one phrase with the new document.
Finally we update Gi to be the current cumulative DIG, and output M as the list of
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documents with all the necessary information about the matching phrases, which
will be used in similarity calculation later.

The average number of the matching documents at any node tends to grow
slowly. The actual performance depends on how much overlap of phrases there is
in the document set; the more matching phrases the more time it takes to process
the whole set, but the more accuracy we get for similarity, and vice versa. The
trade-off is corpus-dependent, but in general for Web documents it is typically a
balance between speed and accuracy.

This efficient performance of construction/phrase-matching lends itself to on-
line incremental processing, such as processing the results of a Web search engine
retrieved list of documents. The algorithm processed 2000 news group articles in
as low as 44 seconds, while it processed 2340 moderate sized Web documents in
a little over 5 minutes.

13.3.2 A Phrase-Based Similarity Measure

As mentioned earlier, phrases convey local context information, which is essential
in determining an accurate similarity between documents. Toward this end we
devised a similarity measure based on matching phrases rather than individual
terms. This measure exploits the information extracted from the previous phrase
matching algorithm to better judge the similarity between the documents. This is
related to the work of Isaacs and Aslam [10], who used a pair-wise probabilistic
document similarity measure based on information theory. Although they showed
it could improve on traditional similarity measures, it is still fundamentally based
on the vector space model representation.

The phrase similarity between two documents is calculated based on the list of
matching phrases between the two documents. From an information theoretic point
of view, the similarity between two objects is regarded as how much they share
in common. The cosine and the Jaccard measures are indeed of such nature, but
they are essentially used as single-term based similarity measures. Lin [11] gave a
formal definition for any information theoretic similarity measure in the form of:

sim(x, y) = x ∩ y

x ∪ y
(13.4)

The basic assumption here is that the similarity between two documents is based
on the ratio of how much they overlap to their union, all in terms of phrases. This
definition still coincides with the major assumption of the cosine and the Jaccard
measures, and to Lin’s definition as well. This phrase-based similarity measure is
a function of four factors:
� The number of matching phrases P
� The lengths of the matching phrases (li : i = 1, 2, . . . , P)
� The frequencies of the matching phrases in both documents ( f1i and f2i : i =

1, 2, . . . , P)
� The levels of significance (weight) of the matching phrases in both documents

(w1i and w2i : i = 1, 2, . . . , P)
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Frequency of phrases is an important factor in the similarity measure. The more
frequent the phrase appears in both documents, the more similar they tend to be.
Similarly, the level of significance of thematching phrase in both documents should
be taken into consideration.

The phrase similarity between two documents, d1 and d2, is calculated using
the following empirical equation:

simp(d1, d2) =
√∑P

i=1[g(li ) · ( f1iw1i + f2iw2i )]2∑
j |s1 j | · w1 j +

∑
k |s2k | · w2k

(13.5)

where g(li ) is a function that scores the matching phrase length, giving a higher
score as the matching phrase length approaches the length of the original sen-
tence; |s1 j | and |s2k | are the original sentence lengths from document d1 and d2,
respectively. The equation rewards longer phrase matches with higher level of sig-
nificance, and with higher frequency in both documents. The function g(li ) in the
implemented system was used as

g(li ) = (li/|si |)γ (13.6)

where |si | is the original phrase length, and γ is a sentence fragmentation factor
with values greater than or equal to 1. If γ is 1, two halves of a sentence could be
matched independently and would be treated as a whole sentence match. However,
by increasing γ we can avoid this situation, and score whole sentence matches
higher than fractions of sentences. A value of 1.2 for γ was found to produce the
best results. The normalization by the length of the two documents in equation 13.5
is necessary to be able to compare the similarities from other documents.

13.3.3 Combining Single-Term and Phrase Similarities

If the similarity between documents is based solely on matching phrases, and not
single terms at the same time, related documents could be judged as non-similar
if they do not share enough phrases (a typical case.) Shared phrases provide im-
portant local context matching, but sometimes similarity based on phrases only is
not sufficient. To alleviate this problem, and to produce high-quality clusters, we
combined single-term similarity measure with our phrase-based similarity mea-
sure. Experimental results to justify this claim are given in section 13.3.4. We used
the cosine correlation similarity measure [1], with TF-IDF term weights, as the
single-term similarity measure. The cosine measure was chosen due to its wide
use in the document clustering literature, and since it is described as being able to
capture human categorization behavior well [12]. The TF-IDF weighting is also a
widely used term weighting scheme [13].

Recall that the cosine measure calculates the cosine of the angle between the
two document vectors. Accordingly our term-based similarity measure (simt ) is
given as

simt (d1, d2) = cos(d1, d2) = d1 · d2
‖d1‖‖d2‖ (13.7)
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where the vectors d1 and d2 are represented as term weights calculated using
TF-IDF weighting scheme.

The combination of the term-based and the phrase-based similarity measures
is a weighted average of the two quantities from equations 13.5 and 13.7, and is
given by equation 13.8. The reason for separating single terms and phrases in the
similarity equation, as opposed to treating a single term as a one-word phrase, is
to evaluate the blending factor between the two quantities, and see the effect of
phrases in similarity as opposed to single terms.

sim(d1, d2) = α · simp(d1, d2)+ (1− α) · simt (d1, d2) (13.8)

where α is a value in the interval [0, 1], which determines the weight of the phrase
similarity measure, or, as we call it, the similarity blend factor. According to the
experimental results discussed in section 13.3.4, we found that a value between
0.6 and 0.8 for α results in the maximum improvement in the clustering quality.

13.3.4 Effect of Phrase-Based Similarity on
Clustering Quality

The similarities calculated by our algorithm were used to construct a similarity
matrix between the documents. We elected to use three standard document clus-
tering techniques for testing the effect of phrase similarity on clustering [14]: (1)
hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC), (2) single-pass clustering, and (3)
K-nearest neighbor clustering (k-NN). For each of the algorithms, we constructed
the similarity matrix and let the algorithm cluster the documents based on the
presented similarity matrix.

The results listed in Table 13.1 show the improvement in the clustering qual-
ity using the combined similarity measure. We use the F-measure and entropy

TABLE 13.1. Phrase-based clustering improvement.

Single-Term Similarity Combined Similarity

F-measure Entropy F-measure Entropy Improvement

DS1 - UW-CAN

HAC2 0.709 0.351 0.904 0.103 + 19.5% F, − 24.8%E
Single Pass3 0.427 0.613 0.817 0.151 +39.0 % F, −46.2%E
k-NN4 0.228 0.173 0.834 0.082 + 60.6 % F, −9.1% E

DS2 - Yahoo! news

HAC 0.355 0.211 0.725 0.01 +37.0%F, −20.1%E
Single Pass 0.344 0.274 0.547 0.048 +20.3%F, −22.6%E
k-NN 0.453 0.163 0.733 0.022 +28.0%F, −14.1%E

DS3 - 20-newsgroups

HAC 0.17 0.347 0.463 0.069 +29.3%F, −27.8%E
Single Pass 0.284 0.684 0.358 0.138 +7.4%F, −54.6%E
k-NN 0.197 0.398 0.349 0.09 +15.2%F, 30.8%E
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evaluation measures for judging the quality of clustering. Better clustering should
have higher F-measure and lower entropy. The improvements shownwere achieved
at a similarity blend factor between 70% and 80% (phrase similarity weight). The
parameters chosen for the different algorithms were the ones that produced best re-
sults. The percentage of improvement ranges from 19.5% to 60.6% increase in the
F-measure quality, and 9.1% to 46.2% drop in entropy (lower is better for entropy).
It is obvious that the phrase-based similarity plays an important role in accurately
judging the relation between documents. It is known that single-pass clustering is
very sensitive to noise; that is why it has the worst performance. However, when
the phrase similarity was introduced, the quality of clusters produced was pushed
close to that produced by HAC and k-NN.

To better understand the effect of the phrase similarity on the clustering quality,
we generated a clustering quality profile against the similarity blend factor. Figure
13.4 illustrates the effect of introducing the phrase similarity on the F-measure and
the entropy of the resulting clusters. The alpha parameter is the similarity blend fac-
tor presented in equation 13.8. It is obvious that the phrase similarity enhances the
quality of clustering until a certain point (around a weight of 80%), and then its ef-
fect starts bringing down the quality.Aswementioned in section 13.3.3 that phrases
alone cannot capture all the similarity information between documents, the single-
term similarity is still required, but to a smaller degree. The results show that both
evaluationmeasures are optimized in the same trendwith respect to the blend factor.

The performance of the model was closely examined to make sure that the
phrase matching algorithm is scalable enough for moderate to large data sets. The
experiments were performed on a Pentium 4, 2.0-GHz machine with 512 MB of
mainmemory. The systemwaswritten inC++. Figure 13.5 shows the performance
of the graph construction and phrase matching algorithm for the two different data
sets. In both cases the algorithm performed in a near-linear time. Although the two
data sets contain a close number of documents, the Yahoo news data set took about
an order of magnitude more than the 20-news-group data set to build the graph and
complete the phrase matching. This is attributed to two factors: (1) the Yahoo data
set average words per document is almost twice that of 20-news-group data set,
so we match more phrases per document; and (2) the Yahoo data set has a larger
amount of shared phrases between documents on average than the 20-news-group
data set. News group articles rarely share a large amount of phrases (except when
someone quotes another post), so on averagewe do not need tomatch large number
of phrases per document.

13.4 Document Clustering Using Similarity Histograms

In this section we present a brief overview of incremental clustering algorithms,
and introduce the proposed algorithm, based on pair-wise document similarity,
and employ it as part of the whole Web document clustering system.

The role of a document similarity measure is to provide judgment on the close-
ness of documents to each other. However, it is up to the clustering method how to
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FIGURE 13.4. Effect of phrase similarity on clustering quality.

make use of such similarity calculation. Steinbach et al [15] give a good compar-
ison of document clustering techniques. A large array of data clustering methods
can be also found in [14]. Beil et al [16] proposed a clustering algorithm based on
frequent terms that address the high dimensionality problem of text data sets.

The idea here is to employ an incremental clustering method that will exploit
our similarity measure to produce clusters of high quality.

Incremental clustering is an essential strategy for on-line applications, where
time is a critical factor for usability. Incremental clustering algorithms work by
processing data objects one at a time, incrementally assigning data objects to their
respective clusters while they progress. The process is simple enough, but faces
several challenges. How to determine to which cluster the next object should be
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FIGURE 13.5. DIG performance. (a) DIG Performance using the Yahoo! news data set.
(b) DIG Performance using the 20-news group data set.

assigned? How to deal with the problem of insertion order? Once an object has
been assigned to a cluster, should its assignment to the cluster be frozen or is it
allowed to be reassigned to other clusters later on?

Usually a heuristic method is employed to deal with the above challenges. A
“good” incremental clustering algorithm has to find the respective cluster for each
newly introduced object without significantly sacrificing the accuracy of clustering
due to insertion order or fixed object-to-cluster assignment.Wewill briefly discuss
four incremental clustering methods in the light of the above challenges, before
we introduce our proposed method.
Single-Pass Clustering [17, 18]. This algorithm basically processes documents

sequentially, and compares each document to all existing clusters. If the similarity
between the document and any cluster is above a certain threshold, then the docu-
ment is added to the closest cluster; otherwise, it forms its own cluster. Usually the
method for determining the similarity between a document and a cluster is done by
computing the average similarity of the document to all documents in that cluster.
K-Nearest Neighbor Clustering [18,19]. Although k-NN is mostly known to be

used for classification, it has also been used for clustering (example could be found
in [20].) For each new document, the algorithm computes its similarity to every
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other document, and chooses the top k documents. The new document is assigned
to the cluster where the majority of the top k documents are assigned.
Suffix Tree Clustering (STC). Introduced by Zamir et al [21] in 1997, the idea

behind the STC algorithm is to build a tree of phrase suffixes shared between
multiple documents. The documents sharing a suffix are considered as a base
cluster. Base clusters are then combined together if they have a document overlap
of 50% or more. The algorithm has two drawbacks. First, although the structure
used is a compact tree, suffixes can appear multiple times if they are part of larger
shared suffixes. The other drawback is that the second phase of the algorithm is
not incremental. Combining base clusters into final clusters has to be done in a
nonincrementalway. The algorithmdeals properlywith the insertion order problem
though, since any insertion order will lead to the same result suffix tree.
DC-Tree Clustering. The DC-tree incremental algorithm was introduced by

Wong and Fu [4] in 2000. The algorithm is based on the B+-tree structure. Un-
like the STC algorithm, this algorithm is based on vector space representation of
the documents. Most of the algorithm operations are borrowed from the B+-tree
operations. Each node in the tree is a representation of a cluster, where a cluster is
represented by the combined feature vectors of its individual documents. Inserting
a new document involves comparison of the document feature vector with the clus-
ter vectors at one level of the tree, and descending to the most similar cluster. The
algorithm defines several parameters and thresholds for the various operations.
The algorithm suffers from two problems though. Once a document is assigned
to a cluster it is not allowed to be reassigned later to a newly created cluster. A
second drawback, which is a consequence of the first drawback, is that clusters are
not allowed to overlap; that is, a document can belong to only one cluster.

13.4.1 Similarity Histogram-Based Incremental Clustering

The clustering approach proposed here is an incremental dynamicmethod of build-
ing the clusters. We adopt an overlapped cluster model. The key concept for the
similarity histogram-based clustering method (referred to as SHC hereafter) is to
keep each cluster at a high degree of coherency at any time. We represent the
coherency of a cluster with a new concept called cluster similarity histogram.
Cluster Similarity Histogram: A concise statistical representation of the set

of pair-wise document similarities distribution in the cluster. A number of bins in
the histogram correspond to fixed similarity value intervals. Each bin contains the
count of pair-wise document similarities in the corresponding interval.

Our objective is to keep each cluster as coherent as possible. In terms of the
similarity histogram concept this translates to maximizing the number of similari-
ties in the high similarity intervals. To achieve this goal in an incremental fashion,
we judge the effect of adding a new document to a certain cluster. If the document
is going to degrade the distribution of the similarities in the clusters very much, it
should not be added, otherwise it is added. A much stricter strategy would be to
add documents that will enhance the similarity distribution. However, this could
create a problemwith perfect clusters. The document will be rejected by the cluster
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even if it has high similarity to most of the documents to the cluster (because it is
perfect).

We judge the quality of a similarity histogram (cluster cohesiveness) by calcu-
lating the ratio of the count of similarities above a certain similarity threshold ST to
the total count of similarities. The higher this ratio, the more coherent is the cluster.

Let nc be the number of the documents in a cluster. The number of pair-wise
similarities in the cluster is mc = nc(nc + 1)/2. Let S = {si : i = 1, . . . ,mc} be
the set of similarities in the cluster. The histogram of the similarities in the cluster
is represented as

H = {hi : i = 1, . . . , B} (13.9a)

hi = count(sk) sli ≤ sk < sui (13.9b)

where B is the number of histogram bins,
hi is the count of similarities in bin i ,
sli is the lower similarity bound of bin i , and
sui is the upper similarity bound of bin i .

The histogram ratio (HR) of a cluster is the measure of cohesiveness of the
cluster as described above, and is calculated as

HRc =
∑B

i=T hi∑B
j=1 h j

(13.10a)

T = �ST · B� (13.10b)

where HRc is the histogram ratio of cluster c,
ST is the similarity threshold, and
T is the bin number corresponding to the similarity threshold.

Basically we would like to keep the histogram ratio of each cluster high. How-
ever, since we allow documents that can degrade the histogram ratio to be added,
this could result in a chain effect of degrading the ratio to zero eventually. To pre-
vent this, we set a minimum histogram ratio HRmin that clusters should maintain.
We also do not allow adding a document that will bring down the histogram ratio
significantly (even if still above HRmin). This is to prevent a bad document from
severely bringing down cluster quality by one single document addition.

We now present the incremental clustering algorithm based on the above frame-
work (Algorithm 2). The algorithm works incrementally by receiving a new doc-
ument, and for each cluster calculates the cluster histogram before and after sim-
ulating the addition of the document (lines 4 to 6). The old and new histogram
ratios are compared, and if the new ratio is greater than or equal to the old one,
the document is added to the cluster. If the new ratio is less than the old one by no
more than ε and still above HRmin, it is added (lines 7 to 9). Otherwise it is not
added. If after checking all clusters the document was not assigned to any cluster,
a new cluster is created and the document is added to it (lines 11 to 15).

In comparisonwith the criteria of single-pass clustering and k-NNclustering, the
similarity histogram ratio as a coherency measure provides a more representative
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Algorithm 2 Similarity Histogram-Based Incremental Document Clustering

1: L ← Empty list {cluster list}
2: for each document d do
3: for each cluster c in L do
4: HR old = HRc

5: Simulate adding d to c
6: HR new = HRc

7: if (HR new≥ HR old) OR (HR new >HR min) AND (HR old−HR new <ε))
then

8: Add d to c
9: end if

10: end for
11: if d was not added to any cluster then
12: Create a new cluster c
13: Add d to c
14: Add c to L
15: end if
16: end for

measure of the tightness of the documents in the cluster, and how the external
document would affect such tightness. On the other hand, single-pass compares
the external document to the average of the similarities in the cluster, while the k-
NN method takes into consideration only a few similarities that might be outliers,
and that is why we sometimes need to increase the value of the parameter k to get
better results from k-NN. This was the main reason for devising such a concise
cluster coherency measure and employing it in assessing the effect of external
documents on each cluster.

13.4.2 Similarity Histogram-Based Clustering Evaluation

The SHC method was evaluated using two document sets (DS1 and DS2). We
relied on the same evaluation measures F-measure and entropy.

Table 13.2. shows the result of SHC against HAC, single-pass, and k-NN clus-
tering. For the first data set, the improvement was very significant, reaching

TABLE 13.2. SHC improvement.

DS1 DS2

F-measure Entropy S5 F-measure Entropy S

SHC 0.931 0.119 0.504 0.682 0.156 0.497
HAC6 0.901 0.211 0.455 0.584 0.281 0.398
Single-Pass7 0.641 0.313 0.385 0.502 0.250 0.311
k-NN8 0.727 0.173 0.367 0.522 0.161 0.452
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over 20% improvement over k-NN (in terms of F-measure), 3% improvement
over HAC, and 29% improvement over single pass. For the second data set an
improvement between 10% and 18% was achieved over the other methods. How-
ever, the absolute F-measure was not really high compared to the first data set. The
parameters chosen for the different algorithms were the ones that produced best
results.

By examining the actual documents in DS2 and their classification, it turns
out that the documents do not have enough overlap in each individual class, which
makes it difficult to have an accurate similarity calculation between the documents.
However, we were able to push the quality of clustering further by relying on
accurate and robust phrase matching similarity calculation, and achieve higher
clustering quality.

The time performance comparison of the different clustering algorithms is illus-
trated in Figure 13.6, showing the performance for both data sets. The performance
of SHC is comparable to single pass and k-NN, while beingmuch better thanHAC.
The reason for the gain in performance over HAC is because HAC spends so much
time in recalculating the similarities between the newlymerged cluster and all other
clusters during every iteration, which brings its performance down significantly.
On the other hand, SHC, single pass, and k-NN share the same general strategy
for processing documents, without having to recalculate similarities at each step.
Thus, while the SHC algorithm generates better quality clustering, it still exhibits
the same, or better, performance as other incremental algorithms in its class.

13.5 Key-Phrase Extraction from Document Clusters

Document clusters are often represented as a membership matrix, where on one
dimension are the document identifiers and on the other dimension are the cluster
identifiers. An element in the membership matrix determines whether the docu-
ment belongs to a cluster or not (if binary membership is used), or the degree of
membership of the document to the cluster (if fuzzy membership is used).

This kind of cluster representation is useful for testing the accuracy of clustering,
but not very useful for humans. An easier representation for clusters is to put labels
to the clusters so that the end user can spot interesting clusters without having to
look at individual documents in each cluster. That is where key-phrase extraction
comes into play.

In this section we present a highly accurate method for extracting key phrases
from document clusters, with no prior knowledge about the documents; that is,
it is domain-independent. The algorithm is called CorePhrase, and is based on
finding a set of core phrases that best describe a document cluster.

The algorithm leverages the DIG structure presented earlier to intersect every
pair of documents to extract their shared phrases. A list of candidate key phrases
for the cluster is then generated by consolidating all shared phrases in a cluster.
The extracted candidate key phrases are then analyzed for frequency, span over
the document set, and other features. Each phrase is assigned a score based on its
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FIGURE 13.6. SHC cluster performance. (a) Clustering performance—DSI. (b) Clustering
performance—DS2.

features, then the list is ranked and the top phrases are the output as the descriptive
topic of the document cluster. Four scoringmethod variants are employed and their
performance is analyzed. Figure 13.7 illustrates the different components of the
key-phrase extraction system.
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FIGURE 13.7. CorePhrase key-phrase extraction system.

13.5.1 Extraction of Candidate Key Phrases

A candidate key phrase that has the power to represent a set of documents in a
cluster (rather than a single document) would naturally lie at the intersection of
those documents. The CorePhrase algorithm works by first finding all possible
key-phrase candidates through matching document pairs together, and extracting
all matching phrases between document pairs. A master list of candidate phrases
for the document cluster is then constructed from the pairwise document matching
lists by consolidating the individual lists to remove duplicates. The resulting list
contains all phrases that are shared by at least two documents.

This process of matching every pair of documents is inherently O(n2). How-
ever, by using a proven method of document phrase indexing graph structure,
known as the document index graph (DIG), the algorithm can achieve this goal
in near-linear time [22]. In DIG, phrase matching is done in an incremental fash-
ion; all documents up to document di are represented by a graph structure, and,
upon introducing a new document di+1, the new document is matched to the graph
to extract matching phrases with all previous documents. The new document is
then added to the graph. This process produces complete phrase-matching out-
put between every pair of documents in near-linear time, with arbitrary length
phrases.

Figure 13.8 illustrates the process of phrase matching between two documents.
In the figure, the two subgraphs of two documents are matched to get the list of
phrases shared between them.

When a matching phrase, pi j , is found between documents di and d j , we calcu-
late its features with respect to each document, pi and p j , respectively, according
to section 13.5.2.

Since this method outputs matching phrases for each new document, it is
essential to keep a master list, M , of unique matched phrases, which will be
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used as the list of candidate keyphrases. The following simple procedure keeps
this list updated:

Algorithm 3 Candidate Key-Phrase Extraction

1: {calculate Mi for document di using (13.3)}
Mi j = {pi j : 1< j < i}: matching phrases between di and d j

Mi = {Mi j}: matching phrases of di
2: for each phrase pi j in Mi do
3: if phrase pi j is in master list M then
4: add feature vector pi j to pi j in M
5: add feature vector p j to pi j in M if not present
6: else
7: add pi j to M
8: add feature vectors pi and p j to pi j in M
9: end if
10: end for
11: for each unique phrase pk in M do
12: calculate averages of feature vectors associated with pk
13: end for

The set of matching phrases from all documents forms a pool of candidate key
phrases. Each phrase in this pool is guaranteed to have been shared by at least two
documents.

It should be noted that using the matching phrases from multidocument sets
as candidate key phrases saves us from problems often faced by single-document
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key-phrase extraction, namely that of having to identify possible candidates us-
ing heuristic techniques, such as the case in the Kea [23] and Extractor [24]
algorithms.

13.5.2 Phrase Features

To judge the quality of the candidate key phrases, we need to differentiate between
them based on quantitative features. Each candidate key phrase p is assigned the
following features:

d f : document frequency; the number of documents in which the phrase ap-
peared, normalized by the total number of documents.

d f = | documents containing p |
| all documents |

w: average weight; the average weight of the phrase over all documents. The
weight of a phrase in a document is calculated using structural text cues. Ex-
amples: title phrases have maximum weight, section headings are weighted
less, while body text is weighted lowest.

p f : average phrase frequency; the average number of times this phrase has
appeared in one document, normalized by the length of the document in
words.

p f = arg avg

[ | occurrences of p |
| words in document |

]

d: average phrase depth; the location of the first occurrence of the phrase in the
document.

d = arg avg

[
1− | words before first occurrence |

| words in document |
]

Those features will be used to rank the candidate phrases. In particular, we want
phrases that appear in more documents (high d f ), have higher weights (high w),
higher frequencies (high p f ), and shallow depth.2

The d f feature can be regarded as the support of the key phrase; that is, from
a frequent-set analysis point of view, d f tells how many items (documents) sup-
port the key phrase. Since we are extracting key phrases that are shared by at
least two documents, the minimum support is accordingly two. Although this
may seem unnecessarily low support value, when the key phrases are ranked
(as described in the next section), the top-ranking phrases usually exhibit high
support.

2 It might seem counterintuitive to look for phrases with high d f to readers familiar with the
TF-IDF term-weighting scheme. Remember that we are not scoring the phrase with respect
to a particular document, but rather with respect to the whole document set. So the more
common a phrase is across all documents, the better.
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13.5.3 Phrase Ranking

In single-document keyphrase extraction setting, the above phrase features will be
used as input vectors to a machine learning algorithm for training. The model is
then applied to unseen documents to extract the key phrases. However, in our case
we are looking at discovering “good” key phrases from multidocument data sets
or clusters. Thus, we will use the features to calculate a score for each phrase, rank
the phrases by score, and select a number of the top phrases as the ones describing
the topic of the cluster.

There are two phrase-scoring formulas used, aswell as twomethods of assigning
the score to the candidate phrases, for a total of four variants of the CorePhrase
algorithm.
First Scoring Formula. The score of each phrase p is calculated using the

following empirical formula:

score(p) = (w · p f )×− log(1− d f ) (13.11)

The equation is derived from the TF × IDF term weighting measure; however,
we are rewarding phrases that appear in more documents (high d f ) rather than
punishing those phrases. Notice also that the first scoring formula does not take
the depth feature into account. We will refer to the variant of the algorithm that
uses this formula as CorePhrase-1.
Second Scoring Formula. By examining the distribution of the values of each

feature in a typical corpus, it was found that the weight and frequency features
usually have low values compared to the depth feature. To take this fact into
account, it was necessary to “expand” the weight and frequency features by taking
their square root, and to “compact” the depth by squaring it. This helps even out the
feature distributions and prevents one feature from dominating the score equation.
The formula is given in equation 13.12.

score(p) = (
√

w · p f · d2)×− log(1− d f ) (13.12)

We will refer to the variant of the algorithm that uses this formula as
CorePhrase-2.
WordWeight-Based Score Assignment. Amodified score assignment scheme

based on word weights is also used:
� First, assign initial scores to each phrase based on the phrase-scoring formulas

given above.
� Construct a list of unique individual words out of the candidate phrases.
� For each word, add up all the scores of the phrases in which this word appeared

to create a word weight.
� For each phrase, assign the final phrase score by adding the individual word

weights of the constituent words and average them.
Wewill refer to the variants of the algorithm that use this method as CorePhrase-

1M and CorePhrase-2M, based on the equation that was used to assign the initial
phrase scores.
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13.5.4 Key-Phrase Extraction Evaluation

For the evaluation of key-phrase extraction, in addition to subjective evaluation of
the extracted key phrases, we relied on two other extrinsic evaluation measures
that quantitatively assess how well the extracted key phrases relate to the topic of
the original class or cluster. The name of each class represents the reference topic
name against which the extracted key phrases are compared for evaluation.

The first measure is called overlap, which measures the similarity between each
extracted key phrase to the predefined topic phrase of the cluster. The similarity
is based on how many terms are shared between the two phrases. The overlap
between an extracted key phrase pi and the topic phrase pt is defined as

overlap(pi , pt ) = | pi ∩ pt |
| pi ∪ pt | (13.13)

Evaluating each extracted key phrase alone might not give a good idea of how
the whole set of top k phrases fit the topic. To evaluate the top k key phrases as
a set, we take the average overlap of the whole set. This measure is essentially
telling us how well the top key phrases, as a set, fit the reference topic.

The second evaluation measure is called precision3, which gives an indication
of how high the single key phrase that best fits the topic is ranked. The best key
phrase is defined as the first key phrase, in the top k, that has maximum overlap
with the reference topic. Thus, the precision for the set of top k phrases (pk) with
respect to the reference topic pt is defined as

precision(pk, pt ) = overlap(pmax, pt ) ·
[
1− rank(pmax)− 1

k

]
(13.14)

where pmax ∈ pk is the first phrase with maximum overlap in the top k phrases,
and rank(pmax) is its rank in the top k. In other words, precision tells us how high
in the ranking the best phrase appears. For example, if we get a perfect overlap
in the first rank, precision is maximum. The lower the best phrase comes in the
ranking, the lower the precision.

13.5.5 Key-Phrase Extraction Results

We have applied the CorePhrase algorithm on ten clusters produced from two data
sets. The documents in each cluster were processed by the four variants of the
CorePhrase algorithm. The extracted key phrases are ranked in descending order
according to their score, and the top 10 key phrases were selected for output by
the algorithm. In addition, a keyword-based extraction algorithm was used as a
baseline for comparison. The algorithm extracts the centroid vector of a cluster

3 This is not the same as the precision measure usually used in the information retrieval
literature.
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represented as a set of keywords and selects the top frequent keywords in the cluster.
This method is considered representative of most cluster labeling methods.

Table 13.3 shows the results of key-phrase extraction by the CorePhrase algo-
rithm variants for three of the classes (two classes from the first data subset, and
one class from the second subset). The phrases in the results are shown in stemmed
form, with stop words removed. In a real system the output of the algorithm would
have to be in the original unstemmed form for presentation to the end user.

The key phrases extracted by the variants of the CorePhrase4 algorithm are very
close to the reference topic, which is a subjective verification of the algorithm
correctness. We leave it to the reader to judge the quality of the key phrases.

A more concrete evaluation based on the quantitative measures, overlap and
precision, is illustrated in Figure 13.9 (only CorePhrase-2 and CorePhrase-2M are
shown). For each of the four variants of the CorePhrase algorithm, in addition to
the baseline keyword centroid algorithm, we report the overlap and precision. The
average overlap is taken over the top 10 key phrases/keywords of each cluster.

The first observation is that CorePhrase performs consistently better than the
keyword centroid method. This is attributed to the key phrases being in greater
overlapwith the reference topic than the naturally shorter keywords. An interesting
observation also is that CorePhrase-M, which is based on weighted words for
phrase-scoring, and the keyword centroid follow the same trend. This is due to the
link between the phrase scores and their constituent word scores.

The second observation is that the variants of the algorithm that use the depth
feature (CorePhrase-2 and CorePhrase-2M) are consistently better than those that
do not use the depth feature (CorePhrase-1 and CorePhrase-1M) in terms of both
overlap and precision. This is attributed to the fact that some common phrases
usually appear at the end of each document (such as “last updated,” “copyright,”
the name of theWeb sitemaintainer). If depth information is ignored, these phrases
make their way up the rank (e.g., the phrase “roger watt” in campus network
cluster, which is the name of the network maintainer that appears at the end of
each document). If depth information is taken into consideration, these phrases are
penalized due to their appearance at the end of the document.

Another observation is that the four variants of the algorithm were able to
discover the topic of the cluster and rank it in the top 10 key phrases, which can
be deduced from the maximum overlap value. CorePhrase is somewhat better than
its word-weighted counterpart (CorePhrase-M) in extracting the best phrase and
ranking it among the top 10, where it achieves 97% overlap on average for the best
phrase. The word-weighted variant achieves 83% maximum overlap on average
for the best phrase.

However, if we look at the set of the top 10 extracted phrases as a whole and
not just the best phrase, the word-weighted variant achieves better performance in

4 Throughout this discussion the name CorePhrase will refer to both CorePhrase-1 and
CorePhrase-2, while CorePhrase-M will refer to both CorePhrase-1M and CorePhrase-2M;
unless otherwise specified.
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TABLE 13.3. Key phrase extraction results: top 10 key phrases.

Core phrase-1 Core phrase-2 Core phrase-1M Core phrase-2M

canada transporation

1 canada transport canada transport transport canada canada transport
2 panel recommend canada transport act canada transport transport canada
3 transport associ transport act road transport transportact
4 transport associ transport associ transport issu transportissu

canada
5 associ canada panel recommend govern transport recommend transport
6 canada unit state surfac transport transport polici

transport act canada transport
7 transport act transport associ public transport canadian transport

canada tac
8 road transport associ canada tac transport public transport public
9 transport canada tac transport public transport

infrastructur infrastructur
10 transport associ public privat sector transport passeng transport infrastructur

canada tac

winter weather canada

1 winter storm sever weather new hampshir new environment
assess environment

2 winter weather winter weather new jersei new program legisl
3 environ canada winter storm new mexico new program hunt
4 sever weather weather warn new hampshir fund program

new jersei new
5 weather warn sever winter new jersei environment link fund

new mexico new program
6 freez rain sever weather warn new hampshir new environment

jersei new mexico assess environment link fund
7 new brunswick sever winter new hampshir environment link

weather
8 heavi snowfal new brunswick hampshir new environment assess

environment link
9 winter weather environ canada carolina new assess environment

warn hampshir new
10 warn issu cold winter carolina new environment assess

campus network

1 campu network campu network network network network network
2 uw campu network uw campu network network uw network network level network
3 uw campu uw campu network level network network uw network
4 roger watt network connect uw network network subscrib network
5 roger watt ist level network network uw level network level network
6 watt ist high speed network subscrib

network
level network

7 ip address uw resnet network assign network network level
8 ip network connect uw network uw network assign network

campu network
9 high speed area campu network level extern network level network

network level network
10 request registr switch rout level network network level networkr out

level network
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FIGURE 13.9. CorePhrase accuracy comparison. (a) Average overlap (b) Precision.

terms of average overlap (45% for CorePhrase-M against 40% for CorePhrase).
This is attributed to the fact that keyphrases extracted by theword-weighted version
will always contain heavilyweightedwords,which often overlapwith the reference
topic.This means that CorePhrase-M will consistently extract phrases containing
words found in the reference topic, but which do not necessarily constitute the best
descriptive key phrases. This drawback manifests itself when there are few words
that occur very frequently throughout the candidate phrases, but are not part of
the reference topic. In this case the algorithm will rank up irrelevant phrases that
contain those words due to their heavy weight. (An example is thewinter weather
canada cluster.)
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A final observation is that CorePhrase consistently achieves better precision
than CorePhrase-M (79% for CorePhrase against 67% for CorePhrase-M). This
means that CorePhrase does not only find the best key phrase, but ranks it higher
than CorePhrase-M.

To summarize these findings: (1) CorePhrase is more accurate than keyword-
based algorithms; (2) using phrase depth information achieves better performance;
(3) usingword-weights to rank phrases usually produces a better set of top phrases;
however, ignoring the word-weights usually produces the best descriptive phrase
and ranks it higher; and (4) in most cases, CorePhrase is able to identify the
reference topic in the top few key phrases.

13.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented a framework for text mining based on a phrase graph
model of the underlying documents. The level of document representation
and manipulation is shifted to its constituent phrases rather than individ-
ual words. Phrasal analysis of documents opened the door for more accurate
representation, similarity calculation, and eventually higher clustering quality.
Achieving the same results using traditional vector-space methods would be
impractical.

The clustering framework is composed of four components. The first component
is the DIG data structure, an efficient graph structure for representing and indexing
phrases in documents. This structure is the underlying foundation uponwhich other
components function.

The second component is the near-linear phrase matching algorithm, which is
capable of generating all matching phrases between every pair of documents in
near-linear time, with arbitrary-length phrases. The matching phrases are used
to construct a complete similarity matrix for use by various clustering algo-
rithms.

The third component is an incremental clustering algorithm based on similarity
histogram distribution. The algorithm maintains tight clusters incrementally by
keeping the similarity distribution in each cluster coherent.

Finally, the fourth component is the CorePhrase key-phrase extraction al-
gorithm for labeling the generated clusters with key phrases. The algorithm
accurately extracts the phrases that best describe each cluster using the DIG
structure to extract the candidate key phrases, then rank the top representative
phrases.

This framework is coherent, robust, and efficient, as demonstrated by experi-
mental results. The underlyingmodel is flexible and could be extended or enhanced
to accommodate other phrase-based tasks for text mining.

The application of the model in e-learning environments provides a way to auto-
matically group learning resources based on content, which can be overwhelming
in very large learning repositories. Text mining can help reduce the load on the
learner by offering a digest of the data that is accurate enough to acquire the desired
information.
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LORNAV: Virtual Reality Tool for
Navigation of Distributed Learning
Objects Repositories

ABDULMOTALEB El SADDIK AND M. ANWAR HOSSAIN

Abstract. Navigation in a 3D world has reached its pinnacle with the advent
of several technologies like Java, XML, Web services, VRML, X3D, etc. Much
effort has been given to visualizing and navigating in virtual mall, cities, digi-
tal libraries etc. We designed a virtual reality (VR) tool, called Learning Object
Repository Navigator (LORNAV) that extracts learning object metadata (LOM)
dynamically from distributed repositories, creates 3D representation of these ob-
jects and displays them in a 3D environment using several visualizationmetaphors.
The proposed tool allows the user to navigate through the 3D environment, view
the associated metadata of the 3D objects, read/play the content, and select the
objects of interest to create a personal space within the 3D environment. The cre-
ation of personal space provides users with a familiar navigation space consisting
of learning objects of their choice.

14.1 Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) information visualization has quickly been gaining pop-
ularity in recent years. The widespread use of the Internet and the advancement
of computer technology have made this journey even more viable. Learning, as a
result, has been a common practice on the distributed network-based environment.
More and more learning materials are constantly being added to repositories by
the distributed learning communities. These huge sources of learning information,
when organized according to standards instead of random ways, would create a
huge learning base on the Web.

Considerable effort in the past few years has aimed to standardize metadata
elements as a common method for identifying, searching, and retrieving Learn-
ing Objects (LOs) [23]. The IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) [18] is one
such effort toward more accessible, more reusable, and more interoperable LOs.
The LOs are being stored over multiple distributed Learning Object Repositories
(LORs). The metadata that describes those LOs are stored either with the LOs or
in separate repositories.

405
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With the steady increase of LOs and LOM-based repositories, the challenge
has now shifted to novel access paradigms [8] in order to facilitate learners’ or
teachers’ effectiveness in navigating, exploring, and searchingLOsof their interest.
The traditional form-based way of searching information might be helpful in this
respect. However, other innovative approaches to information visualization such as
3D visual interface models may be explored. Three-dimensional visual interfaces
would not substitute for the traditional ways; rather, they would help to augment
the learner’s experience in the intuitive visual environment.

Information visualization in general has become vigorous and thriving in the
last 10 years [12,20]. Lots of visualization research has come into focus varying
from scientific data visualization to more abstract data visualization. Unlike with
scientific data where data are often ordered, there is no obvious way to visualize
abstract data such as LOM.

This chapter focuses on the research of representing LOs in 3D virtual environ-
ment (VE) that leverages prior research on 3D information visualization and digital
libraries. Several visualization metaphors and the 3D representation of LOs are
also investigated here. Furthermore, several navigation and interaction tasks for ex-
ploring LOs are described. Finally, the design and implementation of a Web-based
VR tool (LORNAV) including these functionalities are elaborated.

14.2 Learning Objects and Virtual Environment

LORNAV attempts to visualize LOs from distributed repositories in a 3D virtual
environment, so at first the notion of LO, the metadata standard that describes
LO, and the repositories that are used to store LOs and associated metadata are
introduced in this section. This is followed by an overview of 3D visualization and
the virtual environment, the virtual reality modeling language, and the necessity
for 3D visualization.

14.2.1 Definition of Learning Objects

A learning object, according to the IEEE LOM standard, is “any entity, digital or
non-digital, that may be used for learning, education or training” [18]. This is a
very broad definition that encompasses everything related to learning as an LO.
Hence an LO could be a picture of the Mona Lisa, a document on the Mona Lisa
(that includes the picture), a course module on da Vinci, a complete course on art
history, or even a 4-year master’s curriculum on Western culture [8].

An LO can also be defined as an educational object used to enhance learning.
It could include text, images, Web sites, videos, animation, audio, photographs,
or presentations. For example, a module or object within an on-line course might
consist of all of the objects listed above and yet be a learning object.

Other definitions have attempted to narrow the above definition. In [28], a learn-
ing object is considered a reusable digital resource to support learning. This also
emphasizes those resources that can be accessed via network irrespective of its
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granularity. By excluding nondigital objects and classifying every digital resource
as an LO, this definition, according to [23], undermines the primary concept of
context and modularity.

Similarly, there have beenmany discussions on the granularity (e.g., size <1KB,
size≤1MB) and type (e.g., digital, nondigital) of the learning object. However, all
the definitions and discussions aim at establishing a general framework of learning,
where learners can share and reuse their learning resources and experiences.

14.2.2 Learning Object Metadata

Learning object metadata (LOM) [18] is a standard defined by the IEEE Learn-
ing Technology Standard Committee toward a common method for identifying,
searching, and retrievingLOs. LOMis defined as a hierarchical structure consisting
of nine broad categories. These are general, life cycle, meta-metadata, technical,
educational, rights, relation, annotation, and classification. Under each of the cat-
egories, there are several metadata elements. However, all these data elements are
optional as defined by the standard.

The LOM structure is extensible, which allows new data elements to be added
to its hierarchy. It can be adapted to the needs of a specific community through
the use of the application profile [8], yet preserving its original compatibility.
The application profile can be defined by giving elements a mandatory condition,
by restricting values for certain data elements, by imposing relationship between
elements, by excluding some data elements, and by identifying taxonomies and
classifications. For example CanCore [5] is an application profile of the IEEE
metadata [18] scheme.

Without the use of the application profile, an LOM record probably would
not contain any meaningful data (because of the optional characteristics of the
LOM elements), thereby causing frustration to the user. However, the effort toward
standardization of LOM remains unprecedented. It is the responsibility of the
community that maintains the LOM repository to fill meaningful data in the LOM
elements to be more usable and sharable by others.

14.2.3 Learning Object Repositories

Learning object repositories (LORs) typically contain LOs or references to them
along with the metadata that define the LOs [22]. The process of storing LOs
and their metadata may follow different approaches. They could either be stored
physically together or separated yet providing a common interface. Hence, the
terms LORs and LOM repository are sometimes used interchangeably.

An LOR allows searching and retrieving of LOs by either restricted or unre-
stricted users. The search could vary from a simple keyword-based search to an
advanced element-level search. These kinds of searchesmay be applied against one
single repository or multiple heterogeneous repositories. In the case of multiple
repositories, the use of federated search may prove beneficial [8]. The federated
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search mechanism hides the underlying locations of the repositories and provides
the user an interface of a single virtual repository.

There are several communities thatmaintainLORs to share anddistribute knowl-
edge. Examples of some LORs include ARIADNE [1,9], eduSource [11], and
LORNET [19].

14.2.4 3D Visualization and Virtual Reality

Three-dimensional visualization is a way to represent real or abstract objects and
information to be displayed in a computer-generated 3D environment that can
be produced using several modeling languages such as VRML [27], X3D [29],
etc. Objects within a 3D world are designed with the perspective and shadows
somewhat similar to the real world, which change when the user moves around.
This concept of 3D leads to virtual reality when extra senses for example, touch
and motion, are involved.

Virtual reality (VR) or virtual environment (VE), as defined in [21], is an arti-
ficially created world that gives users a sense of presence in that world, moving
around and manipulating the objects they are viewing. In a VR world, a user is
able to walk, run, or even fly to explore the environment from different viewpoints
that are not possible in the real world. The ability to touch, animate, move, and
reposition objects is a true benefit for the VR user. This illusion of reality can be
experienced by using different VR hardware like head-mounted display (HMD),
data gloves, Binocular Omni-Orientation Monitor (BOOM), and other input and
sensual devices.

An example of aVRworld could be a virtual librarywhere the users can navigate
around, browse, choose books, and read the contents. Although the virtual library
is designed by a computer program, the virtual books inside the library could
represent real books. This eventually conveys the fact that the virtual world could
be designed from data taken from multiple real repositories.

From the above definition and example it is obvious that user interaction tasks in
a 3D environment are very important. These tasks can be divided into three main
categories: navigation, selection/manipulation, and system control [3].

� Navigation is a very fundamental operation users perform in large 3D environ-
ment. Several issues can influence 3D navigation, such as support for spatial
awareness, efficient and comfortable movement, and lightweight navigation. In
general, the navigation tasks refer to exploration, search, and maneuvering. The
exploration tasks are simple navigationwithout any defined purpose or direction.
Unlike exploration, search is a more specific navigation task that a user performs
to go to a particular location or view a particular item. Themaneuvering tasks are
performed by changing the viewpoint so as to get new insight or understanding
of the environment.

� Selection/manipulation helps the user to select objects, position them at different
locations, and rotate them at a different angle.

� The system control tasks are performed to change either the state of the system
or the mode of interaction. These tasks are implemented using graphical menus,
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voice commands, gesture interaction, or by any other combination of the different
means.

14.2.5 Virtual Reality Modeling Language

Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [27] is a text-based language that
enables us to create three-dimensional worlds consisting of 3D shapes, animations,
image texture, light sources, sound effects, and other multimedia objects.

The VRML world can be displayed either from the local machine or from the
Web. The delivery of the VRML files across the Web uses the “model/world”
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) type. The actual display of the
VRMLworld requires a VRMLbrowser that is configured as a plug-in for different
Web browsers. There are several VRML browsers such as Cortona VRML Client
[6], BS Contact VRML/X3D [4], etc. Using a VRML browser, users can navigate
a 3D world, interact with the content, trigger an animation, and play a movie or
sound from within the virtual environment. The support of hyperlinks from the
3D scene makes VRML even more powerful to be used with other server side
technologies, such as Java servlets and Java server pages (JSPs).

VRML has been designed to be platform-independent and to work over low
bandwidth connections. This has influenced many communities to use VRML for
their virtual reality tool of choice.

14.2.6 The Need for 3D Visualization

The explosive growth of information repository has raised new challenges on how
we present and understand information. The limitations of current visualizations
[12] are pushing us to new visualization domain. A good amount of research has
been performed to explore and find intuitive ways for information visualization in
general and 3D visualization in particular. In summary, according to [14, 24], the
following are some of the benefits 3D visualization offer:

� Abstract data can be represented using 3D visual attributes for improved per-
ception of data.

� Large quantities of data can be comprehended more easily in 3D, as opposed to
2D textual presentation, in the fixed computer landscape.

� Navigation and exploration of the information space is easier than in 2D
scrolling-type navigation.

� Additional direct intuitive interactions canbeprovidedwith the entities of interest
in 3D environment.

� Relationships and structure among displayed entities can be more easily found
and understood.

The above benefits formulate the need for a 3D environment to visualize LO
repositories in order to navigate and identify learning objects in a natural way that
is different from just “filling in electronic forms” [8].
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14.3 Navigation of Learning Object Repositories

To visualize LOs in a 3D environment over theWeb, LORNAVuses a 3Dmodeling
language. As LOs are represented using the IEEE LOM [18] standard and are
stored in distributed repositories, the 3D representation of each LOM record is
created dynamically and visualized in the virtual environment, which encapsulates
associated metadata and the link to the actual LO.

The 3D representation of a LOM record is a template 3D object that is replicated
dynamically for each LOM record. Instead of considering all the LOM elements to
be included with the 3D representation of LOM, a subset of elements (for example,
title, language, format, etc.) has been taken into consideration. This is due to the
fact that all the LOM elements are optional. Also not all elements are important to
be visualized (described in section 14.3.3). Hence, selecting some important and
necessary elements that are more likely to be filled by the learning community
makes more sense.

There are thousands of LOM records in the repository that we use [11], and
the number is increasing every day. This forced us to implement a user preference
model. Based on the user preference, a query posed on the distributed repository is
likely to return a limited number of records pertaining to user interest. In case the
user profile is not yet set up, the system retrieves only a couple of hundred records.
This approach is taken into consideration to reduce the load on the visualization
engine and to speed up the rendering process.

To access LOM records from the distributed repositories, a data access mech-
anism is designed based on Web service technology. The choice is influenced by
the Web service interface used at the individual repository level. The repository
we use has a federated search interface that allows users to pose queries over all
the repositories.

14.3.1 Use Case Model

In this section we describe the high-level user-centric functional requirements
of our system using the UML-based use case diagram. The use case diagram in
Figure 14.1 shows the interactions between external actors and LORNAV. The
actors include system administrator, teacher, learner, and guest user.

Administration: The administration use case is included here to deal with dif-
ferent system administration tasks. Typical system administration tasks vary from
assigning user roles, user profile and system preference maintenance, etc.

Create Account: This use case is used to refer to the creation of a user account.
The security manager component of the system prompts the user to enter a user-
name and password. Once the user is done, the system records the user account
information, which can be used to log in to the system on subsequent visits.

Profile Entry/Edit: A learner or teacher can create or modify his/her profile. The
security manager checks the user’s credentials and for existing users it transfers
control to the profile manager component, which prompts the user to enter a new
profile or to edit an existing profile.
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LORNAV

Teacher

3D Navigation of
LORs

Guest User

Interaction

Learner
Profile Entry/Edit

Create Account

Administration

System Administrator

FIGURE 14.1. Use case model of LORNAV.

3DNavigation of LORs: The learner or teacher, once logged in, can navigate the
3Dworld that is generated by the 3Dscenegenerator engine. The3Dworld includes
LOM records represented using 3D objects and are based on individual user profile
settings. Navigation facilitates the user’s performing several other operations such
as visual exploration, metaphor selection, search, and maneuvering. These are
described further in section 14.3.6.

Interaction: The system allows users to interact with the 3D virtual environment.
The interaction includes several other operations such as touching an object, click-
ing to view the content, clicking to hide the content, selecting an object, rotating
the container, and changing the background color. A detail of the interaction tasks
are described in section 14.3.7.

14.3.2 Overall Architecture

The overall architecture of LORNAV consists of several functional modules as
shown in Figure 14.2. In this figure, lines are used to show the connectivity between
modules and we intentionally omitted arrows for clarity.

The system controller is the core component of the architecture. It intercepts
all requests coming from the client, extracts request parameters, and maps to the
appropriate model or view.

The session manager is responsible for managing a user’s session that is used
to track logged-in users for delivering personalized content.
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FIGURE 14.2. High-level architecture of LORNAV.

The securitymanagermodule is responsible for all security-related tasks, includ-
ing managing user accounts, checking user’s privilege, preventing hacking, and so
on. The user account information is stored in the user account database (DB).

The user profile Manager is responsible for managing individual user profiles,
which are stored in the personalization DB. Furthermore, the objects selected by
the user while navigating in the VE are also stored in this DB and managed by the
profile manager.

The search engine manager processes all the search-related operations. The
search results are aggregated and stored in an XML file to be later used by the
3D view generation engine. The search engine manager is invoked by the search
interface, which is a 2D user interface.

The metadata extraction engine is the module that actually extracts all the nec-
essary metadata records from the remote or local repositories. LORNAV uses
eduSource LORs [11] as the remote repository that holds the LOM records for
LOs. These repositories are accessed using Web service interface. There are also
JDBC-based SQL LORs that hold LOM records and are accessed via JDBC in-
terface over HTTP. The metadata extraction engine receives the LOM records as
XML streams and stores them in a XML file.

The LOM-XML parsing engine is responsible for parsing the LOM-XML file
created by the metadata extraction engine. This module is invoked by the 3D view
generation engine to generate the 3D world for the user.

The template repository holds the 3D templates designed for objects to be repre-
sented in a 3D environment. This is actually a file system thatmanages the template
definitions that are created using modeling language like VRML.
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The 3D view generation engine is responsible for creating a dynamic 3D envi-
ronment and for populating that environment with the 3D representations of the
LOM records. It also defines the interactivity of the 3D objects within the VE. This
module uses the functionality of several other modules to receive the data from
the repository and to create a final 3D view for the user.

The client VE is the client virtual environment rendered on the client machine
on the browser. The clients need to install a special plug-in in their browser to
actually view the 3D environment.

14.3.3 3D Visualization of Learning Objects

Like any other visualization system, 3D visualization demands suitable visual
metaphors to visualize and understand information presentation. Visual metaphors
are the mapping between data and visual models. Many researchers have stressed
the importance of finding appropriate information space metaphors for effective
information visualization [14,24,25].

The use of several metaphors has been investigated in LORNAV varying from
a familiar real-life metaphor such as bookshelf and table to some new metaphors
from the game industry such as car driving. One major concern is that the static
metaphor cannot be used due to the large number of returned LOM records from
distributed repositories. On the other hand, it is not quite feasible to display all the
results in a 3D environment at the same time, which would cause visual clutter and
heavily degrade the rendering performance. To address this issue, all themetaphors
are generated dynamically in conjunction with several techniques provided by the
modeling language are used, such as sensors, level of details, and links to control
the number of displayed objects at a given time.

We use several templates of 3D objects to design the 3D environment. The use
of template is a feature provided by the 3D modeling language. In our case, we
use the capability of VRML to define prototype using PROTO [27]. PROTO is a
way of reusing code to create reusable objects. This allows the encapsulation and
parameterization of 3D objects and their behaviors. For example, if we need five
boxes with different color we can create the box with a variable color parameter.

The definition of a PROTO can be instantiated from within the same VRML
file or from outside the main VRML file. The use of PROTO within the same file
is straightforward. On the other hand, PROTO defined outside of the main file
can be accessed by VRML’s EXTERNPROTO feature. In the following, the basic
definitions of some PROTOs that LORNAV uses are provided.

protoLOM: This is one of the key templates that is designed to represent a
single LOM record. Figure 14.3 shows just the header definition of this prototype
along with the 3D object representation. It shows the use of several variables
(initialized with some value) in the prototype definition that would ensure dynamic
characteristics of the 3D objects.

The value of the parameters defined in the prototype comes from the distributed
repositories during the dynamic scene generation process (described later in this
chapter). There will be one 3D object for each LOM record retrieved from the
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FIGURE 14.3. Prototype definition and sample 3D representation of LOM.

repository. Here title refers to the title element of the LO, format refers to the
technical format of the LO (e.g., text/html, image/jpeg, etc.), and location refers
to the http location of the LO. This is followed by pos, rot, dcolor, and tcolor for
setting the spatial positions and some color properties. The remaining variable logo
refers to the texture representation based on the value of format variable. Several
predefined images have been used to represent different values such as text/html,
image/jpeg, etc. of the format variable.

protoLABEL: This is another important template that is designed to show the
selected metadata elements and their associated values in a LOM record from
within the 3D environment. The header definition of this prototype along with the
3D representation is shown in Figure 14.4, where several variables correspond

FIGURE 14.4. Prototype definition and sample 3D representation of LOM attributes.
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to different LOM elements. Here again the value of the variables come from the
distributed repositories during execution.

In addition, LORNAV uses several other 3D templates such as box, book-
shelf, table, etc. These templates are used to dynamically generate the visual-
ization metaphor for the virtual environment presented later in the implementation
section.

According to the IEEE LOM standard [18], nine base categories and more
than 60 elements for these categories are used to define learning objects. This
huge number makes it impractical for the learning community to properly tag the
elements. This research identifies 18 LOM elements from all the element sets.
The selection of these elements is influenced by our experience and work done
by others in this area. From these 18 elements, another subset of eight elements
is used for the purpose of visualization. The rest is left for other classification,
search, and aggregation operations. These elements are listed in Table 14.1.

As shown earlier in Figures14.3 and 14.4, a number of variable fields defined
in the templates are related to the visualization of LOM records. Those variable
fields have a straight one-to-one correspondence with the LOM elements selected
in Table 14.1, such as Title corresponds to 1.2 Title, Language corresponds to
1.3 Language, and so on. Hence, the virtual environment generated as a result
of the user’s search operation will display the search results by means of 3D
representations of the LOs along with the respective metadata elements from the
distributed repositories.

TABLE 14.1. LOM categories and selected LOM elements for visualization.

Used for
No. Category Selected elements visualization

1. General 1.1.1 Identifier.Catalog
1.1.2 Identifier.Entry
1.2 Title

√
1.3 Language

√
1.4 Description

√
1.5 Keyword

√
2. Life cycle 2.3.1 Contribute.Role

2.3.3 Contribute.Date
3. Meta-metadata 3.2.1 Contribute.Role

3.2.2 Contribute.Entry
4. Technical 4.1 Technical.Format

√
4.2 Technical.Size
4.3 Technical.Location

√
5. Educational 5.2 Educational.LearningResourceType

5.5 Educational.IntendedEndUserRole
6. Rights 6.1 Rights.Cost

√
6.2 Rights.CopyrightandOtherRestrictions

√
7. Relation —
8. Annotation —

—
9. Classification 9.2.1 Classification.Keyword
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14.3.4 Data Clustering

Data clustering and categorization are major concerns in preparing 3D environ-
ments. LORNAV categorizes the returned LOM records based on keywords. The
keywords are displayed on top of the object container thatwould hold LOMrecords
according to its predefined capacity.

The other clustering techniques are used based on specific LOM elements, such
as Technical.Format. The LOs that are similar in technical format are subgrouped
under the main keyword-based category. There could be further grouping based
on Educational.LearningResourceType or Educational.IntendedEndUserRole, or
according to any classification system, for example, ACM or IEEE classification
systems, to show similarities among objects. Furthermore, if considered semanti-
cally, the categorization could follow any given ontology for a particular domain.

14.3.5 Dynamic 3D View Generation

Generating a dynamic 3D world brings life to a 3D environment. Object represen-
tations in 3DVE can be based on repositories that are distributed over the network.
Figure 14.5 is a sequence diagram that shows the algorithm for generating 3D view
dynamically.

5. Parse selected LOM elements

Learner/Teacher : Server : Distributed LORs :

1. Login

2. Fetch user profile

3. Request profile-based LOM records

4. Send LOM-XML records

6. Map elements to 3D templates

7. Generate 3D scene

8. Send 3D scene

FIGURE 14.5. Dynamic 3D view generation algorithm.
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Once a user logs into the system, the server fetches the corresponding user
profile. The server then makes an XML-SOAP request based on the profile to the
remote Web service interface of the distributed LORs in order to receive related
LOM records. The remote Web service interface in reply sends the LOM records
as a LOM-XML stream. Here is sample LOM-XML steam:

<lom xmlns="http://ltsc.ieee.org/xsd/LOMv1p0"
xmlns:lom="http://ltsc.ieee.org/xsd/LOMv1p0"
xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xsi:schemaLocation="http://ltsc.ieee.org/xsd/LOMv1p0
http://explora2.licef.teluq.uquebec.ca/lomxml/schema/
lom.xsd">

<general>
<title>
<string language="fr">
Introduction au java</string>

</title>
<language>fr</language>
<keyword>java programming</keyword>
</general>
<metaMetadata>
<contribute>
<role>
<source>LOMv1.0</source>
<value>creator</value>

</role>
<entry>BEGIN: vCard FN: Banville; Claire

END: vCard</entry>
</contribute>

</metaMetadata>
<technical>
<format>application/pdf</format>
<location>
http://www.repository.ca/lornav.pdf

</location>
</technical>
<educational>
<intendedEndUserRole>
<source>LOMv1.0</source>
<value>Teacher</value>

</intendedEndUserRole>
<intendedEndUserRole>
<source>LOMv1.0</source>
<value>Learner</value>

</intendedEndUserRole>
</educational>
<rights>
<copyrightAndOtherRestrictions>
<source>LOMv1.0</source>
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<value>yes</value>
</copyrightAndOtherRestrictions>
</rights>

</lom>

Upon receiving the reply, the server parses the required metadata elements from
the LOM-XML stream. It then uses the predefined 3D templates of LOs and
metaphors, dynamically associates the metadata with the templates, and finally
generates a 3D virtual environment scene. The 3D scene is then transferred back
to the client browser for rendering.

14.3.6 Navigation Model

The navigation model focuses on client activities pertaining to the overall 3D
environment. However, some client activities may require server interactions for
processing requests, such as the search operation.

In LORNAV, learning objects retrieved from distributed learning object repos-
itories are presented in the 3D environment over the Web. Users navigate the 3D
world with the mouse input interface. The use of joysticks, gesture recognition,
and other haptic devices would be interesting to explore in the future.

The navigation model of LORNAV includes several navigation tasks that a user
currently performs. This model is shown in Figure 14.6. What follows is a brief
description of each of the tasks.

3D Navigation Model

Teacher

Visual Exploration

Guest User

Search

Learner
Metaphor Selection

Maneuvering
3D View Generation Engine

FIGURE 14.6. Use case of LORNAV navigation model.
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Visual Exploration: This allows users to navigate around the 3D world without
any predefined purpose or destination. Users often perform such exploration tasks
to become familiar with the 3D world.

Metaphor Selection: LORNAV provides multiple visual metaphors to present
the learning objects of interest. The use of multiple metaphors helps user to better
understand the presented information.

Search: This operation is used to find specific learning objects. The search inter-
face is a 2D-based interface. A user can perform two types of searches: keyword-
based search and element-level search. In keyword-based search, the user types
several keywords separated by commas and choose the target repositories onwhich
to perform the search. Similarly in an element-level search, the user specifies search
criteria for selected LOM elements and chooses the target repositories to carry the
search operation. The server retrievesmatching LOM records from the repositories
and generates the dynamic 3D world for the user to navigate further.

Maneuvering: The maneuvering tasks are often performed to get new insight or
understanding of the environment [3]. LORNAV defines several viewpoints while
generating the 3D environment. Users are able to change these viewpoints at the
time of exploring the 3D environment.

14.3.7 Interaction Model

The interaction model involves client activities performed on the 3D objects
and artifacts displayed in the 3D environment. Interactions in the 3D environ-
ment with the objects may be challenging, especially when the user uses the
2D mouse interface [26]. LORNAV foresees the use of multiple haptic-based
devices for better interaction in the future. Figure 14.7 represents a use case dia-
gram for the current interaction tasks that a user can perform with the 2D mouse
interface.

Touch Object: While navigating in the 3D world, a user can touch an object by
putting the mouse on top of it. This allows him to see selected metadata attributes
associated with that object. The metadata are shown in a 3D panel using the
template in Figure 14.4. When the user removes the mouse from the object, the
metadata panel disappears. LORNAV uses the capability of VRML’s touch sensor
to provide this functionality.

Click to View: While viewing the metadata of an object, a user can perform a
mouse click to view the content of the learning object. The learning content may
be viewed on an internal or external viewer based on the actual content type. Some
of the media types such as movie, video, sound, image, etc. are played fromwithin
the 3D environment, while others such as pdf and html are viewed in external
viewers.

Select Object: The clicking on an object is also treated as selection of that object.
This idea behind this functionality is that the user becomes interested and hence
clicks on that object to view its content. The object’s metadata information is then
stored in a separate database. In the next visit the selected objects are viewed in
3D within a personal space defined by the view generation module.
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3D Interaction Model

Guest User

Change Background
Color

Learner

Select Object

Click to View

Rotate

Teacher

Touch Object

Click to Hide

FIGURE 14.7. Use case of LORNAV interaction model.

Click to Hide: Both the click to view and the click to hide operations are similar
to flip-flop events. The objects that are played from within the 3D environment by
the mouse-click event are hidden by the subsequent mouse-click event.

Rotate: The 3D representations of LOs are organized in the 3D environment
through the use of containers such as shelves, tables, or boxes. These containers
can be rotated by the user to view objects that are arranged on the opposite sides
of the user’s current viewpoint.

Change Background Color: LORNAV uses several color properties for back-
ground color. A user is able to switch between different background colors for the
3D world by using custom-defined buttons.

14.3.8 Data Access

LORNAV attempts to visualize LORs that adopt LOM standard to describe LOs.
The LORs may either be distributed over the network, or may reside in the server.
To access distributed repositories, we use the eduSource [11] LORs that store and
maintain LOM [18] records. The types (e.g., relational SQLDB, XMLDB, etc.) of
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these LORs are unknown since they are maintained by the individual educational
communities. However, they have a common Web service–based federated search
interface to access the data. The federated search allows the user to pose a single
query in order to receive data from multiple repositories. The local LOM reposi-
tory is based on aMySQL database. It can be connected by using the Java database
connectivity (JDBC) tool. The database connectivity parameters are stored in sep-
arate property files in text file format and are easy to update. The database platform
is very transparent, meaning that one can easily change the database platform from
MySQL to Oracle or SQL server simply by changing parameters in the property
files. Search on this database can be performed onlywith standard SQL statements.
Although this repository is locally stored in the server, it can be distributed as well
because the access to this repository is done via HTTP.

The main aspect of the data access module is to keep the access interface com-
pletely separate from the view generation process so that any additional reposi-
tory can be plugged in with little effort without affecting the views. This ensures
smooth visualization of LOs even if some of the repositories are not active at a
given time. Figure 14.8 shows a conceptual diagram of data access and aggregation

FIGURE 14.8. The Web service–based eduSource LORs return LOM records as an LOM-
XML stream. On the other hand, the JDBC-based SQLLORs initially retrieve LOM records
as ResultSet object by using SQL query. To aggregate these two kinds of data format,
LORNAVfirst converts the ResultSet object into anXML streamof LOM records, combines
these stream to those of eduSource stream, and stores them as an XML file. This file is used
by the visualization engine and parsed to separate the required LOM elements by the LOM
parser. The parsed element sets are then used by the visualization engine to generate the 3D
virtual environment, which are transferred to the client’s browser.
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in LORNAV and the capability of the access module to handle multiple sources of
repositories.

The eduSource LORs [11] are accessed using the eduSource Communication
Layer (ECL) connector [10,15]. The connector provides standard API to connect
and query existing repositories to the eduSource network. There are also relational
SQL repositories that are accessed using the JDBC connectivity tool over the
Internet.

In response to the data access request, the APIs of the repositories send replies
with the matching LOM records. As the repositories are physically distributed,
there is a need to aggregate the retrieved LOM records. The aggregate data then
go straight into the LORNAV’s 3D visualization engine to produce the 3D visual-
ization in the virtual environment.

14.4 Implementation

The software architecture of LORNAV has been implemented using a standard
software development process. It is a three-tier client-server–based tool that oper-
ates on the Web environment. Its architecture is based on the MVC [13] pattern,
which has the potential to increase systemperformance, flexibility,maintainability,
reusability, scalability, and interoperability. In Figure 14.9, we provide the actual
software architecture of LORNAV as an extension of the high-level architecture
previously shown in Figure 14.2. The following software has been used while
implementing the system:

� Apache Tomcat 5.0.x as Web and application server (http://jakarta.apache.org/
tomcat/).

� Java development kit 1.4.2 02 for building Java classes (http://java.sun.com/
j2se/).

� MySQL database 4.1.7 as server database (http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/
mysql/4.1.html).

� MySQL Java connector 3.1.x for database connectivity (http://dev.mysql.com/
downloads/connector/j/3.1.html).

� VRML97 as 3D modeling language (http://www.web3d.org/x3d/specifications/
vrml/).

The client tier provides a browser-based 3D virtual environment where the user
navigates and interacts with the displayed learning objects. The 3D user interfaces
are implemented using VRML97. The client browser requires additional plug-in to
support rendering the VRML scenes. LORNAV uses the Cortona VRML plug-in
[6] from parallel graphics.

While developing LORNAV, the VRML external authoring interface (EAI) [27]
has been bypassed to communicate with the 3D scene and instead active server
side components have been used to dynamically generate and manipulate the 3D
objects. The reason behind this is that the VRML EAI only relies on Microsoft
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FIGURE 14.9. Model-view-controller architecture in LORNAV.

VM, which is based on Java 1.1 and does not support servlets, JSPs, and Web
services technology that we have used.

The web tier is based on the MVC pattern. The controller in this architecture
is the core component. It controls the flow of the application and serves as the
join between the model and view. We have used several active components (e.g.,
Java servlets) for processing HTTP requests coming from the clients. The model
layer encapsulates the business objects and API for the application’s functionality.
There are several models in LORNAV architecture: security manager, session
manager, user profile panager, search engine manager, metadata extraction engine,
and LOM-XML parsing engine. These modules are implemented using a series of
Java classes and servlets. We have developed a custom-built LOM-XML parser
that uses the simple API for XML parser (SAXParser). The remaining functional
unit is the view layer that is mainly responsible for presenting data to the user. The
view layer includes the 2D and 3D view generation engine. This is implemented
using JSPs. The idea of generating 3D views as VRML scenes using JSP pages is
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illustrated in [7]. The 3D view gdeneration engine uses 3D templates stored in the
template repository and populates them with dynamic data to generate dynamic
views.

The EIS tier is composed of several local and distributed LOM repositories,
personalizationDB, user accountDB, and 3D template repositories. The dynamism
of the 3D scenes is based on the data stored in the LORs. The software architecture
of LORNAV supports both HTTP and HTTPs protocol for the communication
between client and server. TheHTTPs protocol takes care of secure communication
between the LORNAV server and the client browser.

14.4.1 Example Interfaces

The implementation of LORNAV resulted in a number of user interfaces. This
includes both 2D and 3D interfaces. The 2D interfaces are used for user input
parameters such as entering login information, setting up the user profile, enter-
ing search parameters, and administering the system. The 3D interface is the 3D
environment that is rendered on the client’s browser. The 3D environment is popu-
lated with the LOs retrieved from the distributed LORs. All these interfaces can be
classified into two types such as navigation interfaces and interaction interfaces.
The classification comes from the fact that the user performs either navigation or
interaction tasks in the 3D environment.

14.4.1.1 Navigation Interfaces

Figure 14.10 shows a sample screen shot when a user logs in the system using
a metaphor containing square boxes. Each side of the box contains four objects
representing four LOs. When users navigate in such an environment, they can
rotate the box to see the objects in other sides of the box. As an alternative to
this, they can walk through and see the objects in other sides. Each box represents
the objects with similar keywords. However, if the number of objects related to a
keyword is more than a box can contain, another box will be dynamically created
to contain the additional objects.

The 3D environment shown in Figure 14.10 corresponds to the user profile set-
tings of a particular user if the profile exists; otherwise, the first few hundred LOM
records are displayed in this environment. In the figure, the user is given several
choices including selecting a metaphor from the available metaphors, searching
LOs of choice, entering or updating his/her profile, and administering if applicable.

Figure 14.11 shows the screen that appears after the user selects another
metaphor created dynamically using familiar objects such as shelf and table. In
this view, the user can rotate the shelf and table by walking close to it and use the
mouse to go in the XY plane while holding it down. The user can also change the
background color by using the 3D switch in the virtual environment.

Figure 14.12 shows a 2D interface when the user selects the search option.
Users are able to search either by specifying multiple keywords or specific LOM
elements such as title, format, and description and eventually on remaining LOM
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FIGURE 14.10. Sample 3D environment in a new box-type metaphor.

attributes. They can also specify which repository they wish to include in the
search. After submitting their selection criteria, they are provided with the search
results displayed in the 3D environment similar to Figures 14.10 and 14.11 or any
other selected metaphor.

FIGURE 14.11. Sample 3D environment in a familiar metaphor.
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FIGURE 14.12. Sample search interface.

There are other navigation interfaces such as user profile entry interface, admin
interface, and 3D metaphors. The sample screen shots of these interfaces are not
presented here, but are available in the software prototype of LORNAV.

14.4.1.2 Interaction Interfaces

Figure 14.13 represents a sample interaction interface for touch and click interac-
tion. There is a touch sensor attached to each of the 3D objects. When the user
touches an object (by taking the mouse on top of the object) the touch sensor event
is activated, which uses the protoLABEL (shown in Fig. 14.4) prototype to show
the metadata associated with that object. If the user feels more interested in that
object, he can click on that object to see the content. In the figure, the user touched
an image object representing an LO and clicked on that to see the real image from
within the 3D environment. The clicking also refers to the user’s preference toward
that object, and hence themetadata of that object are stored into a separate database
to be viewed on subsequent visits. If the user moves the mouse, the metadata in-
formation will be hidden. In the case of an mpeg movie, the situation would be the
same as the VRML browser supports playing mpeg movies from within the VE.

Figure 14.14 shows another interface for touch and click interaction in the case
of an HTML document. Unlike an image, or movie object, the html document is
opened in a separate browser. VRML does not support all types of media objects
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FIGURE 14.13. Sample interface for touching and clicking an LO of type image.

FIGURE 14.14. Sample interface for touching and clicking a LO of type html.
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to be played or viewed from within the 3D environment. However, those objects
can be viewed using an external plug-in such as a real player or windows media
player.

14.5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we have investigated the role of 3D information visualization
techniques in the development of dynamic virtual environment based on learner’s
profile. LORNAV incorporates aWeb service–based interface in addition to JDBC
over http to access data from distributed repositories. The data access functionality
has beenmade generic enough to be able to add or update any identical repositories
using the LORNAV administrative control panel.

Our experience with LORNAV has been encouraging. User evaluation has been
positive. Many learners have shown interest while navigating in the 3D environ-
ment in order to visualize and search learning contents.Webelieve that the enriched
spatial model may play a significant role in attracting learners to visit, to interact,
and to adapt LORNAV as a tool of choice to search and visualize learning objects.

In this work we addressed keyword-based or element-level search algorithms
for retrieving learning objects from the repositories. This approach only returns
those results that contain the keyword or element value within certain fields in the
metadata records and does not reflect the actual closeness of the objects among each
other. The aim is to address this issue in our future work by investigating several
possible alternatives. One such alternative will be to use the semantic Web [2] to
search and classify the learning objects. We performed preliminary investigations
with the semantic Web tools, technologies and applications in [16,17]. However,
more research is needed in this direction.

We also forecast the use of enhanced user controlwith the effect of haptic and au-
ditory feedback while navigating the 3D environment. The new input technologies
such as eye gaze, HMD, etc. will be exploited and tested in our virtual environment
to provide the user a feeling of actually being in the environment.

Finally, new and intuitive visual metaphors will be investigated to present the
learning objects in the virtual environment. Although in LORNAVwe have several
of such metaphors, the research in finding appropriate metaphor is never ending.
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